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From 1898 to 1903 the ruling Christian Social Party of Vienna
supported an outspokenly anti-Jewish theater.

This study relates the

five-year history of this theater, examines the ideological development of its director Adam MUller-Guttenbrunn, and the reaction of the

principal Viennese political factions to the party stage.

Because of

its political purpose and pronounced bias, the playhouse had become a

local cause celebre even before it was built.

After a series of

theatrical and political fiascoes, the theater failed in the autumn of
1903 and Mliller-Guttenbrunn went bankrupt.

But in spite of his per-

sonal failure he glimpsed the direction and long-range implications of
this theater project.

MUller-Guttenbrunn was the predecessor of

a

new

kind of politician who substituted a sensitivity to irrational forces
for traditional, empirical Realpolitik.

He considered himself the

prophet of a new socio-political salvational teaching whose Messiah
had been born, but who had not yet spoken.

Anti-Jewish policies and racially tinged German nationalism
characterized "the Aryan Theater of Vienna."

Marxists and Liberals

— the

Its repertoire ridiculed

enemies of the clerical Christian Socials

and attempted to instill an as yet undeveloped, but nonetheless virulent

iv

ideology.

In addition, MUller-Guttenbrunn endeavored
in vain to

revive a defunct literary movement by producing
antiquated plays.

Critical reaction to the party theater from all
political
factions constitutes a significant part of this study.

The theater's

sponsors were oblivious to the potential political importance
of
their stage, whose demise was hastened by internal party
strife.

Sporadically allied with the clericals, the German Nationalists

proved better able to exploit the theater through paper critiques
but were checked because of the absence of suitable plays.

Liberal

critics did little more than mock the playhouse while revealing their

own self-doubt.

The Marxist Social Democrats proved adept at turning

the ideological weapons of the clericals against themselves, as they

displayed their insight into the relation between politics and culture

A new type of political stage, the Aryan Theater heralded the advent
of cultural fascism.

A party playhouse which espoused such negative

social and political doctrines could not flourish in an era which

still fancied itself to be operating in the world of ethical rationalism.

v
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Als ich heute von meinem Abreisskalender
das
Blatt mit dem gestrigen Datum herunternahm, um
es wegzuwerfen,
fiel mir auf der Rdckseite ein Spruch von
Gustav Freytag auf:
"Das Allerschtfnste, was diesem Leben den
h8chsten Wert gibt, ist doch, wenn die
Kraft des Menschen grBsser ist als alles
was auf ihn eindringt. Ich lobe mir den
Mann, der sich Leidenschaf ten und ein
ernstes Schicksal nicht (lber den Kopf
wachsen lHsst."

Ein goldenes Wort

fttr

den Kalender des Lebens!

Adam Mtlller-Gut tenbrunn
Diary entry
August 22, 1901.

The Jubilaum [ sic ] Theatre, which was built to
celebrate the Emperor's jubilee, is a nice little
theatre, where fairy tales and pieces like "Quo Vadis"
by Sienkiewicz, are played.
The Jubilann [ sic ]
Theatre is regarded as quite a Christian theatre.
.

.

.

By an English Officer
Society Recollections in
Paris and Vienna 1907
,

Es ist ein Spiel des Zufalls, dass heute gerade
diese [Bdhne] durch [Kraft durch Freude] wirklich [ein]
Theater des Volkes geworden [ist]. Mtlller-Guttenbrunn
aber kHmpfte zehn Jahre lang flir das Ideal der wahrhaft
deutschen VolksbUhne es musste ein vergeblicher Kampf
bleiben, weil die Zeit noch nicht reif, weil die sozial

—

politischen VerhMltnisse noch nicht gegeben waren.
Roderich Mllller-Gut tenbrunn
Vttlkischer Beobachter
December 13, 1938.

INTRODUCTION

Adam MUller-Guttenbrunn occupies a niche all his
own in
the cultural history of Austria.

A prolific journalist and

nationalistic novelist, he collaborated in founding three major
Viennese theaters between 1889 and 1898* and served as the first
director of two of them.

He represented the German Nationalists

in parliament following World War One, and received an honorary

doctorate from the University of Vienna in 1922.

Although his

biographers generally praise his literary endeavors, as well as
his parliamentary activity, and usually lament his dismissal as

Raimund Theater manager in 1896, they tend to skirt or ignore altogether his second directorial career.^"
This reticence, at least on the part of his contemporary

biographers, probably stems from Mllller-Guttenbrunn
tance to discuss the matter.

T

s

own reluc-

Yet even after Milller-Guttenbrunn

f

s

theater memoirs were published posthumously, biographers have

continued to avoid the subject, particularly after 1945.

Their

reticence has been reinforced by embarrassment over the fact that

between 1898 and 1903 Mllller-Guttenbrunn was the enthusiastic
leader of Vienna's first anti- Jewish theater.
The purpose of this dissertation is threefold: first,
to narrate the history of this theater, a venture which ended in

The Deutsches Volkstheater

jubilMums-Stadttheater

,

,

Raimund Theater, and Kaiser-

the present Volksoper.

2

bankruptcy and general odium; second, to probe the character
of
the man involved, particularly the close connection between his

intense periodic swings of mood and his ideological development;
and third, to examine reactions of the press to this political

enterprise and to the man who led it.

The Aryan Theater of Vienna,

which its enemies called the "Christian Social asylum," was
undertaken jointly by the clerical Christian Social party and by
the German Nationalist party with the first soon predominating.
In 1896 the burgeoning clerical party led by Karl Lueger, who

would be Mayor of Vienna from 1897 to 1910, collaborated with the
splinter Nationalist party of Georg Ritter von Sch8nerer in planning a theater which would exclude Jewish playwrights and actors.

From the very beginning this collaboration was tenuous, not the
least because the Christian Socials and German Nationalists were

intermittent rivals.

The racially anti-Semitic and partially

Protestant Nationalists of the Los von Rom movement, who advocated a union of German Austria with the Second Reich, had op-

posed the Catholic Christian Socials during the early 1890

!

s,

partly because of their loyalty to the monarchy and partly because of the non-racial, predominantly religious and economic

basis of their anti-Semitism.

2

A political theater supported by

the clericals was further unlikely, because the Christian Socials

tended to eschew cultural-political ventures in general, preferring to confine their activities to socializing municipal affairs.
life
Jewish liberals who dominated Viennese journalism and theater

could be expected to oppose the playhouse from the beginning.

3

Despite the anomaly of such a project, a number of
factors favored its creation.

By the late 1890's in Vienna, it

had become clear that what Carl Schorske calls liberal "latterday Voltairism," the belief in "social progress through science,

education, and hard work," 4 could never win acceptance among the

lower middle class which felt threatened by economic crises, ex-

ploited by landlords and indoctrinated by an anti-Semitic lower
clergy.

An anti-Semitic and hence anti-liberal theater, which

also featured low prices of admission, could not have lacked for

enthusiastic support from those who envied their more affluent
Jewish neighbors, hated Jewish business competitors, or dreamed
of enjoying upper middle-class pastimes.

Besides responding to

contemporary political trends, the Aryan Theater did more than

merely reject liberalism or express overtly cultural anti-Semitism.

Many of the plays performed appear to have been selected

to convey a concrete,

"Germanic" symbolism which sought to counter-

act the abstract, analytical and allegedly "Jewish" psychological

plays of such authors as Schnitzler and

Dtfrraann.

In repudiating

the possibility that analytical technique in drama might serve a

beneficial purpose, MUller-Guttenbrunn erected an insuperable

barrier against any exploration of psychological causes.

Such

analysis seems to have been what he feared most.

Because the Aryan Playhouse embodied clerical cultural
aspirations in a city still living under liberal cultural aegis,
the theater became the center of a protracted and usually em-

bittered journalistic controversy.

Even before the opening night,

.

4

liberal journalists designated the JubilMums Playhouse as a "Hetz
theater," or "agitational theater,

11

and insisted that it was in-

tended as a political device to exacerbate existing animosities

Each of the four major political parties in fin de si£cle Viennathe Socialists, German Nationalists, Liberals, and Christian

Socials

— mounted

the theater.

their own journalistic campaign for and against

Their points of view, which are consistent enough

to be termed ideologies, complemented Mtlller-Guttenbrunn

highly personal and complex ideology.

1

s

own

In an interplay among the

parties, the newspapers, and the man, the history of the Kaiser

JubilMums Theater unfolds.

5

Footnotes

At least one historian, Erika Weinzierl, has summarized
Millie r-Guttenbrunn s Jubiliiums Theater career in an excellent
article.
f

See "Antisemitismus in der oes terreichischen Literatur, 1900-1938,"

Mitteilungen des oes terreichischen Staatsarchivs
NO: Verlag Ferdinand Berger & SBhne

Gerstner

f

s

,

XX (Vienna-Horn,

OHG, 1967), 356-371.

,

Anna

1946 dissertation about Mliller-Guttenbrunn's career as

theater director, "Adam Mliller-Guttenbrunns Bemtthungen als Theater-

direktor

11

(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Vienna), was

written before many of the materials used in the present work became
available.
2

Racism seems to have been

Christian Social ideology.
3

a

somewhat later development in

See n. No. 9, chap.

According to Karl Kraus

,

iii.

Theodor Herzl contemned those Jews

who set foot in the Jubil&ums Theater.

"Habitue," Die Fackel

,

Mai, 1901, in "Zeitungsausschnitte ttber Adam MUller-Gut tenbrunn

Anfang
,"

No. 9, p. 153; hereafter referred to as Z.A.M-G.

^Carl E. Schorske, "Politics and the Psyche in fin de siecle
Vienna: Schnitzler and Hofmannsthal," American Historical Review
(New York: Macmillan)

,

LXVI, No.

4

(July, 1961), 933.

.

6

CHAPTER

I

MtfLLER-GUTTENBRUNN'S FORMATIVE YEARS

Throughout his career, most of Milller-Guttenbrunn's literary and managerial enterprises assumed a greater symbolic importance
for him than their professional merit would suggest.

Leading the

JubilMums Theater represented the peak of his habitually intense
personal projection.

Between 1898 and 1903 he attempted to exter-

nalize more than ever the central tenets of a developing ideology.
It seems,

too, that reactions of various journalistic factions to

the plays he produced during this period may have accelerated the

growth of this ideology as well as contributed to its substance.
In any case, to understand his psychologically charged actions

as director of the JubilMums Theater requires us to examine his

background
Mllller-Guttenbrunn

illegitimacy.

1

s

childhood was marked by the stigma of

He was born on October 22, 1852 to Eva Mtfller in the

town of Guttenbrunn in the Swabian enclave in south-central Hungary.
His father Adam Luckhaup was a farmer whose wealthy parents had for-

bidden his marriage to this daughter of an indigent wagon-maker.*"
The child received his first name from his father, a name which
the young Adam Mttller disliked so much that he suppressed it

2

until,

at the age of 28, he met Heinrich Laube, the famous Viennese drama-

tist and theater director.

By means of a jest Laube made him realize

The town of Guttenbrunn is at present located in Romania.

•

7

that his first name was nothing to be ashamed
of.

From then on,

according to his early autobiography, 3 Adam Mtfller
actually liked
"Adam."

During the 1890' s Adam Mtfller changed his family name
to

Mdller-Guttenbrunn.*
In a patently autobiographical short story Mutter und
Sohn

,

published during the 1880 's, Mtfller-Guttenbrunn sublimated an un-

disguised dislike for his father.

He made his scholar-hero, like-

wise illegitimate, feel great pride on account of the shame which
his peasant father felt for not having participated in the develop-

ment of his respected and successful son.

Mtfller-Guttenbrunn

T

s

atti

tude toward his mother was more ambivalent, and is also reflected
in this same short story.

Although the scholar-hero seemed unable

to forgive his mother for his illegitimacy, Mtfller-Guttenbrunn de-

picted her humiliation sympathetically

.

Yet, he seemed permanently

unable to resolve his ambivalent feelings for his mother, or to

women in general.

Although some of his feuilletons and critiques

condemn the effeminate character of Austrian plays and novels, his
own dramas, novels and short stories often feature fallen women in

principal roles and cater to eroticism.

His works often deal with

infidelity, illegitimacy and shattered love affairs.

4

It seems

likely that he dealt with such subjects because of a compulsive need
to come to terms with his own mother's behavior.

The recurrence of

these themes may represent a complex projection of misogyny, or even

I

change

have been unable to determine the precise date of this

8

an unresolved moral crisis. 5
His illegitimacy seems to have
re-

mained an active source of guilt
that he could not

resolve.

6

His youth was further marred
by an incident which appears
to have exacerbated his
ambivalence towards his mother.

As a

child of about seven, Adam experienced
emotional agony when his

mother was arrested and imprisoned
on suspicion of murder.

7

Al-

though she was eventually acquitted,
later he could feel only gratitude for his mother's love and
suffering on his behalf.

In his

diary he remarked that he could not
attend her funeral in Bakovar
in October 1898 because of directorial
duties in Vienna, and he

cryptically wrote that although "[much] lay
between us for years,
death leaves behind only melancholy." 8

During the time his mother was held by the
authorities,

Adam lived with his grandmother, of whom he has
little

to say.

In

contrast, his autobiographical writings contain many
vivid recollections of his great-grandmother, the last of the original
Swabian

colonists in Guttenbrunn.

She never tired of telling about haying

seen Empress Maria Theresa and her son Joseph II in Vienna while the

colonists were en route to the Banat.

It seems that Mllller-Gutten-

brunn's life-long reverence for significant historical figures and
for former times was strengthened by his great-grandmother: as a

child he would listen enraptured to her tales, many of which she had

heard from her own grandparents.

The boy was inconsolable when she

died.

revealed this esteem for his great-

Decades later his fiction

grandmother, as well as his intense nostalgia for an earlier and

9

seemingly less complicated era.

His novel about the colonists

1

struggles and adventures, Per grosse Schwabenzu
^. recreates much
of his great-grandmother's lost world.

Milller-Guttenbrunn's veneration for tradition was likely

intensified by the tenacity with which the Swabians as a group
clung to their folklore and religious customs.

Among other practices,

he describes the public burning of a Jew in effigy in place of the
old Germanic winter god behind the church on the third day of Easter.

Swabian customs had been preserved as unchanged in the Banat as in
the German Reich, he claimed, and such practices were deeply rooted
in Catholicism.

9

Mtlller-Guttenbrunn does not seem to have realized

that the extreme nationalism often characteristic of border regions

such as the Banat frequently strengthened regional customs.

Young Adam early evinced hatred for church rituals.

Unavoid-

able initial participation in them seems to have intensified his sub-

sequent rebelliousness and inculcated a general propensity to dissimulate.

Compelled to pray aloud for four hours on certain religious

holidays, he avoided confession whenever possible and later became
and remained a Freemason for twelve years.

His loathing for the

"medieval dogmas" of Catholicism was also apparent in his first

published play GrMfin Judith
of his life.

10

,

and he avoided the church for the rest

Specifically, his hatred may have originated in a

humiliating experience at the hands of
village school.

a monk,

an instructor at his

The fact that this incident is related by Mllller-

Guttenbrunn some thirty-five years after

it occurred,

reveals how

10

deep the wound was and how
intensely sensitive he himself was

throughout his life.

His characteristic def ensiveness
and desire

to publicize a deeply-felt
personal injustice, as well as a desire

to claim public redress show
through.

Time and again in later

years, he betrayed in both his
public and private writings lasting resentment over old and smoldering
humiliations, both great
and small.

In this particular case, at the age of
eight Adam had become infatuated with a classmate.

Envious of the attentions paid

to the little girl by the friar-instructor,
Adam shouted his cate-

chism at the chaplain one day and cast him

a

hate-filled look.

The

monk apparently returned Adam's enmity and later
revenged himself
by chastising him before the class when the boy's
attention one
time wandered from his lesson.

When the friar attempted to punish

him on a second occasion for a similar offense, Adam fled the classroom and did not return.

Although he wanted to withdraw from the

village school and attend a Latin school instead, his mother insisted
that he remain where he was, for the practical reason that he would

be unable to transfer without a certificate which could be issued only
at the end of the school year.

One day Adam and his grandmother visited the headmaster
to explain the conflict with the friar, whereupon the headmaster pro-

mised to change the chaplain's attitude.

The boy returned to the

village school and resumed his studies with a renewed vigor that attested
his capacity to rebound from difficulties.

When scholastic

11

distinctions were awarded at the end of the school
year, however,

Adam was denied the primus because of insufficient
humility toward
"those who proclaim the word of God." 11

According to Mttller-Gutten-

brunn, the headmaster then told the assembled class and
villagers
a one-sided version of the conflict between the monk and
Adam.

Mtfller-Guttenbrunn called this speech one of the most "terrible

punishments" that a boy with his "sensitivity and maturity" could
receive, and he claims to have then cried more bitterly than ever

during his entire lifetime. 12

To his surprise, however, the villagers

and school children sympathized with him which made him stop crying.

Wh en the headmaster closed the ceremonies wi th a prayer

,

MUller—

Guttenbrunn claims to have been the only one whose lips were tightly
sealed.

The teacher for secular studies in the village school, whom

he admired, later told him of the great wrong that had been done him,
that he knew he would become something, but that he should never be-

come a clergyman.

An early religious poem, Bitt'

urn

ein Vaterunser!

reveals the boy's loss of faith, betrays his profound metaphysical

loneliness, and also confirms his teacher's judgment.

13

On one

occasion at least, in his twenties, Adam longed to regain this lost
faith, but his experiences and memories proved too much of an obstacle.

He seems instead to have embraced a kind of mystical deism

and channeled his religiosity into ideological pursuits.
As a young boy, Adam's small stature

and frail health, as

well as his pronounced scholarly aptitude, made him unsuitable

for

As an adult, Milller-Gut tenbrunn measured about five feet

six inches.

,

"

12

heavy labor in his agricultural community.

His mother had married

a prosperous barrel-maker-farmer who had children of his
own, and

as she bore him further offspring, there seemed to be no future
for

Adam in the family business. 1 ^
village Volksschule

Upon completing his studies in the

he was sent to Temesvar at the age of ten to

,

attend the Normalschule and Gymnasium

He seems at this time to

.

have become conscious of cultural and political differences between
Swabians and Hungarians.

At any rate, he recalled the years of his

boyhood "[the] absolutistic time" under the ministry of Alexander
Bach during the 1850

f

s

as "the happiest

[political] epoch of the

in contrast to the ensuing period of Magyarization.

Banat,""'"

When

Magyar was introduced as the language of instruction in the Gymnasium
about 1865, he revealed his resentment by boycotting classes because,

he stated, he recoiled at learning the language and refused to be-

lieve the lie with which each geography class began: "'En magyar

vagyok'.

.

.

I

am a Magyar.""^

Adam's anti-Magyar sentiments and developing German nation-

alism were encouraged by the family with which he lived in Temesvar.
The head of the household, Franz Sch8nwetter, was an official from

Vienna who had lost his job to a Hungarian in the wide-spread process
of Magyarization.

The uncanny timeliness and effect of Schtfnwetter

bitterness and strident nationalism show through an anecdote in the

novella Per kleine Schwab

1

,

another partly autobiographical account

of Mliller-Guttenbrunn's early years.

In the story, as young Adam

and SchBnwetter approached an inn named "Zu den sieben Kur f (Irsten

,

's

"

13

the former official bitterly
remarked that in fifty years
this inn

would be called "'Zu den letzten
sieben Schwaben

.

»

17

MUller-

Guttenbrunn makes much of his own
developing nationalism during his
boyhood in
yet in a demonstration of compulsive
identity searching, perhaps, he
once wore a Hungarian national

De^kle!^^^,

costume in the presence of his family
only to be derided by them.
By the mid-1890 's German nationalism
and anti-Hungarian sentiment

had become ingrained in his personality.

During this period he

lamented the disappearance of Swabian
customs and costumes in the

Banat and described a Swabian rifleman's
club clad in Hungarian

attire as the sudden transformation of a
group of decent men "into
a corps of red- trousered apes.'* 18

Mllller-Guttenbrunn

's

nationalism

has tyrannical overtones, assuming as it does
the right and duty
of propagandists to teach and to influence.

In 1896 he went so far as

to conclude that the Magyars were "a political
but not a cultural

power in Europe, for they are incapable of intellectually
fertilizing
a people entrusted to them, to mold and to educate them." 19

As a result of his antipathy to Magyar as a language of

instruction, Adam lost all interest in classes in Temesvar and received such bad grades in the spring of 1865 that he abandoned his

studies for the next three years. 20

After returning to Guttenbrunn,

he became a day laborer, and also a barber's apprentice for his

uncle.

While serving as a medical assistant, he attended some sol-

diers wounded in the battle of Ktfniggraetz.

At this time he seems

to have been indifferent to the political implications of this battle

14

and to the subsequent exclusion
of Austria from the German
Bund.

The Swabian enclave was then a
remote area so far as Austro-Prussian

politics were concerned. 21

With the departure of the last
convalescent soldier Adam

became restive.

Though his uncle was encouraging about
Adam's pro-

fessional progress and even urged him
to study medicine in Vienna,
the boy responded to the prodding of
another well-wisher: 22 in the

autumn of 1868 he abandoned his
apprenticeship and resumed his
academic studies in Hermannstadt where
Gymnasium instruction was
offered in German.

Although for unknown reasons he failed to ob-

tain his diploma, he returned to Guttenbrunn
in 1870 and, during the

summer, travelled with his uncle to Vienna for
the purpose of studying medicine at the university.

Vienna as an Intellectual Stimulus

In the first chapter of his autobiographical Der Roman
mein es

Lebens Mtiller-Guttenbrunn describes the speechless wonder with which
he beheld St. Stephan's cathedral.

Before he could begin to enjoy

his new surroundings, he learned that he was insufficiently qualified to be admitted to the medical faculty.

Adam soon recovered

from his disappointment: with characteristic vigor, he gave up plans
for becoming a doctor and attended trade school in the fall instead.
2
In addition, he worked part-time in a dispensary 3 to earn pocket

money.

Adam obtained this job through the good offices of his

uncle before the latter returned to the Banat.

Since the youth had
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been provided with about 1,500 Gulden from his
mother and step-

father—proof of their reasonable concern for him— and
earned an
additional twenty Gulden per month, his financial position,
he
tells us, was secure for the moment.

During his free time he

devoted himself to his new life in Vienna.
The then Adam Mtlller seems to have been fascinated with

Vienna

T

s

urban masses, and this fascination was likely intensified

by reading.

A novel about social conditions in Pommerania and

the mood in Berlin at the outbreak of the 1848 Revolution had just

appeared.

Problematische Naturen by the German author Friedrich

Spielhagen marked "an epoch in [Adam's] young life."

Spielhagen's

depiction of a corrupt and politically impotent aristocracy seems,

significantly enough, to have inspired some of the characters in
Gr&fin Judith

,

written in 1874 and 1875.

More importantly, Spiel-

hagen's romanticized portrayal of the lower middle class during the

early days of the revolution may have helped fill MUller-Guttenbrunn's receptive mind with class idealism.

This idealism developed

into an ideological conviction that the culture of a society origi-

nates in the lower middle class.

By the mid-1880

f

s

he was actively

promoting this belief: in two pamphlets, as we shall see, he ad-

vocated the creation of a Volk theater and attacked sensationalist ic
literature as having a deleterious effect on the masses.

His tendency

to polemicize seems to have been part of a narrowing habit of mind,

an exclusiveness and repetitive pattern of thought which had become

16

pronounced by the mid-1880's.

In the autumn of 1870, however, his

still growing mind eagerly absorbed new ideas and
impressions.
The first play which Adam saw in Vienna was The Merchant
of Venice in the Burgtheater.

His biography is significantly

silent about his reaction to this work, but it must have been to
some degree favorable, because he frequently visited the
thereafter.

Burg

MUller-Guttenbrunn was not one to return to any place

where he had been offended.

Nearly thirty years later, while direc-

tor of the JubilHums Theater, he presented a lavish production of

The Merchant for anti-Semitic reasons, but perhaps also, however
incongruously, as a sentimental gesture to his vanished youth.
As far as politics go, he became interested in the Franco-

Prussian War during the autumn of 18 70.

He sympathized with the

Prussians, as one might infer, and noted the gradual disappearance
of enmity among the lower middle-class clientele of the dispensary

toward their recent political adversaries.
the Viennese Tagespresse

,

He further observed that

published by a Hungarian Jew, was the only

paper which supported the French, and that other implicitly Jewish
papers in Pest were pro-French as well.

26

Even though these observa-

tions suggest that his anti-Semitism may have stirred as early as
the autumn of 18 70, his self-conscious attitude in this regard seems
to have been a somewhat later development.

When the new municipal

theater opened in September 18 72, he remembered that his landlady
scorned the nouveau-riche Jews who threatened to transform the new

playhouse into a "Jewish temple."

27

Until then, he claimed, he had

:

17

been unaware of any schism between Christian and Jew,
yet was unable
to forget the vehemence and contempt of her remark.

anti-Semitism was, however, fully apparent in

a

By 1878 Adam's

diary entry:

The moral of the
prize-winning comedy Durch die
Intendanz read: "A high price on money and also honor,
oh that it were higher yet and mine already " Even
honor! Very characteristic indeed for our Jew-infested
literature. 28
.

.

.

!

Although he was occupied with his studies in trade school
from the autumn of 1870 until the following summer, Adam vigorously

pursued his cultural interests all the while.

According to his later

autobiography, he audited lectures at the philosophical faculty of
the university, was an avid reader of histories and dramas, and re-'

gularly attended the Burgtheater.

This early interest bore fruit a

quarter century later: during his directorial career, he produced

numerous historical dramas to attest his continuing penchant for
drama and for things past.

By then, however, his predilection was

reinforced by ideological conviction.

In 1897,

for example, he

stated that the Austrians in general and the Viennese in particular
lacked a sense of history and that the consequences of this deficiency

were incalculable.

To Mdller-Guttenbrunn history had by then assumed

a pivotal place in his thinking.

There is a somewhat paranoic qual-

ity to his words

A population without a sense of its history is a herd. It
must therefore lack all power of resistance toward dangers
which threaten its culture and be incapable of reacting
positively if the state requires its assistance. A lack of
historical sense reduces man to mere existence, deprives
him of a connection with the present and all its moral
factors .29
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Mllller-Guttenbrunn seems apprehensive about increasingly strident

nationalism of non-Germanic minorities within the empire.

If such

misgivings were then present, it seems likely that he feared that
the developing historical sense of subject peoples would combine

with resentment over their subordination to threaten Germanic cultural and political hegemony, especially since the Austrians, he
thought, were indifferent to their own history

.

In any case, he

came to consider himself a defender of Germanic cultural tradition,
an attitude which emerged during his student years.

During the winter of 1871 Adam's nationalism was strengthened
by the founding of the Second Reich, and he describes in his Roman

meines Lebens the political enthusiasm which this event occasioned
among university students.

Their Germanic pride was intensified when,

in January, the queen of Prussia honored Franz Grillparzer on his

eightieth birthday.

Adam and his colleagues approved of this gesture

of cultural as well as nationalistic solidarity, but they condemned
a contemporary Austrian playwright,

Rudolf von Gottschall, who

thought that Grillparzer was unoriginal and predicted that a wreath
of oak leaves would one day adorn his grave.
Milller increasingly promoted Grillparzer

authors.

30

As time went on Adam

and other classical German

In time, he considered their works not only to be exemplars

of dramatic form, but also contributions to an exclusively German

rather than world literature.

This viewpoint extended to great play-

wrights of other countries as well, in the sense that he thought their
works]
works also mirrored distinctively national traits: "[Their

19

affect us so powerfully," he once wrote, "because they
create from
31
a Volk life that is removed from all foreign
influences."

Mttller-

Guttenbrunn included Shakespeare among the great Germanic
dramatists.
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At the end of his year at trade school Adam received a di-

ploma, but was refused employment in a Viennese bank on the grounds

that he was inadequately prepared in business accounting.

Once again,

an immediate antipathy toward his instructor may have contributed to

this failure to develop accounting skills that he would later need.
Such, at least, seems a likely inference, and his impetuous and re-

curring attraction or dislike for individuals reinforces the pro-

nounced tendency to subjectivity observed in his early schooling.
In this case, he also revealed a fatal propensity to overlook in

his impulsive and idealistic impatience the practical requirements
for achieving a concrete goal, for without accounting skills he could

not have been employed by a bank under any circumstances.

Adam's

behavior during this incident indicates something more than impracticality, however, and invites comparison with his life-long attitudes
and behavior.

Although he appeared incapable of withholding his

immediate opinions, not to mention his settled attitudes toward
individuals, he was thoroughly inconsistent in the substance of his

dogmatically asserted theories and behavior.

These theories seem to

have stimulated his reflectiveness and may have in turn generated

psychological changes which emerged as intellectual inconsistencies
and even vacillations in his professional behavior.

Realizing this,

he may have attempted to "compensate" for his fundamental uncertainties

about things and values by forming abrupt and irrevocable
opinions

about people.

He thus reassured himself of a certain immediate

"strength of character," which he may have doubted.
Far from being disheartened by his inability to find employ
ment in a bank, Mttller-Guttenbrunn in retrospect thought himself

richer for his past year's experience.

He had become acquainted

with the cultural life of the capital, and had had at least one posi
tive and, as it turned out, fruitful experience in trade school.

Adam's favorite instructor, a professor of business correspondence,
had emphasized the necessity of mastering high German and had also

stressed the importance of acquiring a broad knowledge of German

literature and history.

Mttller-Guttenbrunn appears to have learned

from him an economy of style in his writing
like" plainness

— at

— an

almost "business-

the outset of his literary career.

His reading

tastes, influenced perhaps by this professor, are likewise to be

seen in his writings.
The thematic material of Mttller-Guttenbrunn
evolved.

's

works gradua

In keeping with his thinking about politics and his taste

for the past, he tended increasingly to depict specific historical

figures, rather than more fictional and romanticized characters.

Yet his novels possess a romantic quality which had been very much
a part of his youthful reading and of his Viennese surroundings.

His first play, for example, begun during the summer of 18 71, may

have stemmed partly from subconscious wishes, in speculation about
"believed
such castles as Burg Liechtenstein near Mtfdling, where he

"

21

[himself] to be in Switzerland

.
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We have only Mttller-Gutten-

brunn's brief summary of Amalia, a romantic drama
in verse:

main character is a young girl who [lives] in

a castle,

"The

[waits]

for her liberator, a secret lover, while being
tyrannized by an

evil old woman."

34

Despite his dreams of becoming a successful writer, Adam

was not succeeding and as a result was exhausting his savings and
bringing himself to a point where he would have to think about pursuing a more practical career.

1860

T

s

The Grdnderzeit

,

the period of the

and until May 1873, was a time of prosperity, when the

busy empire consequently needed more officials.

A chance encounter

with a friend, a telegrapher, made Adam aware of the advantages of
this particular branch of the imperial service: telegraphers en-

joyed the benefit of much free time.

Adam immediately realized

that he could fulfill his duties while pursuing his personal literary

goals.

He enrolled in telegrapher's school and this time met all

of his professional training requirements.

He retained his interest

in the Viennese theater all the while and seems gradually to have

become more and more interested in the new municipal playhouse
directed by Heinrich Laube.

This former Burgtheater director at-

tempted to compete with the aristocratic Burg by lowering admission

prices and to some extent succeeded in spite of the disadvantages
of larger and less cultured audiences.

Adam was particularly

annoyed by the vulgarity of the audience in the municipal play-

house at the premiere performance on September 15, 1872; yet he was

22

also fascinated: for the first time he
understood "what it [meant]
to erect such a house

nation."

35

...

and to fill it with the spirit of the

Perhaps he dreamed even then of leading a theater
for

the people; it seems almost certain, though, that
if his theatrical

ambitions were stimulated, so were his class instincts.

Linz: Developing Religiosity and Initial
Literary Success

After he had completed telegrapher's school, Adam was assigned to Linz in May of 1873, where he remained for the next six-and

a-half years.

In addition to performing his routine professional

duties, during his stay he contributed occasional articles to a local

newspaper and completed at least two plays, Im Banne der Pflicht and
GrHfin Judith

.

The first work, a drama about the French Revolution,

was successfully performed in Linz in the autumn of 1879.
Judith

,

GrHf in

published in 1877, was a social tragedy set in the Banat.

It does not appear to have been performed at all.

This second work

is, however, of great psychological interest, because it reveals

Adam Mtfller's intense concern with the implications of the revolution of 1848 and with the beginnings of his ideological development.
At least as early as 1875 when the main portion of GrHfin Judith was

written, he wanted to become an apostle of a new political-religious
teaching, but was as yet uncertain of its true direction.

volution of 1848 had anticipated

a

The re-

greater struggle to come, he
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thought, even foreshadowed the coming of an anti-Christ.

This

apocalyptic struggle was inevitable, he reasoned, because "struggle
is nature's breath of life and destruction carries the germ of

creation

.,37

The title character of Gr^fin Judith is a half-Jewish
countess who redeems her murder of a rival

Judith likely reflects some of Adam M(iller
as well as his developing anti-Semitism.

T

r

s

son through suicide.

s

psychological conflicts,

Another central character

is a reforming priest, Julius, who rings the death knell for the

ancien regime, particularly for its repressive religious leadership,

which has avoided reform for six decades.

Adam

f

s

Julius clearly mirrors

youthful idealism, uncertainty, and rebelliousness all at the

same time:

Thrones sway, shaken to their foundation, and only one
thing can buttress them the recognition of the approaching
Mankind will not be ready for a long time to
day.
guide itself, still requires leadership but has outgrown its
children's shoes, and nothing hurts the youth more than to
be chastised because of outmoded standards. Beware the pain

—

.

.

.

of this youth! 38

During the 1880

f

s

Adam Mtlller rewrote GrHfin Judith in the form of a

short story and, perhaps influenced by Spielhagen, has Julius die a

hero's death during the revolution instead of living on as he does
in the play.

Although the first version suggests through Julius'

final speech that reason and humanity might still transform the

attitude of society and the established church, the short story implies that mere socio-political reform is no longer either possible
or sufficient.

A new salvational teaching is needed in order to

bring the revolution to completion.

24

A welcome relief from his duties in Linz were
Adam's periodic
assignments to Bad Ischl, the favorite resort of
Emperor Franz Josef.

There Adam passed "the happiest time [of his] life,"
according to his
early autobiography, and rejuvenated himself by
"glorying" in nature. 39
To get away from it all seems to have become an intermittent,
life-

long necessity for him and, during his early years at least,
resulted
in stimulating his reflectiveness: he wrote introspective letters
to

his spinster landlady, Thekla Westphal, back in Linz.

Through these

letters he may have satisfied his need for feminine friendship, or

compensated for shyness or even sexual inadequacy.
spinster as a second mother

— another

long-lived need

Adam regarded the

— and

she reci-

procated by nursing him during illness, offering advice and encourage-

ment and, on at least one occasion, a gift of money.

A letter written

to her while vacationing in Guttenbrunn in 1877 demonstrates how com-

plete his confidence in her must have been, for he revealed rare dis-

appointment over his home and over the characteristic embitterment
and mistrust of the Swabians.

A family quarrel at this time even

made him uncertain that he would ever return to Guttenbrunn again.

40

Two years later, at the time he moved from Linz to Vienna, he doubted
that he could ever love a woman who did not possess Thekla Westphal

purity and unselfishness.

41

r

s

His diary entries and letters to her sug-

gest that she embodied the traits he may have thought his mother

lacked.

During his years in Linz Adam became acquainted with Bishop
Franz Josef Rudigier who had been the religious preceptor of the young
Franz Josef.

In the spring of 1869,

the bishop had received a two-week

25

jail sentence for preaching
against liberalizing laws of
May 1868
on marriage and school but was
pardoned by the emperor himself.

MUller-Guttenbrunn's later antipathy to
liberalism may have been
reinforced by the bishop.
Such was the impression, at
least, that
Rudigier made on Mdller-Guttenbrunn
that the bishop figured promi-

nently in the novel Es war einmal ein
Bischof

.

published in 1913.

Journalistic Activity in Vienna
At the end of December 1879, Adam
was transferred from

Linz to Vienna where he worked intermittently
as a telegrapher until
1889,

and Vienna

remained his home until his death in 1923.

His

transfer, he claims, resulted directly from
the success of Im Banne

der Pflicht which had been performed in Linz
in November 1879 after
it had been rejected by the Burgtheater
the year before. 43 Both the

provincial success of this drama and the Burgtheater
rejection were
prophetic: although often successful on provincial stages,
his plays

continued to be refused by the Burg.

During the 1880

's

Adam Mdller became a well-known journalist

and critic in Vienna, a city which was rapidly becoming a cauldron

of journalistic activity.

As the franchise was extended to the

lower middle class, political factions proliferated and every faction
of importance owned or soon acquired a newspaper in order to voice
its opinion.

In the spring of 1886 Adam MUller joined

the editorial

26

staff of the nationalistic Deutsche Zeltunq
Club,

.

the organ of the German

44

and thus evinced an unrais table and fateful
political
45
nationalism.
This year proved fateful for him in other ways
as

well.

In August he married Adele Krusbersky,
the daughter of a re-

tired army officer, who bore him four children and
gave him an evi-

dently stable and happy domestic life.

In March he had published

Die LectUre des Volkes. the second of his influential
pamphlets in
a polemical series Gegen den

Strom— "Against

the Current."

46

These

pamphlets reveal significant ideological development, and the very
title of the series expresses his own growing alienation.
In the first of his polemics, Wien war eine Theaters tadt

,

written in 1844, Adam Mliller censured as harmful to society the eagerness of theater directors to outdo one another in spoiling the taste
of their audiences.

Although less sweeping in his misogyny than

Otto Weininger, Mliller nonetheless deplored the influence of women
on the Austrian and French stage: Grillparzer

1

plays were entirely

s

dominated by women and Goethe's masculine Faust had been transformed
into the implicitly effeminate opera Margarethe

condemned operetta, "the bastard of art,"

^

.

In addition, he

as being unGermanic.

He remarked that the existing star system threatened to create a

proletariat of actors, and he deplored high admission rates and the
The unstable managerial situation,

fierce competition among theaters.

he diagnosed further, had contributed its share to the malaise.

claimed, for instance, that Laube

f

s

He

successor, Emmerich Bukovics, had

become the senior director in Vienna after only four years

1

tenure

27

at the Municipal Theater, which was destroyed by fire
in May 1884.

Although he praised Heinrich Laube because he had produced wholesome matinee fare for the Volk and had thus transformed the
stage

into a moral institution, Mttller censured Bukovics for replacing
these harmless plays with the "most idiotic and disgraceful Parisian

farces."

48

In contrast to Viennese directors, Berlin theater managers

encouraged moral elevation, he implied, by offering wholesome dramas
at inexpensive rates
Mliller also attacked "the leader of Viennese criticism,"

Ludwig Speidel, for dereliction of his professional duties.

His

criticisms, he charged, were

capricious, brutal, unjust, contradictory to the point of
absurdity, but brilliantly written, penetrating in their
intellect, and refinement.
Never had a more gifted
critic held such an influential position, never could a
single man have had a more beneficial effect than he, and
never was anyone less useful to the Viennese theater than
he, for never did he take his office seriously, and instead
of factual criticism he preferred to cultivate in Vienna
the ingenious, piquant and venemously personal which is
so feared. ^9
.

.

.

Shifting from attack to constructive suggestion, Mttller advocated the creation of a theater in one of Vienna's outlying districts.

The playhouse would have to be large enough to accommodate mass audiences, be fireproof, and perform only the best classical and Volk

works.

The blase audiences of other Viennese theaters should be ex-

cluded, he insisted, and this would be a blessing.

playhouse could theater art become what

Volk life,
masses."

a

Only in such a

it once had been,

"a factor in

source of joy, of refreshment and education for the

Viennese theater life, he concluded, needed "fresh impulses-
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new men, and it will and must find them."

If a man could be found

"who had no other wish than the greatness of
Vienna and the re-

surgence of dramatic art" in the capital, then "the
prophetic words
of Abraham a Santa Clara about the happiness of Austria
[could also
be] applied to that of the Viennese theater in its present
decline:

non est mortua, sed dormit— it is not dead, it is only sleeping!" 50

Although it is difficult to gauge the effect of Wien war
eine Theaterstadt

,

the first edition of which appeared anonymously,

this tract, reminiscent in its acerbity of Eduard Hanslick's attacks

on Richard Wagner and Anton Bruckner, must have stimulated consider-

able interest and controversy. 51

Three editions appeared within

five months and Gruber claims the pamphlet led to the founding of
the Deutsches Volkstheater in 1889.

Until his nationalistic and

historical novels appeared following the JubilHums Theater debacle,

MUller-Guttenbrunn was remembered chiefly as the author of Wien war
eine Theaterstadt

,

and before 1898 he was one of the most prominent

leaders in the movement to create Volk theaters in Vienna. This pole-

mic was a watershed in his ideological development.

His insistence

on morality, his rejection of foreign theatrical influences, his

class consciousness

,

and his

zeal to indoctrinate

— most

tures which characterized his later directorial activity

of the fea-

— are

fully

in evidence here and will be examined in more detail as they relate
to his experience at the JubilHums Theater.

Wien war eine Theaterstadt is not an isolated example of his

ideological growth, however; it is directly related to the entire
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substance of his contemporary critical writing about
the Viennese
stage.

This pamphlet was followed by such works as Dramaturgische

GMnge, a collection of critiques which rejected contemporary
foreign

theatrical influences and decried naturalism; and by Das Wiener Theaterleben which charged that the original idealism behind the founding
of the Deutsches Volkstheater had been subverted by vulgar profit

seeking.

Unlike Laube's Wiener Stadttheater which had merely attempted

to compete with the Burg artistically, the politicized Deutsches

Volkstheater, he implied, was undermining the very aesthetic purpose
of art.

At least as early as the mid-1880

f

s

Adam Mllller clearly

thought of himself as a moral idealist who was struggling against

public indifference to the politicization and general decline of
theater art.

Yet his devious attack on Ludwig Speidel, who symbolized

liberal cultural hegemony, tarnishes this idealism with a suggestion
of personal envy which may in fact have originated in political re-

sentment

.

In his second pamphlet Die Lecttlre des Volkes

,

Adam Mllller

attacked the proliferation of sensationalist ic literature which, he
Again

claimed, was having a demoralizing effect on the Volk masses.

Berlin was praised for its attempt to suppress sensationalistic
literature.

Mllller praised the Hohenzollern court preacher Adolf

Stacker, a "parliamentarian of well-known characteristics,

11

52

for

supporting a law intended to prohibit the sale of such literature.
On the other hand, he condemned Austrian Jesuits who had founded
and promoted a publication like Per Sendbote des gHttlichen Herzens

Jesu, which purveyed "the most idiotic superstition":
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11
88
6 " Herzens J
reflects the
complete refinement of modern
journalism, and the much
maligned 'Jew-infested' liberal press
must surrender to
r
kn ° WS
S pUblic exactl
y and has heaven
i™}V?T
Jo
and
hell as its allies. 53

In order to elevate the reading
taste of the masses, Mdller

advocated the creation of a Volk
literature association which would
publish and disseminate inexpensive
editions of the classics. Atten-

tion-getting promotional methods could
be employed for good purpose.
Heinrich von Kleist's Michael Kohlhaas

.

for example, should be sub-

titled "The Arsonist because of Injured
Feelings of Justice "—ob,

viously analogous to Schiller's Per Verbrecher
aus verlorener Ehreand alluring illustrations should be included.

In this way the

popularity of the classics would be assured, because
sensationalism
struck a responsive chord in the Volk soul,

as the abuse of it

showed

Die Lect dre des Volkes seems to have inspired even more widespread public interest than Wien war eine Theaterstadt

.

In his

diary

Adam Mtlller complacently noted the popularity of his latest pamphlet
which sold out three editions in less than two months, and he remarked that a member of the German Club in parliament was drafting
a law to suppress sensational literature.

Invited to lecture about

his second pamphlet, Mtiller was appointed as first secretary of the

newly formed Wiener Volksbildungsverein in 1890, 5 ^whose origin par-

alleled that of the rival Marxist Volksbildungs movement.

Despite

its popularity, this polemic also made him an outspoken enemy:

Heinrich Abel who achieved celebrity both as Volk priest and Christian
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Social publicist-politician, protested Miller's attacks on
the

Jesuits and bore lasting resentment over the anti-clericalism
of

Die Lecttire des Volkes 55 Mliller's relatively favorable attitude
.

toward the liberal press in this polemic suggests that he had become convinced that it was necessary to cultivate the good will of
the liberals in order to succeed in Viennese literary circles.

If

so, his joining a liberal Masonic order during the year when Die
Lecttire des Volkes appeared and a liberal writer's association

shortly thereafter, may have been intended as further demonstrations of liberalism.

Mtlller-Guttenbrunn and the Raimund Theater

Adam Mtlller continued his journalistic activities for several
years.

In the autumn of 1891, while still an editor for the Deutsche

Zeitung, he was apparently invited by the founding committee for the

Raimund Theater to lead their Volk stage which was scheduled to

open in the autumn of 1893.

56

After some initial hesitation, he

accepted the directorship in March 1892 and resigned his editorial

position several months later.
in the autumn of 1893.

He assumed his managerial duties

Although he claims to have had as a goal the

creation of a stage devoted exclusively to the performance of German
plays, he was not outspoken about his aim.
the new theater

As artistic director of

he selected the repertoire; the policies of the play-

house, however, were determined by a committee, whose preferences
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he was obliged to acknowledge in addition to
pursuing his own.

MUller-Guttenbrunn met with varying success as theater manager.

Although he appears to have satisfied the theater committee

initially, he did offend certain actors, 57 and they, together
with

influential committee members, formed a cabal against him.

After

months of intrigue during the autumn of 1895, the opposition gained

control of the theater committee and MUller-Guttenbrunn was suspended in January 1896.

Two years earlier in 1894, it is worth

noting, liberals and anti-Semitic Christian Socials in the municipal

council had debated Mllller-Guttenbrunn

T

s

proposal to fund a prize to

be awarded by the Raimund Theater in order to encourage the writing
of native Viennese plays.

58

Christian Social interest in the play-

house at that time indicated that the clerical party aspired to
play an active role in Viennese cultural as well as political affairs.
This desire became intensified during the next two years and is

connected with MUller-Guttenbrunn

f

s

next directorship.

Even before

he was suspended, a founding committee composed of liberals and antiSemites had been formed to found a third Viennese Volk theater.

anti-Semites recognized that the director of the Raimund Theater
should be their man.

The
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Footnotes
1

Adam Luckhaup's father deposited
1,000 Gulden in a savings

account for his grandson.
official.

The fund was administered by a village

Ferdinand Ernst Gruber, Adam Mttller-Guttenbrunn

.

der Fr, -

Schwab (Leipzig: L. Staackmann Verlag,
1921), p. 9.
2

MUller-Guttenbrunn's first published play GrMfin Judith

bore "Mttller von Guttenbrunn" on the title page.

According to Gruber,

Mllller-Guttenbrunn, "as a democrat ("als Democrat"),
eliminated the

"von" and replaced it with "aus."

About 1886 the editor of one of

MUller-Guttenbrunn's short stories omitted the "aus" and replaced
with a hyphen.

The author was so pleased that he henceforth signed

his name "Mttller-Guttenbrunn.
3

it

11

Ibid

.

,

23,

34,

35.

Adam Mttller-Guttenbrunn, "Aus meinem Leben," Die Gesellschaft

(Leipzig: Wilhelm Friedrich Verlag, September, 1889),
pp. 1272, 1273.
One such collection of his short stories is in fact entitled

Gescheiterte Liebe
"*An

.

"Mutter und Sohn" is one of these stories.

early awareness of his illegitimacy and his consequent

suffering may have inspired Adam's confession at the age of twenty-five
that he had never been a child.

Adam Mttller-Guttenbrunn, Der Roman

meines Lebens (Leipzig: L. Staackmann Verlag, 1927), diary entry
February 10, 1878, p. 106.
^As late as May 1921, Mttller-Guttenbrunn wondered about a

recent celebration in his honor: "Once

I

was the poorest and last child

of the village until mother, by means of an honorable marriage, was

34

again accepted into the village community.

first— today

I

The last will be the

am the village saint of Guttenbrunn

M

"Ich war einst

das Hrmste und letzte Kind des Dorfes, bis die Mutter wieder
durch

eine ehrbare Ehe in die Dorf gemeinschaf t aufgenommen wurde.

letzten werden die Ersten sein

Guttenbrunn." Ibid
7

.

,

— ich

Die

bin heute der Dorfheilige von

May 22, 1921, p. 308.

Mllller-Guttenbrunn projected his death wishes over this

incident in"Mutter und Sohn."

In the short story, the hero commits

suicide after being rejected by his fiancee who has learned about his

mother's imprisonment.

According to Aenne Mliller-Guttenbrunn

,

the

wife of Mliller-Guttenbrunn 's eldest son, Adam MUller-Guttenbrunn

1

s

wife first learned of the details of her mother-in-law's imprisonment
in a biography of her husband.

Interview with Aenne Mliller-Gutten-

brunn, December, 1972
g

"Manches lag zwischen uns seit Jahren.

in Wehmut auf. n

Der Tod

Adam MUller-Guttenbrunn, "Tagebtlcher

ltfst

alles

Heft VIII,

October 19, 1898. Aenne Mliller-Guttenbrunn suggested that this estrange
ment may have been the result of a disagreement over an inheritance.
Interview, December, 1972
o

Adam Milller-Gut tenbrunn

,

Deutsche Kulturbilder aus Ungarn

(Leipzig: Verlag von Georg Heinrich Meyer, 1896), p. 110.
10

According to Aenne Mliller-Guttenbrunn.

Interview, June, 1972

In his biography, Ferdinand Gruber, a friend of the family, stressed

Milller-Guttenbrunn's piety, again according to Aenne Mliller-Gutten-

brunn, because pious Banat Swabians would otherwise have disapproved

35

of their most celebrated son.

"mittelalterlichen Dogmen," MUller

von Guttenbrunn, Graf in Judith, drama
in
des Verfassers, 1877), p. 26.

acts (Linz: Selbstverlag

5

In this same work, Mllller-Guttenbrunn

advocated the purification of the Catholic
religion and the clothing
of "the true Christ's teachings in

"die echte Christuslehre in
1:L

.

.

.

.

.

the spirit of the time."

.

dem Geist der Zeit."

"Denen, die das Wort Gottes verkUnden,"
Mllller-Guttenbrunn

Kulturbilder

,

p.

95.

12,

"furchtbarsten Zllchtigungen

Ibid

.

.

.

Empf anglichkeit und Reife,"

.

13

The refrains of Mllller-Guttenbrunn' s poem symbolize the

polarity of their author's whole life:
"Bitt' um ein Vaterunser!

"Am Wege nach meinem Heimatsort,

Da ragt ein Stein aus entschwundener Zeit
Den man einem armen Sllnder geweiht;

Drauf schrieben sie glMubigen Sinn's das Wort:
'Bitt' um ein Vaterunser!

1

"Einst hat das Wort auf dem alten Stein

Niemals vergebens zum Knaben gefleht,
Und ging wer vorbei und sprach kein Gebet,
Da schnitt es mir stets ins Herz hinein:

Der hat kein Vaterunser!
"Ich zog in die Welt.

Heut setz

1

den Fuss

Auf Heimatserde ich wieder als Mann,
Und denkend der Kindheit, die lHngst zerrann,

36

Trifft hier mich der Heimat erster
Gruss:
'Bitt'

urn

ein Vaterunser!

"Mein Herz erbebt, und es

mein Blick

trtlbt

Sich bei dem Anblick der mahnenden
Schrift-

Den Glauben zerfrass mir des Zweifels Gift,
Treulos verliess mich der Kindheit GlilckIch hab' kein Vaterunser."

Quoted in Gruber, Adam Muller-Guttenbrunn

p.

.

38.

C.G. Jung noted a

frequently characteristic religiosity in the personality
of those who
had "missed the happiness of woman's love."

He concluded that "the

father is usually the decisive and dangerous object of the child's

phantasy."

Jung's insights may well provide a key to Milller-Gutten-

brunn's adult behavior.

C.G. Jung, "The Significance of the Father

in the Destiny of the Individual," Analytical Psychology
ed. Constance E. Long (New York: Moffat Yard & Co.
14

,

This, at least, is Gruber's suggestion.

Mtlller-Guttenbrunn
15|,,

,

p.

,

trans, and

1916), pp. 156, 175

Gruber, Adam

9.

Die absolutistische Zeit!'

des Banats," Millie r-Guttenbrunn

^"'En magyar vagyok'
Guttenbrunn, Die Gesellschaf

,

,

.

.

.

.

die glttcklichste Epoche

Roman meines Lebens
.

p.

"^Adam Mtlller-Guttenbrunn

.

p.

,

13.

'Ich bin ein Magyar,'" MUller-

1273.
,

Der kleine Schwab '-Abenteuer eines

Knaben (Leipzig: Verlag von L. Staackmann, 1910),

p.

10.

In Swabian

folklore, seven men hunt a monster which is terrorizing a community.
The seven in turn are terrorized by the monster
a rabbit.

—which

turns out to be

SchBnwetter may have implied that the Banat Swabians were

37

being unduly intimidated by the Magyars,
or perhaps that within fifty
years Swabians in the Banat, like the
Kurfursten

would be only a

.

memory
18,

in ein Corps von rothbehosten Affen."
MUller-Guttenbrunn,

Kulturbilder
19 "

.

p.

23.

•

eine politische, aber keine kulturelle Macht
in Europa,

denn sie sind nicht befUhigt, die ihnen anvertrauten
Vtflker geistig
zu befruchten, sie zu bilden, zu er Ziehen."
20

Ibid

.

,

183, 194.

MUller-Guttenbrunn was characteristically defensive about

abandoning his studies and claimed that he had "merely become
the
sacrifice of an experiment." "bloss das Opfer eines Experiments
ge-

worden." Millie r-Gu t tenb runn

,

to Aenne Mllller-Gut tenbrunn

,

Magyar and also in French.
21

The

Die Gesellschaf

,

p.

1274.

According

her father-in-law later became fluent in
Interview, December, 1972.

Banat did not, however, remain a remote area for the

ambitions of certain Prussians, as one of Mliller-Guttenbrunn
dotes suggests.
of 1894

,

1

s

anec-

At a reception for Otto von Bismarck during the summer

Mliller-Guttenbrunn introduced himself to the prince as "a

Swabian from the Banat!" The then former chancellor replied: "No lost

outpost!" "'Schwabe aus dem Banat!

f

1

.

.

MUller-Guttenbrunn, Roman meines Lebens
22

.

,

p.

Kein verlorener Posten!

son Herbert cites Jellinek

f

s

"

197.

This was Jakob Jellinek, a Jewish shopkeeper.

brunts eldest

1

Mllller-Gut ten-

discovery of his father's

intellectual gifts in an attempt to refute the charge that he was an
anti-Semite.

Herbert Mliller-Guttenbrunn, "Adam MUller-Guttenbrunn,"

38

Das Nebelhorn

Nos.

,

141/142, 6h year (end of November, 1932), p. 330.

Das Nebelhorn at first resembled Die Fackel in format and was
in fact

dedicated to Karl Kraus.
23

cut,

This was an "Offizin," where customers could have their hair

corns removed and obtain first aid.

Mtfller-Guttenbrunn believed

that this "Offizin" was the last of its kind in Vienna.
24
25

,,

MUller-Guttenbrunn, Roman meines Lebens
"machte Epoche in meinem jungen Leben."
Ibid

27f,f

28

lautete:

T

,

p.

31.

Ibid

.

,

32.

.

a Judentempel!

"Das Motto des

.

1,1

.

Ibid
.

.

66.

,

Preislustspieles

T

Durch die Intendanz'

Ein hoher Preis an Geld und auch an Ehre/0 dass er hBher noch

und mein schon wHre!'

Und auch an Ehre! In der That sehr characteris tisch

fUr unsere verjudete Literatur." "Tagebllcher ," August 29, 1878.
29

Herde.

"Eine Bev8lkerung ohne Sinn

ftlr

ihre Geschichte ist eine

Es muss ihr jede Kraft des Widerstands fehlen gegendber Ge-

fahren, die ihr Heimwesen bedrohen, jede FHhigkeit des Auf schwunges

wenn der Staat ihrer Mithilfe bedarf

.

Der Mangel an historischem Sinn

drlickt den Menschen zum Eintagsgesch8pf herab, er beraubt ihn des Zu-

sammenhanges mit dem Gewordenen und alien sittlichen Factoren desselben."

Adam Mllller-Guttenbrunn

,

Das Raimund Theater: Passionsgeschichte einer

deutschen Volksbllhne (Vienna: Verlag der Neuen Revue,
30

1897), p. 22.

MUller-Guttenbrunn describes the pageantry of Grillparzer

f

s

funeral in January 1872 and tells how he followed the procession from
the Spiegelgasse, where the poet had lived, via the Graben and Kohlmarkt,

39

past the old Burgtheater up the Ring
to the cemetary in Wahring

where Beethoven and Schubert lay.
Lebens

,

Muller-Guttenbrunn

,

Roman meines

pp. 53-55.

31

"die Authoren dieser Volker nur deshalb
so krHftig auf

uns wirken, weil sie national sind, veil
sie aus einem Volksleben

schBpfen, das alien fremden EinflUssen entrlickt
ist." Mliller-

Guttenbrunn, Das Raimund Theater
32

,

p.

6.

Adam Mttller-Guttenbrunn, Das Wiener Theaterleben
(Leipzig:

Verlag und Druck von Otto Spamer, 1890), p. 65.
33

"glaubte in der Schweiz zu sein."

Roman meines Lebens
3A

,

p.

Mllller-Guttenbrunn

64.

"ein junges Mlidchen

,

das unter der Tyrannei einer bHsen

alten Frau auf einer Burg lebte und auf ihren Befreier harrte, einen

heimlich Geliebten, stand im Vordergrund
35„

.

"

Ibid

.

,

47.

was es hiess, solch ein Haus hinzustellen in das Strassen-

bild einer Groszstadt und es zu erfUllen mit dem Geist der Nation."
Ibid

.

,

67.

36
37

Mllller von Guttenbrunn, Grlifin Judith , p. 68.

"Kampf ist der Lebensathem der Natur und die Vernichtung

trHgt den Keim des Schaffenden in sich."
38

Ibid

*

,

63.

"Die Throne wanken, in ihren Grundfesten erschllt tert

eines kann sie stlltzen

— die

,

Anerkennung des anbrechenden Tages.

und nur
.

.

.

Noch ist die Menschheit lange nicht reif, sich selbst zu lenken, noch

bedarf sie der Ftlhrung; doch ist sie ihren Kinderschuhen entwachsen
und nichts schmerzt den JUngling mehr, als sich mit der Zuchtruthe der

Kinderstube begegnet zu sehen.

Ftlrchtet diesen Schmerz des JUnglings!"

AO

Ibid., 81.
39

"die glttcklichste Zeit meines Lebens."
MUller-Guttenbrunn

Die Gesellschaft
AO
1-877,

.

p.

1277.

MUller-Guttenbrunn, "Letter to Thekla Westphal,"
October 25,

Roman meines Lebens

.

p.

10A.

Diary entry, December 29, 1879, in Ibid
., 119.
42

M{lller-Guttenbrunn retired in February 1889 for
reasons of

health.
A3

This rejection by Dingelstedt, the director of the
Burg,

offended him.

When Dingelstedt died three years later, Adam MUller

revealed his implacable bitterness: "Dingelstedt died today.

He

suffered much, more than he deserved, and he deserved much.

His was

a mediocre talent and a small character, his soul was ambition,
his

strongest weapon irony.

without lying.

Maybe.

He said one could not be a theater director
But it seems that our director made too

extensive a use of this 'right' of a theater director." "Heute starb
Dingelstedt.

Er hat viel gelitten, mehr als er verdiente, und er

verdiente viel.

Er war ein halbes Talent und ein halber Character,

seine Seele war der Ehrgeiz, seine stMrkste Waffe die Ironie.

man kBnne nicht Theaterdirektor sein, ohne zu lllgen.

Er sagte,

Mag sein.

Es

scheint aber, dass unser Baron einen zu ausgedehnten Gebrauch von diesem
'Rechte' eines Theaterdirektors machte."

meines Lebens
44

,

p.

Mllller-Guttenbrunn

,

Roman

31.

Heinrich Friedjung, the famous historian, joined the editorial

staff at the same time.

Friedjung had appointed Mliller as theater

41

critic of the newly founded
Deutsche Wochenarhrl
1883.

Gruber, Adam Mtlller-Guttenbrunn
45

.

p.

ft

in the autumn of

31.

Anton Scherer suggests that Wilhelm
Jordan (1819-1904),

a Prussian writer, aroused Adam
Mliller's nationalism by urging him
to

"stay at home" so far as his choice of
literary subjects was concerned.

The young playwright had asked Jordan's
opinion about Im

Banne der Pflicht and Pes Hauses Fourchambaults
Ende

style of French moral plays.

.

written in the

Jordan thought MUller's early works

revealed their author's lack of first-hand
experience and advised him
to "live!

Get out of the journalistic literary machinery!
Plunge into

the current even at the risk of taxing your
swimming ability to the ut-

most.

Be adventurous; become an actor even though you
never intend to

remain one; play what people call silly pranks in order to
struggle
out of every difficulty with your own wits and strength."

Mdller-

Guttenbrunn's behavior, both as theater director and critic, suggests
that he took Jordan's advice to heart. "Erleben Sie! Fort aus dem

journalistischen Litteratentreiben! Hinein in den Strom, und sei's mit
Gefahr, Ihre Schwimmkraft auf 's Husserste anstrengen zu mtlssen.

teuern Sie; werden Sie Schauspieler

,

Aben-

wenn auch keineswegs um es zu

bleiben; machen Sie, was die Leute dumme Streiche nennen.um sich mit

eigenem Witz und eigener Kraft aus jeder Klemme herauszukMmpf en.
Anton Scherer, "Ein 'weekender Rippenstoss'

- Ein

unbekannter Brief

Wilhelm Jordans an Adam Mliller-Guttenbrunn und dessen Hinwendung zu
Fragen des deutschen Volkstums,"

Sonderdruck aus Heft Nr.

1

Stldos

tdeutsche Viertelj ahresblHtter ,

(1962), p. 41.

42

46

In 1884 Adam Muller and some of
his friends had founded

a "literary-artistic society"
in order to participate in the
Kultur-

kam£f by writing and disseminating
polemical pamphlets. "Literarisch-

kunstlerische Gesellschaf t
47

«

Gruber, Adam Muller-Guttenhrnnn

"Bastard der Kunst,"

Adam Mtlller-Guttenbrunn

Theaterstadt (Vienna: Verlag von Carl Graeser,
1887),
^8

49

"bl8desten Pariser Schandpossen,"
"das Haupt der Wiener Kritik.

.

,

p.

p.

3 2.

Wien war eine
8.

Ibid., 27.

.

.

Launenhaft, brutal, un-

gerecht, widerspruchsvoll bis zur LHcherlichkeit

aber glanzend ge-

,

schrieben, bestechend durch Geist, Witz und Bildung.

.

.

Nie stand

.

ein begabterer Kritiker auf einem so einflussreichen Posten,
nie
hHtte ein einzelner Mann segensreicher wirken kbnnen als dieser,
und
nie nlltzte dem Wiener Theater Jemand weniger als er, denn niemals
war
es ihm Ernst mit seinem Amte

und er vorzugsweise zUchtete in Wien an

,

Stelle der sachlichen Kritik die geistreiche, die pikante, die giftig-

persBnliche, die so gefllrchtet ist."
"*°"ein Factor im Volksleben,

Ibid

.

und es wird und muss sie finden.

.

.

,

31, 33, 34.

ein Quell der Freude, der Er-

quickung und Bildung fUr die Massen.
.

.

.

.frische Impulse—-neue Manner,

der nichts so sehr wUnscht,

als die GrBsse Wiens und einen neuerlichen Aufschwung der dramatischen

Kunst in dieser herrlichen

.

.

.

das prophetische Wort des Abraham a

Santa Clara auf das GlUck Oesterreichs auch auf dasjenige des Wiener

Theaters in seinem heutigen Niedergange anwendbar sein: non est mortua,
sed dormit

— es

~^The

ist nicht gestorben, es schlMft nur

!

"

Ibid

.

,

35,

36,

38.

introduction to the 1887 edition of the collected pamphlets

states that some of the authors were attacked and slandered.

For details

43

of Hanslick's vendetta, see
William M. Johnston, The Austrian Mind
(Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1972), pp. 132-135.
52

"Parlamentarier von den sattsam bekannten
Eigenschaf ten

,

Adam MUller-Guttenbrunn, Die Lecture
des VolkP. (Vienna: Verlag von
Carl Graeser, 1886), p.

MaSSing
'

tarsal

7.

For information on StBcker see Paul W.

for Destruction: A Study of Political
Anti-Semitism

in Imperial Germany (New York: Howard
Fertig, 1967), and Ismar Schorsch,

Jewish Reactions to German Anti-Semitism

1870-1914 (New York: Columbia

.

University Press, 1972).
53

"mit dem blBdsinnigsten Aberglauben.

.

.

.

'Der Sendbote

des gHttlichen Herzens Jesu' ist mit dem ganzen
Raffinement der modernen

Journalistik zusammengestellt und geleitet, und die vielverlasterte,
'verjudete' liberale Presse muss die Waffen strecken vor dieser
Macht,

die ihr Publicum genau kennt und Himmel and Hfllle zu Bundesgenossen

hat."

MUller-Guttenbrunn, LectUre des Volkes
54

55

Gruber, Adam MUller-Guttenbrunn

p.

,

,

pp.

35, 27.

34.

During a Catholic school association meeting in 1901, Abel

claimed that his defense of Catholic publications such as the Sendbote
in 1886 had cost one of MUller-Guttenbrunn s supporters his Reichs'

rat mandate. "Jahresversammlung der katholischen Schulvereins-Frauen-

gruppe "zu den heiligen Schutzengeln

March 17, 1901, in Z.A.M-G., No. 9,

'

p.

auf der Wieden," Die Reichspost

,

117.

^MUller-Guttenbrunn claims that the committee asked him "to
work for [their] thing."

He wrote a feuilleton for the Christmas edition

of the Deutsche Zeitung and stated in his diary: "The directorship is

44

attainable for me if

I

want it." "fUr die Sache zu wirken.

...

Die

Direktion ist fUr mich erreichbar, wenn ich
sie will." MUller-Guttenbrunn, diary entry, December 25, 1891, in
Roman meines Lebens

.

p.

155.

Although some of the reasons for their indignation
remained
obscure, Mtlller-Guttenbrunn was accused at a
theater founder's meeting
of having made an anti-Jewish remark to an
actress, of attempting to

compete with the Burg, and of having spoken disrespectfully
about the
founders and theater committee.
58

Ibid

.

,

200.

Troubled by the political controversy, the sponsor Alfred

Strasser, a Jewish philanthropist, financed the Raimund Theater
Prize.
Ibid.

,

184.

45

CHAPTER

II

THE ORIGINS OF THE ARYAN THEATER

During the crisis in the Raimund
Theater early in 1896

MUller-Guttenbrunn was asked to lead another
playhouse which would
commemorate in 1898 the fiftieth
anniversary of Emperor Franz
Josef's reign. 1
Burg.

This theater would be second only
in size to the

The new playhouse would hold an audience
of nearly 2,000

and therefore give Miiller-Guttenbrunn
an additional opportunity to
test his theories of mass culture since
the Raimund Theater seated

over 1,500.

At first he refused overtures from both
the controlling

liberal and aspiring anti-Semitic factions of
this new theater

committee, because of his present duties as director
of the Raimund
Theater.

In November 1896, after considerable wavering,
he indicated

his preference for the anti-Semitic Christian Socials,
but further

hesitated until July 1898 before he actually agreed to manage
stage whose politics the anti-Semites had come to control.

a

He had

already revealed the political posture he was to assume when, in
the spring of 1896, he collaborated with Guido List, an anti-Semi-

tic proponent of v8lkisch mysticism.

The object of this prophetic

collaboration was a series of polemical articles about the playhouse
which appeared in the German Nationalistic Ostdeutsche Rundschau
In this series, List extolled MUller-Guttenbrunn

for the job.

'

s

.

qualifications

List also proclaimed the need for such a theater,

which he saw as necessary to combat the Jewish cultural influence.

46

In racially conscious Vienna acclaim from List
probably tended to

identify MUller-Guttenbrunn as an anti-Semite even before
he decided
to manage the theater.

Although Mtlller-Gut tenbrunn objected to any

such designation, it was in fact accurate even then.

List's Series of Articles

List's twelve articles, so full of rancor and fanaticism,

provided an appropriate prelude

to later conflicts over

the theater.

In April 1896 he implied that already the proposed repertoire was

threatened by "translated French rubbish, sensationalism and the
poetry of the [liberal writer's] clique," as well as by "the dirtiest
greed for dividends."

3

To avoid these evils which had befallen the

two existing Viennese Volk theaters, List proclaimed in the words of

Emperor Joseph II that "the theater is to serve for the refinement
of taste and manners of the people."^

This new and first authentic

Volkstheater of Vienna was to be built from "countless small sums
from native Viennese""* and designed to fulfill the sublime task of

nurturing German art and poetry.

The Volksstttcke staged there were

to nourish the people's soul, as would later the higher realms of

drama.

Operetta, French or Frenchified drama, as we]

1

as sensational

plays predominantly Jewish, according to List, and, still worse,
the unembarrassedly "animalistic" comedies presented in the Carl

Theater were, of course, to be excluded from this new stage.

List

excluded Karl Blasel from consideration for the directorship, because
his program might include boxing kangaroos.

6

Alfred Cavar, director

47

of provincial theaters,

actor,"

g

7

and J. Liebhart, "a third-rate
Jewish

were similarly passed over.

Mttller-Guttenbrunn was not

mentioned as a candidate in List's
initial article, though later
List hinted more and more openly that
the ex-director of the Rai-

mund Theater would make the ideal leader
for the projected stage in
WHhring.

Subsequently List presented Rundschau readers
with details
of negotiations for the land on which
the new playhouse was to be
9

built, and demanded changes in the theater
charter to prevent its

falling prey to speculators. 10

In addition, he suggested a re-

pertoire resembling the one Mttller-Guttenbrunn would
have developed
in his former directorial capacity, "had not folly,

.

.

.

baseness

and finally international anti-German powers defeated him." 11

List

wanted an exclusively "German-Aryan" ideology to be promoted.

Works

of "racially foreign writers" would be prohibited. 12

Vehemently deny

ing the charges that Germanic Viennese lacked an interest in drama,

List retaliated by accusing shortsighted theater directors and the

liberal press of promoting an erroneous impression of a general in-

difference and low taste.

And with his characteristic anti-Semitism

he went on:
And now began, according to the artistic principles of the
Ahasvers
the mad can-can 'round the golden pig on
the Viennese suburban stages, the same stages on which
scarcely a half century earlier a Ferdinand Raimund, a
Friedrich Kaiser, a Konradin Kreutzer and earlier still,
Schickaneder Weber and Mozart had celebrated their
triumphs 13
.

.

.

,

.
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List insisted that the new
director must be genuinely dedicated
to

his mission, that he actually study
the plays he would produce, and

further that he seek out and promote
new poets.

He argued that,

since the Viennese always evinced a
proclivity for the great and

exalted in art, dramas, comedies, and
Volksstttcke

,

whether drawn

from local or Austrian history, would
ensure a grateful public and
thus full houses as well.

1^

In October 1896 List disclosed that
Karl Lueger, who was

destined to remain a vice-mayor until the following
April, was a
share holder in the JubilHums Theater Association.

Anti-liberal

citizens were urged to emulate Lueger for as little
as 100 Florins.

Members were to have certain privileges: they could voice
their
opinions at meetings through an active and passive franchise as well
as to enjoy all the usual rights of stock holders.

Although four-

fifths of the already subscribed capital was of "Aryan origin,"
the battle to found the first German-'VHlkisch" stage was not yet

won, for the enemy, List reminded his readers, would use any means to

defeat this project.

He continued to polemicize, claiming on

January 12, 1897, during a speech presented to members of the Association in the town hall of Vienna, that the creation of the proposed
theater would represent a contemporary and truly Viennese victory
over "Semi -Asia," no less important than its military predecessors in
1529 and 1683.

playhouse

16

Thus did List's articles propagandize the future
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Mttller-Guttenbrunn provided suggestions
and data for

List's articles, 17 which in their
cultural nationalism resembled
some of MUller-Guttenbrunn's own
earlier feuilletons and reviews.
The pronounced anti-Semitism in
these articles, however, may well

have been supplied by List since
GHrungen-KlHruneen

.

MUller-Gutten-

brunn's anti-Semitic novel, was not
written until the following year.

Although he probably concurred with List
even then in public, MUllerGuttenbrunn's anti-Semitism proved more
restrained.

This reserve

may have been inspired by his affiliation
with Freemasonry, in particular by exposure to its doctrines of
toleration toward Jews, but

perhaps also because of his continuing association
with Jewish
liberals through membership in the Schrif
tstellervereinigung

Concordia

— "Concordia

writer's club."

Miiller-Guttenbrunn never pub-

lically condemned the Concordia in "Listian" terms, though
his own

writings from the late 1880's tended to become dogmatic and
illiberal
and thus belied his liberal affiliations.

While a measure of hypo-

crisy may have influenced his behavior, his problematic actions may
have been the result of unresolved psychological conflicts.

Indeed,

this seems to have been the case, for his conduct was so ambiguous

and erratic throughout the next several years that it seriously

affected the JubilMums Theater.

There was, however, little ambiguity in List's writings.

His

articles exude the anti-Semitism, chauvinism, anti-materialism, xenophobia, and murky idealism that were characteristic of many German

Nationalists.

The unique feature of his series was its attempt to
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politicize the projected theater
by systematically installing

nationalism and anti-Semitism into

a future repertoire.

The

liberals responded in their own
papers by disparaging the idea of
an anti-Jewish agitational
theater, but they did not retaliate

with anything like

a

methodical attempt to politicize the
theater.

They could, however, easily have done
so, because they possessed
a larger and more widely-read
press.

Although by 1896 the liberals

had long been on the defensive in
Viennese politics, they were none-

theless still too contemptuous of any
challenge to their cultural

hegemony to indulge in polemics.- They may
also have reasoned that
polemics per se were contrary to the conciliatory
technique of
their dialectic.

In any case, the anti-Semites were clearly
the

more aggressive.

In their hatred and envy of liberal cultural
hege-

mony they evidently believed, however

naively, that Christian

Social political victories should be matched by
corresponding cultural
gains.

In this respect,

for all his crudity and directness, List

seemed shrewdly aware of the need to cultivate a proper cultural
and ideological climate in order to perpetuate political success.
In connecting culture and politics, List revealed his

understanding of the Viennese situation where the two had been inti-

mately linked as early as the Counter-Revolution when Catholic animosity toward Protestantism had inspired the Schultheater der Jesuiten
Centuries later during the Vorma'rz

,

Nestroy and Grillparzer criticized

social and political abuses in such plays as Lumpazivagabundus and
Ein treuer Diener seines Herrn.

As both List and MUller-Guttenbrunn

,
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well knew, the liberals exploited
the interrelation between
culture
and politics from the 1860<s
onward by propagating their
ideology
from the stage as well as in
newspapers and books.

Political

liberalism may have owed its gradual
decline from the late 1860

's

until the mid-1890's to liberal
cultural predominance, which invited
others to emulate it.

It is significant that Christian
Social

political hegemony was later broken by the
Social Democrats, who had
long recognized the importance of the
cultural-political connection. 18

Only a few years after the Christian Socials
abandoned their theater,
and hence the idea of utilizing the stage
to disseminate ideology,
the Socialists assumed power.

List did not detail the means by which the new
stage was to

escape the fate of the existing Volk theaters or to avoid
falling into
the clutches of a clique.

It was

probably sufficient for him that

an anti-liberal theater could exist as a bulwark
against the insidious

influences which had subverted existing playhouses, such as the
Deutsches

Volkstheater and Raimund Theater, from their role as centers of true

Volk culture.

Clearly, he thought the new stage should not perform

works intended primarily to entertain; rather, it should "instruct."
And he insinuated there was good reason to do so.

Although he re-

jected the idea that the Viennese were frivolous, there was

a

stridency

about his insistence that operettas, comedies, and French dramas be

excluded from the repertoire, that suggested he in fact feared pandering
to native taste.
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In publicly excluding Alfred
Cavar from consideration for
the directorship, List
apparently intended to undermine
the only

early contender who seriously
challenged Mllller-Guttenbrunn.

had become the favorite

Cavar

candidate of the liberal faction after

Ba-

sel's bankruptcy as manager of the
Carl Theater had weakened his

position.

For a few months after their first
meeting in the spring

of 1896, MUller-Guttenbrunn and Cavar
considered a joint director-

ship, but Cavar appeared to have lost
his backers when Ferdinand

Gross, President of the Concordia, theater
critic for the liberal

Fremdenblatt

,

and one of the leaders of the liberal faction,
made

known his desire for the job.
List's remark about the "artistic principles of
the Ahasvers"
was intended as a slur on Jewish playwrights and
musicians whose works
he thought compared unfavorably with those of Austrians.

This

aspersion was followed significantly by a favorable allusion to

Biedermeier authors, whose dramas, he hinted, should serve as prototypes for works to be produced on the new stage.

Publicists such as

List and Mllller-Guttenbrunn seemed to have thought that the drama
had attained its zenith during the Biedermeier era.

With few excep-

tions, they deplored subsequent literary movements, such as the

naturalism in the works of Zola, Ibsen, Hauptmann, Sardou, and their
Austrian Jewish counterparts Ddrmann and Herzl.

List and Mllller-

Guttenbrunn held that in the works of such authors the delineation
of unfavorable character traits and immoral practices in contemporary

society, which they thought were often the major themes of naturalistic
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plays, amounted to praise.

Both men failed to realize
that the

repertorial function of naturalism
in the name of reality would

work against any

a

priori idea of standards.

Although the naturalistic works of
certain non-Jewish Austrians

were negatively criticized by
anti-Semitic journalists, Jewish playwrights were often singled out for
harsher abuse.
In some cases the
anti-Semites may have censured "Jewish
naturalism" in general terms

because of sociological and religious
prejudices.

Yet, people like

List often condemned Jewish playwrights
for specific reasons, asserting that they, as Jews, promoted immorality and
irreligion, ridiculed
the aristocracy, the military, and the
bureaucracy in order to strike
at the very roots of established non-Jewish
social order.

The new

stage was being founded, List would have claimed,
largely in order
to counter such political abuses of naturalism.

Such attitudes on the part of the anti-Semites often
reflected

prudish idealism which expressed itself through ossified social concepts and a symbolic fear of change.

Perhaps it was this fear which

caused the same critics who disapproved of "decadent" naturalism to

applaud rigidly stylized "Volksstticke

.

"

With few exceptions these

regional moralistic dramas, flavored with sentiment and sensationalism,

together with formulaic comedies and farces which would comprise a
large portion of the JubilMums Theater repertoire, were the only kinds
of plays approved by some of the more extreme anti-Semitic reviewers.

Social criticism in "naturalistic" dramas invariably elicited negative
responses, because it evoked traces of even deeper conflicts.
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List's later articles reflected
in particular the animosities between the Christian Socials
and the liberals. He sought to

increase support for the theater not
only through urging readers
to emulate Lueger and become
shareholders, but also through streng-

thening the connections between the
Christian Socials and the German

Nationalists.

By stressing the capitalistic
attributes of the

Association and promising the franchise to
its members, he appealed
not only to acquisitive, but also to
communal and class instincts
of those he addressed.

List was attempting to provide the
broadest

possible base for the Association.

Toward the end of his series he

characterized the principal contributors to the theater
as "Aryans,"
and in so doing supplied an implicitly racial
designation to the

theater undertaking.

Among its friends and foes, as well as its

director, the new stage would become known as the "Aryan
Theater."
As his series drew to a close in 1897, List's articles

exceeded their own special pleading and assumed

a

crusading tone;

his redoubled zeal doubtless also reflected an anxiety lest the

planned theater come to naught.

The building fund was as yet in-

sufficient, a director was yet to be found, and the unconstructed
stage had to be completed by the end of the following year if it

was to fulfill its commemorative purpose.

At this point, however,

the narrative returns to Milller-Guttenbrunn and his own negotiations

with the anti-Semitic theater faction.
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The Campaign for the Directorship

From his first contact with List and
his companions

MUller-Guttenbrunn realized, his memoirs reveal,
that an antiJewish stage in strife-torn Vienna would
become
political hatreds.

a focus of intense

Moreover, he probably feared, not without

reason, that as director of such a stage he
would have to shoulder

much of the blame for propagating its doctrines.

Both his political

apprehensions and his artistic ambitions became
clear in April 1896,
at a meeting of the Theater Association
attended solely by anti-

Semites.

Invited by List to make recommendations about the
operation

of a playhouse, Mtlller-Guttenbrunn attempted to
dissuade them from

"[dragging] party politics into [the theater] project," considering
it

"unthinkable [for them] to create in Vienna an art institute which

[excluded] the Jews as co-founders, as authors, as actors, and as a

public, and would have the Jews as critics against it."

Although

the members immediately rejected his advice and List made it fully

clear to him that the playhouse would in fact be built by the antiSemites, still MUller-Guttenbrunn' s ambition got the better of his

political apprehensions: on the way home from the meeting he began
planning his move from Mariahilf

,

his present residence near the

Raimund Theater, to Wkhring where the new stage was to be built. 20

Months of intrigue and maneuvering for the directorship
now ensued.

At one point MUller-Guttenbrunn withdrew his candidacy

for a period of several months, when he learned he was competing

a
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with Ferdinand Gross.

He gave as his reason that he
wished to avoid

conflict "with the men with whom
[he had] been friendly for ten

years." Although he may still have
been on friendly terms with his
former liberal mentors, his withdrawal
appears, at the same time,
to have been mixed with personal
pride and professional calculation.

This seems a likely inference, for his
friendship with Gross seems
to have been of a highly complex
nature.

This much at least comes

through his memoirs:
If the gentlemen themselves did not
possess enough insight
to recognize that I was the only possible
director, because
I possessed the sympathies of the
anti-Semitic opposition
and was the only one whom the Jews had not in any
way denigrated, then they were blind. That a Jew, like
Gross—
Concordia' President— as co-director of the JubilHums
Theater was impossible, that was already a settled
affair
for every clear-sighted person. 22

While Muller-Guttenbrunn thus schemed and maneuvered, the

movement to realize the planned playhouse gained momentum.
3,

On October

1896 the Ostdeutsche Rundschau announced a program for the project

which made it clear that the anti-Semites now controlled the Theater
Committee.

The new stage would exist primarily to cultivate German-

Austrian literature,

it

was proclaimed, and translations of foreign

works would be performed only "if they [did] not contradict German
thinking and feeling." 23

It was tacitly assumed and clearly under-

stood that Jewish playwrights, or in any case those who were not con-

sidered German by the anti-Semites, would never be performed, although
this restriction was formally included only at a later date.
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Early that same October Gustav Davis
invited Mllller-Gutten-

brunn to become the feuilleton and
theater editor of his conservative periodical Die Reichswehr, which
was soon to appear as a daily

newspaper.

Since he was not regularly employed,
Mttller-Guttenbrunn

apparently abandoned for the moment the idea
of leading the Jubilaums

Theater and eagerly accepted. 25

Although the anti-Semites still

assiduously courted him, he refused invitations
to their meetings,
going so far as to observe in his diary on
October 24 that the Jubilaums Theater had become "an object of contention
between the liberals
and anti-liberals, that is, the Jews and non-Jews.

Don't touch!"

26

In spite of his self-admonition and assurances
to Davis

that he had withdrawn from the directorial contest,
MUller-Gut ten-

brunn nonetheless was still possessed by a desire to get involved and
to write about the projected theater which had become the topic
of

agitated conversation in "all Vienna." 27

•

His October 24 diary entry

indicated that he was already at work on an article which Davis had
agreed to publish.

On November 1, 1896 Mttller-Guttenbrunn

'

initial

s

public statement about the JubilHums Theater, Politisierende Theaterg Hinder

,

appeared as his first feuilleton for the Reichswehr

.

He re-

proached both parties for dragging politics into art; yet he remained
for all his pretense of reportorial objectivity harsher toward the

liberals

The leading paper of these so-called liberals designates
this future Volk stage
anti-Semitic agitational
Is
theater' which should bear the name of the emperor.
that honorable? No
that is the most malevolent nasty
poison-inflamed
political battle and out of it speaks
envy which can not tolerate that its political opponent
could possibly also create something good. 28
1

.

.

•

,

,

.

.

.
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MUller-Guttenbrunn sent on to suggest that
the power of the liberals
had been decisively broken, and
he chided them for being unrealistic
about their prospects.
Not surprisingly, the overheated
political conditions in

Vienna caused a violent reaction: this
feuilleton "exploded

.

like a bomb" and from the day the article
appeared, MUller-Guttenbrunn

was in his own words "considered as an
anti-Semite by the Jews in-

volved in the party struggle." 29
that he was not an anti-Semite.

Mllller-Guttenbrunn's memoirs imply
He did deny, publicly as well as

privately, the allegations of managerial ambitions
and asserted that

by this time the whole affair had disgusted him.

Primarily his

journalistic instinct, he tells us, led him to write

a topical article

that would create a sensation in the first issue of a daily
paper:

his knowledge of the subject and his desire to clarify

situation were added motives. 30

a

confused

Mllller-Guttenbrunn's past maneuvering

and his present, though latent, aspirations require that his protestations be accepted only with utmost reservations.

He may have been

sincere about not wanting to assume the directorship amid factional
strife.

Such conditions, as he himself knew only too well from his

experience at the Raimund Theater, could be calamitous for the director.
His anti-liberal sentiments were nonetheless more than evident, perhaps in spite of his intentions.

He may indeed have intended to assume

the role of an arbiter, or wished to insinuate as subtly as he could

his candidacy for the leadership of a politically neutral theater.

was, however, characteristic of MUller-Guttenbrunn to assert his own

It
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impartiality whenever he seemed most
strongly impelled to demonstrate deeply rooted biases.

In this instance it would have
taken

a subtler and far more
dispassionate man to arbitrate the Jubilaums

Theater question in such a way as to
be considered neutral by both
factions.

Because certain Jews called him an
anti-Semite, he was

soon courted more assiduously than ever
by the anti-liberals who

after the appearance of his feuilleton
claimed him as their candidate.

Yet he did not immediately welcome their
advances.

Although

he was soon discontented with his editorial
31
position,
he did re-

main from January 1, 1897 on as an independent
reviewer for Burgtheater plays.

During this time, before recommencing his campaign

to secure the JubilHums Theater directorship, he
made at least one

more attempt to tread what must have seemed to him
cal path, as

a neutral politi-

manager of yet another projected playhouse.

On the

afternoon of December 14, 1896 he discussed with Lueger the project
for a separate municipal Volkstheater in Ottakring, which would per-

form classical plays almost exclusively and for low admission rates.

Lueger was so enthusiastic about the idea, which appears to have

been the suggestion of Mdller-Guttenbrunn, that he even requested

a

written proposal; but nothing, it seems, came of the interview. 32
On New Year's Eve, Mdller-Guttenbrunn closed his diary for the

year 1896: "Without looking back, for

I

do not want to force myself

to have to think about the events of this,

my life.

It was a lost year."

33

the unluckiest year of

:
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Although dispirited by the outcome
of his own recent effort:

with Lueger and pessimistic about
the building of the JubilHums
Theater as well, Mdller-Guttenbrunn
resumed dealings with anti-Semite
of the Theater Committee.

He may possibly have hoped to
free his

mind of doubts about personal
34
shortcomings,
but as before he seems
initially to have desired to act only as
an advisor and perhaps to

conceal his skepticism about the completion
of the stage, as well as
his ambitions.

This time, however, he did not communicate
directly

with the Committee, because he feared acquiring
the reputation of an
anti-Semite among the liberals whose patronage
he might yet need. 35
Instead he negotiated through Carl Angerer.

This wealthy industria-

list, who from MUller-Guttenbrunn's description
seems to have en-

joyed exercising power behind the scenes, also appears
to have coaxed

MUller-Guttenbrunn to promote his own candidacy with vigor.

In his

memoirs Mtiller-Guttenbrunn provides one of the most vividly
intuitive
though checkered characterizations of Angerer, perhaps because he
re-

cognized and subconsciously disliked some of his own less favorable
traits
He made the impression of a man who comprehended with
difficulty, but he was sly and full of passion. And he
was also not without a sense of humor. Only his opinions
caused concern, for they vacillated continuously. Usually
he always adopted the opinion of those with whom he spoke
last about the material completion of an undertaking.
Today he was philo-, tomorrow anti-Semitic, one day German
National, the other Christian Social, and here and there
black-yellow Austrian. Angerer was always on the go,
intrigued, instigated something here and there, ingratiated
himself with the anti-Semitic editors, and he also inspired
more notes and articles in Jewish papers than one suspected.
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And so even with the best
will, he caused a great deal
of trouble, for he could
only love or hate fiercely
t0
ink thin8S thr ° Ugh t0 COnside
^ things
frJ?
f
from a factual
standpoint. And his somewhat inflated
vanity was just as easily flattered
as it was injured.
A temperamental, contrary fellow,
full of good intentions, equally dangerous as a
friend or as an
enemy. 30

^

'

-

In spite of his reservations about
Angerer, the theater,

and the anti-Semites, just the same
Mttller-Guttenbrunn permitted

and perhaps even encouraged the
enthusiastic industrialist to pro-

mote his candidacy more and more openly.

At length Mdller-Gut ten-

brunn became convinced that the playhouse
would be built only when
its construction had at last been funded.

Since Angerer promised

to loan 100,000 Gulden toward an operational
fund if he were unable,
to obtain another backer, Mdller-Guttenbrunn
in return promoted his

own candidacy and, during a Theater Committee meeting,
openly praised
the program of the anti-Semites. 37

He intimated that he would make

a suitable director and assured his listeners that
their program

"to found a Volkstheater as a national theater" could be
realized
if only "the necessary will, courage and perseverance [were]
not

lacking."

He had already attempted to realize a similar program

to the one proposed by the anti-Semites, "and therefore spoke from

experience."

In other respects this speech, in which he proclaimed

the necessity of "cleansing

.

.

.

Viennese art life" and cultivating

national literature, German novels, and adult Volk education, might
have been taken from one of List's articles.

Mllller-Guttenbrunn

left little doubt in this instance anyway that he was in complete

and enthusiastic agreement with the goals of the anti-Semites.

38
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His speech was apparently
delivered after the liberal

theater faction had been
overwhelmingly defeated by the
antiSemites during a Theater
Association election towards the
end of
January 1897. 39 After their
defeat, the liberals ceased to
play
an active role in the Association,
although their continuing interest and enmity were evident in
numerous liberal paper articles

attacking the future theater.

Even though Milller-Guttenbrunn

's

attempts to obtain the directorship were
attributed by some liberals
to mere ambition and

opportunism/ 0 other causes seemed

entered into his endeavors.

to have

He surely must have come to realize
that

further equivocation would have harmed his
prospects in the eyes of

both parties.

He was the only serious contender for
the patronage

of the anti-Semites and might soon gain
new rivals, since the collapse
of the liberals on the other side had deprived
the only other candi-

dates of what support they had.

In his ideological conversion away

from a former liberalism he seems also to have reached
a turning

point at which he could become convinced of the honesty
of his purposes.

In such a way he could manage to behave for a time in
a

"correct" and outwardly consistent manner, while achieving the psychological harmony so important to him.

That this conversion was still

incomplete, that the effect required imposed great stress, became
apparent during his directorship.

novel GMrungen-KlHrungen

,

In his memoirs he discusses his

written during the spring of 1897, as the

instrument which was to have completed his ideological transformation:
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The novel was so important to
me because it was appropriate to complete the separation
between myself and
those elements which swim on
the surface in Viennese
society and the artistic life
of this city;
and because they dirty paper with
printer's ink, they imagine
they are really the makers of
public opinion and
actually had the power to decide
over life and death
in the realm of the public.
... My novel was written
out of that unpleasant situation
in which I found myself at that time.
I was rejected only because
I had
dared not to be of the same opinion
in a question which
was unpleasant to Jewry. And the
other side instigated
against me continuously.
But I stood fast nonetheless
and spread both legs in order not
to lose my balance.
I wanted first, however,
to sort out the question
to
sort it out intellectually and to
determine my own
position to a certain degree. 41
In what appears on the surface as
an attempt to justify his

falling out with former liberal and by
implication Jewish mentors,
Mttller-Guttenbrunn also reveals that he was in
part laboring under

complex feelings of inadequacy and hostility.

His censure of would-

be opinion-makers points as much to dissatisfaction
with himself as
it does to real situations.

For many years MUller-Guttenbrunn had

met with varying success as a journalist, a molder of
opinions himself, while he tried his hand at more serious writing; and
he doubt-

less wanted to surpass his colleagues.

In his

memoirs he implies

that GHrungen-KlHrungen was for him a significant work "in which

wanted to settle for myself the bothersome Jewish question
I

myself had become involved.

11

I

in which

He naively thought that he was

capable of an unbiased discussion of the Jewish question which would
be of the utmost importance to himself and the public, and would

set him apart.

He failed, of course, to take into account the pre-

judices and symbolic projections which would mar such an ambitiously

.
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impartial undertaking.

His failure to seek to publish GHrungen-

KlHrungen for another six years suggests
both sincere doubt about
his own disinterestedness and an uncertainty
about his ideological

convictions
Mtfller-Guttenbrunn's later sustained emphasis on
maintaining
his impartiality in dealing with the Jewish
question implies another

fear of being considered an opportunist for
leading the theater of
the anti-Semites.

This apprehension shows through an anecdote he
re-

lated about a municipal councillor who shifted his
allegiance from
the liberal to the Christian Social party because the
former liberal

government had run a road past a neighbor's house instead of
his own.

Although Mttller-Guttenbrunn claimed that he had been amused by the
frustrated opportunism of the municipal councillor, he added that he

was appalled to think that some might believe he had become the
directorial candidate of the anti-Semites for similar reasons.

His

perpetual insistence that he had always been apolitical, "always a
liberal, a democrat or something else," further shows Mtfller-Gutten-

brunn's essential and aggressive nationalism as much as his open

assertion that he was first and foremost "a German, an enthusiastic
adherent of my people

.

.

.

for

I

came from German colonists and

early learned to lead the struggle for my Volkstum against the Magyar

national state."

A3

He had never indulged in politics, attended poli-

tical meetings, had not even read the political articles in the papers
for which he had written for twenty years.

Although necessarily in-

formed about political currents, he had never been much troubled by
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the,, he claimed, and his
feuilletons might appear in a
government

paper one day and an oppositional
paper the next.

Acknowledging

that he had written articles for
an important anti-Semitic
paper in

Breslau without concerning himself
about its political standpoint,
he nonetheless admitted
sympathizing with the struggle of the
antiSemitic parties against the "Jewish
cultural threat."

As early as

188 7 in articles for the Schlesische Zeitun^
and Deutsche Zeitung
he argued that "the proliferation
of Jewry in German art [was] a
sick

ness which had to be fought."

This was the justification behind

building the playhouse:
To build a theater which was to
serve this purpose was not,
after all, a crime and to lead a theater
artistically which
had not been subordinated to Jewry,
even less so.
Artistic
and not propagandistic! That was the
fundamental precondition.
A theater without Jewry, why not? A theater
against
the Jews— dreadful.
Certainly, the Jews will never admit
that a thing which is undertaken without
them is not something against them. 44
Mllller-Guttenbrunn's protestations of political innocence
as

well as his justification for creating an Aryan theater
reflect the

complexity of his personality.
logically tight.

Strictly speaking, his position is

But if he believed that "the proliferation of Jewry

in German art [was] a sickness which had to be fought," it was naive
at best to hold also that a theater "undertaken without [the Jews]"

would not in fact be directed against them.

would not coincide.

Here logic and reality

One hesitates to believe that the theater was

not, as he claimed, originally intended to be directed against the

Jews no matter how it looked "on paper."

Milller-Guttenbrunn further
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did not differentiate precisely
between German and Jewish art and

thus failed to reveal the manner in
which German culture was threaten
ed.

Perhaps his omission was deliberate.

Readers agreeing with his

views doubtless sought no detailed
explanation and readers with other

viewpoints were probably unable to obtain
clarification.
Implicit in his remarks about the conflict
between German
and Jewish cultural institutions, however,
was the belief that the
two peoples were radically irreconcilable.

It is curious that a man

who was so articulate about the shortcomings of German
culture had
nothing to say in detail about such important differences
between the
art of the two cultures.

His reticence might have stemmed, from a

personal reluctance to alienate any remaining Jewish
acquaintances

who still were in a position to assist him.

The date of his remarks,

written shortly after his bankruptcy in 1903 (when he may have contemplated immediate publication of his memoirs), suggests this. On
the other hand, he may have been unable to articulate his thoughts

about these differences, because they touched upon deep forces in his
own life and constituted an article of faith.

He may still,

further,

have been inhibited by philo-Semitic doctrines imbibed during his

twelve-year membership as a Freemason and ashamed of any public ex-

pression of anti-Jewish sentiment.

In any event, one might conclude

that Mliller-Guttenbrunn disavowed any anti-Semitism for the immediate

and obvious reason that he resisted becoming identified with his

enemies in the Christian Social Party.

These, he asserted, after the

fall of the theater, were with few exceptions hypocritical about most
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of their principles, including their
anti-Semitism.

All in all,

MUller-Guttenbrunn's anti-Semitism is a question
that requires,
perhaps, more psychological than historical
verification.

Yet

actions speak louder than words and it is
impossible to accept
his assertions that he was not mixing in
politics by writing

feuilletons against Jewish influence in art.

Since the mid-1870's

numerous aspects of the Jewish question had at
one time or another

constituted important issues in Viennese politics.

Mttller-Gutten-

brunn would have had to have been completely ignorant
of political
events and devoid of the journalistic instincts of which
he boasted,
to have failed to grasp the significance of his
articles.

And it is

therefore equally difficult to believe that he did not realize
that
a "theater without Jewry" would become a political
issue, especially

since the anti-Semites controlled the municipal government.

He must

also, moreover, have understood that the manager of such a theater

would be held responsible by both its friends and enemies for its
politics.

In 1897, when Millie r-Guttenbrunn began his final effort

to gain the directorship,

the idea of an anti-Semitic theater was not

new among leading Viennese politicians, or probably even to MUllerGuttenbrunn himself.

As early as 1892 Lueger, then the Christian

Social leader but without substantial power, displayed interest in
the playhouse for undisguisedly political and anti-Semitic reasons.

During the same year Gustav

^

Andreas Ressel, the promoter of

the Raimund Theater, interested Mllller-Guttenbrunn in its director-

ship, and he no doubt discussed the background of the theater project
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with him.

It seems,

therefore, that Muller-Guttenbrunn's
protesta-

tions of political innocence, of
directing "a theater without [but
not against] Jewry" in his 1904
memoirs, must be viewed either with

skepticism or, perhaps better, treated as
an apology, an ex post facto
attempt to justify his behavior while
manager of an anti-Semitic
theater that failed.

From February 1897 until July 1898 when he
signed his final
contract with the Theater Association,
Mttller-Guttenbrunn attempted
to raise a sufficient amount for the
operational fund and the lease,

while he collaborated with the Association on
the development of the
theater.

46

Assured that Angerer would loan him the money for the

operational fund if other creditors were unavailable,
Mttller-Gutten-

brunn conferred with architects, 47 interviewed actors and
actresses,
and planned the repertoire.

Part of the land for the playhouse was

contributed by the municipality and the remainder by the imperial

Ministry of Finance.

When, towards the end of February 1898, the

Ministry procrastinated about contributing its share, Anton Baumann,
president of the Theater Association, 48 ordered construction to begin
on his own authority.

December

2

Since the theater was scheduled to open on

to celebrate the emperor's coronation, no one in the

Ministry wanted to assume responsibility for halting construction and
building proceeded without interference.

The playhouse was paid for

by Association members through the purchase of shares.

These members

were to receive four per cent annual interest on their investments
out of lease payments until cancellation of the original debt in
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fifty-two years.

Thereafter, the unencumbered theater
was to become

the property of the municipality.

After attempting unsuccessfully for
several months to raise
200,000 Gulden for the operational fund,
Mttller-Guttenbrunn turned
to Angerer in March 1898 only to have
the industrialist break his

word and refuse to provide the promised amount.

Apparently he had

become convinced that the entire theater venture
was a bad risk. At
last MUller-Guttenbrunn succeeded in borrowing
from friends part of
the necessary sums both for the operational
fund and the lease, but
at a high rate of interest.

Although the municipality contributed

100,000 Gulden toward the operational fund, he encountered
further

difficulties in attempting to purchase the lease.

He was opposed in

this transaction by Theodor WHhner, an Association member and
chief

editor and publisher of the Deutsche Zeitung
mote his own candidate.

,

who had wanted to pro-

These obstacles only hardened Mliller-Gutten-

brunn's resolve, however, for he believed that a retreat "would have

been cowardice and only the numerous enemies who [he had] already
made through the theater project would have triumphed."^ 9 MtfllerGuttenbrunn's words reflect the severe determination with which he
pursued and finally attained his goal.

There can be little doubt

that this suspect enthusiasm was sharpened by his desire to cleanse
the Viennese stage of "foreign influences."

His three years as

director of the Raimund Theater, he thought, had given him insufficient time to show "what [he] wanted and strove for in the area of
the German theater. ""^

Clearly, he believed he would have a second
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chance to realize his goals as
manager of the JubilMutns Theater. 51
On the afternoon of July
27, 1898 Muller-Guttenbrunn signed

his lease contract with Baumann
and Franz Ivcic, another member
of
the Association.
In his diary he remarked that
all three signatories

were Swabians from the Banat.

Should this fact become known, he

defensively asserted, the contract would
look like a "regional conspiracy" but that was really only a
coincidence:
Or wouldn't it be one? Could the tough
colonist trait in
us Aryans, which also proved the most
persevering in the
committee and accomplished the actual work,
could it have
occurred here quite naturally?52

Leaving the question unanswered, he added that
Baumann had demanded

a

written declaration affirming that he, as director,
would never hire
a Jew or knowingly perform a play whose author
was Jewish.

In retrospect, it is clear that from early February 189
7 until

the signing of this contract eighteen months later,
Mtiller-Guttenbrunn

revealed his remarkable energy.

Not only did he pursue the job vigor-

ously and then direct the artistic development of the theater, but he
also wrote numerous feuilletons, the novel Ggrungen-KlHrungen

,

the

draft of an opera libretto in three acts, Per Deserteur (based, he
claimed, on one of Walter Scott's novels), and completed with A.M.

Kolloden a three-act play, Mara Michalati

— all

at the same time.

More-

over, he negotiated the sale of further writings, defended his liter-

ary reputation against attacks in a periodical, 53 and reorganized and

presided over an implicitly anti-Jewish writers' association.
was the Deutschb'sterreichische Schrif tstellergenossenschaf t

.

This
Since
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this last effort played a
role in the history of the
theater, the

origin and purpose of this society
deserve brief description.
In his memoirs Mllller-Guttenbrunn
claims that members of

the WlMM>r Sc ^ft:sr e ller-GftnOSfien fi

^ af .

requested him to lend his

name to this local writers'
association which had failed up to that
time to prosper.
Ernst Vergani, an anti-Semitic
publisher of the

Deutsches Volksblatt 54 had first led
the anti-liberal Genossenschaf
,

.

This group had been organized several
years before, Mliller-Guttenbrunn

asserted, because its members had been
excluded from the liberal

Concordia for political reasons.

Both associations, besides providing

a congenial ideological atmosphere for
their members —a gain according

to MUller-Guttenbrunn— existed to furnish
retirement benefits.

At

the time Mtlller-Guttenbrunn's support was
solicited, the Genossenschaf

numbered sixteen members and showed a thirty-one Gulden
deficit.

After

careful deliberation 55 and consultation with a number of
other prominent

writers,

Milller-Guttenbrunn decided to assist the Genossenschaf

reorganizing

by

it into a nation-wide association, since neither existing

literary society was more than a local Viennese club.

During his three-year presidency, the association's liabilities were cancelled, Mdller-Guttenbrunn claimed, and its assets in-

creased to a few thousand Gulden.

Its membership, furthermore, in-

creased from sixteen to six hundred, and included Richard Kralik, 56

Peter Rosegger,

57

and, again according to MUller-Guttenbrunn

short time Ferdinand von Saar.

58

,

for a

And beyond this, leading Christian

Social, German Nationalist, and clerical papers of Vienna supported
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the Genossenschaft

According to Mttller-Guttenbrunn

.

elation was ill-received by the
Concordia.

,

the new asso-

This should not have sur-

prised him considering the manner in
which newspapers of both factions

regularly attacked one another at that
time.

Yet Muller-Guttenbrunn

seemed puzzled that the Concordia had not
even responded to his

announcement of the formation of the new
society and his wish that
the two associations might live in peace
with one another.

He in-

sisted in his memoirs that the Genossenschaft
should serve as "a

neutral ground

.

.

.

on which [the various journalistic elements]

could meet and find [one another]." 59

In his diaries, however, he

suggested an additional purpose for the society, that
it was to constitute "a power sector

...

if

[the JubilHums Theater]

continually attacked by the other side." 60

should be

This last remark probably

indicated the more important underlying purpose for the association
as far as he was concerned.

As impetuous as Mtlller-Guttenbrunn some-

times was, he usually attempted to safeguard his more important

ventures whenever possible, and likely agreed to assist the Genossen schaft principally in order to serve his own interests. 61

In any

case, he displayed a problematic lack of commitment toward both liberal
and anti-Semitic literary factions by retaining his membership in
the Concordia during and after his tenure as president of the Ge-

nossenschaft

.

His attitude toward his Freemasonry was less equivocal.

After

a twelve-year membership, Mtlller-Guttenbrunn abruptly withdrew from the

Zukunf

lodge on February 4, 1898, explaining in an accompanying letter
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that "Freemasonry [was]
originally a Christian establishment-but

now [the Jews] persecute the
Christians in the lodge!"

In his

diary he added that "the lodge
Jewry [had] become embittered
against
[him]," because he had collaborated
with the anti-Semites and was

willing to develop their theater. 62

The ideological import of

MUller-Guttenbrunn's words belies the simple
act of his resignation.
The embitterment of his former lodge
brothers appeared incomprehensible
to him.

In managing the playhouse he seemed
to believe he would be-

come the leader of a politically neutral
art institute instead of the

director of a theater attacked and defended
as the first anti-Semitic
stage in the world.

The compensatory vehemence of this diary passage
suggests

remorse as well.

After all, now he was openly collaborating with the

anti-Semites after professing liberalism and tolerance
through Free-

masonry for many years.

Then, too, there is a morbidly defensive,

almost paranoid, quality about his language.

His dismay at the obtuse-

ness of his fellow writers could, however, have been yet another
re-

flection of his developing antipathy toward liberalism.

Apart from

any subconscious motivations, the withdrawal of his membership may

have reflected a consciously pragmatic and well-founded prudence.
Since Christian Social journalists were attacking Freemasonry as an

anti-Catholic conspiracy, Miiller-Guttenbrunn may well have feared
that his continuing membership would jeopardize his chances for the

directorship.

So far as his future career was concerned, his re-

signation had little effect on the opinions of clerical journalists
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one way or the other.

During his management they
continued to

attack him as a Freemason in
spite of his denials.
The day after his resignation,
Mttller-Guttenbrunn en-

countered the emperor at the annual

BaJJ^de^tad^ien

(municipal

ball) and answered several
questions about the future JubilMums

Theater.

Franz Josef was cordial toward
Mttller-Guttenbrunn and at

the time seemed most interested
in the playhouse.

In September 1898,

however, Empress Elisabeth was
assassinated in Geneva, and the emperor

cancelled or declined to participate
in the commemorative events of
his reign.

Mttller-Guttenbrunn at first feared that the
playhouse

would not open that year at all, but as
it turned out the premiere
was only postponed, from December

2

to December 14.

The tragedy af-

fected the selection of the premiere
performance, however, since

MUller-Guttenbrunn believed that a light work would
be inappropriate.
What was needed was a serious drama to demonstrate
the theater's

patriotic intent.

After considering and rejecting several plays, he

chose Heinrich von Kleist's Die Hermannschlacht

.

Its hero, he claimed,

who fought the Romans in the Teutoburger Forest in the first
century
A.D., was "in his fearless way

...

a predecessor of Bismarck."

Alluding to a recent nationalistic conflict which had disrupted the
business of state, Mttller-Guttenbrunn added that "the symbolism of
this drama would today be more understandable than ever" in a German

Austria surrounded by enemies.
Although the Theater Committee majority sanctioned Die Hermann schlacht for the premiere, one member, Theodor WHhner, objected to the
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choice of this play and apparently
became so irritated by MUller-

Guttenbrunn's insistence that he
relinquished his Committee mandate.
When Mttller-Guttenbrunn characteristically
professed mystification
over WMhner's behavior, he was told
that

M e_Hermannschlac ht

could

be interpreted as a work championing
the German Nationalists of whom

Wanner was jealous.

Since WMhner had become publisher of
the Deutsch

Zeitung, he had lent editorial support
to the Christian Socials and

believed Kleist's play would assist a rival
Nationalist paper, the
Ostdeutsche Rundschau.

Mttller-Guttenbrunn's apparent failure to re-

spond to WMhner's objections or to concern
himself with the conse-

quences of this editor's enmity suggest arrogance
and lack of finesse,

perhaps of ideological origin.

These traits probably offended other

important people during his directorship.

Although nothing came of

this particular disagreement, it boded ill that
Mttller-Guttenbrunn had

offended one of the theater's influential sponsors even before
the
opening of the first season.
On the other hand, it is difficult to appraise MUller-Gutten-

brunn's motives.

He may well have feigned mystification over WMhner's

behavior while actually anticipating his objection.

Insistence on

performing Die Hermannschlacht could have been inspired by a desire
to take advantage of the prevailing political climate favoring the

German Nationalists, who likened Kleist's hero to Bismarck.

Mdller-

Guttenbrunn may have been willing to risk WMhner's enmity trusting,
falsely as it turned out, that the play's success would silence his
critics in the Christian Social camp.

In an attempt

to juggle political
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rivalries, however, Mdller-Guttenbrunn
appears to have forgotten
the preferences of Lueger.

During the opening night banquet
the

mayor and party leader would also
have something to say about Kleisfs
play.
In addition to proclaiming before
the Committee the suita-

bility of Die Hermannschlacht as a
patriotic opening night production,

MUller-Guttenbrunn publicized the work by writing
an introductory
essay to a special edition.

Throughout his essay he claimed that

the drama was in all respects a pean of
praise to German Austria

with implicit contemporary political connotations,
but he puzzlingly
concluded that for himself as well as his readers
"nothing more [was]
in question than the literary value of the work." 64

One critic com-

mented that MUller-Guttenbrunn' s essay had been superfluous,
that it
constituted an apology for the play itself where none, in fact,
was
needed.

65

'

Whether or not this was so, he publicized the work again

on November 9, 1898, in a speech at the first annual general assembly
of the Theater Association. 66

This speech initiated a precedent which

he continued during his tenure: what was in effect an annual report to
the shareholders became his platform.

The First Annual Meeting

MUller-Guttenbrunn said little new at this time about the
purpose of the playhouse, but he claimed that its program would reflect his innermost preferences.

He expressed enthusiasm for the

future of the theater, considering the support of the municipality a
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favorable omen, and promised that banality, vulgarity,
and foreign

lasciviousness would be excluded from this Volk stage.

He extolled

the wealth of Viennese theater literature and suggested
that a

German national stage devoted to the perpetuation of Viennese dramatic
art might grow out of the municipal playhouse.

The only way to develop

such a national stage, he claimed, would be to revitalize Viennese

dramatic literature.

This he would do by "powerfully emphasizing the

regional idealistic element and further building upon it."

The mentors

of the new stage would be Grillparzer, Raimund, and Anzengruber, whose

works were "mountain peaks" in Viennese theater literature.

Criti-

cizing the Burgtheater for neglecting worthy native poets, he asserted
that "the repertoire of the old Viennese Volk stage had a much higher

justification for being preserved than so many pot-boilers of the
Burgtheater."

If his list eners supported him and the public proved

faithful, he promised that within a few years they would see the re-

vival of "everything that had ever been created in Vienna in the area
of Volk theater craft.

11

Yet the new stage, he promised, would not

exist solely in order to perform older works.

would also be performed.

Contemporary authors

The existence of the municipal theater had

already inspired the writing of several historical plays about the
city of Vienna.

He had already received no fewer than five dramas

about Viennese mayors, all of which were "very respectable literary

achievements," and one play about Conrad Vorlauf, a great fifteenthcentury mayor, would soon be performed.

^
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MUller-Guttenbrunn thought it unnecessary to explain
in
detail why a German theater instead of an
international playhouse
had been created.

He believed Association members would have
no

time to bother about what was being written elsewhere
and "that the
shares of our theater will [not] rise or fall according
to the notations on the Parisian theater stock exchange."

Yet he asserted that

the municipal playhouse could become and remain German without
being

chauvinistic: even one of the program statutes proclaimed that works

which were not contrary to German thinking and sensitivity could sometimes also be performed on the JubilHums stage.

He closed his speech

with a few remarks about the future repertoire, praising Die Hermann schlacht for exemplifying the very Germanic qualities that he sought
to cultivate.

Finally, he expressed the hope that the theater's enemies

would become convinced of the noble purpose of the stage: its intent

would be not to persecute, as they asserted, but rather
"to render accessible the treasures of German art."

to entertain,

fi ft

Mllller-Guttenbrunn's speech emphasized some of his salient

literary ideas as well as his professional anxieties.

He was con-

vinced he could once again popularize Viennese Biedermeier drama.

He

thought furthermore that he could effect a literary renewal which would
in turn lead to the strengthening and continuation of Germanic tradi-

tions in dramatic literature.

His allusion to the theater's enemies

revealed fear of the liberal press; if this enmity continued, the pros-

perity of the theater might be threatened.

As the program would reflect

his own tastes, he had good reason to stress the theater's political
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neutrality.
foes.

I„ this way he attempted to
allay the misgivings of his

His dwelling upon the need for
a German national stage indi-

cated the magnitude of his anxiety
about the threat to the German
stage as well as the scope of his
personal ambitions.

If he pre-

vented the collapse of German dramatic
art, his accomplishment would
be unique and his fame thus assured.

This ambition was to remain with

him until the end of his tenure: later
he went so far as to consider

himself the prophet of a new doctrine of
social and political salvation
His ambition notwithstanding, Muller-Guttenbrunn
was no doubt

sincere in a characteristically complex way, in
both his idealism for

Germanic literary tradition, as well as in his
concern for its practical survival.

His justification for emphasizing a particular
type

of play as a means to effect such a literary renewal
reveals, however,
a basic misunderstanding of the interrelation
between the practical

political working of a society and its culture.

He failed to grasp

that literary movements do not exist in a vacuum: that both art and

politics embody deep "collective representations," or archetypal
patterns, which rest on an intricate reciprocity comprising the whole
of society.

He could not, therefore, have perceived that such move-

ments must change along with society.

His reverence for Biedermeier

drama blinded him to the social reality, let alone the sound sociological and psychological reasons, of its demise, and to the demise
of Biedermeier society itself.

This blindness together with Mdller-

Guttenbrunn 's nearly religious belief in a renascence of Biedermeier
taste help to explain why he would continue to lead the theater long
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after it had failed artistically
as well as financially.

This blind _

ness arising fro, his convictions
goes a long way toward
explaining
why he rejected "modernistic"
literary trends and why he thought
Ge rman
dramatic traditions were threatened:
Milller-Guttenbrunn rejected the

possibility of cultural evolution,
the possibility that Jews or
-outsiders" could contribute to German
culture.
He criticized the Burgtheater
because he disagreed with its

artistic policies and probably also
because he resented his earlier
rejections.
for the Burg.

After his dramas were refused, he
seldom had good words
He doubtless considered himself one
of the many worthy

poets neglected by this theater.

His mention of historical plays

about Vienna showed his veneration for the
past and suggests that he

considered the new playhouse already a part
of the tradition he was

attempting to revive.

Sensitive about his lack of formal education,

MUller-Guttenbrunn would certainly have resented any
implication that
he or his theater were literary parvenus.
It was inevitable that a contemporary drama
about Conrad

Vorlauf, or any other of Vienna's greatest mayors, would be
performed in the municipal playhouse.

Such a play, if it contained

flattering parallels between the fifteenth-century mayor and his
late nineteenth-century counterpart, would doubtless have pleased
the theater's most prominent sponsor. 69

Even though he denied the

theater's chauvinism, he made remarks about the Germanic quality of
the playhouse that, in fact, revealed its militant nationalism.

This habit of protest would remain unchanged during his tenure.
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It is difficult to determine how his
stockholders reacted

to this speech, because the press was excluded
from the meeting.

Although it is unclear who excluded reporters or why,
both liberals
and anti-Semites took umbrage at this high-handed act,
and Mflller-

Guttenbrunn, as principal speaker and director of the theater,
pro-

vided a convenient target for their attacks. 70 Once again prior to
the commencement of the first season, his name was associated with
a

strangely tactless and unsophisticated incident.

This time, however,

his seeming lack of address offended many supporters instead of a

single editor, while further antagonizing the theater
enemies.

T

s

journalist

The new playhouse had acquired influential foes outside

journalistic circles as well.

Milller-Guttenbrunn was unsuccessful

in obtaining a subscription for the emperor's loge because the ad-

ministrator of funds for the imperial family, Freiherr von Chertik,
a liberal, opposed the theater's drift.

Refusal of support from this

source was another ill omen.

The Premiere Performance and the Opening Night
Banquet

As the opening night performance approached, attacks in the

liberal press increased in frequency and bitterness. The Welt Echo
stated that the new theater leader "accused Guttenbrunn of being his

birthplace,"
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and suggested that some of Grillparzer

1

s

lines might

be inscribed on the theater facade: "The path of more recent schooling
leads from humanity through nationality to bestiality "(Jaromir)
.

72
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In this way the Echo demonstrated
its facility in employing the

house poets against their own theater.

During the next five

years the enemies of the playhouse would refine
this practice into
an art

Few newspapers, however, followed the example of
the Wiener
Sonn- und Montags-Zeitung

,

which returned two unused tickets for

the premiere, refusing to review plays for the
duration of the muni-

cipal theater

f

s

existence.

This paper remarked in a front-page

article that the anti-Semitic management of the Aryan playhouse was
at best anomalous for the reason that non-Aryan resources had helped

create and sustain it.

The Christian Socials had not only employed

these resources, but permitted Jews among the audience.

The Sonn-

und Montags-Zeitung suggested yet another slogan for the playhouse

fa$ade, "admission forbidden to non anti-Semites."

This paper ad-

vised true Christians and self-respecting Jews to "avoid the still-

born anti-Semite theater like the plague. 73

Mttller-Gut tenbrunn

naturally resented such criticism as well as the suggestion made in
some liberal papers that Karl Apf el thaler, a liberal, was the true

founder of the theater.

MUller-Guttenbrunn claimed he had only

quote any three lines from any one of Apfelthalar

1

s

to

letters to prove

that this man "possessed too little education for the role he wanted
to

play."^

Even after the failure of the party stage and his bank-

ruptcy five years later, when he made this statement about Apfelthaler, Milller-Guttenbrunn still considered himself the best qualified man to have founded such an enterprise.
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One hour before the dedication of the playhouse
on December
12, 1898 MUller-Guttenbrunn received a telegram warning
that the

theater would be blown up during the ceremony.

He "laughed hearti-

ly" that the agitation against the theater had driven
its enemies
to such extremes.
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Nevertheless, he ordered the playhouse to be

searched from top to bottom and all entrances to be guarded during
the ceremonies.

The dedication proceeded without incident and the

first season began two days later.

While all municipal councillors

had received tickets to the premiere, the liberals declared their re-

solution not to attend the theater founded by anti-Semites and boycotted the performance. 7 ^

MUller-Guttenbrunn was discontented with the premiere for
reasons of his own.

The critical reception to Die Hermannschlacht

with its festive prologue by Franz Wolff (one of M{iller-Guttenbrunn
creditors), was mixed.
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f

s

Christian Social and German Nationalist

reviews concentrated less on the play and prologue themselves than
on the phenomenon of an Aryan theater, "the first German Christian

stage in the world."
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Of the major Christian Social papers only the

Volksblatt was completely laudatory about the performers, plays, and
the playhouse, hailing its opening as an important political triumph
for the anti-Semites.

The clerical Reichspost doted on the presence

of Lueger and his lieutenants, "the aristocracy of the Christian

people."
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The liberal Neue Freie Presse questioned whether the

selection of Die Hermannschlacht was appropriate for a commemorative
theater.

The play had been written during one of the saddest periods
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of the poet's life, when he was
fighting incipient madness, nervous

fatigue, and even death.

Because many left the theater before the

final curtain, this critic concluded
that the play must have in-

flicted too great a strain on party loyalty. 80

Another liberal daily, the Wiener Tagblatt
playhouse, the plays, even the actors themselves.

.

Wolff's prologue,

Ta S blatt sported, alienated even Muller-Guttenbrunn
adherents.

criticized the

's

most zealous

The first of the play's two scenes was set in
a tavern at

the site of the present JubilHums Theater on August
18, 1830, on the

birthday of Franz Josef; the second scene took place in front
of the

new playhouse.

The settings alone reveal the drift of the plot and

had not the national anthem concluded the prologue, the reviewer

doubted that the audience could have endured this "poem."., Had strangers

been present, what must they have thought of the level to which Austrian
O

I

literature had descended.
The Social Democrats together with the Christian Socials on
the other hand seemed less interested in the plays than in the political

significance of the theater itself.

Founded by the clericals, the

playhouse might someday be controlled by the Marxists, the Arbei ter

Zeitung implied, who would know better how to use it. 8 2

These initial

reviews of the various journalistic factions were thus portentious.
For much of its existence, clerical and German Nationalist papers

tended to concentrate on the political significance of the theater and
its productions, the liberals continued to ridicule the artistic pre-

tentions of the playhouse, while the Marxists remained ironic toward
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the theater whose sponsors were oblivious
to the inevitability

of their political demise.

Immediately after the premiere performance the mayor,

Mdller-Guttenbrunn, some of the cast, and leading functionaries
of
the Party and of the Theater Association gathered in
the Kursalon

of the municipal park for a banquet.

The theater orchestra began

the dinner music with the overture to Offenbach's operetta
Orpheus
in the Underworld

.

Mdller-Guttenbrunn elaimed this inspiration was

"a baroque idea," yet none of the Christian Socials seemed to re-

cognize the music or to recall that the composer was Jewish, and the
II

wicked anti-Semites" applauded the music.

ft

As the entire Viennese

press, including many liberals, had been invited as well, Mttller-

Guttenbrunn, it seems, intended this music as a conciliatory gesture
toward the Jews.

After a series of toasts Lueger rose and delivered the princi
pal remarks of the banquet.

The mayor complimented Baumann and the

architects for their achievements, but he also advised Mtfller-Gutten-

brunn not to bother with tragedies like Die Hermannschlacht

:

Just think, gentlemen and ladies: on the WHhringer line a
play in which a wench throws her lover to a bear! (amusement)
That really doesn't correspond to the taste of a
Viennese lady! To consume a lover yourself out of love, that
also happens in Vienna (tumultuous amusement), but the Viennese
don't want a disgraceful play like the 'Hermannschlacht.'^

Lueger then informed Agathe Barsescu, the heroine of the play and

a

former Burgtheater actress, that he would rather have seen her as a

soubrette and added that the Viennese wanted to laugh in a theater,
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especially after the recent domestic tragedy.

Contemporary authors

writing for the JubilUums Theater, he urged,
should study Viennese
life; and if they lacked material, they should
attend some municipal

council sittings.

He then concluded his initial remarks with the

hope that the theater would cultivate the Volksstttck
and the farce.
Not surprisingly, Lueger's comments were ill-received
by
the entire cast.

He was interrupted a number of times, and Barsescu,

weeping, left the banquet.

At length Ernst Vergani attempted to miti

gate the effect of the mayor's words.

most of Lueger

f

s

The publisher contradicted

statements, claiming that art had serious tasks to

fulfill and that the times were too somber to be eternally jocular.

Kleist's drama, a "truly national play" 85 and hardly a disgraceful
one, was particularly well suited to the present circumstances of

national concern, and Mliller-Guttenbrunn had understood well how to
approach and solve a difficult task.

Vergani asserted, with effusive

compliments for the acting personnel, that they had created a German
theater just as he had created a German newspaper, although both
tasks had initially been considered insurmountable.

He urged the

players to proceed undaunted and concluded by toasting prosperity to
the director and his personnel.

Theodor WHhner then remarked that

Lueger had not intended to injure anyone

T

s

feelings, whereupon the

mayor added that he also appreciated seriousness
The true Viennese is a mixture of seriousness and jest,
Tears and laughter
tears and laughter all at the same time.
speak from every waltz by Strauss and Lanner and from
Schubert's dances. The greatest Viennese local poet Ferdinand Raimund could laugh and cry at the same time just as
could Shakespeare, perhaps the greatest poet of all times.
In that
So one has to strive to blend the right melange.
way the Viennese is a master. ^6
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Lueger continued with jokes about Viennese coffee,
another type of

melange, and slighted Saxon ersatz coffee.

This attempt at humor

only elicited a further interruption from a female
member of the
cast, to which the mayor responded jestingly, admonishing
her to

keep still or he would have her escorted from the banquet.

He con-

cluded by toasting to the hope that Mtfller-Guttenbrunn would
always

know how to find "the right mixture of laughter and tears, of seriousness and jest."
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Even after one of the actors had cheered Lueger

f

s

toast, Mliller-Guttenbrunn revealed his habitually poor political

judgment as he rose and said he felt obliged to comment about the

many attacks against him "from a certain side."

These attacks made

it seem as though he intended to devour two Jews every evening in

his theater.

All such ideas were nonsense, he claimed, since his

purpose was "to create a truly German national theater for the

Viennese."

This he had attempted with good success while director

of the Raimund Theater, and he would do his best to achieve the same

goal as manager of the JubilMums Playhouse.

These comments concluded

the ceremonial remarks and the banquet proceeded without further
j
incident
•
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The utterances of the three principal speakers were brief,

but in numerous ways characteristic.

Vergani and Mttller-Guttenbrunn

defended their respective personal crusades in customarily chauvinistic
and tactless terms, while Lueger attempted to inject his wonted jocu-

larity into a ceremony which otherwise threatened to become stilted
and acrimonious.

The attempt failed, and liberal and socialist papers

88

from Vienna to Ktfnigsberg ridiculed his
remarks in an effort to de-

monstrate his plebeian tastes.

The actualities of taste in literature

and art are less important here than the
converging political forces

for which they became a convenient focus.

The mayor was renowned for

his candor and would unlikely have endorsed a play,
regardless of its
author, if it did not please him.

As we have seen, at least one

liberal reviewer agreed with the implication that Die Hermannschlacht
was inappropriate for this particular premiere, but the liberals
as

arbiters of taste could criticize with relative impunity.
treated like an interloper.

Lueger was

And while some of his remarks were in

fact tactless, he may not have meant to insult the director and players
as some of the critics inferred.

Instead he could in his blunt way

have intended only to indicate the most realistic path to theatrical
success in Vienna as he knew it.
To Lueger the purpose of a play was simply to entertain and
this Die Hermannschlacht had failed to do.
in this respect

he seemed to say

,

,

If subsequent plays failed

the playhouse could not prosper

In spite of the propaganda about the theater, the mayor mocked its

ideological goals and seemed indifferent to any political implications
of Kleist

f

s

drama, as well as to the play itself.

This indifference

was doubtless shared by a substantial portion of the audience, for
Die Hermannschlacht failed to achieve popularity on any grounds.

Lueger

f

s

speech, however, did have important consequences for

the Christian Socials, for his enemies used his remarks to illuminate
the intellectual deficiency of the ruling party.

MUller-Guttenbrunn

89

furthermore believed that the mayor ceased
to care for the theater
from the night of the banquet onward.
to estrange the two men.

Moreover, the incident seemed

The mayor was, perhaps, offended that his

criticism had not been better received by Mttller-Guttenbrunn,
or he
may have decided that it was imprudent for him as
party leader to

intervene in delicate theater affairs.

Anyone with political fore-

sight could early have seen that the peculiar ideological
intensity
of the director would likely endanger the success of the theater.

In

any event, Lueger had little to say in favor of the party playhouse
after the premiere and, as events turned out, would refuse Mtfller-

Guttenbrunn's later requests for assistance.

Mttller-Guttenbrunn

for his part made light of Lueger' s words in his memoirs, but he

nonetheless detected the significance of the incident and also hinted
that his own education and idealism for German art had been slighted. 89

At the outset of his second directorial career Mdller-Guttenbrunn

,

it

seems, misjudged, or perhaps ignored, the preferences of the protector
of the theater.
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In his diary Mliller-Guttenbrunn reported that the lease
for

the JubilHums Theater was drawn up on October 3, 1896 and that
he

fluctuated back and forth: "The theater fascinates me, but it is nonetheless profoundly distasteful.

Only the thought of still being able

to earn something for my family causes me to contemplate it seriously

at all."

From this entry it is not clear whether or not Mliller-Gutten-

brunn signed the lease at that time or whether he had even been offered
the directorship.

anyone.

He does not appear to have committed himself to

Possibly he wanted to see which faction would win; he may even

have hoped the winning side would court him or that

a more favorable

employment opportunity would arise in the meantime, for his diary entry
concludes: "Under all circumstances

I

can work on the 'Reichswehr' a

year." "Das Theater reizt mich, aber es ist mir doch tief im Innern
zuwider.

Nur der Gedanke, am Ende doch noch etwas fUr die Meinen

94

erwerben zu kbnnen

Erwagung Ziehen.

,

lasst mich das Theater Uberhaupt
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Unter alien UmstHnden kann ich an
der 'Reichs-

wehr' ein Jahr arbeiten." Mllller-Guttenbrunn

October

Roman meines Lebens

,

.

1896, p. 218.

7,

26„
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ein Kampfobject der Liberalen
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Antiliberalen, d.h. der
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Nicht anrUhren!"
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October 24,

1896.
27
28

"ganz Wien," MUller-Guttenbrunn

,

Erinnerungen

p.

,
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"belegt das ftthrende Blatt dieser sogenannten
liberalen

diese Zukunfts-Volksblihne, die den Namen unseres
Kaisers tragen
soil

.

.

.

'Antisemitisches Hetztheater.

?

1st das ehrlich?

das ist der bBsartigste, gehHssigste politische Kampf

Nein,

und aus ihm

,

spricht der gif tgeschwollene Neid, der es nicht ertragen kann,
dass
der politische Gegner mBglicherweise auch etwas Gutes schafft."

MUller-Guttenbrunn, "Politisirende Theatergrllnder," Die Reichswehr

November 1, 1896,

p.

platzte

.

,

3.

.

•

wie eine Bombe.

.

.

.

gait

.

.

.

bei den

im Parteikampf stehenden Juden als Antisemit." Mtlller-Guttenbrunn

Erinnerungen
30

31

,

Ibid

p.

25.

,

26.

.

In his memoirs Mllller-Guttenbrunn claimed that his discontent

stemmed from "the feeling that they looked at my every line [to see]

whether or not it served my particular interests."

A contemporary diary

entry suggests that there may have been other reasons as well, for he
spoke of Gustav Davis as "a dilletant in newspaper things for which he

95

has no understanding.
But besides me [he] has

He believes good feuilletons fall
from trees.

nojne

in the office who can write one, or

who would be inspired to write one.

What's more D. wants to see his

personal taste cultivated in feuilletons as
well, he wants to see his
Judas duality reflected in the paper.
like!"

If

I

only knew what this looks

From this passage it appears that MUller-Guttenbrunn
disagreed

with Davis on fundamentals and that he may have been
condescending to

him and perhaps to other Reichswehr journalists as well,
"das

Gefllhl,

dass man jede Zeile von mir draufhin ansehe, ob sie nicht
meinen be-

sonderen Interessen diene."

Dilletant

...

Ibid

.

,

28.

"In Zeitungssachen ein

hat er dafUr kein VerstMndnis.

telt die guten Feuilletons von den BHumen.

Er glaubt, man schllt-

Hat aber neben mir Niemand

im Bureau, der eins schreiben kann oder der Stimmung fMnde, eines zu
schreiben.

Zudem will D. seinen persbnlichen Geschmack auch in

Feuilletons gepflegt sehen, er will dem Blatt seine Judas DualitMt

aufgezeigt sehen.

Wenn ich nur wllsste, wie diese aussieht!"

Guttenbrunn, "Tagebllcher ," December
32
33

Ibid

.

,

1,

Mliller-

1896.

December 15, 1896.

"ohne Rllckblick, denn ich will mich nicht zwingen, an die Er-

eignisse dieses unseligsten Jahres in meinem Leben denken zu mdssen.
Es war ein verlorenes."
34

Ibid

.

,

December 31, 1896.

On January 14, 1897 he remarked in his diary that unless the

city of Vienna intervened, "the JubilMums Theater is definitely buried."
The following day he again complained about his recent bad luck which

had begun with his suspension from the Raimund Theater precisely one

96

year before and continued up to the
present: "I must get out of the
thing in any way I can, otherwise it
will drive me crazy. An in-

justice endured effects so deeply, so
lastingly
agitated babbits even suspect what they
did?"

definitiv begraben.

.

.

.

...

wohl ahnen, was sie gethan?"
35

Whether the

"i st das Jub. -Theater

Ich muss heraus aus der Sache auf
irgend-

eine Weise, sonst verblBde ich daran.

ein erlittenes Unrecht!

....

So nachhaltig, so

tief wirkt

Ob die verhetzt gewesenen Spiesser

Ibid., January 14, January 15, 1897.

On January 27 he mentioned a special assembly
of the

Wahring Jubilaums Theater Association.

During the meeting the anti-

liberals who now constituted an overwhelming majority
named him as
their adviser.

Mllller-Guttenbrunn labeled as "silly" ("tBricht")

the reaction of all the liberal papers which designated
him an anti-

Semite, but concluded: "This [designation] will perhaps not
be

without consequences for my whole life.

...
es

fllr

If the JubilHums Theater

is built, I will probably be the lessor and director."

mein ganzes Leben vielleicht nicht ohne Folgen sein.

das Jub. Th.

.

Director sein."
36

.

.

Wenn

gebaut wird, werde ich wohl der PMchter und

Ibid

.

,

January 27, 1897.

"Er machte den Eindruck eines schwer begreifenden Menschen,

aber er war schlau und voll Leidenschaf t
er nicht.

"wird

.

Und auch ohne Humor war

Nur mit seinen Meinungen war es schlimm bestellt, die

schwankten fortwMhrend.

GewHhnlich hatte er in alien Fragen, die sich

auf die materielle DurchfUhrung des Unternehmens bezogen, immer die

Ansicht dessen, der zuletzt mit ihm geredet hatte.

Er war heute

"

,
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Philo- morgen Antisemit, bald
deutschnational
sozial and ab und zu schwarzgelb

,

bald christlich-

tfsterreichisch.

Angerer war

immer unterwegs, stankerte, zettelte
da und dort etwas an, biederte
sich bei den antisemitischen Redaktionen
an und auch bei den Juden-

blMttern inspirierte er mehr Notizen und
Artikel, als man ahnte.

So

rlchtete er mit dem besten Willen sehr
viel Unheil an, denn er konnte
nur lieben oder grimmlg hassen.

jede sachllche ErwHgung.

Es fehlte ihm jede Besonnenheit

Und seiner etwas groszsprecherischen

Eitelkeit war ebenso leicht geschmeichelt als
sie verletzt war.

Ein temperamentvoller Querkopf voll guter Absichten,
gleich gefHhrlich as Freund wie als Feind."

MUller-Guttenbrunn

Erinnerungen

,

pp. 28, 29.
37

undated,

Although this speech in MUller-Guttenbrunn' s own hand is
have concluded that it was delivered sometime between

I

the end of January and the end of February 1897.

At the end of

January his candidacy was merely intimated by liberal papers, but

by the end of February the leading liberal daily, the Neue Freie
Presse

,

openly referred to him as the director of the future play-

house.
38

"ein Volkstheater als Nationaltheater begrllnden.

dem ntfthigen Willen, an Muth

spreche also aus Erfahrung.

u.

.

.

Ausdauer nicht fehlt.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

u.

Reinigung des Wiener Kunstlebens

.

"Rede Adam Mliller-Guttenbrunns vor dem Actions Comite vor der GrUnd-

ung des Kaiser JubilMums Theaters."

,

98

39
~

Mttller-Guttenbrunn remarked that he
"began to con cern

himself with the possibility of a
management [after the collapse
of the liberals]

.

.

.

since the interna i circumstances
of the

Association had clarified themselves."
nisse des Vereines sich geklart hatten

einer Direktion zu beschaf tigen.
p.

»

"da die inneren VerhHlt.

.

.

mit der MBglichkeit

Mllller-Guttenbrunn

,

Erinnerungen

.

33.

40™

The Neue Freie Presse observed that the
prospective director

was the same Mllller-Guttenbrunn who had protested
he had nothing in
common with the anti-Semites during his quarrel
with the Raimund
Theater Association Committee.

His ambition to become once more a

theater director had driven him to become leader of an
anti-Semitic
theater.

In this same article the Presse also remarked that the

hitherto customary designation of "JubilHums Theater" was being
replaced in Association bulletins by "Municipal Theater," indicating
that Christian Socials were subverting the original purpose of

honoring the fiftieth anniversary of the emperor's reign.

This re-

mark, typical of liberal commentary about the Association, suggests
that the liberals were still smarting from their defeat a month

earlier.

"Das kllnftige Communal-Theater," Neue Freie Presse

February 28, 1897, p.

,

8.

4li

"Der Roman war mir so wichtig, weil er die Scheidung

zwischen mir und jenen Elementen zu vollziehen geeignet war, die in
der Wiener Gesellschaft und dem kUnstlerischen Leben dieser Stadt
{Iberall obenauf schwimmen und die, weil sie Papier mit DruckerschwHrze
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beschmutzen, sich einbilden, sie
seien wirklich die Macher der

Hffentlichen Meinung und sie hHtten
tatsMchlich die Macht Uber Tod
and Leben im Bereiche der Of
fentlichkeit zu entscheiden.
Mein
Roman war aus jener unerquicklichen
Situation herausgeschrieben in
.

.

.

,

der ich mich damals befand.

Schon veil ich es gewagt hatte, in
einer

Frage, die dem Judentum unangenehm war,
nicht seiner Meinung zu sein,

stiess man mich ab.
an mir.
urn

Und von der anderen Seite riss man
fortwahrend

Aber ich stand doch fest und spreizte die
beiden Beine aus

die Balance nicht zu verlieren.

Zuerst wollte ich mich doch aus-

einandersetzen mit der Frage, geistig auseinandersetzen
und meine
Stellung einigermassen bestimmen."
p.

Muller-Guttenbrunn

Erinnerungen

,

.

31.
A2

"[ein Roman]
.

in dem ich mich mit der leidigen Judenfrage

auseinandersetzte, in die ich selbst hineingezogen worden war."
Ibid
43
"immer ein Liberaler, ein Demokrat oder sonst etwas. Ein
Deutscher, ein begeisterter AnhHnger meines Volkes

von deutschen Kolonisten und lernte frdh den Kampf
fUhren gegen den magyarischen Nationalstaat

.

Ibid

"

.

.

urn

.

,

.

denn ich kam

mein Volkstum
32.

44,,

"das Uberwuchern des Judentums in der deutschen Kunst eine

Krankheit sei, die bekampft werden mUsse.

.

.

.

Ein Theater zu bauen

das diesem Bestreben dienen sollte, konnte doch kein Verbrechen sein
und ein Theater kdnstlerisch zu leiten, welches dem Judentum nicht

untertan war, erst recht nicht.

Ktlnstlerisch und nicht tendenziBs!

Das war die selbstverstyndliche Voraussetzung.

Judentum, warum nicht?

Ein Theater ohne das

Ein Theater gegen das Judentum

-

pfui Teufel.

.
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Freilich, die Juden werden nie
zugeben, dass eine Sache, die
ohne
sie unternommen wird, nicht
eine Sache gegen sie sei."
Ibid.
32
45

wagi et al.

,

Literaturgeschichte

.

IV,

33

1646.

46 M

My summary of Mliller-Guttenbrunn's
campaign for the directorship is based on his narrative
in Erini^rungen pp. 33-52,
and pertinent
diary entries.
,

47

On January 29, 1897 Mllller-Guttenbrunn
mentioned a dispute

between himself and professional
architects over the style of the projected theater. Mllller-Guttenbrunn
got his way and the playhouse displayed a German Renaissance facade fused
with modern motifs, while the
inner hall was in baroque style.

After the opening night premiere a

liberal critic astutely observed that the
architectual amalgam betrayed organic tastelessness and suggested
a profound inner confusion
on the part of the designer,

Wiener Tagblatt

.

December 15,

pp.,

p.

"Theater, Kunst und Literatur,"
7.

Anton Baumann (1846-1926)

.

He was a Christian Social

functionary and member of the Lower Austrian Diet from
1891 until
1919.
9,

"Altvorsteher Karl

[

sic ] Baumann," Die Reichspost

,

November

1926, p. 5.
49

"wMre eine Feigheit gewesen und nur die zahlreichen Gegner,

die ich mir durch das Theaterprojekt schon erworben, hMtten trium-

phiert."

Mllller-Guttenbrunn, Erinnerungen
50

,

p.

47.

"was ich auf dem Gebiete des deutschen Theaters wollte und

ans trebte."

Ibid.
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5l

When in December 1897 a
managerial crisis erupted in the
Burgtheater, Mtlller-Guttenbrunn
was considered as a possible
replacement.

Although flattered by the prospect,
he remarked in his diary
that he would prefer to manage
the Jubilaums Theater.
This preference

seems a further indication of his
ambition to lead a theater which

would reflect his exclusive taste since
the Burg already had an
established repertoire to some extent.

Mtlller-Guttenbrunn

,

"Tage-

bUcher," December 16, 1897.
landsmannschaftliche VerschwBrung.
kein solcher?

.

.

.

Oder ware es

HMtte das zahe Kolonisierwesen in uns
Ariern, das auch

im Ausschuss die grBsste Ausdauer bewies u.
die eigentliche Arbeit
geleistet hat, hMtte es ich [sic] hier ganz
naturgem^ss zusammengefunden?"

Ibid
53

nobility.

.

,

July 27, 1898.

This was Per Salon which reported social activities
of the

MUller-Guttenbrunn objected

to

being designated "a journal-

ist" by the female publisher who herself, he affirmed, lived
from

miserable journalism: "But it has come to that through the mendacious
and unproductive Jewish reporter spirit which lives in our newspapers.

He who writes for one of these newspapers will be thrown into one pot

with the whole pack."

"Aber dahin ist es eben gekommen durch den

llignerischen u. unproduktiven jttdischen Repor tergeis t

Zeitungen lebt.

Wer

f Or

der in unseren

eine dieser Zeitungen schreibt, der wird

in einen Topf geworfen mit dem ganzen Pack."
54

,

Ibid

.

,

March 15, 1897.

Vergani (1848-1915), one of the most rabid anti-Semites

in the Christian Social party, boasted that the words "Antisemiten Hof"
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in gold letters surmounted the
entrance to the Volksblatt offices.

Originally a German Nationalist, he
unsuccessfully attempted to sue
the party leader Georg Ritter von
Schonerer for alleging that he

had misappropriated funds while Mayor
of Mllhldorf.

As a result of

SchHnerer's acquittal Vergani relinquished
his parliamentary and

municipal mandates.
55

MUller-Guttenbrunn said he "examined the project
at

length and weighed the thing carefully."
und erwog die Sache reiflich."
p.

"prtlfte das Projekt lange

Millie r-Guttenbrunn

,

Erinnerungen

.

39.

56

Kralik (1852-1934)

tive literary reform.

was one of the leaders of conserva-

Muller-Guttenbrunn considered him, with some

qualifications, one of the mentors of the new theater and
promised to

place it at his disposal: "Everyone, even if he does not agree
with
you about everything, must have the greatest respect for what you
have
done in the course of the last years for the reform of the theater on
a religious and ethical basis.

...

In any event, the attempt to make

the modern theater, which has sunk into materialism, again of service
to the higher powers should be undertaken."

"Was Sie im Laufe der

letzten Jahre alles fUr die Reform des Theaters auf religitfser und

ethischer Grundlage getan, muss jeden, auch wenn er nicht in allem
mit Ihnen (Ibereinstimmt

,

die grBsste Achtung abnBtigen.

.

.

.

Der

Versuch, dem modernen Theater das im Materialismus versunken ist

wieder hBheren Ma'chten dienstbar zu machen soil jedenfalls unternommen
werden."

Letter from Mllller-Gut tenbrunn to Richard Kralik,

t

,

,
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Stadtische Bibllothek Inventar Nununer
97916, May 19, 1898; hereafter
referred to as SBIN.
57

writings.

Rosegger (1843-1918) glorified Alpine
regionalism in his
While informing MUller-Guttenbrunn
that he had hitherto

avoided literary associations, because
he felt "best on [his] own,"

Rosegger added it went without saying that
he would join the Deutschoesterreichische Schrif tstellergenossenschaf
MUller-Guttenbrunn.

presided over by

Rosegger's only initial misgiving was that the

Genossenschaft might become a refuge for dilettantism
which was "of
the most harm to literature."

"beim Alleinstehen am wohlsten.

der Literatur vom grBssten Schaden."

.

.

.

Letter from Rosegger to MUller-

Guttenbrunn, SBIN 34173, Graz, November 20, 1897.
In 1900 Muller-Guttenbrunn resigned the presidency
because of
the weight of directorial duties.

Two years later he complained of

the lack of talent in the Genossenschaft since his departure:

"All who

are untalented have gathered there and they imitate the Concordia

painfully in that they form cliques and court each other.

worst is that they now
And because
intrigue.

.

.

.

write plays and naturally only for me!

am not at their disposal: resentment, embitterment

I

...

If they were only talented !"

haben sich dort zusammengetan

,

u.

"Alle, die nichts kBnnen

sie ahmen die 'Concordia' krampf-

haft darin nach, dass sie Cliquen bilden

poussieren.

But the

u.

sich gegenseitig

Das Schlimmste aber ist, dass sie jetzt

stllcke schreiben,

u.

natllrlich nur fUr mich!

Verfligung stehe: Groll, Erbitterung, Intrige.

.

.

.

Theater-

Und weil ich nicht zur
.

.

.

Wenn sie nur etwas

t

t
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kfanen wUrden!" MUller-Guttenbrunn,
"TagebUcher ,» Heft IX, October 26
1902.
58

(1833-1906).

He was a leader of Austrian
literary naturalism

In April 1898 Saar, replying to a
letter from MUller-Guttenbrunn, wrote

that he was unable to join the
Genossenschaf

.

This was a party

organization, he asserted, and he as chairman
of the special committee
of the Austrian press for the world's
fair in Paris was obliged to

maintain "the most comple te independence ."

In June 1898 after repeated

urging from MUller-Guttenbrunn, Saar once again
declined to join, ex-

plaining that he as an honorary member of both the
Concordia and the

Association for the Defense Against Anti-Semitism could
not become
member of the implicitly anti-Semitic Genossenschaf

.

a

In this same

letter he "deeply lamented" the "deplorable divisions [which]
had

affected literature."

By 1906 lament had turned to despair and Saar,

afflicted as well with an incurable intestinal ailment, commited
suicide.

From his letters it seems that Saar could never have belonged

to the Genossenschaft notwithstanding MUller-Guttenbrunn s claim.
'

"

die vollste UnabhHnpigkeit

."

Letter from Saar

SBIN 34218, DUbling, April 25, 1898.

Litterature

[

sic ]

.

.

.

to

MUller-Guttenbrunn,

"aufs tiefste beklage

.

.

.

trostlose Spaltungen eingetreten sind."

Letter from Saar to MUller-Guttenbrunn, SBIN 34222, DBbling, June

3,

1898.

In attempting to persuade Saar to join, MUller-Guttenbrunn

denied that the Genossenschaft was a party organization even "if it

were said that we accept no Jews which is not the case."

He admitted
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that there were also "extreme
elements" in the association, but
these

he hoped to render ineffectual through
"positive economic endeavors."
In this same letter he claimed the
Jews through the control of the

press had attained a position of power
which in no way corresponded
to their importance in Austrian
literature.

He believed "it [was]

quite natural for a reaction to occur now."

The younger generation,

MUller-Guttenbrunn claimed, defended itself vigorously
against the
"foreign hegemony" and wanted
"our literature which had been built on Grillparzer,
Lenau,

Bauernfeld, Raimund

.

.

.

Saar,

.

.

Anzengruber and

.

Rosegger and not on Mosenthal and Weilen, continued by men
of German, not of Jewish descent.

[The younger generation]

rebels against the exclusive cult of

.

.

.

Arthur Schnitzler,

Theodor Herzl, Dtfrmann, Alfred Gold, etc. etc.

...

can

I

understand the justification for this reaction which originates

...

from a healthy Volk instinct.

do not consider it my

I

task to oppose this movement, rather

I

believe that it can

be used for good purposes and that it will lead to a

strengthening of our Volksthum."
"wenn es ausgesprochen ware, dass wir keinen Juden aufnehmen was nicht
der Fall ist.
Arbeit.

.

.

.

.

.

.

extreme Elemente.

.

.

.

positive wirtschaf tliche

es ist eine durchaus natllrliche Erscheinung, wenn nun

mehr eine Rlickwirkung eintritt.

.

.

.

'

Fremdherrschaf t

'

.

.

.

Schriftthum, das auf Grillparzer, Lenau, Bauernfeld, Raimund
Saar,

.

.

.

.

.

unser
.

.

Anzengruber und Rosegger und nicht auf Mosenthal und Weilen

"

t
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aufbaut, fortgesetzt wissen von
MMnnern deutschen, nicht
jlldischen

Stages.
•

•

Sie lehnt sich auf gegen
den ausschliesslichen Cultus
der

Arthur Schnitzler, Theodor Herzl,
DBrmann, Alfred Gold, etc.

•

etc.
.

.

Ich verschliesse mich nicht der
Berechtigung dieser

.

Reaktion, die aus einem gesunden
Volksinstinct hervorgeht.
Ich erachte es nicht

fllr

meine Aufgabe mich dieser Bewegung
ent-

gegenzustammen, und ich glaube vielmehr
dass sie guten Zwecken nutz-

bar gemacht werden kann und dass sie
zu einer Kraftigung unseres Volksthums fUhren wird."

Letter from Millie r-Guttenbrunn to Saar,
SBIN

50975, April 27, 1898.

For information on Saar see Anton
Bettelheim,

Ferdinand von Saars Leben und Schaffen (Leipzig:
Hesse, 1909), and
Franz Karl R. von Stockert, Zur Anatomie des
Realismus: Ferdinand von
Saars Entwicklung als No vellendichter
("GBppinger Arbeiten zur Ger-

manistik" Nr. 18; Gb*ppingen: Verlag
59„

.

einen neutralen Boden

finden konnten."

Alfred Kummerle, 1970).

...

auf dem sie sich begegnen und

Mllller-Guttenbrunn, Erinnerungen

einen Machtsector

.

.

.

dauernd angefeindet werden sollte."

,

p.

40.

wenn dasselbe von der Gegenseite
Mllller-Guttenbrunn, "Tageblicher

,

Heft VIII, December 16, 1897.
6l

Although he denied in 1904 that he had even "belonged to the

people of the Volksblatt [or would ever] belong to them," he nevertheless conceded using this the most widely circulated paper in the

Genossenschaf
[his]

gall."

as often as necessary to defend himself and "to empty
He also admittedly utilized the Deutsche Zeitung and the

Ostdeutsche Rundschau for the same purpose as the Volksblatt

:

"In

"
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those days [during the struggle for
the directorship]

I

felt like a

true colonist, who had to win new
land: with one hand

I

guided the

plow share, in the other

I

held the sword.

So the soil was slowly

prepared for the future work which should
serve peace and not
battle."

"zu den Leuten des Volksblattes gehort
und werde nie zu

ihnen gehoren.

.

.

.

zur Entleerung meiner Galle.

.

.

.

Ich kam mir

in jenen Tagen vor wie ein echter Kolonist,
der Neuland zu gewin-

nen hat: Mit der einen Hand flihrte ich die
Pflugschar, in der anderen

hatte ich das Schwert.

So wurde langsam der Boden bereitet fUr das

kilnftige Werk, das dem Frieden dienen sollte und
nicht dem Kampf."

Mliller-Guttenbrunn, Erinnerungen

,

p.

56.

62„_
Freimaurerei eine ursprttnglich christliche Einrichting
.

war - jetzt aber verfolgt man den Christen in der Loge!

...

hat das

Logenjudenthum gegen mich verbittert." Mliller-Guttenbrunn, "Tagebttcher
February

4,
63

.

.

•

1898.

"in seiner rlicksichtslosen Art

.

.

.

ein VorlHufer Bismarcks.

die Symbolik, dieser Dichtung heute mehr als je begreifen wUrden."

Mliller-Guttenbrunn, Erinnerungen

,

p.

70.

For details of this national-

istic conflict see C.A. Macartney, The Habsburg Empire, 1790-1918
(London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1969), pp. 661-664.

^"Fllr uns kommt nichts mehr in Frage

,

als der literarische

Wert des Werkes," Adam Mliller-Guttenbrunn, Kleists Hermannschlacht
Ein Gedicht auf Oesterreich (Wien: Verlag von Carl Graeser, 1898),
p.

Otto Brahm, the famous German literary critic, argued that

16.

Kleist

,

f

s

play implied a broader philo-Germanism.

Otto Brahm,

:

,
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l^^^nja^

(Berlin: Allgemeiner Verein
fUr Deutsche

Literatur, 1884), pp. 287-327.
65

"Das KaiserjubilUums-Stadttheater"
(Randglossen zur Er-

Bffnung), Das Vaterland

.

December 15, 1898,

For my account of this speech

Guttenbrunn's Erinneruneen
rerun sen

,

nn
/2-78.
pp. 79-7S

I

p.

l.

have relied on Mllller-

The press was excluded from

this meeting.
67
"llberall das landschaf tlich ideale
Element kraftig zu be-

tonen und darauf weiter zu bauen.

.

.

.

Gipfeln.

...

das Repertoire

der Altwiener Volksbtlhne hatte ein viel
hoheres Recht auf Konser-

vierung als so manches KomtessenstUck des
Burgtheaters
.

.

.

.

.

.

alles

.

lebendig werden sehen, was je in Wien auf
dem Gebiete des

volkstllmlichen Theaterwesens geschaffen worden
ist.

werte literarische Leistungen sind."

.

.

.

ganz achtens

Ibid., 74-76. For details about

Conrad Vorlauf see Karl E. Schimmer, Alt und Neu
Wien: Geschichte der

Bsterreic hischen Kaiserstadt (Wien:

A.

Hartlebens Verlag, 1904),

I,

368-372.
68

"dass die Anteilscheine unseres Theaters fallen oder steigen

werden, je nach den Notierungen an der Pariser Theaterbtfrse

.

.

.

.

die SchHtze deutscher Kunst zugMnglich zu machen." Mllller-Guttenbrunn

Erinneruneen

,

pp.

78.

77,

Count Kielmansegg,
his memoirs of Lueger

f

s

the Governor of Lower Austria,

thirst for acclaim and recognition.

tells in

The

mayor's penchant for having his name inscribed on public buildings
and monuments was so pronounced that a satirical paper displayed a
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picture of a new-born
eiepnant

"'Bo™ under

«

the Schonbrunn 2oo
„ ith the caption .

tbe „ ayor Dr . Karl
Lueger

meister Dr. Karl Lueeer
^eger.

.

Gevorffin unter

^

Erich n
Grafc „.
Kielmansegg, Kaiserhaus,
Staat.,-

mHnner un d Polltik er (Wien^wien. Ver.po
fH* r
uverlag fUr
Geschichte
und Politik, 1966)
,

p.

391
70 T

,

The liberals appeared
to care less about the
exclusion Pper
se than the perfidy of
Mtlller-Guttenbrunn in leading the
theat er and
therefore the betrayal of his
former liberalise The
exclusion which'
they implied was his idea
merely confirmed their suspicions
of his
complete faithlessness, and they
believed he would have been
humiliated
by the presence of his former
colleagues and friends. Censuring
him
as an opportunist,

the

Wiener^Matt

remarked that the Freemason and

former speaker at Jewish festive
meetings knew how to become

a

full-

blooded anti-Semite as soon as a Christian
Social party stage emerged.
In his new role he seemed comfortable
as only a cannibal could be.

"Hinter verschlossenen Thliren," Wiener Tagblatt
71,,

,

,

,

"

1,

p.

21.

"Der Weg der neueren Bildung geht/Von Humanity
t/Durch

24.

,

Welt Echo

,

November 19, 1898,

,

geborene Antisemiten-Theater meiden wie die Pest."

semiten-Theater," Wiener Sonn- und Montags-Zeitung
1.

1898, p.

"Herr Mtlller, der

Nicht Antisemiten ist der Eintritt verboten!

p.

1,

November 12, 1898, in Z.A.M-G., No.

NationalitMt/Zur Bestialitat. (Jaromir)
in Ibid.

November

beschuldigt Guttenbrunn als Geburtsort

Reformatory Welt Echo
72

.

MUller-Guttenbrunn

f

s

...

das todt-

"Das neue Anti,

December 12, 1898,

immediate reaction to this article reveals

5.

110

his religiosity and
suggests his doubt abQut
to lead this theater.

Passed

for an

^

wisdom

Mediate

choQsin 8

decision about dis-

posal of the tickets,
MUller-Guttenbrunn sent the, to
"a pious old
lady who had attested to
obtain two seats in vain"
and requested

her to pray for the salvation
of his soul,
Dame, die sich vergeblich

Guttenbrunn, Erinnerungen
74

urn

.

p.

,

.

f romme n

zwei PlMtze bemUht hatte."

alten

MUller-

92.

"zu wenig Bildung besass

wollte." Ibid

"einer

fflr

die Rolle, die er spielen

89.

"lachten herzlich," Ibid

.

,

87.

Affronted by this resolution
MUller-Guttenbrunn in his
memoIrs protested that he was "no
political party man, but a lessor
.

.

.

who

.

.

.

wanted to achieve honorable artistic
work."

politischer Parteimann, sondern ein PMchter

.

kUnstlerische Arbeit leisten wollte."

,

77

Ibid.

.

.

der

.

.

.

"kein

ehrliche

91.

MUller-Guttenbrunn thought that the premiere program
had been

ill-conceived.

After all the Viennese instincts of the "two
thousand-

headed crowd" ("zweitausendkb'pfigen Menge") had
been roused by the
light Biedermeier mood of the festive prologue
An der WMhringer Linie

.

the audience was plunged into the primeval German
forest of Die Her -

manns chlacht

.

He also claimed that the actor who portrayed Hermann had

been unintelligible.

Furthermore, the performance had lasted too long.

He stated that his experience as a theater man should have
prevented

him from attempting to show so much, but he had ignored practical considerations.

This is a rare example of self-criticism.

Ibid

.

,

93, 94.

,

Ill

"die erste deutsch-christliche
Btlhne der Welt

KUle rJ

"Ve. KalserJubilWStadttheater,"

,

leltuna, December 18, 189
8,

p.

League>

tion which agita te d for
Lu ege,

Corps" by its enemies.

P[ranz]

o,^,^^^,

This perio dlca l Kas
the orga[) „ f

3.

the "Christian Viennese

."

..

.

W_

christian Social organiza _

It „ as c bristi an e d

..

Its first president,
Enilie P lat ter, left

Vienna in 1906 after reveletions
of financial malfeasance
and the
,
League was later incorporate,
into a nation-wide suffragette

_nt.

"die Aristokratie des
christlichen Volkes," W. Conra dy

,

"Des Kaiser-JubilWtheaters
erste Vorstellung,"
Dj^eichspost

December 16, 1898,
80

p.

1.

"Theater- und Kunstnachrichten.
(JubilHums-Stadttheater)

Neue Freie Presge, December
15, 1898, p.
81

Tagblatt

.

82

,"

7.

"'Dichtung,'" pp, "Theater, Kunst und
Literatur," Wiener

December 15, 1898,

p.

7.

HHger, "Theater und Kunst. Die
ErHffnung des JubilHuras-

theaters," Arbeiter Zeitung
83„

December 15, 1898, p. 5.

.

erne barocke Idee.

brunn, Erinnerungen
84,,

.

.

p.

.

.

.

bBsen Antisemiten

.

"

MfJller-Gutten-

94.

Aber denken Sie sich nur, meine Herren und Damen:
Bei der

Wahringer Linie ein Stuck, in welchem ein Frauenzimmer
ihren Liebhaber

einem Baren vorwirft! (Heiterkeit

.

)

der Geschmacksrichtung der Wienerin!

Das entspricht doch wirklich nicht

Einen Liebhaber selber vor

Liebe fressen, das kommt auch in Wien vor (stUrmische Heiterkeit),
aber ein Schandstllck wie die 'Hermannschlacht

nicht."

'

wollen die Wiener

"Das Festbankett des Jubilaums-Stadttheater," Deutsches

112

Volksblatt. December
16, 1898, p.

8.

85 »o-r

ein echt nationales
StUck," Ibid.
86„_
Der echte Wiener habe
Ja stets Ernst end Scherz,
Weinen
und Lachen in eine m Sack.
Aus Strausschen und
Lannerschen WaUer
apreche Weinen und Lachen
und ebenso aua Schuberts
Tanzen. Auch
der grosste Wiener
Localdichter Ferdinand Refund
habe sugieich „einen
und lachen konnen und ebenso
der vieileicht grosste
Dichter ailer
Zeiten, Shakespeare.
So riisse
trachten, die rechte Melange
heraustellen. Darin set ja der Wiener
ein Meister." Ibid., 8
9

.

,

.

During an interview on May
17, 1972 Friedrich Heer suggested
that the
Viennese, in spite of superficial

happiness, is by nature pathologically

morose.
die richtige Mischung von Lachen
und Weinen, von Ernst und

Scherz '"

Deutsches Volksblatt
88„

von gewisser Seite.

Nationaltheater zu schaffen."

December 16, 1898,

.

.

.

.

p.

9.

den Wienem ein wirklich deutsches

Ibid.

Mllller-Guttenbrunn, Erinnerungen

,

pp.

96-99.

s
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CHAPTER
THE FIRST SEASON

VBlkisch Plays and Political
Dramas:
An Experiment in Doubt
In his eagerness to disseminate
ideology, MUller-Guttenb runn

failed to draw the proper
conclusions from Lueger's reaction
to Die

H--nns^ac^.

The public tended to agree
with Lueger rather than

MUller-Guttenbrunn.

The second production of the
season, Per Pfarrer

von Kirchfeld by Ludwig

Anzengruber, was, moreover, even less
popular

with the Christian Socials.

This VolksstUck whose performance
had

been slighted for some thirty years
because of certain of its anticlerical contents, according to
MUller-Guttenbrunn, portrayed

a

popu-

lar priest inclined toward free-thinking
Josephinism, but ultimately

disciplined for his unorthodox proclivities.

The Reichspost reasoned

that such a play would cause Jewish liberals
to agitate for a free

church, but MUller-Guttenbrunn was praised for
attempting to de-emphasize the play's bias. 1

Other papers such as the clerical-conservative

Das Vaterland and the Linzer Volksblatt were less
conciliatory.

Vater-

land questioned why this drama, no longer popular in Vienna,
should be

performed at all and admonished MUller-Guttenbrunn not

to

compromise

his protectors so soon. 2 The Linzer Volksblatt called Anzengruber

'

work "a strongly biased play of the worst sort," and implied that it
was still dangerously provocative. 3

A protracted journalistic debate

over the implications of the play, revealing schisms within the ranks
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of the clericals themselves
una ultimately involving
liberals and
socialists, then ensued, ignoring
the debate as well as the
play's
lack of popularity, MUller-Guttenbrunn
made this drama a permanent

part of the repertoire.

Though accustomed to swimming
"against the current,"

MUller-Guttenbrunn championed this particular
Volksstuck with more
than his customary fervor.

Anzengruber was one of his favorite play-

wrights, and the director believed that
no other drama had been more

unjustly slighted than this.

He wanted to persuade the "zealots who

[had] opposed" the work that they had
been wrong all the time, not

realizing, perhaps, that in forcing the play
he was demonstrating his

own zeal and also revealing his intransigence
to his would-be supporters.

This intransigence reappeared from time to time
during his

entire managerial career and doubtless continued the
process of alien-

ation among the clericals.

Pfarrer with its implicit criticism of

conservative tendencies within the Catholic church mirrored one of

Mdller-Guttenbrunn

's

permanent animosities, as we have seen.

For the

time being, the praise for Pfarrer from the lower clergy among his

audience contented him that his judgment had been correct and "pleased
[him] more than other such praise."^

Although Mdller-Guttenbrunn presented various types of plays
during the first season, his preference for volk drama was most apparent.

The promotion of such works was an integral part of his plan to

rejuvenate traditional literature, but he did not completely ignore
the wishes of the theater's sponsors.

Two dramas, one with Christian
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Social overtones and another
with Catholic leanings, were
also produced. The unpopularity of
both political plays and
older volk

works made Miiller-Guttenbrunn soon
doubt the successful outcome
of
his venture, yet he persevered
for the first two seasons
without

essentially changing the nature of his
repertoire.
In at least one instance during
the winter of 1899, the

director experimented with therapeutic
drama: he seemed to think that
the taste of his audience could
be elevated by exposure to the classics

This idea is reminiscent of his earlier
theories in the polemical

LectUre des Volkes

.

In presenting Turandot by Schiller,
MUller-Gutten-

brunn hoped to neutralize some of the effects
of naturalism.

He be-

lieved that this third work of the season which
had failed to achieve

popularity in the past might succeed in the present,
because the public

which "had spoiled its digestion on naturalism

...

was starved for

poems full of fantasy and beauty." 5 Although Turandot was
more of a

popular and critical success than its two predecessors,

it

soon became

evident that the Jubilkums Theater audience in fact preferred natura-

listic fare to supposedly more wholesome fantasy.
The first play to win widespread applause was Antonie Baum-

berg's partly autobiographical Eine Liebesheirat

,

one of two works to

be performed a record twenty-five times during the first season. 6
plot revolved around the attempts of an army officer turned petty

civil servant to extricate himself from debt, ultimately by prosti-

tuting his wife to his creditor.

In spite of what some Christian

Social critics considered an unsavory theme for

a

"family theater,"

The
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the Deutsche Zeitun called
P
Liebesheirat "in its unintentionally
pro,

nounced truth the best play among
the last few Viennese
productions,
better than the various Schnitzler
and D^rmann plays." 7
Since

MUller-Guttenbrunn had only good things
to say about this work, it
does not seem that the anomaly of
performing a naturalistic play only
two weeks after the premiere of
Turandot ever occurred to him.

producing Liebesheirat

,

as well as Per Pfarrer von
Kirchfeld

.

In

he may

have demonstrated an overriding desire
to effect for others the success

which he as a young playwright had been denied,
and this desire could
have obscured the inconsistency in his
programming.
some of his own earlier literary tendencies.

drama echoes MUller-Guttenbrunn
GrHf in Judith,

's

Both plays reflect

Just as Anzengruber

»s

criticism of the Catholic church in

so does Baumberg's tragedy evince the naturalistic

proclivities apparent in his play Irma.
In spite of his intentions to produce a variety of serious

dramas as a basis for cultural and ideological growth, MUller-Gutten-

brunn from the first season onward was obliged for business reasons to
include a disproportionally large number of comedies and farces in his
program.

Even though he later boasted of the success of one such

comedy, Hof gunst by Thilo von Throtha, the director was frankly per-

turbed because of the popularity of lighter fare.

confessed a feeling of "inner emptiness and
of the audience's demand for trivia.

.

.

.

In his diary he

discomfort," because

Though more serious presentations

were projected, he was pessimistic about their chances of success even
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as early as January 1899, but
was nonetheless determined
to prod uce

them "as long as this [was] materially
8
possible."

Muller-Guttenbrunn had other concerns at
this time as well.
While he had evidently agreed to
disseminate the official anti-Semiti sm
of the Christian Social party on
the JubilHums stage, 9 the director

was still artistically dissatisfied
with available plays dealing with
the Jewish question.

One such work, Aktien, he informed
Ernst Vergani

in a letter, was too outmoded for the
presently embittered mood,

though

thirty years before it would have been
effective and considered a pre-

decessor of the anti-Semitic movement.

Complaining that this play was

too objective and that objectivity was "our old
illness," he added

that the protagonist, a Christian, stole from "the
little man" as well
as from his Jewish boss!

The Jews were clever to have suppressed this

play when it was written, he concluded, but today it would make them

happy "and we would hardly earn thanks from the party quarter for our
deed."

10

Although this letter seems openly to belie Mllller-Guttenbrunn

f

s

claims of objectivity toward the Jewish question, he may deliberately

have written in this vein to please Vergani, who had recommended the
play.

Because of his repeated refusals of similar works, the director

would in time be unable to persuade such rabid anti-Semites of the earnestness of his anti-Jewish sentiment.

Indeed, Vergani may have perceived

the director's ambivalent attitude even at the time this letter was

written.
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MUller-Guttenbrunn was dissatisfied
with the lack of suitable anti-Semitic plays, yet
paradoxically he contentedly observed
an increasing number of Jews in
his audience during the winter
of

Their presence, he bemusingly
suggested in his memoirs,

1899.

signified the gradual disappearance of
Jewish animosity toward the
theater!

He was, however, troubled that there
were no really wealthy

Jews among his public.

Wealthy Jews, he affirmed, avoided the play-

house because of the hostile attitude taken
to it by the Neue Freie

Presse which "[was] at the command of every
cabaret in Vienna [but]
unavailable to us because of the Jewish point." 12

words reveal a characteristic attitude.

Mtiller-Guttenbrunn's

In blaming the absence of

wealthy Jews merely on hostile journalistic influence,
he ignored the
possibility of their personal resentment at anti-Semitic policies, or
any artistic deficiency on the part of his troupe.

In similar fashion,

he attributed the subsequent departure of affluent Jews solely to the

influence of the Jewish "'union'" which had imposed a boycott on the
theater.

13

Blind to his own limitations and the discrepancies of his

directing, he always held others responsible for the failure of the
playhouse.

Two Political Works

During the first season, Mliller-Guttenbrunn presented at least
two other works with pronounced socio-religious and political overtones.
In Glllck auf!

and Kaiser Marcus Aurelius in Wien a neo-Christian
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Weltanschauung was apparent though
only the former play elicited
any
real acclaim from the majority
of
clerical reviewers.

large avoided both presentations.

The public at

Making free with sarcasm, parody

and ridicule, critics hostile to
the ruling party adeptly turned
the

plays against the clericals and their
German Nationalist allies.

Impli-

cit in this derision was fear of a
successful Christian Social theater.

Sarcasm and ridicule precluded judicious
artistic evaluation which, as
far as these hostile critics were
concerned, appears to have been

initially irrelevant.

When it subsequently became apparent that
poli-

tical plays enjoyed little popularity and
that fears of a successful

Christian theater were therefore unfounded, some of
the liberal and
Socialist reviewers provided more balanced appraisals.

On the other

hand, the reactions of anti-Semitic reviewers to
socio-religious or

political dramas were varied, but the majority of these same
critics
tended to approve pro-Catholic, anti-capitalistic plays.

MUller-

Guttenbrunn was, however, occasionally scolded for failing to appreciate
the nature of his political responsibility.

Disagreement over literary

taste, political goals, and confusion over developing anti-Semitic ideo-

logy were doubtless all part of this reproof.

Though he would spend

much of his second managerial career futilely pursuing literary and

political goals, towards the end of 1903

Millie r-Guttenbrunn alone seems

to have perceived the larger significance of the developing ideology.

In the first of the fully political dramas, GlUck auf! by

Mara von Berks, an aristocratic owner of a gold mine demands that his

workers remove a mine wall to expose a new vein of ore.

The owner's
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son, however, realizes together
with the miners that this
wall alone

prevents the mine from being flooded
by mountain waters.

When the

owner has his way, the wall collapses
and the mine is flooded.

The

son, about to leave home in protest,
enters the mine instead and

makes his way to the miners through
of them.

a small passage,

rescuing most

Realizing his folly, the father
surrenders the mine to his

son.

One Socialist reviewer observed of GlUck
auf! that the

authoress seemed to have had no influence on
her husband, a member
of the upper house of parliament, or he
would have left the conserva-

tive, and by implication exploitative government
majority and joined

the industrially alert Social Democrats long ago. 14

The play itself

was held to be silly, even childish, and clumsy in its
dialog and
impossible scene management.

The liberal Mtlnchener Allgemeine Zeitung

called GlUck auf! "a dramatized— and unfortunately also dramatic-

mining disaster." 15

While the Christian Social Deutsche Zeitung was

equally hostile, another clerical newspaper, the Wiener Neueste Nachrichten announced seriously that Mttller-Guttenbrunn had realized his

metier in producing von Berks's drama.

Though liberals and their press

might react unfavorably, the play in fact dramatized the ruin of
society and at the same time criticized the present-day capitalistic
press and an aristocracy which had forgotten its duty.

how this press might defame this work, through
emancipated itself from Jewish influence.

it

Regardless of

Christian Vienna had

MUller-Guttenbrunn was to

be praised for courage in presenting GlUck auf!

Finally, the Nachrichten
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hailed the message of the play,
which called for the
energetic and
cooperative use of capital in
social undertakings, as well
as for
more brotherly love, trust in
16
God, and for less selfishness.

A Berlin critic of the

Kuns^nd^^

political drift of G Mck_auf!
1
its psychology.

,

also praiged

^

but censured the superficiality
of

The young count's final resolve
to seal his newly

acquired mine and turn to agriculture
was deemed ridiculous.

Social

questions could not be solved in such
17
a manner.

Interestingly enough, Mliller-Guttenbrunn
thought this drama
had been tailor-made for the municipal
playhouse; he claimed that
"if ever a stage work was written that
pursued Christian and Social

tendencies, it was this play about miners." 18

Unfortunately for

him and the authoress, a relative of Berks had
antagonized the
Deutsches Volksblatt, the self-appointed guardian of
the party theater,
and this paper took revenge by condemning the drama
and much of

MUller-Guttenbrunn's artistic endeavor up to that time.
to MUller-Guttenbrunn, Vergani, after viewing GlUck auf!

According
,

expressed

indignation over the unfairness of his paper, for he "recognized the
significance of the play."

But the damage had already been done. 19

MUller-Guttenbrunn was especially vexed with the Volksblatt

,

because

it had inexplicably reported that the theater had been sold out for

Berks's play.

In reality the theater had been less than half full,

as the liberal Tagblatt had accurately reported.

This discrepancy

over seating, the director claimed, proved to him during the first
year that the Volksblatt

,

the most widely-read Christian Social paper,

.
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was on the same level as the
hostile

Neue_Freie^se

honesty of reporting was concerned.

,

so far as

In view of his expectations
of

this play, MUller-Guttenbrunn must
have been disappointed that

^

G1{ICk aUf!

Social camp.

eVen failed t0

in praise critics in the
Christian

In addition to criticizing the
theme, most clerical re-

viewers seemed strangely oblivious to
the drama's apparent ideological

implications
Critics of all persuasions, however,
were quick to perceive the implications of the second political
play, Kaiser Marcus

Aurelius in Wien by Richard Kralik.
lie drift,"

20

This work of "conspicuous Catho-

suitable to introduce the Easter season, related
the

events surrounding the establishment of Maria Lanzendorf.

It was

there that Saint Luke allegedly preached the gospel and
there also
that Marcus Aurelius later defeated a heathen tribe and then
allowed
his legion to build a Christian temple.

With this play MUller-Gutten-

brunn made good his offer to place the JubilHums Theater at Kralik
disposal.

f

s

As this drama elicited a consistently negative reaction

among non-clerical reviewers and was even less popular than GlUck auf

?

,

the director did not feel obliged, it seems, to repeat his offer or
to risk production of additional political works until the following

season.

Kralik

s

efforts at reform by infusing his drama with Christian

and patriotic spirit were warmly approved by Das Vaterland

paper also praised Mtlller-Guttenbrunn

T

s

.

This

attempt to bring the proper

religious mood to the Christian population in the Lenten season, while

,
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other theaters showed their
audiences how to catch men or
go to the
opera ball. 21 The ^ichspost
praised the drama in similar
fashion,
and the Volksblatt stated that
the new production answered
affi rma-

tively the question of whether or
not a play of religious content
could be performed. 22

Clearly, these clerical journalists
believed

the JubilMums Theater had been created
for the express purpose of per-

forming works such as Kralik's.

The liberals took the opposite view.

The Neue Freie Presse accused Kralik of
attempting to revive the stage
as the handmaiden of the church, yet
nonetheless held out some hope

that Kralik, whose talent had been subverted
by the right, might yet
23
find the true path and return to the liberal
fold.

The Wiener Tag -

blatt was less sanguine and more caustic than the
Presse

:

When Dr. von Kralik composes poetry, something very boring
always emerges, but hitherto there was still a little depth
to be perceived— a kind of deep boredom.
But this time it
is completely shallow and insipid boredom.
Of devotion not
a trace, of spirit not one iota, of rhetorical verve not a
jot only cardboard trivialities covered by the thick paint
of political bias.
To genius all is permitted, but to such
an untaleneted individual all should be forbidden. 2 ^

—

The Socialists and political neutrals were equally derogatory.

The Arbeiter Zeitung

,

implying that Kralik had ruined his career by

taking up the cudgels for the clericals, lamented that he had ended
as a publicist for Catholicism.

His play was labelled "poetically

tortured humbug," indicative of impotent decadence.

The political re-

birth of Catholicism in Vienna had proven anything but elevating.

25

In this way the leading organ of the Social Democrats, as in their

critique of Die Hermannschlacht

implied the inevitable decline of the

t
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ruling party and furthermore
suggested its complete ideological

bankruptcy.

A foreign reviewer reported
that the public fled panic-

stricken from the theater before
the conclusion, 26 and the
neutral
Sal ° nblatt rema ^ed that the play
turned into an "auto-da-fe of
the author." 27

The German Nationalists, through
the Ostdeutsche

Rundschau, failed to see anything worthy
of extended comment, merely

noting that Kralik's work belonged in
the Leo Gesellschaf

.

a Catho-

lic adult education club, where it
had been performed two or three

years ago.

28

In this instance,

the Nationalists who were becoming

increasingly outspoken against papal influence
probably exercised a
certain amount of restraint in their criticism,
because of their
intermittent alliance with the ruling party.

VBlkisch Plays as an Ideological Stimulus

Gltlck aufi

and Marcus Aurelius were doubtless presented in

order to appease the theater

f

s

sponsors, since neither drama appears

to have directly reflected Mtlller-Guttenbrunn

encies or existing theories.

f

s

earlier literary tend-

And if Kralik's work suggested that the

world would be conquered "through Roman education, Germanic strength,
and Christian faith," as one reviewer stated, the director may have

produced this play in spite of some of his views. 29

During the first

season those plays with immediately local and locally regional flavor,
however, did reveal some of Milller-Guttenbrunn

1

s

characteristic tastes,

Such works as Per Pfarrer von Kirchfeld, Der Sohn der Wildnis

,

Per
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Stephansplatz

,

i>ottschnitzer

Die Weise aus Lowood
von Ammerg an, and

,

Brj^e^^

D^GeierJ^

Der Herr-

are examples.

Plays

of this character, he had announced
at the first annual meeting
of
the Theater Association, would
inspire a revival of Volk theater

craft.

The last of these dramas, derived
from a serialized novel by

Wilhelmine von Hillern, depicted the
struggles of a rustic girl to

win her swain.

Although the press had been excluded from
the Asso-

ciation meeting and may, therefore, have
been unaware of MUller-

Guttenbrunn's theories of rejuvenation, clerical
and Socialist
theater reviews of Die Geier Wallv suggested
nevertheless that the

critics perceived the director's intentions.

Extravagantly praised

by the Volksblatt and the Oesterreichische Frauen Zeitung

drama was derided by the Arbeiter Zeitung

.

.

Hillern

's

After the appearance of

several regional plays, the Socialist critic remarked that he
found

himself compelled to take issue with the theater's policy which led
to the production of such tasteless and sentimental fare.

While many

indeed might consider such a play particularly "German," in reality
it was only particularly bad.

Though the audience applauded frene-

tically,
the effect of such things on a naive public is aesthetically stultifying and morally destructive. A French farce
of lascivious contents can not have so bad an influence
as such plays, whose moral values get smeared and dragged
through the dirt, but which are supposed to be homey through
the cosmetics of landscape and costume. -^0

This critique indicates more serious misgiving than mere topical

disapproval.

In cultivating sentiment through the presentation of

mawkish regional plays, Mdller-Guttenbrunn was said to undermine moral
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and aesthetic values.

Aesthetics were the principal
concern of the

Arbeiter Zeitun g,, yet its reaction
seemed ideologically tinged as
well.
Socialist critics invariably found
grounds to disapprove of
sentimental plays, possibly because
they believed that sentimentality

stimulated an emotionalism antithetical
to rationalistic Marxism.
another context

In

such emotionalism might inspire
a desirable feeling

of community, which might help
submerge class antagonisms.

So far as

is known, MUller-Guttenbrunn never
responded to such Socialist criti-

cism and would probably have been unable
to deal with such ideas,

which were on a different plane from most
of his thoughts.

He could,

of course, describe his own literary ideas
in detail, but his analyses
of the concepts of others were usually
superficial in so far as they

did not fit into his own scheme of things.

Critical Unpopularity of Classical Drama

During the first season Mllller-Guttenbrunn began to build a

classical and semi-classical repertoire, probably because he intended
to stimulate native poets, as well as to indoctrinate his audience:

in presenting such works he realized a long-standing ambition to make

classical plays available to the masses.

His "democratic" idea was

ridiculed by some liberal critics who, although they did not say so,

probably believed that such works could never be understood by the
lower middle-class audience of the Jubiiyums Theater.

In a review of

Turandot one such critic, recalling Lueger's opening night remarks,

pointedly commented:

"
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The reactions of the German Nationalists
and Christian
Socials to classical productions varied
during the first season.

Th«

Nationalists tended to comment positively
about Muller-Gut tenbrunn

's

unique efforts to promote Germanic classics
at a time when other

directors were neglecting this responsibility.

On one occasion he

was even praised by the Ostdeutsche Rundschau
above Paul Schlenter,
the director of the Burg Theater, who while publicly
much concerned

about his duties to the German stage, yet hastily performed
"the

most questionable products of Schnitzler, Fulda and Hofmannsthal

.

32

The clericals for their part lauded the lack of affectation among the

patrons of the theater as well as Muller-Guttenbrunn's idealism, but

sometimes criticized the company's pronounced inadequacy for such

classical drama, a complaint subsequently voiced by many reviewers
about much of the JubilMums Theater repertoire.

For most of the

plays Christian Social reviewers provided balanced appraisals of a
kind at first uncommon among other factions.

To these Christian

Social critics it may not yet have become apparent that theirs indeed

was a party stage, and that one of the tasks of their press should be
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to promote the ideological
goals of the theater.

This realization

seems to have dawned on nearly
all Christian Social critics
during
the second season when a
regimentation became apparent, yet
a few

clerical-conservative and independent
anti-Semitic reviewers continued to provide balanced critiques
for the duration of the theater's

existence.

Their judiciousness probably stemmed
from a commanding

sense of professional integrity, from
the realization that Mttller-

Guttenbrunn was failing to provide the
quality of artistic entertainment which the project and the people
deserved.

Attempts to Secure Aristocratic Patronage

MUller-Guttenbrunn produced thirty plays during the first
season of less than six months.

Apart from his duties as chief drama-

turgist and theater manager, which must have consumed much
of his
time, the director assiduously courted aristocrats and the
emperor

himself, whose attendance he likely thought would help ensure success.
As no one from the court had by February 10, 1899, appeared in the

imperial loge and the emperor was still in mourning, MUller-Gutten-

brunn began visiting various archdukes inviting them to attend the
theater.

Fearing that they might disapprove of the playhouse because

of its anti-Jewish bias, he assured his aristocratic hosts that re-

ports about the political nature of the theater were exaggerated.

While the majority responded

to

these claims by saying little or

nothing, one archduke, Ludwig Viktor, seemed to approve of the anti-

Jewish drift of the playhouse to MUller-Guttenbrunn's "great surprise,"
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and

probably also to his great
satisfaction. 34

Since bitterness

against the theater continued
in liberal papers, the
director increasingly took comfort from
approval outside clerical circles,
because he may even then have
realized that the ruling party
would
do little to help him in the
event of a crisis.

The following month Mttller-Guttenbrunn
appears to have been

especially gratified by the words of
the emperor.

On March 27 the

director, Baumann, and Dr. Eduard Thomas,
the Theater Association

secretary, visited Franz Josef in the
Hofburg, in order to express

official thanks for his approval of the
theater's construction and

acceptance of the dedication of the playhouse.

•

After promising to

visit the theater as soon as the period of
mourning had ended, the

emperor inquired about the prosperity of the stage
and was "pleasantly surprised," according to MUller-Guttenbrunn, to
learn of its
success.

The director then replied to some questions about the
re-

pertoire whereupon Franz Josef complimented him, telling him it
was

well that his stage did not offer the usual trivial fare.

The director

thought these words were directed not so much at him as toward the

Burg Theater which could be seen through the windows of the imperial
suite.

According to MUller-Guttenbrunn, Franz Josef had lately avoided

the Burg, because he disapproved of the many modern plays which appeared

on this stage.

Along these lines the

emperor was said to have been

"boundlessly amazed" over the recent conferring of the Grillparzer
Prize to Gerhart Hauptmann, author of the naturalistic Fuhrmann Henschel

MUller-Guttenbrunn thus implied that his own literary tastes were shared

t

t
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by the emperor, and

that,

the artistic policies of
the JubilSums

Theater had received the highest
official sanction even though
the
Kaiser's judgment was meaningless
since Franz Josef was artistically
illiterate.
In spite of his evident
satisfaction over this interview, Muller-Guttenbrunn could
not, however, conceal his
wounded

pride and envy of the attainments
of others: while in the emperor's
ante chamber, the director noticed
that all other visitors, including

Baumann and Thomas, wore medals,
"visible signs of imperial favor."
In his diary he noted that there
was "probably no man in all Austria

who [had] spoken so often as
a medal."

I

with the emperor without acquiring

36

In spite of the pressure of official and
semi-official

duties, MUller-Guttenbrunn still managed during
the first year of the

JubilHums Theater to attend numerous committee
meetings of the Deutsch-

oesterreichische Schri f tstellergenossenschaf

.

In his memoirs he

states that the anti-liberal papers within the Genossenschaf

failed

to live up to his expectation, by which he meant that the
anti-Semitic

papers were unsuccessful in neutralizing the liberal boycott of the
theater.

Though disappointed in its performance, Mtiller-Guttenbrunn

nonetheless attempted to strengthen the literary association by creating
a pension fund.

This he did by deducting one per cent of the income

from all of the older royalty-free plays performed on the municipal
stage.

In similar fashion he endeavored to create a retirement

fund

for JubilHums Theater personnel which his enemies would subsequently

accuse him of misappropriating.

Since he admittedly spent part of the
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fund to pay salaries,
Milller-Guttenbrunn's subsequent
claim of selfless concern for his personnel
in creating this fund was
as psychologically complicated as many of
his other "objective" acts.
He did
evince a constant solicitude for
his personnel, and it may be
his

well-meaning efforts trapped him into
spending the actors' money on

themselves— but

a little too soon.

A Summing up of the First Season
On May 31, 1899, Mttller-Guttenbrunn
concluded the first

season with a performance of Ludwig Anzengruber
's Brave Leut' vom
Grund, thus reemphasizing the folk character
of the playhouse.

He

repeated this emphasis two days later in a speech
before the general

assembly of the Theater Association.

The director waxed enthusiastic

about his achievements, asserting that he had produced
in a short

season of five-and-a-half months what most directors produced
in ten.

Replying to objections to the presentation of predominantly older
works, Mttller-Guttenbrunn explained that he had not wanted to tie the
fate of the theater to new plays and that he had also been handicapped
in this respect because of a "lack of really good and suitable new

plays."
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Millie r-Guttenbrunn, however, dismissed any implication of

permanent literary sterility on the part of the German Austrians and
attributed the present scarcity of appropriate works to the deleterious

influence of the Viennese press.

This press, he asserted, had diverted

much literary talent for the past thirty years into non-literary channels, hiring promising young writers for relatively good salaries, and
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thereby eliminating .
very

necessary perlod of

tlon ef being a poor young „
rlter

.

As . burgeonlng journalism
had

deprived domestic iiterature
o£ a generation of authors,
anyone desiring to become acquainted
with the writings of this
generation
would have to read Viennese
feuilletons, "for he [would] not
find

[literature of the last thirty years]
in the book market or Viennese
theater repertoire." 38 The Viennese
stage would never have assumed
an international character, he
added, had not all domestic literary
traditions been swept away during the
1860's "as by a [journalistic]
tidal wave." 39

In spite of his condemnation
of Austria's recent

literary past, Muller-Guttenbrunn was
nonetheless hopeful about the

immediate future as the proliferation of
newspapers had slackened
over the past decade.

As a new literary movement was gathering
strength

and the JubilHums Theater possessed a national
German character, which

would encourage this movement, he believed

a complete

regeneration was

possible.
In this speech Mttller-Guttenbrunn spoke with pride about

special presentations for students at reduced prices.

Seven classical

works presented a total of fourteen times, he claimed, had been viewed
by more than 25,000 students, teachers and professors.

While these

performances had yielded no income, the director praised their moral
value and hoped to be able to continue such presentations.

In similar

fashion he lauded weekly performances at reduced prices for Volk and
youth, claiming that pleasurable theater entertainment as it once

existed in Vienna had again become available to everyone.

Though
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material profit had again
gun been
oeen small,
small
»V«
to „
cooperate in the education
... of the next generation [was] also something." 40
In conclusion Mttller-Guttenbrunn
remarked that attendance

had far exceeded all expectations.

Out of a maximum capacity of

1,855 viewers, an average of 1,500, he
claimed, had attended 211

presentations, over 300,000 persons in
all.

Though systematically

boycotted "by certain circles of society," 41
the JubilMums Theater
was being led in a completely objective
manner and the director hoped
the playhouse would be left in peace
during the next year.

If not,

"defensive measures" would have to be taken. 42

MUller-Guttenbrunn speaks in his memoirs of "the specter
of
significantly exceeding the [building] estimate cost."

The cost of

building the theater exceeded estimates and this problem
haunted the
meeting.

43

,
As
the total cost of the playhouse was then unavailable

and some of the 1,500 attending Association members must surely
have

been inquisitive, it seems odd that he would want

charitable undertakings of the theater.

to

stress the

Placing emphasis on such

enterprises could have served to heighten his listeners' uncertainties and caused them to doubt his fiscal competence.

On the other

hand, the confident tone of his speech, the encouraging statistics

about attendance, may have been intended to allay his apprehensions

by implying

that the municipal playhouse was doing well enough to

be able to afford charity.

In any case, MUller-Guttenbrunn seems to

have been relatively satisfied with the material success of the first
season.

A few months later it became public that the cost of

,

^
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construction actually did exceed
estimates by

a large amount.

His remarks about the destructive
influence of journalism on

literature had been a theme of his writings
for more than ten years.
And as he spoke hopefully about the
rejuvenating effects of the new

literary movement, his words lacked the
conviction of earlier speeches.

Possibly he had already begun to doubt that
the theater could revive
the pre-naturalistic literary movement.

If so, his uncertainty must

have increased during the summer, for he twice
complained of the
44
quantities of worthless plays he was obliged to
read.

The idiosyncratic nature of his literary tastes, however,

was attested by his disapproval of the internationalism of
the Viennese
stage, though this stricture was doubtless intended primarily as
an

anti- Jewish aspersion.

As regards the propagation of anti-Semitism,

Mttller-Guttenbrunn seemed hesitant about what course to pursue.

Al-

though he always claimed complete objectivity as director, during the
first season he suggested that the theater would actually play a more

active political role in the future if Jewish agitation continued as it
had.

This hesitancy concerning the Jewish question was still showing

some two weeks after his speech.

Apparently urged by both his regular

audience and the party to perform anti-Semitic plays, MUller-Gutten-

brunn was reluctant to accede to their wishes.

Only if the existence

of the theater were threatened would he follow the dictates of the

anti-Semites

will not allow myself to be ridiculed. And that
would be my lot. If the theater did not prosper:
scorned by Jew and Christian, I would disappear forever
for

I

in the abyss.
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The Alienation of Kikeriki

Apart from revealing worries
over personal as well as
artistic
failure, Muller-Guttenbrunn

cizing the theater.

s

words suggest a fear of further
politi-

Despite his association with
the anti-Semites,

liberal press hostility, and the
already undisguisedly discriminatory
policy of the theater, he seemed to
think he could avoid further political entanglement and remain unscathed
by party strife. During the

summer he was drawn even more deeply
into the controversy he wanted to
avoid, yet in which he was both obliged
as well as compelled to take
part.

One of the many plays MUller-Guttenbrunn
rejected prior to the

second season was a highly topical political
work.

Vergiftete Waffen

by Josef Jekelius, a writer for the anti-Semitic
satirical Kikeriki

,

depicted the crisis surrounding the fall of the
Badeni ministry in
1898.

After he read the play, MUller-Guttenbrunn concluded that
the

anti-Semitic movement intended "to conquer the theater" in the
same
46
fashion as he claimed the Jews had conquered it during the liberal
era.

Even though sympathetic to this anti-Semitic goal if it could be

achieved "with spirit and talent and within the bounds of good taste,"
he nonetheless believed Vergiftete Waffen too crass and brutal to be

performed.

47

He decided to inform the author personally of the de-

ficiencies of the play, and to suggest revisions in order to make it

suitable for production.

MUller-Guttenbrunn met Jekelius only to dis-

cover that the author was stone deaf.

When the director refused to

produce the play, Jekelius threatened to publish Vergiftete Waffen

.

.
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and a brochure which would
expose the director as

a

philo-Semite

As MUller-Guttenbrunn remained
adamant, Klkeriki attacked
him so
violently in its second season
reviews that he withdrew the
critic'
seat.
'

MUller-Guttenbrunn 's attitude toward the
Jekelius affair

reveals obstinacy, but also confirms
his reluctance to allow an un-

checked politicizing of the theater.

Though certain that Vergiftete

Waffen would have been quickly forbidden
by the censor 48 and that he

would therefore have been "cleared" of
charges of philo-Semitism,
he refused to yield to Jekelius, for
"my literary feeling of shame

prohibited me from presenting

never have produced." 49

...

a work to the censor that

I

would

Interestingly enough, two years later MUller-

Guttenbrunn submitted not one, but three anti-Jewish
plays to the
censor.

By then the attacks of certain anti-Semites against
his alleg-

edly liberal attitudes had become particularly embittered.

In 1901

his racism, desperation over the theater's material and
political

situation, as well as personal hurt seem to have replaced his literary
scruples

Mttller-Guttenbrunn's Continuing Preoccupation
with Anti-Semitism

In spite of the burden of preparations for the coming season

during the summer of 1899, MUller-Guttenbrunn attempted to decide the
Jewish question by writing an anonymous editorial.

This endeavor was

reminiscent of his attempt to arbitrate the municipal theater issue in
his feuilleton Pol itisierende TheatergrOnder and might have implicated
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him even more deeply in the
politics of anti-Semitism
had his
authorship become generally known.

Indignant over the efforts of

the liberals, Marxists, and
social politicians who, he
alleged,

were attempting to stifle
anti-Semitism and Christian Social
reform,
the director submitted an editorial
to the Volksblatt

.

Muller-

Guttenbrunn had become impatient with
this paper, believing that it
was absolutely unfit for intellectual
battle. Though he longed to
settle the Jewish question with his
editorial, the Volksblatt feared

intervention

G f the censor and the article
appeared in a

down version.

watered-

Mit gleicher Mtlnze. written "in the
jargon of the

Volksblatt ," was

a typical example of

larly appearing in this paper. 50

..

.

the anti-Jewish polemic regu-

Blaming the resistance to Christian

Social reform on an unholy alliance between modern
Freemasonry, the

alliance Israelite", liberals, social politicians and
Marxists, the

editorial urged Christian Vienna to unite as in 1683 and
concluded:
Had Vienna then fallen, the Turks would have destroyed
the entire Occident; if Vienna falls today, anti-Semitism will fall everywhere and its opponents will be invincible forever. 51

Mllller-Guttenbrunn must have experienced acute frustration

over the attenuation of his anti-Semitic article, since he had felt

strongly compelled to write about the Jewish question in his own
terms.

52

,

,

He doubtless considered his views objective and impersonal,

not realizing, however, that he may in fact have been seeking to unravel his own confused attitudes toward this issue.

From the time of

his first contact with the anti-Semites until the demise of the party
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theater over seven years later,
a number of his attempts
to arbitrate
or resolve controversial issues
went awry. As we shall see,
the resulting frustration seemed to
intensify his desire to rid himself
of
psychological inconsistencies and
uncertainties.

.

'
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"
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MUller-Guttenbrunn naturally
resented such a designation.
While admitting that his troupe
lacked brilliance, he claimed
that
"a substantial number of
good actors were at his
disposal" and had

nothing but praise for his
productions.
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In the further course of
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On July 15, 1899 after lamenting the time
wasted on reading

such plays he remarked that he occasionally
avenged himself for the mis-

fortune by writing the author an instructive letter.

"But this, too,

is a thankless task, for only those authors who are
able allow themselves
to be instructed, but most are untalented and they scold
then like

sparrows." At the beginning of August he complained that he had read
nothing but nonsense.
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u.
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,
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In his diary he stated that he was "itching,
to write [about

the Jewish question] again."

[that he] had

"mich brannte es auf den

Fingernageln, ich musste wieder mal schreiben!"

"TagebUcher," Heft VIII, July 14, 1899.

"Mit gleicher

MUller-Guttenbrunn
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CHAPTER

iv

THE SECOND SEASON

The Theater as a Political
Rostrum

Political and anti-Jewish
plays colored the second
season
fro. 1899 to 1900.

^

In his memoirs M Un er _
Guttenbrunn

considerable sacrifices he
made in producing these
works and suggested that he made the,
mainly i n order to mollify
his

^

their press.

Although he may have presented
these dramas partly for
this purpose, there can he
little doubt that such plays
as the antiSemitic
and a mutilated version of
the Merchant of
Venice coincided with his own
ideological views.
In at least

E^ech^f^

one

instance, moreover, presentation
of a political work was
expected to
initiate a precedent. The first
politically slanted play of the new
season, Conrad Vorlauf by a
municipal official names Wolfgang
Madjera,
was intended to launch a cycle
of historical-v8lkisch works to
form

part of the permanent JubilHums
Theater repertoire.

October

3

The premiere on

was planned to coincide with the nameday
of the emperor,

and this timing was also intended as
a precedent: whenever possible,

historical plays by native poets were

to be premiered

October

3

in

succeeding years.
Conrad Vorlauf was a tragedy in iambics depicting
the struggles
of an early fifteenth-century Viennese mayor
against rebellious workers

and rival archdukes.

To some extent the play reflected attempts by
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Lueger to resolve labor and
nationalist crises in the imperial
capital.
In the play Vorlauf strives
to quell an incipient
workers' revolt by ridiculing
the diatribe of an
implicitly Marxist
agitator, much as Lueger and his
clerical henchmen had done when
they sought to dampen Socialist
agitation by extolling duty, religion, and vBlkisch patriotism.

The mayor attended the premiere,

and one liberal paper reported that
a loud "bravo" issued from the

municipal loge when Vorlauf exlaimed:
"he who wants to understand
the people must listen to them." 1

The vehement Socialist reaction betrayed
uneasiness about
the effects of this play on its viewers.

Condemning Conrad Vorlauf

as "an apotheosis of the Lueger regime and
derision of the working

class," the Arbeiter Zeitun? censured Mtiller-Guttenbrunn

'

s

philis-

tine misuse of the theater," as well as Madjera's
"unspeakably

childish pretense." 2

Most of the clerical reviews were favorable

and endorsed the drama's slant, thus suggesting that a
regimentation
of these critics had taken place since the first season.

Zeitung

The Frauen

even claimed that the play offered everything a Viennese

could want: the tribute to a great son from his city, fealty toward
an ancestral ruler, an outstanding sense of justice, and parallels
to the present times "since the mayor today also has to keep a stiff

upper lip on all occasions." 3

This reviewer, together with the

Volksblatt critic, celebrated the literary arrival of Madjera, an

Aryan poet performed on the first Semite-free stage of Vienna, and
only regretted that some Christian reviewers had equivocated about
the play.

,
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The regrets of the Frauen
Zeltung, may have resulted
from
the reaction of Da^te^land
whose critic discussed the
play's
shortcomings as well as its merits.
While Madjera's work possessed
literary polish, Va^erland asserted,
the playwright seemed to for,

get that a series of occurrences
does not make a play: in Conrad

Yorlauf false perspectives abound,
subordinate matters assume too
much importance, and paramount
concerns were relegated to insignificance.

Moreover, the most crucial events take
place between the

acfe and had to be explained later.

In spite of Madjera's various

difficulties, this reviewer nonetheless
expressed the hope that the

playwright might eventually overcome the
childhood diseases which
plagued him.

The review of Das Vaterland was unswerving in its
professionalism.

Few other critics were as businesslike, choosing either

aridicule
1

tion.

5

to

or to extol the play according to their political affilia-

At least one reviewer, however, hinted at the play's larger

significance by pointing out an ominous metamorphosis of the old

Vienna into a new Vienna:

the settings of the play were antique, but

its speeches were all too contemporary. 6

In spite of unceasing public-

ity in the Christian Social press, written in part by Madjera himself,

Mllller-Guttenbrunn was obliged to replace this play after nine per-

formances with more popular comedies.

Since Vorlauf in real life

had been executed because of opposition to the Habsburgs

,

it

may be

that members of the court, convinced of the play's subversiveness

prevailed on clerical party leaders to discourage attendance.
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MUller-Guttenbrunn later claimed that
the failure of Madjera's
work
to achieve popularity
shattered his plan to build a
cycle of domestic
historical dramas, yet he produced
another historical play the follow
ing October 3 with even more
unfortunate consequences to himself.
The presentation of Conrad Vorlauf
in a theater commemorating
Habs-

burg rule suggests a certain
historical ignorance on the part of
MUller-Guttenbrunn; the next production,
however, emphasized his obliviousness to the political sensitivities
of the Christian Socials.

A second drama with pronounced
socio-political overtones was
presented less than two weeks after the
first performance of Conrad
Vorlauf.

Familie Bollmann, the second play by Antonie
Baumberg to be

premiered in the JubilMums Theater, depicted the
decay of a lower

middle-class artisan's family in contemporary Vienna.

In this work,

as in Conrad Vorlauf. an "ominous metamorphosis"
could be perceived,

for the authoress suggested that the virtues of thrift
and diligence

were being replaced by frivolity and sloth.

Moreover, Baumberg re-

vealed her pessimism about the future by depicting Bollmann's son as
a nihilist who symbolized a rejection of culture and learning by

assaulting an educator; and Bollmann's daughter runs away with an unsavory theater agent.

As the play concludes, the father realizes that

he has instilled false values in his children and resolves to change

his indolent ways.

Although nearly all critics were complimentary

about this Volksstdck, some Socialists and liberals mocked the ruling

party by likening the protagonists to Lueger's adherents.

Besides

speculating about the mayor's probable amusement over the incarnation
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of his followers, the

ArMit^Zeitun^

ridiculed the audience's

obtuseness by reporting that
applause greeted the ironic
words of
Bollmann about an anti-Semitic
savior of the little man. 7
The
liberal Wage for its part thought
it surprising that a parody
of
the lower middle-class rulers
8
of Vienna should be applauded
at all.

The Merchant of Venice as a Cause
Celebre in
the Viennese Press

Mliller-Guttenbrunn is silent about Familie
Bollmann which

attained moderate popularity and caused
less critical controversy
than might have been expected, perhaps
because reviewers had written

themselves out over Conrad Vorlauf

.

A third and decidedly contro-

versial play, Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice
after Baumberg's drama.

,

followed a few days

The second conviction of Alfred Dreyfus for

treason in September 1899 probably intensified the
critical reaction
to Shakespeare's classic. 9

As a result of the trial, much of the

Viennese press had become polarized about both Dreyfus and the Jewish
question in general.

Liberal papers proclaimed the injustice of the

verdict and demanded Dreyfus' acquittal, while German Nationalist and
clerical journalists approved the outcome and continued their antiSemitic diatribes with renewed vigor.

Milller-Guttenbrunn was indignant

about the liberal reaction and in general about the publicity sur-

rounding the affair, which he thought the press had injudiciously
inflated into an event of world importance.

Believing that the verdict

was "just punishment for the publicity swindle which [has been] carried

s
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out by this side on everybody
and everything including
the law," he

fulminated against the prevalence
of liberal criticism
which "daily Was
sent to Paris as the opinion
of Vienna, of Austria." 10
Though he
revealed some compassion for
Dreyfus' sufferings,
MUller-Guttenbrunn
expressed contempt and disgust for
his implicitly Jewish defenders. 11
Similar contempt for Jews was
evident in MUller-Guttenbrunn

'

production of the Merchant in which
Shylock was portrayed without any
redeeming qualities. 12 A Jew-baiting
scene was included, and conciliation was all but eliminated by omitting
the fifth act.

In changing

the drama, the director doubtless
hoped to capitalize on current anti-

Semitism, and he lavished money on sets
and costumes in a further

effort to ensure popularity.

His exertions were in vain.

With few

exceptions the Merchant failed during its ten
performances even to
attract an audience large enough to pay daily
production costs. 13
The anti-Semitic press, however, exploited the drama
for demagogic

purposes.

The Deutsches Volksblatt

,

lamenting the long absence of

the Merchant from Viennese stages which, they said, resulted
from

connivance, reported a ringing success which they had predicted all
along.

Designating Shakespeare

1

s

work as

a

"masterful symphony of

Jewish greed and thirst for revenge," the Volksblatt reviewer marveled
at the timelessness of the poet s portrayal of Shylock:
f

We encounter the Shylock of past times everywhere today in
our business and social life, with the only difference that
he not only carves the flesh, but also squeezes the marrow
out of the bones of his victims without a Portia falling
into his arms even if he also sheds Christian blood.
It
would go too far here if we attempted to draw the practical
applications of this play for everyday life. Where art
speaks, party passion must be stilled.

^
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Urging all Viennese anti-Semites
to hurry to the JubilHums
Theater to see the Merchant,

the weekly Wiener Volksblatt 15
used

its review to condemn certain
Jewish authors:

What every Jewish srrihM
^_^la^eor
Schnitzler e t utti guanti tjdj^^tj Ll
unspeakably idiotic.
succeeded
doing 300 years ago.
Shakespeare delineated society, character and race!
Shylock per sonifies the entire Jewry of the world
the only thing favorable about this Jewish beast in human
form is that he
did not cloak his ugliness. 16

_UUscM^
gtj^j^Q^n

^^^^^^bT^JtLton

m

.

.

.

;

The Reichspost lauded the anti-Semitic
propaganda of the presentation
in much the same manner as other clerical
papers, and also suggested

that the Merchant may have been produced for
the political benefit
of the ruling party.

Observing that Lueger and many other Christian

Social dignitaries had attended the performance, the
Reichspost re-

marked that such a play would doubtless make a more powerful
impression
than an electoral meeting."*"^
By stating in his memoirs that the Merchant was intended

primarily to enlarge his classical repertoire, Mliller-Guttenbrunn

,

who

diligently collected notices and clippings about his theater, may in
fact have remembered and attempted to obscure in his own version the

demagogy of the clerical press reaction to this play.

Though seeming

to truckle to the demands of the anti-Semites, he implied that the

true purpose in presenting this work was to serve artistic purposes,
as well as to fill a real need since the play had long been absent

from the Viennese stage.

Curiously, even clerical reviewers had little

praise for the presentation's artistry,

18

while Socialists and liberals
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were devastating in their criticism.

Witnessing the

KaiserjubilW

production made one Marxist reviewer
want to view Shakespeare's

magnificent play once more in the Burg
19
Theater.

Another Socialist

critic thought Leopold Nowak's Shy
lock lacked intellectual maturity
and ridiculed the actress who
portrayed Portia as "no sunny feminine

creature from the [Cinquecento]
East Prussia." 20

,

but a thick-blooded creature from

The liberal Wiener Tagblatt censured
Mliller-Gutten-

brunn's tastelessness for misusing "the swan
of Avon

...

as an

anti-Semitic party bird," and claimed his
attempt to prostitute art
for party purposes had failed: when at
one point Shylock said that

Jew and Christian were of one flesh, thus proclaiming
equal rights, the
public had applauded the loudest. 21

Yet another anti-clerical paper

scorned the brutishness of the audience and remarked
that it behaved
22
as though the famous Hilsner from Polna had been playing
Shylock.

For all the journalistic furor, the Merchant might soon have

been forgotten had not the Christian Social Wiener Volksbothe published
a review which hailed Grillparzer as the author of Shakespeare's
classic

This blunder provided the clericals' enemies with a fortuitous opportunity to ridicule the cultural pretentions of the ruling party.

An

unknown writer who signed himself William Shakespeare demanded that the

Volksbothe acknowledge his authorship of the drama!

Incredibly enough,

the anti-Semitic paper published Shakespeare's letter, corrected its

review, and thus compounded the blunder.

Apologizing for their origi-

nal error, the Volksbothe claimed it would be "too much" for a Free-

mason like Grillparzer to write

a play such as the

strictly anti-Semitic

".
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Merchant-

Grillparzer

•

s

body must, no doubt, have
turned In its

grave, but would now return
to its originai position,
they laconically remarked, because Mr.
Shakespeare had so promptly
corrected
the Volksbothe.
The publication of his letter
had thus squared
accounts 23

Kikeriki was among the first
the Volksbothe

.

to comment on the articles

in

Remarking that "the not completely
unknown drama-

tic poet William Shakespeare" had
been expelled from the allegedly

Jewish writers' association Concordia,
Kikeriki went on to explain
that Shakespeare had apparently written
a highly biased play for
the Viennese anti-Semitic theater. 24

The liberal Fremdenblatt got

into the act by calling the letter from
Shakespeare a valuable manu-

script from the great poet, 25 and the Arbeiter
Zeitune in response
to the first Volksbothe article rejoiced
sardonically that the anti-

Semitic and anti-English movement was strong enough to
refute the

Jewish lies about Shakespeare being the author of the Merchant 26
.

News about the Volksbothe blunder spread outside Vienna.

The Frank-

furter Zeitung informed its readers of the Volksbothe articles and
the Berliner Bflrsen Courier hoped that such works as Hamlet and Romeo

and Juliette by Grillparzer would also be offered at the JubilMums

Theater!

27

The Manchester Guardian reported the story and added that

the editor of the Volksbothe

member of
children

.

a
2^

,

Johann Kilnig, was a Christian Social

school board "entrusted with the education of hundreds of
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After the controversy had at
last subsided, Die Wage provided perhaps the final thrust of
this critical reaction to the

Merchant and its aftermath. In this
attack, liberal bitterness
about MUller-Guttenbrunn's hypocrisy
and opportunism, disdain for

propagandistic abuse of classical literature,
and indignation over
the flouting of Shylock'
s justice all became evident.

After censuring

the director for degrading Shakespeare
into an agitator for Dr.

Lueger, Die Wage quoted some of MUller-Guttenbrunn's
earlier fulminations against Jesuit journalism in Die
Lecture des Volkes and implied
that the director might betray the clericals
just as he had betrayed
the liberals.

In spite of its present success, no theater
under MUller-

Guttenbrunn's directorship could thrive for long, Die
Wage seemed to
say, because he mutilated the more profound truths of
such classics
as the Merchant in an attempt to prosper on contemporary
and transient

hatreds.

Neither he nor his audience realized, Die Wage stated, that

the Merchant was the only play in the world in which justice, one
of
the deepest human ethical drives, was so ignominiously mishandled.

Shylock is cheated of justice through bad sophistry.

Although that

justice may be reprehensible, the wrong done him is even more egregious:
This old, greedy, hate-filled Shylock who insists upon his
bond, who rejects three and even ten times his money and
remorselessly covets that overdue pound of flesh, this dogged
struggler for his justice what sort of an idealist is he
compared with the "pedlars" who scorn him and applaud the
trampling of his justice as a victory of the good cause

—

So far as is known, Mliller-Guttenbrunn did not reply to this journal-

istic censure.

In providing the anti-Semites with a bete noire, he
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again contradicted his
claims of cunning a
non-politicai art institute
and, as a result of this
cause celebre, probably
aiso forfeited for
a time any residue of
respect he may have enjoyed
among his former
liberal colleagues. Yet, those
who thought him merely an
opportunist
failed to recall his most
recent speech to the Theater
Association,
as well as his earlier
political cultural criticism. To
astute observers it was apparent by 1899
that MUller-Guttenbrunn
considered

himself the leader of a rejuvenated
literary movement which would
counteract the destructive effects
of philo-Semitic liberalism.

With

this in mind he probably believed
that his goals justified changing
the Merchant

,

and he may therefore have simply
ignored liberal censure.

Continuing Politicization of Criti ques

Although more than three months elapsed
between the premiere
of the Merchant and the appearance of the
next anti- Jewish play,

MUller-Guttenbrunn and his productions continued to be very
much the
topic of political commentary during the interim.

Socialist and

liberal criticism was almost invariably disparaging.

One of the most

frequent objections to JubilHums Theater plays voiced from this quarter

was their obsolescence and stodginess.

Alluding to the royalty-free

performance of works by deceased playwrights, the Arbeiter Zeitung
claimed that the municipal theater was the most royalty-free playhouse
in Vienna.

Such plays as Per Vetter

,

a

comedy by Roderich Benedix,

had an additional advantage, the Socialist daily remarked, since

MUller-Guttenbrunn did not need actors or actresses either: puppets
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sufficed.

How much lower, it asked,
could the Christian Social
stage sink? Did the reputation
of the party not even
suffice to
buoy its stage up to the
level of mediocrity? 30

DUE Peue Stiftimrwr , another comedy
by Marie and Leopold
GUnther, provides an instance of
a play blamed for
socio-political
drift as well as artistic
obsolescence.

The Neue Freie Presse

.

referring to the members of the
Christian Social Women's League,

called this work an Amazonenj^tUck,
of]

»

a play according to [the tastes

the old guard of our mayor," while
the Wiener Tagblatt referred

to the comedy as "a stale and
insipid antiquity." 31

Even a number

of openly anti-Semitic publications
did not find much of positive

Value in Der neue Stiftsarzt.

Kikeriki in a review that concluded

for a time the criticism about obsolescence
recalled Mtlller-Gut ten-

brunn's penchant for presenting antiquated
plays as director of the
Raimund Theater.

The Gtinther's comedy, this critic concluded, "was

completely supported by that Jewish-liberal spirit, which
for so
long had flowered over German literature like a noxious weed." 32
Since he had proclaimed his theater to be a bulwark against

liberal literary influence, Mdller-Guttenbrunn must have been especially

affronted by the comment of Kikeriki

.

Indeed, it may have been this

very review which caused him to withdraw this critic's seat.

Yet

few anti-liberal reviewers, in spite of their sympathy for some of
his goals, consistently approved of his dramatic fare or aesthetics,
and at least one such critic claimed that certain Jewish plays did

more to promote anti-Semitism than the Aryan Theater.

This critic
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was Karl Kraus, who in a
commentary

„

an early issue Qf

called attention to an
advertisement for the Jubilaums
Theater in
the Christmas edition of the
Ne.^F^^esse Kraus suggested
.

that this advertisement
proved that this paper was
corrupt since

MUller-Guttenbrunn had had to pay for
his theater's notice while
the
repertoire of -liberal" playhouses
34
appeared gratis.

the appearance of Kraus

's

Soon after

commentary, the Presse refused
further

advertisements for the Jubilaums
Theater.

Half in anger, half in

jest, MUller-Guttenbrunn acknowledged
Kraus's "almighty influence-

over the Presse in a letter to the
Fackel editor.

Claiming that

.

Kraus had revived the conscience of
this paper, the director asserted
that the Presse once again disdained
the municipal stage. "Nothing

separates this paper from us," MUller-Guttenbrunn
claimed, "but the

political hatred against the Christian party"
which had made possible
the building of the playhouse.

How deep must this hatred be, he

observed, since the Presse would not even mention
the theater for
money.

In spite of this enmity, MUller-Guttenbrunn assured
Kraus that

the eventual triumph of the theater would be all the greater:

For nothing can be more painful to this haughty, intolerant paper than the fact that a theater was possible
in Vienna in spite of its enmity and that this theater,
though completely ignored by the 'Neue Freie Presse,' was
attended in the first year of its existence by more
than half a million people.
MUller-Guttenbrunn' s letter acknowledged formidable liberal
press opposition without betraying his mounting anxiety over the

theater's worsening financial plight, which he later blamed in part
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on the enmity of the

Neue^reUPresse.

During the autumn of 1899

he complained about the
theater's growing deficit
and predicted
that "the profit of [this]
undertaking" would consist of
"a large
fund [of] old decorations
and costumes." Concluding
that "only a
fool as [he]" would persist
in attempting to produce
classical plays
when the public preferred "literary
potatoes," he lamented that "the

stupidest play
success!"

.

.

.

„ e [have] given so far met
with the greatest

3fi

In the main, MUller-Guttenbrunn

's

letter to Kraus reveals

the director's failure to draw the
proper conclusions from liberal

press hostility.

Believing that the Presse withheld its
support

from the theater merely because of hatred
for the ruling party suggests insularity and naivete: Mtlller-Guttenbrunn's
opinions were so
rigid, his entire battery of literary
criteria had become so alien
to those of the liberals as to make their
dispute irreconcilable.

But there is, as in the many other problematic
actions of Muller-

Guttenbrunn, another possible explanation for his seeming
ingenuousness.

Anyone familiar with his many equivocations might well decide

that in an excess of wishful thinking he may have hoped that
his

fiscal problems would be solved if the ruling party and the liberals

could somehow be reconciled.

In either case he himself seems to

have been anything but conciliatory toward the liberals.

In mention-

ing the haughtiness and intolerance of the Neue Freie Presse he

appeared to be unaware of his own arrogance and conceit.
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In order to circumvent
the

Pressed disregard of

JubilW

Theater productions,
Muller-Guttenbrunn converted his
playbill into
a kind of propaganda
leaflet.
Besides containing announcements
of
current and coming attractions,
it featured aphorisms,
often politically tinged, by writers
such as Wolfgang Madjera,
brief biographies of Jubilaums Theater
playwrights, and excerpts from favorable reviews.

This innovation was introduced
at the same time as

Muller-Guttenbrunn began his matinee
performances of children's
Plays.

As these were the most
consistently popular productions

during his tenure, he was able on
some Sundays when there was a

miiinee as well as an evening performance,
to distribute nearly
4,000 programs and these were taken home to
families "in which until
then not much had been known about us." 37

Per Rechtschaf fene

A number of comedies and lighter works such as

a

musical

biography of the famous Biedermeier composer Josef Lanner 38
preceded
the second anti-Semitic play of the season.

According to Mliller-

Guttenbrunn, certain individuals who were discontented with the

Merchant

,

which they claimed was too antiquated for present tastes,

had demanded a modern play about the Jewish question.

On January 30,

1900 he obliged them with Per Rechtschaf fene by Theodor Taube. 39

Per Rechtschaf fene was based on the trial of Viktor Ritter von Ofen-

heim in 1875.

40

The hero of Taube'

s

drama, the owner of a small brass

foundry, is a member of the jury selected to decide the fate of a
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powerful Jewish stock market
speculator accused of corruption.
An
agent of the accused purchases
a painting from the
unsuspecting
protagonist, who loses his honor
through fabricated charges of

bribery in connection with the
sale and goes mad, while the
speculator is acquitted.
The anti-Semitic press was
unanimously laudatory, pro-

claiming the play's great success,
extolling Taube's "judicious
rendition of the [correctly] comprehended
Volk soul," and praising

MUller-Guttenbrunn for his courage in producing
such

a drama.

41

Even Kikeriki spoke of the presentation
as "a liberating deed; it
was the first truly anti-Semitic novelty
of the Jubilaums stage!" 42

Other reviewers were brief if not unfavorable.

With the exception

of the Wiener Tagblatt which referred to Per
Rechtschaf fene as "the

most empty and senile [play] that ever a stage hazarded
to produce,"
the major liberal papers ignored the work.

The Socialists said the

"value of the crudely made play was slight," while a
politically

neutral reviewer remarked that Taube's Volkssttlck had been refused

by other playhouse directors because of its obvious bias. 43

The

Extrapost sarcastically stated that MUller-Guttenbrunn had made good
his terrible threat in producing Per Hechtschaf f ene

;

—

Since the 'liberal' newspapers do not favor his excuse
the hard expression theater, he has placed one veritable
Jew, no, two Jews on the stage, of whom one in particular
was classically portrayed by Herr [Vincenz] Bauer, who
attained his artistic maturity in the municipal theater
at Tetschen and Leitmeritz.
With that the cycle of
classical Jewish plays in the theater with the long name
has been inaugurated; now rejoice, Israel

—
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Despite its continuing
agitation, the anti-Semitic
press
failed to popularize
Der^echtschaffe^e , which was even
less successful than the Merchant.
On March 16, 1900
MUller-Guttenbrunn wrote
laube that a recent performance
had been made possible only
through
the attendance of the Christian
Women's League. The anti-Semitic
press, he complained, had been
insufficiently diligent in promoting
the theater's politics, whereas
the Jews and their admirers
designated
the playhouse a party theater.
He advised Taube to write a
comedy for
the next season and concluded by
wishing him success."

According to

MUller-Guttenbrunn, the playwright became
embittered over the failure
of his drama, and the whole affair
worsened the financial position of
the theater.

MUller-Guttenbrunn blamed the failure of Per
Rechtschaf-

f ene on others:

One would have thought that the papers with
whose support
the party of Dr. Lueger won its election
battles [possessed]
enough power and influence over their
readers so that
they [were] also able to support and to increase
a stage
success.
Yes, one would have thought so.
And if I myself
had not believed it, I would have never accepted the
directorship of the Jubilaums Theater. 46
.

.

.

Mttller-Guttenbrunn's claim that he had been misled about the

power of the anti-Semitic press can be taken no more seriously
than his

implication that others through their agitation were solely responsible
for the production of Per Rechtschaf fene

.

Although he may have heeded

the demands of party zealots and hoped that favorable publicity would

increase the popularity of this work, there can be little doubt that

Taube's play also reflected the director's own tastes and prejudices.
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Like the Merchant,

Der.^^^

the anti- Jewish sentiments
of the

was intended

JubilaW

^

^

Theater audience.

Con-

fronted as they were in their
business activities with
Jewish competitors, some of the members
of this audience,
MUller-Guttenbrunn
seems to have reasoned,
would certainly sympathize
with the hero's
struggles. The play itself was,
however, so lugubrious and the
fate of the hero must have
seemed so unjust to the
audience as to
render
ineffectual as propaganda. And it
seems

Be^ec^a^

doubtful that it could have
entertained or flattered the prejudices
of the audience.

Even though the Merchant may
have seemed obsolete

to some, Shylock was judged and
condemned and the audience could at

least vicariously participate in the
trampling of his justice.

The

Jewish villain in Per Rechtschaffene.
by contrast, got off scotfree and the "Aryan" hero went mad,
thereby offending the audience's

sense of rectitude.
As early as the second season it became
apparent that Mtfller

Guttenbrunn's public preferred escapist fantasies
such as children's
plays, comedies, or dramas with whose situations
and protagonists
the audience could identify or whose villains
received their just

desserts.

Familie Bollmann was more popular than Per Rechtschaf f ene

,

Conrad Vorlauf, or the Merchant probably because the characters and

situations in Baumberg's Volksstuck were more realistic and familiar,
and also because the authoress left some hope of redemption.

For

all of their parallels to contemporary politics, the protagonists and

plots of Conrad Vorlauf and the Merchant must have seemed remote to
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the audience,

and the extravagance of
these productions failed to

compensate for their psychological
distance.

The reaction of the

anti-clerical press to Taube's
play suggests that the liberals
and
Socialists had learned fro m the
Merchant not to fall for provocative
"bait." Anti-Semitic journalists
on the other hand continued
to

propagandize much as before.

MUller-Guttenbrunn for his part seems

to have discerned more clearly
his audience's predilections after

Per Rechtschaffen e, but he also seems to
have been handicapped in
producing more popular plays because of
political obligations,

a lack

of appropriate plays and his own
psychological conflicts.

A Command Performance
The scarcity of suitable works became apparent
as early as
the spring of 1900.

On April

3

Franz Josef kept his promise to attend

the theater by seeing a performance of Per wilde
Rittmeister

.

Adapted

from a German play, set during the Seven Years' War in
MUller-Gut ten-

brunn

f

s

version, this play glorified the Austrian General Laudon

instead of Frederick the Great.

MUller-Guttenbrunn suggested that

the emperor's sensibilities had been somewhat offended by the adaptation, but that it had been necessary as there were "no authors in

Austria who [would] write such plays out of
innate feeling for their country.

a natural

motivation and

In producing this play he had

wanted to provide a stimulus for writing of further such works.

Al-

though Per wilde Rittmeister failed to inspire imitation, it achieved
a

popularity second only to Schneewittchen, a play intended primarily

"
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for children, and the
imperial lege was attended
more frequently
after the Kaiser's visit.
In praising the play
g unpretentious
,

entertainment the maj or clerical
papers acknowledged the sign
of
imperial favor by parading their
patriotism. Anti-clerical reviewers were in the main outspokenly
negative.

One such critic ob-

served that "heaviest moral
notions such as honor, loyalty,
chivalryexploded "on the open stage amidst
blaring trumpets and hurrahs.
In this flood of garrulous
noblemindedness

,

»

the reviewer stated,

"the thin plot melts away in places
to imperceptibility

.

49

By

criticizing the play in this fashion
the liberal reviewer doubtless

wanted to show that he would not ignore
structural deficiencies and
that he was still hostile to Jubilaums
Theater productions in spite
of imperial favor.

Indications of Clerical Disapproval

Nearly all critics were hostile to Fritz Mai's Die
eigene
Schlinge

,

a farce dealing with promiscuity.

In presenting this work

Mdller-Guttenbrunn may have wished to refute charges that his repertoire was stodgy or to honor a political obligation, or to demonstrate
that his stage was accessible even to Christian Social critics, for

Mai was a reviewer for Theodor Taube's Figaro

.

The reaction of the

major clerical papers proved that these critics opposed any sub-

version of the theater's program regardless of the political sympathies
of an author, and that these clericals up until that time had not been

entirely satisfied with Mdller-Guttenbrunn

's

performance as director.
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The review of Das Vaterland Maa
typical:
think that a strong word is
required about this "play "
V
thert ° quiet1 P ut U with
some vulgar ty'n
P
^
th. T K-iu
Th6ater b6CaUSe 11 Was Armless,
but
toLv' f
n ° 6XCUSe f ° r ltself
le -st of
Til ler ° 7t
f ha ™lessness.
The "recherche de la paternityJ
should
be strictly forbidden in a
family theater! especially if it is pursued with means
which have long
since been withdrawn from circulation
by better folksinger ensembles.
I recognize very well
that the newest Viennese stage has become a
party matter and that
it is being remorselessly
persecuted by a clique which
wants to rule our theater exclusively;
but I have the
duty as an honorable man to disapprove,
to caution all
the more against devious paths and
assaults, such as the
one perpetrated today. 50
I

'

'

^5

In spite of some dissatisfaction, the
overall repertoire of the

Jubilaums Theater seems to have met with the
approval of most

Christian Social politicians.

The approbation of one such clerical,

however, again exposed the cultural ignorance of the
ruling party
and occasioned the season's final cause celebre
over the municipal
stage.

51

The Knotz Affair

During the autumn of 1899 the cost of constructing the playhouse, which had exceeded estimates by more than 160,000 Gulden, was

revealed to the Theater Association.

This announcement came at a

time when the theater's financial situation had already begun to

cause Mllller-Guttenbrunn anxiety about how he could cancel his debt
on the operational fund within the six-year lease.

In order to cover

the additional cost of building the playhouse, Anton Baumann,

the

Theater Association president, was obliged to obtain permission both
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fro, the municipal councils 52
and Lower Austrian Landtag
to secure
a mortgage on certain
municipal land. Since the
mortgage had to be

debt, a new parent schedule
had to be arranged.

After consulting

Muller-Guttenbrunn and considering
his request for a lease
extension,
the Association granted
him an additional six years
provided that
he pay 51,000 Gulden for the
annual lease instead of the
present sum

of 46,000 Gulden.

In accepting this arrangement,
MUller-Guttenb runn

was fully aware of his liabilities:

not only would he have to pay

51,000 Gulden annually for twelve years,
effective September 1899,
but also 3,000 Gulden annual
amortization fee for the theater's

electrical installation for six years,
as well as some 8,000 Gulden
a year for six years to private
creditors.

Liberal journalists and delegates in the
two municipal
councils and the Lower Austrian diet utilized
the financial embarrass-

ment of the Theater Association

to

harass the ruling party by criti-

cizing Milller-Guttenbrunn's management.

On April 10, 1900 Alfred

Knotz, a Christian Social Landtag delegate, 53
attempted to rally

support behind a motion to bond the theater's debt.

When confronted

with liberal opposition, he defended the theater's achievements.

Asserting that Jewish hatred towards the Jubilaums Theater had inspired Landtag opposition, Knotz condemned most other Viennese stages

where immorality dominated, adultery was glorified, and "vice-addicted
women and the most miserable rabble play the principal roles!"

Knotz

taunted Jews with the charge that they could not bear the existence of
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a theater whose director
was a Christian, whose
shares were in

Christian hands, and where
Christian instead of Jewish
playwrights
were perform. "In particular,
they can not bear it," he
stated,

"that we have a theater in
Vienna where Jewish authors,
where Zola,
Dumas, Sardou, Ibsen are not
performed." 54 Demanding that the

German Viennese cast off "foreign
Semitic chains," Knotz called

upon the theaters to instil their
audiences and the population with
ideals so "that art [would] again
become German and Christian, become

what it once was." 55

He asserted that the principal
task of the

theater, like that of the church and
the school, was to educate,
"to fight for ideals and to carry
ideals to the people."

way the people would be freed of vulgarity
and converted
and the beautiful.

In this
to

the noble

Urging the Landtag to support his motion, he con-

cluded by wishing prosperity to the municipal
playhouse, for "every
truly German man must say that he is satisfied with
56
this theater."

Although Knotz' s words were cheered by his comrades in the
Landtag, most of the major clerical papers and those of the
German

Nationalists omitted significant portions of his speech in their reports.

These journalists doubtless realized that he had made Christian

Social cultural pretentions appear ludicrous, and liberal ridicule sub-

sequently heightened this absurdity.

Asserting that Ibsen had been

placed on the "WHhringer Index" by Knotz, the Neues Wiener Tagblatt
lamented that the dramatist lived too great

a

utilize the municipal political situation for

distance from Vienna to
a play.

5^

Wiener Allgemeine Zeitung satirized Knotz's blunder in

While the
a

parody of Faust,

58
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^^M^^

professed astonishment that
this

clerical delegate, a doctor
of law, could betray such
monumental
59
ignorance.
Observing that Zola, Dumas,
and Ibsen embodied for
Knotz Jewish literary modernism,
the ^ene^Ta^att
sarcastically
remarked that he had pierced the
"veil of [Germanic] mysticism"
which surrounded Ibsen's works and
exposed him as a "racially pure

Jew."

It had been less difficult
to expose Dumas,

the Tagblatt

continued, and easy to recognize Zola
since the Deutsches Volksblatt, infallible in literary matters,
had already revealed his

Jewish identity the year before. 60
For all the cleverness of their satire,
the liberals seemed

oblivious or indifferent to the hostility and
the serious dialectic
in Knotz

's

speech which betrayed more than ordinary
vehemence towards

a political rival.

Albeit reminiscent both of MUller-Guttenbrunn

denial of literary evolution and Guido List's diatribes,
Knotz

1

s

's

remarks revealed a strictly political animosity toward
literary

modernism which, because of its sympathetic reception, should have
alarmed rather than amused the liberals.

Delighted by their own wit,

the liberals apparently failed to reckon that their derision might

serve to rally the ruling party in support of the theater.

During

the demise of the municipal stage some three years later the liberals

would shrewdly refrain for the most part from commenting about the
crisis in the playhouse.

become evident indeed.

Rivalries among the clericals would then

1

The Third Annual Assembly
of the
Theater Association

Notwithstanding Knotz's satisfaction
with the playhouse
and a relatively favorable
liberal reaction to the final
productions

of the season, MUller-Guttenbrunn
ended the month of May with a

10,000 Gulden deficit. 61

On June ll
un
2? H„rin
during0 -i,
the annual general

assembly of the Theater Association,
he boasted of the theater's
material and artistic achievements
claiming that all program goals
had been achieved
Jhe_Mei
and Per Rechtschaf f ene had
.

xh^^

set no attendance records, it was
true, but this, he asserted, merely

proved that the public desired art
instead of politics.

Though three

other theater managements had failed
during this last season, and the

remaining Viennese playhouses were still
suffering from the effects
of bad business, "a completely healthy
condition actually existed

nowhere other than in our young theater."

The JubilaWs Playhouse

was furthermore unique, he stated, because it
pursued its artistic
goals "in a plain, modest way" and remained aloof "from the
great

theater stock exchange which speculated in plays as brokers in gold

mine shares."

Towards the end of his speech MUller-Guttenbrunn ex-

pressed his "complete satisfaction with artistic and moral achieve-

ments up to that time," and he announced that the shareholders would

receive their four per cent interest.

"Perhaps this is what will

impress the opponents of our theater the most," he concluded.
In his memoirs Mtlller-Gut tenbrunn claimed that he and the

Theater Association had agreed to inform the newspapers that he had
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volunteered to pay an additional
5,000 Gulden on his lease
for si
years in order to spare the
Association financial embarrassment.
This report, they reasoned,
would belie assertions on
the part of
the liberals that he and the
playhouse were in financial
difficult y

He furthermore suggested that
in order to complete the
deception he
had been obliged to "play the
contented man" in contrast to his
less

fortunate colleagues. 63

While he may thus have practiced
a certain

amount of subterfuge at the general
assembly, MUller-Guttenbrunn

»s

speech still exuded personal pride
and arrogance, as well as satisfaction over the misfortunes of others.

'

Liberal journalists revealed

intense annoyance at the general tone
of the speech, and they were
to recall his bad taste and lack of
charity toward his colleagues

after his own resignation three years
later.
Mliller-Guttenbrunn's remark about the unpopularity
of the

Merchant and Per Rechtschaffene probably had

a double purpose.

On

one hand, he likely intended to reassure the
liberals of the non-poli-

tical direction of the theater in an effort to insure
continued favor-

able response for his plays.

On the other hand, he wished to dis-

courage further requests from the Christian Socials for political works
Had these proven popular, there seems little doubt that he would have

continued to produce and laud them.

Whatever his disposition toward

political dramas, MUller-Guttenbrunn by the end of the second season
had become discouraged about the production of classics which remained

unpopular, indeed about the successful outcome of his entire venture.

Although he had produced thirty-four plays between September

2,

1899
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salves
first.

-ney.

dorin g the

sumer vacatlQn> ut aiong

HUl ler- Guctenbrunn Mas
soon obUged
r„ a letter t0 Baumann
on

financial predicant.

^^^

^

iMse
borrow addicionai

On „ ay 27 hls dlary
entry

an idea! German theater,
bet where

is

^^^

^

an ideal German public?""

This was the first
indication of rhe despair
which may initially have
inspired the season of
expectation which was to follow.

"
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MUller-Guttenbrunn to Karl Kraus, January
"Copierbuch."

9,

Letter from

1900, in Nachlass Thim,

,
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36„_

Der Gewinn des Unternehmens

•

•

•

•

•

•

alten Decorationen u.
CostUmen.

literarische Kartoffeln

.

.

.

.

.

.

^
^

elnem grossen
nur eln Narr

das dUnmste StUck> das

blsher gegeben, hatte den
grossten Erfolg!"
"TagebUcher," Heft VIII. October
21, 1899.

.

ch

_

^

Muller-Guttenbronn
Huller-Guttenbronn

was probably referring to
a farce In three acts,
De^Heiratsmarkt
by Georg Okonkowskl.
It was performed sixteen
times.
"in denen bis dahin nicht
viel von uns bekannt geworden

war."

MUller-Guttenbrunn, Erlnnerungen

.

p.

136.

38

MUller-Guttenbrunn was reproved by
certain liberal papers
for omitting credit in his
playbill to a Jewish composer, GothovGrUnecke, who arranged Lanner's music.

In a letter to the Wiener

Tagblatt the com P°ser claimed to have
written all but three motifs
in the work.

This incident reveals the watchful
attention devoted

to JubilHums Theater productions.

39

Taube, born Theodor Herdlicka (1840-1904),
was a prolific

playwright and publisher of Figaro
40

,

an anti-Semitic satirical.

The Ofenheim trial, illuminating the wild stock
market

speculation and shady financial transactions of the late
1860's and
early 1870' s, had already given birth to at least one
novel, Mod erne

GrBssen by Adolf Iganz Franz Ritter von Kriegs Au, and

Geschworener by Ludwig Anzengruber.

a play Ein

Anzengruber destroyed his play.

4lti

"Ehrlichkeit der Gesinnung und Wahrheit in der verst^ndigen

Wiedergabe der erfassten Volksseele."
Stadttheater,"

Deutsche Zeitung

,

"Theater, Kunst und Literatur.

January 31, 1900,

p.

6.

"
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42„

.

eine befreiende That- p.? war- a*
mat. es war die erste
wirklich anti-semitische Novitat der
JubilaumsbUhne " "Kai.Pr t k^u
Kaiser-JubilW-Stadt theater,"
K ikerik i, February
11, i 90 0,
!

p

43

5.

.

"das Oedeste und Senilste,
das je eine BOhne
aufzufdhren

gewagt hat

"Theater, Kunst und Literatur.

blatt, January 31, 1900,

p.

(Wahringer Stadttheater)

7;

"stadttheater,"

January 31, 1900, in Z.A.M-C.
No.

2,

^theater," Wienej^^o^^
44

^

Der Werth deg grob

"Nachdem die

.

^

"

^

Wiener^,-

Ar^^^

349; c w .,

January

'liberaW

harten Ausdruck-Theater nicht

p.

,

^

19QQ

^

^^

Zeitungen sein-verzeihen Sie
den

f avorisieren

,

hat er einen veritablen

Juden, nein, zwei Juden auf die
BUhne gestellt, von denen
besonders
einer vom Herrn Bauer-der vom
Stadttheater in Tetschen und Leitmeritz
seine kdnstlerische Reife
empfangen hat-classisch dargestellt
wurde.
Damit ist der Cyklus classischer
JudenstUcke am Theater mit dem langen

Titel eroffnet; nun freue Dich,
Israel!"
in Ibid

.

Extrapost

,

February 5, 1900,

350.

,

45

MUller-Guttenbrunn's letter to Theodor Taube,
March 16,

1900, in Nachlass Thim, "Copierbuch
6,,

.

Man hHtte glauben sollen, dass die Blotter,
mit deren Unter-

stlltzung die Parte! des Dr. Lueger ihre
siegreichen Wahlschlachten

lieferte, so viel Macht und Einfluss auf die GemUter
besitzen, dass sie
auch einen BUhnenerfolg zu stUtzen und zu steigern
vermBgen.

hMtte es meinen sollen.
wllrde,

Ja, man

Und wenn ich es nicht selbst geglaubt haben

hHtte ich mich niemals auf den Direktionsstuhl des Jubiliiums-
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theaters gesetzt."

MUller-Guttenbrunn
nDrunn

'

4?

Fri
ErJUmej
un g en,

p.

1

133.

In attempting to
explain the lack of
popularity of the
one critic suggested
that the Viennese were

MM

merely horea

by Shakespeare: "That's
too dull for us; we'd
rather go to

Theater, wo's a Hetz' gi
bt! «

D-uts^Zeit^,

F.F

.

a theater

^

Masaidek>

March 8, 1900, in Z.A.M-G.,
No.

8

p

86

48,,.

in n
Oesterreich keine Autoren

stHndlichem Antrieb
schreiben."
1900.

u.

...

die aus selbstver-

angeborenem Heimathsgeftlhl
solche StUcke

MUller-Guttenbrunn, "TagebUcher

,

"

Heft VIII, Spring

This must have been an
especially painful realization
for

MUller-Guttenbrunn who had based much
of his hope for

a

literary re-

juvenation on "natural motivations."
49

unter Trompetengeschmetter und
Hurrahgeschrei die schwersten
Moralbegriffe, wie: Ehre, Treue,
Ritterlichkeit auf offener Scene.
,

In dieser Uberschwemmung von
redseligem Edelmuthe zerfliesst die

dUnne Handlung stellenweise bis zur
Unkenntlichkeit

Theater '"
Z.A.M-G.

,

U lustrirtes
No.

50„

3,

p.

Wiener Extrablatr

.

."

W.H., JubilHums-

February 21, 1900 in

26.

Ich glaube, dass diesem 'Stuck' gegenUber
ein kraftiges

Wort noththut.

Man hat am JubilMums theater bisher manche
Plattheit

ruhig hingenommen, weil sie harmlos war; aber der
heutige Schwank kann
gar keine Entschuldigung fUr sich anfUhren, am
allerwenigsten die der.

Harmlosigkeit.

Die 'recherche de la paternite' sollte in einem Familien-

theater strengstens untersagt sein, besonders wenn sie bit Mitteln

183

betrieben wird, welche
bel besseren Vmi, u
VolkssHngergesellschaften lHngst
ausser Cours gesetzt
eesetzt <=inH
n
si„d.

jU n gSte Wiener BUnne
zu

•

Es ist nlr

^

^^

mbekann ^

^^

e ine r Pa rtel Angelegenheit

dass .i. von Jener Cli
que>

iU

Bel uns das THeater

«.. chU ... Uch

beherrschen will, unerblttllch
verfolgt
w±ia,
rd
5 - „l
aoer umsomehr
aber
h
t
hat man
als ehrlicher Mensch
die P fl icht vor Abwegen
zu warnen und
wie das heute verubte,
zurllckzuweisen. " -

1

r -,

^V-erland,

March 2, 1900, In Ibid.,
44.

Jubiiaums Theater> „

Karl Kraus cited this

review to prove that "the
panegyrists of the 'anti-Semitic
party
theater' are incomparably
more objective towards its
presentations
than the 'liberal' critics,
obligated by their royalties,
toward
their party theaters."

He nonetheless eschewed
the

r^sch^s_V^-

blatt whose "stupidity seduces
it to paroxysm and its
praise is almost
as disgusting as the hostility
of the 'Wiener Tagblatt.'
Disgusting
is also the pathos with which
every
lack of talent is greeted from

this

side-if

it is only from the indubitable
race."

des 'antisemitischen Parteitheaters

"Die Lobredner

sind seinen Darbietungen gegen-

»

Uber ungleich objectiver als die durch
Tantiemenbezug verpf lichteten
'liberalen' Kritiker gegenUber ihren
Parteitheatern.

.

.

.

Dummheit

verfUhrt es zu Paroxysmen, und sein Lob ist
fast so anwidernd wie die
Feindseligkeit des 'Wiener Tagblatt.'
von dieser Seite jede Talentlosigkeit
Rasse ist, begrUsst wird."

Anwidernd das Pathos, mlt dem
,

wenn sie nur von unverdachtiger

"Habitue," Die Fackel

In describing the following events

Guttenbrunn, Erinnerungen

.

pp.

137-139;

I

,

No.

34,

in Ibid.

,

55.

have consulted MUller-

Stenographische Protokolle des
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^^^^^

„.

29. bia 30. December 1899,
vo m

».

sesslon

,

mii

Wahiperiod e vom

bi s 24. Fe bruar und
vom

„.

M„

bis 5. Mai 1900, 1.
bis 25. Sltzung v«ea.
s Often- k
K -K
k Hof
, «
Hof- und
Staatsdrukk ere i 1899 - 1900)
I) 3 56 _3

^

,

63;

,

U.

1900; the

Ap ril 1X

the

A,^,^, Apm Uj
,

19 00;

the

fe^n^^

>

^>

190Q;

N^x^^^ ^ ^ ^

the Re^chswehr, April
XX, X900; the

1900

UWr^^

OstcWs^h^^
April 12( 190Q;

^

Ap ril XX, X900; Bohemia,
A pril XX, X900; and the

April 12, 1900.

April 21>

Wiene^a^t

Reports differ about the
contents of Alf re d Knotz's

speech on April 10, 1900.

As Lueger was replacing
Jewish stenographers

in the Landtag with non-Jews,
who may themselves have been
Christian
S ° CialS
can not be considered verbat
m
transcriptions.
For the significant portions of
Knotz's speech I have
nevertheless relied on the Protokolle
and reports in the Neue Freie
'

^o^raphi^c^

.

Presse which offer the most complete
accounts.

'

The Presse differed

from other liberal papers about
Knotz's words in that it did not report

'

that the writings of these authors
personified the Jewish spirit in

literature.

In the Stenographis

t

Protokolle this portion of Knotz's

speech is as follows: "It was disagreeable
to them that they did not

want authors like Zola, Dumas, Sardou and
Ibsen

wanted to stick

to play a role,

but

to German and Christian authors like Halm,
Anzengruber,

Grillparzer, Nestroy, etc."

"Es war ihnen unangenehm, dass man nicht

Autoren wie Zola, Dumas, Sardou und Ibsen eine Rolle
spielen lassen,
sondern an deutschen und christlichen Dichtern wie Halm,
Anzengruber,
Grillparzer, Nestroy etc. festhalten wollte."

Stenographische Protokolle 362
.

185

~^

52

Thera were two, the
<^elnderat and the Stadtrat
53
'"845-1906). At one tlne
. leadlng pers

Nationalist Liraes
circlpc; > vvi
Knotz was in x^uu
1900
rt *-

the suburb of Floridsdorf

i ori'^i
a r
clerical

in

representative from

As a rhn-cM
e
Christian Social
he experienced re-

.

.

lative obscurity.
5

Sa.terhafte Weiber

Hauptrolle spi.lenl

.

.

.

und das allerelendste
Gesindel die

^

insbesondere kBnnen sie

nicht

dass wir ein Theater in
Wien haben, wo jUdische
Autoren, wo Zola,
Dumas, Sardou, Ibsen nicht
zum Worte kommen."
Neue_Freie^re^,

April 11, 1900, in Z.A.M-G.,
No.

2,

321.

p.

fremden, semitischen Fesseln

.

.

.

dass

.

.

.

Kunst wieder

eine deutsche und christliche
und wieder zu dem werden,
was sie fruher
gewesen 1st." Stenographist
Protokolle 362.
.

"fur alles Ideale zu kMmpfen
und Ideale in das GemUth der

Bevolkerung zu tragen.

.

.

.

muss sich jeder echte deutsche
Mann

sagen, dass er mit diesem Theater
zufrieden 1st."

^Nf^J*^^
p.

April

u>

Ibid

190Qj ln Z

.,

363.

A M_ G ^ Nq

_

^

315.

58

In the parody, Knotz-Faust is attempting
to select appropriate

plays for the "Lichtenthal Municipal Theater":
"Sitz* ich, betrllbter Dramaturg,

Und suche, was das Volk ergtftzt,
Was seine Sitten nicht verletzt,

Ihm keinen Seelenschaden brHchte,
Doch leider find' ich nicht das Rechte!

I

"
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Denn Ibsen, Dumas,
Ludassy,
Die kommen auf mein
Theater nie.
(Er nimmt einen Band
Ibsen-Dramen)

"Welch' Schauspiel. Aber,
ach, ein Schauspiel
nur!

Von Judenhetzen nicht
die Spur!

Von »Hoch Lueger!' keine
Zeile,

Gemeinheit nur und Langeweile!
Ein irres unvernUnf t ges
Stammeln,
'

Nichts von der Poesie der
Schrammeln,

Nichts vom Humor der
Praterhutschen,
Nichts vom Geist beim Fass
lrutschen.
'

"Here

I

sit, a sad dramaturgist,

And seek what might delight
the Volk,

What will not violate its mores
What will not harm its soul,
But, alas,

I

find nothing suitable!

For Ibsen, Dumas, Ludassy,

Will never appear in my theater.
(He takes a volume of Ibsen's dramas)

"What a play.

Of Jew-baiting not

But, alas, only a play!
a

trace!

Of 'Hail Lueger!' not a line,

Only triteness and boredom!

A disconnected, irrational stammer
Nothing of the poetry of the Schrammels

;
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Nothing of the fun of
the Prater swings
Nothing of the spirit of
barrel sliding."
St-K., "Tagesbericht,
Knotz-Monolog,
«*'

April 12,

1 90 0,

in Ibid., 3X9.

"

Wiener Ali
oom
Aiigememe
Zeitun p
•

;

The "Lichtenthaler
Theater" probably

referred to the JubilHums P
lay house.

Lichtenthal was the former

name of the ninth district
of Vienna in which the
municipal stage
was located.
Richard Groner, Wien_wie_„
(6h ed
Wien
Fritz Molden, 1965),
p. 345. Hanns Schrammel
(1850-1903), composer
and instrumentalist, founded
a musical quartet consisting
of a violin,
.

viola, accordeon and contrabass
guitar.

^

;

His style was widely

Stated

in Vienna and his music became
a distinctive fixture of
many a

"Heuriger," a type of public house
whose patrons could purchase
wine
and eat their picnic meals on
the premises.
"Fass'lrutschen" on 19 November is a
traditional feature of
the vintners' celebration of their
patron saint Leopold in Kloster-

neuburg, a northern suburb of Vienna.

A large wine barrel with

a

slide in the form of a stave provides the
attraction.
59 (|
'Eine Debatte liber das JubilHumstheater "
Illustrirtes
,

Wiener Extrablatt, April 11, 1900, in Z.A.M-G.,
No.
"Schleier des Mystizismus

.

.

.

"Dr. Knotz, der JubilHums theater-SchwHrmer

1900, in Ibid
6l

.

,

2,

p.

312.

racenreinen Juden."
,

"

Wiener Tagblatt

.

April 12,

324.

MUller-Guttenbrunn, "TagebUcher," Heft VIII, May 27, 1900.

62,,

.

ein vollkommen gesunder Zustand herrscht eigentlich nirgends,

als in unserem jungen Theater

...

in bllrgerlich bescheidener Weise

.
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von der gr0 sse„ Thea
t e rt8r8a .

.

.

.

^ ^ ^_

volUuf

herigen UlnsUertschen und
mor a llsc he n Er ru „
8 e„scha f te „.

ms

ist es vieUeicht, was
den Gegnern

imponiert."
des

"Theat-Pr
*r.i««+.
xueacer, Kunst
und TLiterahir
Leratur
,

.

Das

^

.

KaiserJubilW-Stadttheatervereines,"

.

r*~~
Ge neralversammlung
i

*

D^che^c^,

June 23, 1900, pp. 8, 9.

""den zufriedenen Mann spielen."
Erinnerunp en.

p.

Mdller-Guttenbrunn,

139.

'Ein ideales deutsches
Theater ware da.

deutsches Publicum?"
May 27, 1900.

Wo ist ein ideales

Muller-Guttenbrunn, "Tagebucher,"
Heft VIII,
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CHAPTER
THE THIRD SEASON

Repertoire Experimentation
and Alienation of
Clerical Journalists
During the summer of
1900 afflux*iyuu
„
affluent sponsors
of the theater
did not respond to
MUller-Cuttenbrunn 's recuests
for loans.
Althou gh
he was ultimately
successful in obtaining f
unds his immediate reaction to this initial
refusal was one of undisguised
discouragement
and even indignation.
I n his diary
,

he

^^

and inflexibility of the
theater's "good friends" and
party membersavowing that he preferred
any usurer to the "patriots"
who had re-

buffed him.

1

Despite his disappointment,
however, the director managed
to maintain enough glimmer
of hope to embark
upon the third and, as

it turned out, experimental
season.

MUller-Guttenbrunn's innovative productions
included such
items as a parody on sociology
and Marxist theory, an anti-materialist
Play by a Catholic priest, the premiere
of a modern drama by a cele-

brated author, and finally a
nationalistic student presentation.
Furthermore, the quality of certain
classical productions was improved

through the participation of a former
Hofburg actor.

The final out-

come of the season was nonetheless negative,
leaving some of the

director's more enthusiastic supporters thoroughly
unhappy.

Their mis-

givings gradually changed to such open hostility,
that they may later

.
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have influenced Lueger
to ignore MUlier-Guttenbrunn's
pleas for
assistance. By the end of
the third year the
director abandoned
his innovative efforts
under pressure of survival
and, despairing
over his indebtedness and
the hostility of the
Hberal and antiSeptic press, turned his attention
to staving off financial
collapse

Ehllismi^e^er,

an older drama of 1858
which

third season, attained moderate
popularity.

^

In keeping with his

program, this romantic play about
the marriage of a royal scion
to
a commoner during the
sixteenth century was likely intended,
judging
from the pattern of Miiller-Guttenbrunn's
directing, to stimulate the

audience's historical awareness.

Philippine Wel ser possessed con-

temporary relevance as well, since both
the successor to the Austrian
throne and the King of Serbia had very
recently wedded commoners.
If MUller-Guttenbrunn had hoped
that the more favorable liberal re-

actions to the final plays of the last season
heralded a genuine

rapprochement, he must have been discouraged by the
reaction to his
present effort: critical response to this premiere
production was
as full of partisan animosity as ever.

2

Karma as an Attempt to Win Literary Prestige

The fourth play of the third season and its first experimental
one, Karma by the well-known Berlin dramatist and critic Karl Bleibtreu,

roused wide-spread critical interest and became a significant literary
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event.

Since Bleibtreu was soon
to emerge as an
outspoken opponent
of the director, it is
necessary to understand the
relationship
between this playwright and
MUller-Guttenbrunn. 3 An established
°f

BerU "

—

nt and disciple of Zola,
Bleib-

treu turned against some of
his centers in September
1890 to found
the "German Stage," a name
for both a periodical and
a literary
society devoted to the propagation
of exclusively German authors.

Although the periodical ceased to
appear after only a few issues
and the society disintegrated
after a few months, one of Miller-

Guttenbrunn's own plays Irma was
produced by the society during its
brief existence.
It would be interesting to
know whether Mttller-

Guttenbrunn may have been inspired by
Bleibtreu to promote the JubilHums Playhouse as an exclusively
German theater, or whether his idea

was the result of his experience as
manager of the Raimund Playhouse,
or whether this notion grew more directly
out of his own nationalistic

orientation.

Since his writings became increasingly
nationalistic

from the late 1880»s on, it seems most likely
that his plan for a

German theater was but one aspect of a general development
in his
thinking, and therefore only indirectly related to Bleibtreu's
earlier
project.

So far as is known,

the German dramatist never claimed any

credit for having inspired the nationalistic direction of the municipal
theater.
In selecting the Jubiiaums Theater for the premiere of Karma

Bleibtreu no doubt flattered the clericals who reciprocated, for his

,
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presence in the Austrian capital
ca P ltai at this »4
time occasioned unusual
festivities. He was feted
both by the

Schrm^^

and the Christian Socials,
and even received by
Lueger himself.
I„
return, the compliments paid
to the
and to the ruling
Party by a man of Bleibtreu's
literary stature lent rare
distinction
and doubtless alleviated
feelings of cultural inferiority.
Most of
Bleibtreu's flattery was, however,
politically slanted.
In one

G^ens^

banquet speech the author praised
Lueger's endeavors to strengthen
Vienna as a bulwark "against eastern
influences." Proclaiming the

Jubilaums Theater "a brilliant
success in the struggle of German

citizenry," he urged the creation of
a society such as the Genossenschaft in Berlin, "where the entire
literature was under the ruling
influence of foreigners."

Bleibtreu concluded these remarks by

toasting the Genossenschaf t "as the pith
and marrow of [all] honorable
labor of Germanic spirit and intellect." 4

While he praised both Karma

and Bleibtreu at the banquet, MUller-Guttenbrunn
claimed in his memoirs

that the dramatist had in fact selected the
most unintelligible of
his works for performance.

A friend of the director later informed

him that" 'two fools [were needed] for the play: one who
[wrote]
and one who [produced] it.'" 5

it

Though professional critics were gener-

ally less harsh in their judgments, nearly all reviews alluded to
the

abstruseness of the play, which reaction was perhaps inevitable because
of the nature of the thematic material.

In the drama a devout young

Buddhist nobleman falls in love with the Moslem wife of the caliph and

subsequently plots to kill the loyal husband so as to take both wife
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and throne.

But the noble elements in the young Buddhist's
character

triumph and compel him to confess his murderous
plans to the caliph.
Since the young man has also incited the populace
against the
caliph, inescapably one of them must die.

The Buddhist accepts

the fate he has created and plunges to his death.

Once more his

virtue proves victorious.
None of the Viennese critics were outspokenly negative about
Karma, perhaps because they feared Bleibtreu's ridicule and even

more the embarrassment of having failed to understand the supposedly sophisticated work of an established artist.

seemed reluctant to praise it outright.

Yet most reviewers

They may have suspected that

Bleibtreu's recondite and ambiguous attacks, the criticism of social
and political institutions, were directed against themselves and not

only against the Brahmins, militarists, and aesthetes in the play.

Among the critical factions, only the German Nationalists in the

Ostdeutsche Rundschau seem to have perceived the author's real intent,
that is, his ideology, and Bleibtreu commended their "profound under-

standing" of his play.^

In the first of two articles,

this paper

spoke approvingly of the Nietzschean will-to-power demonstrated by
a hero who perceived the salvation of the world through super-human

self-abjuration.

The audience, Rundschau suggested, apparently re-

spected the work even if it did not understand it:
[The audience] did not economize with indications of
sincere appreciation even though the entire plot was far
It was as if it felt the
removed from its experience.
beating wings of a poetry which seeks the highest, and
as if it heard the dull rumbling of hidden currents which
also cause the ground of Austria to tremble.
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A second article examined
the nature of Bleibtreu's
exclusively
"Germanic" intellectuality.

Attributing to him all the
techniques

employed by the Moderns,"
the

Rur^au

affirmed "good Ger.au

spirit" distinguished Bleibtreu
fro, his imitators.

The author of

Karma set himself apart from
the movement which mobilized
literary
Jews, because he sincerely
meditated and wrestled with
contemporary
artistic and social questions,
which "others publicly debated
with
loud importunity." Although
the thematic material of
his play might
have been better suited to a
novel, it was undeniable that
"one was
inwardly enriched and artistically
thrilled [by the play], and that
one received something of that
pure Indo-Germanic spirit in which
our

metaphysical requirements are rooted." 8
The Rundschau clearly implied that
the audience respected
Karma, however little they may have
understood it, and in doing so

also suggested that the JubilHums Theater
public had responded in-

stinctively, that there was an artistic truth
or necessity involved,
in that people could only have reacted as
they did to the play.

In

similar fashion this paper indicated that Bleibtreu's
ideas reflected
innately German characteristics.

Both implications are characteristic:

the Rundschau was one of the principal organs of the
German Nation-

alists and asserted that human behavior was in fact determined by
immutable
and implicitly racial traits.

It would,

therefore, have been impossible

for one who "publicly debated with loud importunity," that is, a Jew

who possessed different racial characteristics, to have written

a
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Germanic play like Karma.

And perhaps it was a belief in
the ir-

reconcilability of these traits which
prompted the Rundschau to hint
that the "hidden currents which

.

.

.

[caused]

the ground of Austria

to tremble" would inevitably
lead to social upheaval.

In any case,

the paradigmatic clarity with which
the symbolic altruism was pre-

sented seems to have reached the Nationalists.

MUller-Guttenbrunn's own motives for producing Karma
ever, remain unclear.

,

how-

He claimed that he staged it "only in order

'

9
to introduce a new author of importance
in Vienna,"
and that Bleib-

treu, whom he personally esteemed as a writer,
was solely responsible

for selecting this particular work.

While this may be true, it is

also entirely possible that Mtiller-Guttenbrunn chose the play
himself: as this drama was sui generis

,

he may have thought it would

attract a public which had proven indifferent to more conventional
fare.

On the other hand, Mtiller-Guttenbrunn himself may have sensed

and responded to the same traits in Karma as had the Rundschau re-

viewer and thus had presented it, because the play reflected the
"spirit in which [his own] metaphysical requirements [were] rooted."
He had, after all, promised the Theater Association that the repertoire

would reflect his innermost tastes.

In any event, he misjudged the

tastes of his public for he was obliged after only three performances
to replace Karma with a more popular comedy, Auf Strafurlaub

.

This

offended Bleibtreu, who departed from Vienna without bothering to
take personal leave of MUller-Guttenbrunn.

^

And when he returned a

few months later, he joined the growing ranks of MUller-Guttenbrunn's
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enemies and grew outspoken in
his criticism of the director. 11
The Failure of a Party
Playwright

Not long after Bleibtreu's
departure Mdller-Guttenbrunn

offended a second important, if not
established, dramatist.

Hans

Arnold Schwer, Christian Social
municipal councillor, Theater Association member, critic for the
DeutschejL^^
and author of an
anti-Jewish polemic about the Hilsner
case, had apparently urged

MUller-Guttenbrunn for some time to produce
one of his plays. 12

m

August 1900 the director informed him that
the theater was "at his
disposal any time" and requested him to
select the day and month for
the performance of his work Per Dorflump
von Dellach 13
.

As Schwer 's

play was a patriotic Volksstuck about the
struggle of the Tyroleans
and Austrians against the French during
the Napoleonic era, the two

agreed to present the

play— which Schwer himself seems

to have selected-

on October 3, the nameday of the emperor. 14

The clericals and German Nationalists were predictably favorable in their reviews.

Referring to the Volksblatt 's two-column paean

to "the bloodless dramatics of its ritual murder editor," the
Socialists

however, detected and regretted the existence of "a second clique

.

.

.

no more charming than the liberal," but nonetheless praised the acting
and sets.

15

The liberals ridiculed the work.

They implied that Schwer

had plundered Anzengruber, and the Tagblatt conjectured that the editor,
tired of inventing ritual murder fairy tales, one night had read the

great dramatist and then fallen asleep to have thus a play ripen in his

head.

Awakening, he

Vet . tasted> „

am

,

^^

audience had had to atone for
the dream. 16
nnsubtle ideologioal

novations
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^

Dle Zelt . alert to the

of the author, asserted
that the

unenlightened audience of the
municipal theater had discovered
in
the play the unwholesome
collusion it loved: "Army and
priesthood
crowned each of the three acts
with a ceremonious exchange of
their

mutual sympathies." 17

MUller-Guttenbrunn considered the Dorflump
Play,"

18

salvaged from utter artistic disaster
only by his technical

director, Amand Pohler, and a talented
cast.
work.

a "terrible

The public avoided the

Fearing Schwer 's displeasure, perhaps,
if the play met too

speedy a demise, MUller-Guttenbrunn
performed this dubious VolksstUck

fifteen times.

Schwer and his wife attended one of these
performances.

When the curtain fell, the playwright, his
face "distorted with rage,"

according to MUller-Guttenbrunn

,

quietly left the playhouse: no one

else had attended. 19 Schwer nonetheless demanded
an explanation through
his lawyer about why his work had not yielded larger
royalties.

Quite

plausibly, MUller-Guttenbrunn believed the editor-playwright's
subsequent emnity toward him stemmed from the failure of the Dorflump

.

The director also claimed in his memoirs that it was at that time that
he recognized the complete impotence of the anti-Semitic press as

championed by the Deutsches Volksblatt
readers to attend the play.

,

which in vain had urged its

This insight, however, did not prevent

MUller-Guttenbrunn from continuing to contribute an occasional article
to this ineffectual paper.
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Mutter Sorge: The First
Success of a
Vtflkisch Playwright
After the embarrassment of
the

Dp^l^,

MUller-Guttenbrunn

seems for a time to have
abandoned his attempts to court
influential
Playwrights as well as his
experimentation with unusual plays.
Yet
his next two productions, a
regular farce and a conventional
drama,

were in all respects among the
least successful of the season.

At

this nadir in the theater's
fortunes, Mutter gorge , . VolksstUck

by an unknown playwright Rudolf
Hawel, attained one of the few

genuine successes of the JubilHums
Theater.

Because this play, a

valuable contemporary social comment,
exemplified the type of work

which MUller-Guttenbrunn was ostensibly
attempting to encourage,
and which he also hoped would help to
revive earlier literary and

dramatic traditions, certain details about
its creation, MUller-

Guttenbrunn

'

s

acquaintance with its author, and about the work it-

self are important for what they reveal about the
entire theater project.

Whereas MUller-Guttenbrunn claims to have first met Hawel

during the summer of 1899, the author of Mutter SorRe seems to
have

been an admirer of the director as early as the crisis in the Raimund
Theater back in January 1896.
to MUller-Guttenbrunn,

In that year Hawel dedicated a poem

in which he scorned the director's adversaries

as a "pack of scoundrels." 20 Hawel was all too well acquainted with the
ii

personification "Mother Care" in his play, who relentlessly persecutes
a lower middle-class

family.

As a school teacher and private tutor,
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he knew firsthand what
economic hardship was and had
been hardpressed to support his own
family.
One day he was inspired
to write
a drama whose central
figure would be visible to
the audience and
to only one of the characters
on stage who, as he lay
dying, acknowledged "Serge" as his life's
true companion. 21 *e» he
had completed
two acts of this Volkssttlck,
he obtained an interview with
MUller-

Guttenbrunn in the letter's summer
house in Weidling and read
portions
of the play to him. The director
was immediately enthusiastic,
but
two weeks after the interview
he reconsidered and claimed he
was un-

able to risk production in spite
of the piay's obvious merits.

thereupon approached Hermann Bahr.

Hawel

This famous liberal critic, a

playwright in his own right, was even more
enthusiastic about Mutter

Jorge than Milller-Guttenbrunn, whom Bahr had
opposed as Raimund Theater
director.

22

Bahr urged Hawel to withdraw his play from
MUller-Gutten-

brunn and promised to get it produced in
another theater.
and probably also gratified by the "favorable
judgment

Surprised,

...

of the

leader of the Viennese literary Jews," as he expressed
it, the play-

wright attempted

to

retrieve his work. 23

When Mttller-Guttenbrunn

learned of Bahr's interest, he became, according to Hawel,
"terribly

angry," reacting, perhaps, to a symbolic threat, and insisted on pro-

ducing the Volkssttlck himself.

Mutter Sorge received its premiere

October 23, 1900.
Hawel

T

s

work was an immediate success with the public.

Per-

formed fifty times in the JubilMums Theater during the third season,

Mutter Sorge toured the provinces and appeared in Germany and

"
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Czechoslovakia. 25

The author became a celebrity
overnight, his

financial burdens were eased
for a time by his royalties,
and he
was awarded a literary prize
in
1901.

With the exception of the
Socialists who, as one would
expect, detected in Mu^ter^orge
a dramatization of the
class struggle, 26
the reactions of other political
factions were varied and less
predictable. The reviews of the liberals
for once betrayed such envy

over the success of an "Aryan poet" 27
that Karl Kraus ridiculed their

obvious consternation.

It was no longer necessary, he
claimed,

for

an aspiring author to dance with the
daughter of a Concordia committee

member during a club evening, in order to
be considered
talent.

28

a

literary

Most clerical reviews were favorable and,
in an obvious

attempt to incite controversy, defended Hawel
against the "slights"
of the liberals.

Critical reaction even to a manifestly non-political

play was thus transformed into a party affair.

Hawel claimed that

the director of the Berlin Lessing Theater, where
Mutter Sorge

appeared, had urged him to initiate legal action against the
Berliner

Tagblatt for having labeled him an anti-Semite.

This the author de-

clined to do on grounds that he had never truckled to the Christian
Socials and considered it beneath his dignity therefore to truckle
"to the Jewish liberal Berlin press.

2^

In spite of a tendency on the part of the clericals to con-

sider the unexpected success of Mutter Sorge a political rather than
an artistic achievement, at least one clerical paper revealed a

genuinely aesthetic concern with the question of realism.

Das Vaterland

s
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stated that the sudden and
unexpected way in which Mutter Sor,.

appeared and carried on dialogs
with her victims "marked
pronounced
poetic talent" in its realistic
30
effect.

At the end of the play,

however, she quite unrealistically
became as banal as her children,

for as soon as her family devoted
itself to honest toil, she departed.

In real life "Sorge" was much more
stubborn and harder to

expel.

Hawel »s negotiations with Bahr and
Muller-Guttenbrunn over
the production of Mutter Sorge foreshadowed
an unbecoming, if character-

istic ideological tergiversation which was
increasingly to mark his
career.

With increasing frequency he came to write
alternately for

now liberal, then anti-Semitic papers, adjusting
his standpoint
accordingly.

Soon after having made the most of the continuing
per-

sonal rivalry between Bahr and MUller-Guttenbrunn, in order
to get
his play performed in the party theater, Hawel submitted to
MUller-

Guttenbrunn a drama ridiculing the Christian Socials, their leader,
and the politicization of the Viennese school system. 31

MUller-

Guttenbrunn rejected Die Politiker forthwith, claiming that its performance in the municipal playhouse would create a scandal.

Hawel'

second work was produced, however, at the Raimund Theater in January
1904, several months after the demise of the party stage.

attained a success second only to Mutter Sorge

,

Die Politiker

and both works retained

their popularity in Viennese Volk theaters as late as the mid 1920's.

While at least one critic considered Mutter

Sorp;e

unoriginal,

he recognized in Hawel a literary descendant of Raimund, whose spirit
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permeated the e„ tire

^«

This qualUy> which

^^^^

apparent to Muller-Guttenbrunn,
should have endeared the
work to
him, too.
It is in fact surprising
that the man who admired
traditional Volksstu-cke and who
immediately recognized the Volk
merits
of Havel's first play did
not in the beginning cooperate
with the
author to improve and promote
it-let alone reject out of hand a

second similar composition.

Financial difficulties and efforts
to

solve them with loans may have
obstructed objective aesthetic judgment.

In light of his attempt to
deal with less conventional works

during the third season, he might
also have overcompensated and

underestimated the appeal and potential
popularity of Mutter Sorge

.

On the other hand, after two seasons
of mostly mediocre successes

with VolksstUcke, he may have become exasperated
at the futility of
promoting such works.

In any case, the production of Mutter Sorge

in the JubilHums Theater seems to have been
a lucky stroke, which

occurred in spite of, rather than because of
Mttller-Guttenbrunn

's

efforts to revive the Volk muse.

Das Kind

:

A Rare Example of Social Solicitude

While the next successful production of the third season

was also

a

VolksstUck, this work, too, was unconventional in so far

as it took the somewhat irregular form of a protest against child

abuse.

A play such as this, which attempted to deal constructively

with social problems, was clearly

a rarity in the

JubilHums Theater.

Produced toward the end of November 1900, Das Kind was the third and
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last of Antonie Baumberg's
works to be

stage.

peered

on the municipal

Muller-Guttenbrunn states that
ever since

fi-t drama,

Ein^e^h^,

^

the authoress grew

had refused his artistic
suggestions

.

Her last tWQ

success

^

^

^

he

had for reason of this
aesthetic indifference been
marred by crass
effects; she had, in a word,
become too "literary," too
"modern,"
and spoiled by the flattery
of her shallow admirers. 33
Mdller-

Guttenbrunn's criticisms were
probably motivated by his displeasure
over Baumberg's friendship with
prominent liberal literati: her
success in liberal circles would
doubtless have aroused his envy and
disapproval, since he probably considered
her his own protegee whom
he had hoped to develop as an
authoress of regional plays. 34

According to Muller-Guttenbrunn, Baumberg
was distraught
because the popular and critical success
of her latest work had not

proven as great as she had hoped; and she
soon evinced the despair

which would lead to her suicide less than two
years later.

Although

critical reaction was not as unfavorable as she
seemed to think,
certain reviewers in all factions did severely
criticize Das Kind

which was performed fifteen times.

,

Critics objected most frequently

to the play's bias against the shibboleths of their
respective parties.

The clerical Reichspost

,

for example, criticized the authoress* pre-

judice against the nobility and all organized charity, 35 while the
liberal Zeit disapproved of her ideological abuse of the stage:

»
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Frau Baumberg made the
suburban audience
«"uj-eiice exult,
exult-- h„*
u
but she
also steerpH
_
f„ii
int0 P hilist inism and
fed it
with maxims or rhhe m ° St
banal
and
trivial
intellect
?
*hl
th
th
eX 3 kind ° f election mee
ng'
tellW the people
telling
\ those things they like
to hear

u

\

T

T*

T

.

'

'

'

Although they had initially
criticized the structure of
the
Plot and certain technical
shortcomings of Das_JCind, the
German
Nationalists through the Ost^ieut^^
later began fcQ
praise this Volksstdck as an
achievement of an Austrian bard.

Foreign exemplars, this paper
asserted, were no longer necessary, 37
suggesting perhaps that any artistic
merit of a play was secondary
to political considerations.

which caused Baumberg

s

Perhaps it was this type of critique

real despair: shortly after her death
all

the leading dailies published one
of her letters regretting the

politicization of the Viennese literary world.

The Beginning of the Volksblatt

's

Hostility

MUller-Guttenbrunn opened the second half of the third
season

with the guest performance of Ferdinand Bonn, a former
Burg Theater
actor who had joined the Raimund Theater ensemble.

This addition to

the Jubilaums Theater troupe may have been intended primarily
to

improve the quality of classical presentations, which to date had not
fared very well with either critics or public.

During his thirty-day

engagement in January 1901 Bonn starred in five plays, including
Schiller's Die RMuber
der

lflgtj

,

one of his own dramas Per Pastorssohn

by Grillparzer, The Merchant of Venice

,

and Hamlet

,

Weh' dem

.

Though
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critics provided generally
favorable reviews of Bonn's
the

reminder of

the players suffered by
comparison, so that the net

result was unfortunate, and
Muller-Guttenbrunn seemed glad to
get
rid
of him.
Among other detrimental
things, the actor quarrelled

with the director about making
available some reviewer's seats
for
the smaller papers, so that
he could increase his share
of the earnings from Hamlet; he also
avoided rehearsals, demeaned
other members
of the troupe, and introduced
the hated practice of
flower-throwing. 38
Of greater import for the
future of the theater was the

reaction of the Vp^k^blatt to the
quality of some of the presentations in which Bonn starred.
a series of critical attacks,

In January 1901 Hans Arnold
Schwer began

thus initiating open hostility between

this leading Christian Social paper
and MUller-Guttenbrunn

.

Schwer

described the production of Hamlet as
unpolished and blamed Muller-

Guttenbrunn for presenting
hearsed.

a play

which had been insufficiently re-

Muller-Guttenbrunn objected to Schwer 's review in

to Vergani,

the publisher of the Volksblatt

;

a letter

and in the course of his

protest he implied that Schwer was only retaliating,
because of the
failure of his own first play and the theater's rejection
of his second

There should be no trace "of injured vanity," the director went
on, or

discontentment over material gain "in the relationship between the
most important anti-Semitic paper and the only Jew-free theater in the

world."

That "could only lead to the compromising of the anti-Semitic

press and to the harming of our theater."

Adding that the exultation

of the theater's opponents "would be indescribable if the anti-Semites
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became divided" and "the
theater had to suffer
from it," MilllerGuttenbrunn concluded by
requesting Vergani's
intervention. 39
In light of the political
nature of the theater
and the
VollSsblatt's role as the principal
party organ, Mllller-Cuttenbrunn's
concern over the alienation
of this paper was
pertinent and reasonable.
Less so, however, was his
communication to the president
of the Concordia: the very existence of
this letter, apart from
its specific
contents, suggested an obliviousness
on the director's part to
his own
political situation. On February
12, 1901, just one week before
he
wrote Vergani, Mdller-Guttenbrunn
protested that he had received no
ticket to the annual ball.
Since all of his actors had
been invited,
the director it would seem felt
justifiably offended that he had been

omitted and he demanded an explanation. 40
Yet it would be of interest to know
precisely why Mllller-

Guttenbrunn wrote to the Concordia.

Was he genuinely offended because

he had (for all he knew through an oversight)
received no ticket to
the ball?

Or was he motivated again by opportunism,
or by fear of

political isolation, or by impudence and impulsiveness?

And it may

also be asked, did he write to Vergani primarily
for political reasons,
in order to reaffirm publicly his loyalty to the
goals of the theater,

or to reassure himself in some compulsive psychological
way of his
own loyalty?

An answer might shed considerable light on the causes

of his consistently erratic behavior.

Yet in none of his extant writings

does Mllller-Guttenbrunn betray the slightest awareness of the anomaly
of requesting an invitation to a social function of a liberal literary

.
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association, which must have had
Jewish members, and then
shortly
after this turning about and
urging solidarity among
anti-Semites
In still a third letter written
during the winter of 1901,
he insisted that the Jubilaums Theater
was politically neutral,
that "the
most orthodox Jew [could] say
nothing against [his] leadership
of
this stage." 41 Considering the
number of political plays
presented
during the second season and the
critical reaction to them, of which

MUller-Guttenbrunn could not have been
unaware, it

is

difficult in-

deed to defend his honesty without
impugning his sagacity.

Even

though he may have wished to vindicate
his management of the theater,
his letters suggest an intellectual
disjointedness

least a dubious capacity to compartmentalize.

,

or at the very

Such expediency may

also have manifested itself in his selection
of plays.
It seems odd,

for example, that Mttller-Guttenbrunn would

insert a travesty on sociology and Marxism— for so
it was interpreted
by leading dailies of all persuasions— between Hamlet
and Per Ver -

schwender, a Raimund fantasy.
titz

42

Per VolksbeglUcker by Fedor von Zobel-

was also a departure from the usual fare in the Jubilaums

Theater; it is not surprising that it saw only three performances. 43
In this play a sociologist of aristocratic descent inherits money, a

castle, and a large farm.

Oeciding to put his professional theories

into practice, the sociologist with the aid of a mad architect and
an eccentric physician builds attractive houses and a library for his

farmers, suppresses their drinking habits, and reduces their working

hours in an attempt to educate them.

But the farmers rebel, preferring
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their former small, dirty
abodes and raucous

^^ ^
^

new ways, so that the
people's benefactor is compelled
to abandon
his scheme and surrender
his dominion to an
experienced taskmaster.
While MUller-Guttenbrunn
considered this an "excellent
comedy,"

44

few critics agreed since,
as one could expect in a
tense

political climate, Voiksbe^lUcJ^
offended rather than amused.
The
liberals objected to the "Biehlohlawek
humor with its animosity
toward books, physicians, education
and humanity," the Socialists
to the meandering satire,
and the clericals to the "bungled
oppor-

tunity" to ridicule Social Democratic
45
teachings.

Nearly all critics

complained of the antiquated comedy devices,
while the Christian
Social Deutsche Zeitung expressed surprise
over the audible disapproval
of the audience.

The entire critical reaction could in
fact be inter-

preted as a reprimand for MUller-Guttenbrunn,
who it was suggested had
failed utterly in his task as dramaturgist.

Anti-Semitic journalists soon implied the director was
failing
in other respects as well.

After one paper had charged that two of

his actors were Jews, the Reichspos t and the Volksblatt
made such

commotion that the performers were obliged
gentile descent. 46

to

a

furnish proof of their

MUller-Guttenbrunn complained that not only did

these attacks spoil business during the month of February 1901, but
that this incident also caused two more papers in the liberal camp to

refuse to print his advertisements.

The recent episode, they alleged,

proved his obvious dependency on the anti-Semites. 47

Without immediate-

ly replying to this allegation, MUller-Guttenbrunn claims that during
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this incident he thought
for the flrat tlme about
ridding
of the directorship.
As lt turned out he did

^^

^

the following month after
having unsuccessfully
attempted to elicit

liberal approval of the
naturalistic

onizing his sponsors.
praised

De^unge^ without

antag-

While clerical reviewers had
generally

Mr^Li^el^

and largely ignored naturalistic
tendencies

in other plays, their objections
to

^ung^err

were so vehement

that MUller-Guttenbrunn had to
replace it after only three
performances

There is not doubt that the identity
of the author inspired the disapproval: Gustav Andreas Ressel was
48
an
alleged Freemason.

Clerical Disapproval Widens

In many clerical papers Freemasonry
was being attacked at

this time as an anti-monarchical,
anti-Catholic organization led by

the Jews.

While the importance of Freemasonry as a secret
society

opposed to throne and altar seems actually to have
declined by 1900,
in all probability the clericals would have
assailed the Masons in

any case: Masonic toleration and their cosmopolitanism were
intrinsi-

cally opposed to the intense parochialism of the Christian Socials.

During the winter of 1901 the sensationalist Oesterreichische
Volkspost had devoted

a series of articles

to the

Freemasonic tend-

encies of the JubilMums Theater, claiming that MUller-Guttenbrunn

was himself secretly a Mason.

Other papers such as the Volksblatt

and the Reichspost took up a similar cry.

A few days before the

play's premiere, the Volkspost reported that Per junge Herr had been
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written by a Freemason.

The resulting uproar

proved

an inter-

pellation in the municipal
council and an atte.pt on
the part of
the theater's critics to
interest Lueger in the matter.
Refusing
to become involved, let
alone to intervene, the
mayor said he had
no interest in the selection
of plays.

And when Milller-Guttenbrunn

heatedly denied his and Ressel's
present Freemasonic membership
Lueger, he replied that it
made no difference how many
of his

to

followers had been Masons, as
long as they were no longer. 49

Clerical papers did not share
Lueger '. indifference, however, and the journalistic furor
continued, reaching its peak in
the reviews of Ressel's play.

Since all the remaining factions
had

taken a stand in the affair, critical
reaction, to this work betrayed
an unusual consensus along party
and ideological lines.

With the

exception of the Deutsche Zeitung, whose
publisher Wahner had also
been accused of being a Freemason, the
Christian Socials as a group

condemned Per junge Herr.

The theme of the play, the decline and

suicide of a dissolute young Viennese manufacturer,
lent itself to

moralistic clerical attack.

One Christian paper, for example, be-

lieved the concluding suicide was markedly antithetical
to "the

Christian belief in

a

resurrection and retribution after death."

This same paper also detected in the play "the whole destructive
drift of Freemasonry." 50

Professing incredulity that mother love,

"which is indeed sacred to everyone," should be responsible for the

suicide of the junge Herr

,

the Volksblatt feared that the "Christian

German audience of which we in this theater are justly proud" would

.
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be driven away by works
that glorified frivolity
and crime. 51 In
Similar fashion, the Vojlcspost,
which had Instigated the
who!e
critical onslaught, suggested
that the very performance
of such a
play degraded the theater and
that the presence of Jews
In the

theater was regretted by the
regular audience. 52

ftIle the Deutsche

Zeltung proclaimed the play a
success, Its critic nonetheless
revealed a telling desire for more
substantial
Intellectual fare,

though In general he approved
MUller-Guttenbrunn

's

artistic manage-

ment
The Socialists used the play and
the critical contention

surrounding it in order to ridicule what
they saw as the stupidity
of the "clerical blockheads," who, with
their "silly denunciation,"

had promoted the success of Ressel's work.

Interpreting the audience's

applause as "a demonstration in part against the
base hecklers who

wanted to have this work suppressed," the Marxist
Arbeiter Zeltung
explained the behavior of the Christian Socials as an
attempt to crush
Freemasonry.

53

In this way the Socialists criticized the repressive

tactics of their chief opponents and implied that the ruling party
had been obliged by its weakening circumstances to resort to such

desperate measures.

Without commenting specifically about the tactics

of the Christian Socials, the German Nationalists suggested that

MUller-Guttenbrunn had been right in producing the work, and to this
extent sided with the opponents of the clericals.
The most favorable critical response to the play itself was

provided by the liberals and political neutrals who felt able to
extract positive moral lessons from what they saw as their own theories
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-finned.

The

^ ^f,

worthy message" in the play:

"

for example, cited a
"very praise-

T he author illustrated

the fact that

in industrial families the
grandchildren very often carelessly

dissipate the inheritance of
their ancestors."
the

In^ess^n^B^

Along similar llneSj

thought the thrust of the
drama honorable:

"Raise and educate your children
well, so that they may prosper
in
54
this world."
While the liberals may have wanted
to demonstrate
that positive lessons could be
drawn even from such sordid themes,

an ulterior motive for their
approval of Per junge Herr may have

lain in Ressel himself: Ressel was
a man much maligned by the

Christian Socials for his supposed
anti-clerical tendencies and
was thus an ideal rallying point for
liberals who felt culturally
isolated.

The liberal Extrablatt, however, merely
revealed contempt

for the reaction of the ruling party to
Per junge Herr

.

This paper

remarked that those who saw Ressel, a "corpulent
little man with a

good-natured face, gleaming spectacles and an even more
gleaming

cranium," taking his bows to ever stronger applause
after each act,
had to think, "'well, if the Volk soul

is afraid of this danger,

then it is really a poor soul!'" 55
Yet another ground for liberal approval and clerical dis-

approval of this play was suggested by Karl Kraus who charged that
the liberal literary clique was composed of Freemasons: "The true

deeds of the Freemasons speak for themselves

—with

their hands.

We

have them to thank for premiere successes, we have them to thank for
an increase in the critical and manual claque." 56

Since many lodge
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^

brothers were pl ay„ r i ghts
as well as

^

^

he stated, "one hand
washes the other and both
applaud." 57

Student Nationalis m

Whatever the true cause of the
pointed reactions to Der
inngejlerr, Mliller-Guttenbrunn discarded
the work.

As if to re-

assure the theater's sponsors of
his loyalty to some of their
political goals, he next presented
Deutsche T reue, . nationalistic drama
by Felix Dahn.
Its strident nationalism and
all-student cast made
this tribute to a tenth-century
German king, Heinrich der Vogler,

largely another experimental production.

As he had done in a few

other instances, Muller-Guttenbrunn donated
the proceeds to a charitable cause, in this case to two university
fraternities.

Although

this was originally a German Nationalistic
play, the director

attempted to eliminate those portions he thought
would offend

Christian Social patriotism.

Rather than have the work appeal speci-

fically to the clericals or to the Nationalists, his goal
in editing was to please all varieties of anti-Semites, whose good
will, he

assured Baumann, was necessary to the survival of the theater. 58

Unfortunately for Mliller-Guttenbrunn, one of the main clerical organs,
the Reichspost

,

was still offended by Dahn's anti-Catholicism and

most other Christian Social reviewers seemed oblivious to the diplomatic intentions of the director.

While Deutsche Treue

roused the

ardor of the Nationalists and student audience, whose "Heil-shouts

I!

resounded during the performance, 59 this presentation seems to have
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failed to create the expected
good will among the
The liberals and Socialists,
though tactful in their
counts ahout
the performance, tended
to belittle the play's
literary value. As
the third season drew to a
close, Muller-Guttenbrunn
had good reason
to ponder his general
lack of success and to think
it peculiar "that
a theater director [such
as himself] made enemies
of those he wished
to cultivate." 60

The Anti-Materialism of Eigen
thum

Although the third season may for
the most part be considered a year of repertoire
experimentation, Muller-Guttenbrunn

continued to produce Biedermeier comedies,
classics, and VolksstUcke as before, holding to his determination
to revive traditional
drama.

In presenting Eigenthum

,

Wolfgang Madjera's second play, the

director provided yet a further example of
both his aesthetic persistence and his political ineptitude: if he were
convinced of

a

playwright's talent, he would often continue to produce
his works
regardless of their apparent lack of merit.

Beyond its obsolete-

ness, Madjera's newest drama possessed the disadvantage
of being
a successor to the unpopular Conrad Vorlauf

little but partisan emotion.

Eigenthum

,

,

a play that

stimulated

performed only twice,

shared other traits with Madjera's first work besides lack of popularity.

Both plays, in iambics, betrayed their author's predilection

for a stilted classical literary style. 61

In both works the pro-

tagonists are victimized by sketchily depicted and implicitly evil
forces: the hero in Eigenthum

,

an Alpine farmer who refuses to deed
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his house and land to a
railroad company, Is destroyed
by capitalists just as Vorlauf is
sacrificed in a power struggle
between two
archdukes.
Ei^enthu™ once more revealed
Madjera's penchant for

propagandizing, with the difference
that his second drama directly
promoted religiosity instead of
attacking Sociali sm as in Conrad
Vorlauf.
The plays differed mainly in
plot development and setting.
The clerical press responded
differently to Eigenthum than
it had to Conrad Vorlauf
.

While in 1899 most Christian Social

papers had hailed Madjera's first
play as
poet,

a

masterpiece by an Aryan

these same papers two years later
dismissed Eigenthum merely

as bad drama.

Moreover, a visible disillusionment with
the anti-

Semitic theater was thoroughly evident
in at least one important

clerical paper.

After citing one significant detail-the
murder of

a Jewish business agent by the farmer
as a concession to anti-

Semitism— the Reichspost went on

to ask its readers if they did not

really make higher demands of a Christian stage. 62

Coming surprising-

ly from a clerical source, this skeptical query about
politicized

artistic endeavor was soon corrected by a return to anti-Semitism.

Regardless of party faction, few reviewers praised Eigenthum

.

So

caustic was much of the criticism that the Volksblatt and the Deutsche

Zeitung

,

for example,

its negative attitude.

felt obliged to censure the "Jewish press" for

These two papers apparently thought it was

their prerogative to determine to what extent their proteges should

be criticized.
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An Experiment with
Neo-Classicism

MUller-Guttenbrunn's final experimental
play of the season,
Tantalos by Meinrad Sadil, created
another critical furor. As in
Der Junge jjerr, the identity
of the author seems to have
stimulated
as much excitement as the
play itself among the Christian
Socials.
But this time in the other
direction: they were delighted with
the

playwright, who was a priest and
teacher of literature at the Schot-

tengymnasium

.

Not surprisingly, religious and
classical themes were

intertwined in his work which foreshadowed
such penetrating and in-

quiring works as Camus' Le My the de Sisvp
he.

In Sadil

's

tragedy man-

kind, desiring its true God and
realizing its need for His true love,

rebels against Tantalos, usurper of Zeus's
devine power, despite its
fear of punishment by the mortal, if terrible
usurper.

reviewer subscribed to Sadil

's

One clerical

central idea that no power which had

deposed God and arrogated His dominion to himself
could ever be

a

positive force, but rather must ultimately drag mankind
into barbarism
Yet this same critic also suggested that the political identity
of
the author was just as important as these tidings:
It was a pleasant sight for a Christian soul to behold
for once in the theater a Catholic priest returning
thanks for the ringing applause bestowed upon him, because one usually encounters a Ghetto figure at such
occasions .63

—

Wondering whether the applause was conferred upon the poet or
the priest,

the liberals implied that the fame of Tantalos would prove

fleeting in spite of its topical merit. 6 4
'

Sadil's tragedy was in fact
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performed only six times.

The initial public
enthusiasm was evoked

largely by student audiences.

The regular audience of
the dubilaums

Theater doubtless lacked the
classical background recited
to understand the allusions.
Apart from a desire to please
his clerical sponsors by
presenting a work by a priest,
Miiller-Guttenbrunn 's production of

Tantalos reveals

a

quixotic strain in his personality.

Though he

certainly had sufficient reason to
realize by the end of the third
season what sort of fare would
appeal
to his public, he persisted

in following his own idiosyncratic
and often miscalculated taste
to perform at inopportune times
a work selected for its putative

moral or aesthetic value alone, to accord
with his own ideas about

what his audiences really wanted.

In this instance, as in others,

he appears to have behaved almost in
a visionary manner, flying in
the face of good sense to realize an illusory
and utterly impractical

ideal.

Nothing can better illustrate this dubious propensity
than

his attitude toward three virulently anti-Jewish
plays, the anti-

Semitism of which he flatly denied. 65

In his memoirs he describes

his excitement after having read during the summer of 1900
one of

them

»

SBhne Israels

.

Asserting that this work was an accurate and

objective depiction of orthodox Jewish life in Czarist Russia,

MUller-Guttenbrunn submitted it to the censor, together with two
similar plays, Harte Hande and Die BUsserin 66
.

When their per-

formance was forbidden, he published the first two works, whose merit
he defended in a letter to the Volksblatt

.

Although MUller-Guttenbrunn

1

s
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ultimate motives are as elusive
as ever, in this instance
he may
have intended to prove that he
was an anti-Semite in the
face of

current charges to the contrary
in the clerical press;
letters he
wrote at that time to reaffirm his
belief in the objectivity of
these dramas seem consistent with
his subsequent claims.

Despite his apparent illusions about
SBhne Israels

.

MUller-Guttenbrunn remained realistic about
the gravity of his
financial plight toward the end of the
third season.

Unable to pay

his lease on March 1, 1901 and the
actors' salaries during the

summer vacation, he was obliged once again
to borrow.

In his diary

he designated his situation as "quite
critical" and predicted the

ruin of his enterprise unless the fourth
season proved to be more

profitable than the preceding two.

Attributing his fiscal diffi-

culties solely to the unfavorable political position of the
theater,

he blamed "the power of the Jewish press and the stupidity
of the

anti-Semitic party press" for forcing the playhouse into "a Christian
Social corner."

Still convinced that his view of the Jewish question

was unbiased, he continued to consider the censure of the liberals
unjust.

And the hostility of the anti-Semitic press, he thought,

stemmed from the fact of his resistance to journalistic attempts to

interfere in the theater's affairs.

Opposed to active anti-Semitism

in the dramatic arts, he would only support a Jew-free theater that

he could place "in the service of German art and German culture, as
a theater promoting anti-Semitism would stand outside the sphere in

which art and morality still thrive.
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In addition to revealing
his undaunted hopes
about the

therapeutic effect of his stage
on German culture,
Mtiller-Guttenbrunn suggested that robust
morality and artistic develops

were impossible outside a
Germanic milieu.

This is one of the .ore

significant passages in his diary
as it records a departure
from,
or at least a refinement of,
his earlier and simpler
beliefs.
In
spite of an increasing tendency
to belittle the contemporary
cultural
achievements of other nationalities
since the late 1880 's, he had

until 1901 acknowledged the viability
of their artistic development.
From the end of the third season
onward he seems to have retracted
even this stand.

Cultural matters were of secondary
importance in

this diary entry, however, overshadowed
as it was by the problem

of his own professional survival and
that in turn of his family
in the event of bankruptcy.

He had begun to think once more about

writing for a living, but did not know which way

to turn:

"In the

'Jewish papers' there is no longer room for me,
and the others pay

starvation wages."

He decided to persevere in his managerial en-

deavors if only to survive, for "all other questions
assume secondary

importance."

68

The last two years of his tenure at the theater would

be overshadowed by financial anxieties.
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Footnotes

Huten

Freunde."

Mdller-Guttenbrunn, "Tagebucher

,

"

Heft

VIII, Summer, 1900.
2

The socialists, for example,
stated that "the 'historical

Play' of [Oskar] von Redwitz, who
for a long time had also
been a
'Christian,' i.e. a clerical poet,
is
without any poetic beauty
or animation."
"Das 'historische Schauspiel'
des Herrn v. Redwitz,
.

der lange Zeit auch ein

'

christlicher

,

'

.

.

das heisst klerikaler Dichter

war, ist zudem ohne jedwege
poetische Schonheit oder dichterischen

Schwung."

Kr., "Stadttheater

,

"

Arbeiter Zeitung

.

September 2, 1900.

The Christian Socials approved the
drama because "it was an

agreeable feeling to hear from the stage
once again the beautiful,

quintessential^ German speech of the poet, inspired
by Christian
spirit, and to see once again his masterfully
delineated characters in

superb personification."

"Es war ein Wohlgefuhl, wieder einmal die

schBne, kerndeutsche und von christlichem Geiste
beseelte Sprache des

Dichters von der BUhne herab zu hb*ren und wieder einmal
seine meisterhaft gezeichneten Charaktergestalten in vortref f licher Verk8rperung
zu sehen."

Sch-r.

,

"KaiserjubilHums-Stadttheater

blatt, September 2, 1900, in Z.A.M-G.

No.

,

"

Deutsches Volks -

4,

1.

Philippine

Welser's husband became the German Emperor Ferdinand

I.

See Oskar

,

4,

pp.

Schlirer, Prag: Kultur, Kunst, Geschichte (Wien: Verlag Dr. Hans

Epstein, 1930), pp. 113-118, 120-124, 127, 137, 138.

:
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3

For information on Bleibtreu

Soergel and Curt Hohoff,

have consulted Albert

Dichtun,,^

August Bagel Verlag, 1961),

Segen

I

I,

(Dilsseldorf

42, 47-49, 66.

die Einflflsse des Ostens.

Kampfes der deutschen Bilrgerschaf
t

.

.

.

Ein glHnzender Erfolg dieses

wo die gan 2e Literatur unter

dem beherrschenden Einflusse
Fremder stehe.

.

.

.

Kernpunkt ehrlicher Arbeit germanischen
Geistes."
Die Reichswehr

,

als den Mittel _ und

"Bleibtreu-Banket

September 30, 1900, in Z.A.M-G., No.
4,

p.

,"

74.

'"Ftlr das StUck haben zwei
Narren gehBrt, einer der's schreibt,

und einer, der's auf fdhrt

.

'

MUller-Guttenbrunn, Erinnerungen

"

"tiefen VerstMndnis

.

»

"So

p.

151.

Carl Bleibtreu, "Das 'Karma' in der

Literatur," Wiener Rundschau, no date, in
Z.A.M-G., No. 4,
7

.

feme seinem Empfinden

73.

p.

auch der ganze Handel lag, geizte

es dennoch nicht mit Zeichen aufrichtiger
Anerkennung.

Es war, als

fllhlte es den Fltlgelschlag einer Poesie,
die nach dem Htfchsten strebt,

und als hBrte es das dumpfe Grollen verborgener
Stromungen, die auch

den Boden Osterreichs erzittern machen."
deutsche Rundschau
g

,

kilns

,

"Stadttheater

,

"

Ost-

September 19, 1900, in Ibid ., 46.

"gute deutsche Geist.

...

die Andere auf offenem Markte mit

larmender Aufdringlichkeit verhandelten.
und

tr.

...

man innerlich bereichert

tlerisch in Bann gehalten worden ist und dass man etwas von

jenem reinen indogermanischen Geist empfangen hat, in dem unsere metaphysischen Bedlirfnisse wurzeln."
September 21, 1900, in Ibid.

,

47.

tr.,

"Karma," Ostdeutsche Rundschau

,
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9

-

"nur, um einem neuen Autor
von Bedeutung i„ Wien das
Wort

geben."

Mtlller-Guttenbrunn, "Tagebdcher,"
Heft IX, September 10,

1900.
10.

MUller-Guttenbrunn resented the manner
of Bleibtreu

's

de-

parture and the "few frosty lines
in which he expressed his
ill-feeling,
but claimed Bleibtreu's ingratitude
would prevent him from such
future

foolishness as assisting established
writers,

"paar frostige Zeilen,

in denen er seiner Verstimmung
Ausdruck gibt."

According to George Mosse

,

the concept of Karma, or rebirth,

played a central role in vUlkisch
ideology.
Ideology

,

pp.

72,

74, 86,

Ibid., October 9, 1900.

See The Crisis of German

89.

Hermann Bahr, the famous critic and author,
provides an astute,
though not unbiased, evaluation of Bleibtreu:

"In each of his works there are erratic flashes
of genius, but
they immediately expire and suffocate in a
confused broth of

silliness, dirt, and crudeness.

Not that he is a dissolute,

disordered, incomprehensible genius, full of powerful
intellect
and at the same time drunk with himself, as for example
[was]

Grabbe with whom he liked to hear himself compared for some
time until he preferred to play the new Byron; but he merely

has in an otherwise empty, trivial, downright vulgar nature

occasional inexplicable touches of genius which do not fit
into his manner at all, do not agree with his nature and appear
to have burst in from the outside through some odd coincidence.
.

.

.

One can not rid oneself of the anxious feeling that

a
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beautiful and pleasing talent was
later distracted by
somber fate.'

a

1

"In jedem seiner Werke sind irre Blitze
von Genie; aber sie verloschen

gleich wieder und ersticken in einem
wttsten Brei von Albernheit, Schmutz
und Roheit.

Nicht dass er ein ausschweif endes

,

entordnetes, fassungs-

loses Genie ware, mMchtigen Geistes voll
und gleichsam trunken von sich
selber, wie etwa Grabbe, mit dem er sich eine
Zeitlang

gem

vergleichen

hBrte, bis er es vorzog, lieber den neuen Byron
zu spielen; sondern er

hat bloss in einer sonst leeren, platten, ja
geradezu gemeinen Natur

bisweilen unerklMrliche Anwandlungen von Genie, die in
seine Art gar
nicht passen, sich mit seinem Wesen nicht vertragen und von
aussen

durch irgendeinen nMrrischen Zufall hereingeplatzt scheinen.

wird das bange Geftthl nicht los

,

...

Man

es sei eine schbne und erfreuliche

Anlage spMter durch ein dUsteres VerhHngnis verstBrt worden." Quoted
in Soergel and Hohoff, Dichtung und Dichter der Zeit
12

1884.

,

I,

49.

Schwer (1865-1931) had been one of Lueger's followers since

His polemic, Die Wahrheit

liber

die Morde in Polna .was intended

to silence the demands of Tomas Masaryk for Hilsner's retrial.

Schwer

claimed Hilsner had murdered not one but two Christians, Agnes Hruza
and Marie Klima.

Most Christian Social papers assumed Hilsner's guilt.

Lueger stated in parliament on November 17, 1899 that he believed there
were Jewish sects which practiced ritual murder.

Hilsner affair see Johnston, The Austrian Mind
cited there.

,

For details of the
p.

28, and the literature

13,,

steht jederzeit zu ihrer VerfUgung."

Letter from MUller-

Guttenbrunn to Hans Arnold Schwer,
August 20, 1900, in Nachlass Thim,
"Copierbuch."
14

MUller-Guttenbrunn had originally intended
to present

VolksstUck about Emperor Joseph II on
October

3.

a

He was dissuaded by

certain anti-Semitic delegates who claimed
that the Jews considered
this emperor a philo-Semite

Tolerance.

,

because he had issued the Edict of

MUller-Guttenbrunn thought the disavowal of Joseph
II

was a sign of the times and added that he
had hitherto been so naive
as to consider him the ideal absolute
monarch.

The director referred

to the delegates as fools who "do not suspect
that they are the grave

diggers of anti-Semitism," thus implying his own racism.

As soon as

the Jewish question becomes a religious matter, he added,
"a single

Papal bull can abolish it."
des Antisemitismus sind.

September 10, 1900.

.

.

von der Erde hinwegtilgen.

"ahnen nicht, dass sie die Todtengraber

"

.

kann eine einzige papstliche Bulle ihn

MUller-Guttenbrunn, "TagebUcher

,

"

Heft IX,

Paul Bernard has suggested that the philo-Semitism

of Joseph II has been exaggerated.

See "Joseph II and the Jews: The

Origins of the Toleration Patent of 1782," Austrian History Yearbook

,

IV/V (1968-69), 101-119.
^~*"die

blutleere Dramatik seines Ritualmordredakteurs

eine zweite Clique

.

.

.

nicht lieblicher als die liberale."

"Stadttheater," Arbeiter Zeitung
p.

,

.

.

.

.

0.1.,

October 6, 1900, in Z.A.M-G., No. 4,

116.
16

in Ibid.

,

pp, "WMhringer Stadttheater," Wiener Tagblatt
110.

,

October 4, 1900,

t

Armee und Priesterthum kronen
jeden der drei Acte mit

einem feierlichen Austausch ihrer
gegenseitigen Sympathies
_Die

Zeit, October 6, 1900, in Ibid
18

"Es ist entsetzlich."

.

»

A.G.,

113.

,

Mllller-Guttenbrunn, "TagebUcher,"

Heft IX, October 1, 1900.
19

"verzerrten Zllgen."

Mllller-Guttenbrunn, Erinnerungen

,

p.

152

20,

"Lumpenpack."

Rudolf Hawel, poem dedicated to Mllller-Gutten-

brunn, Vienna, January 17, 1896, SBIN 34571.

Except where otherwise

indicated, my account of the creation of Mutter
Sorge has been taken

from an unpublished manuscript by Rudolf Hawel,
"Aus meinem Leben,"
SBIN 57.983, pp. 7-13.
21

Hawel claims to have received his inspiration after
reading

Mllller-Guttenbrunn 's second major speech to the Theater Association

in June, 1899.

Letter from Rudolf Hawel to Mllller-Guttenbrunn,

Vienna, June 26, 1899, SBIN 66.674.
22

Bahr informed Hawel that Hermann Sudermann, the world-famous

German author, would have made five plays out of the material in

Mutter Sorge

and that all the drama lacked was stage routine.

,

from Rudolf Hawel to Mllller-Guttenbrunn, Vienna, October

9,

Letter

1899,

SBIN 66.671.
23

juden."

Ibid
2A

25

Matka

S

"glinstiges Urtheil
.

.

.

von dem Ftlhrer der Wiener Literatur-

.

Bahr was a gentile.

"f Urchterlich zornig."

Hawel, "Aus meinem Leben, M p. 9.

In a suburb of Prague Hawel

taros

f

s

VolksstUck appeared as

and local papers reported the author's Czech descent.

"
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26

O.-l., "Stadttheater," Arbeiter
Zeitunp

.

October 24, 1900,

in Z.A.M-G., No. 4, p. 165.
27 T

In a brief review the Neue Freie
Press* remarked that the

lurking figure of "Sorge" had been
borrowed from Sudermann.

P resse

also insinuated into its critique a
contemptuous reference to Lueger's

profession as a lawyer.

Though they may have praised the play it-

self, other liberal papers found additional
reasons to complain.

Wiener Tagblatt

,

The

for example, blamed Milller-Guttenbrunn
for damaging

the play by eliminating an act necessary to
the elucidation of the

central idea, ostensibly because the act took place
in a night coffee

house, a locale unpalatable to the Jubilaums Theater
audience.

The

director, moreover, was reproached for allowing Rosa Fasser
as Frau
Sorge to speak her lines in sepulchral tones that transformed "the

affably admonishing figure" into a croaking Cassandra.

Hermann Bahr

slighted the municipal playhouse and its director by hoping to see
Hawel soon performed in "a great theater."
Neue Freie Presse

,

"JubilMums-Stadttheater

October 24, 1900, in Ibid.

mahnenden Gestalt." pp

,

,

"freundlich-

168.

"WHhringer Stadttheater," Wiener Tagblatt

October 24, 1900, in Ibid
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,

174.

"in einem grossen Theater."

"KaiserjubilHums-Stadttheater ," Neues Wiener Tagblatt
in Ibid.

,

166.

,

,

,

H.B.,

October 24, 1900,

Bahr subsequently congratulated Hawel on his "splendid

and great success."

"schBnen und grossen Erfolg."

Note from Hermann

Bahr to Rudolf Hawel, SBIN 56551.
28

Karl Kraus, Die Fackel, No. 58, in Z.A.M-G., No. 4, p. 213.
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Leben,"

"der jlldischliberalen Berliner
Presse."

Hawel, "Aus meinem

12.

p.

30„
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em
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ausgesprochenes poetisches Talent." r.,
"Jubi-

iMumstheater," Das Vaterland, October
24, 1900, in Z.A.M-G., No.
p.

4,

168.
_
31„
Hawel himself had received a written
reprimand from a clericalr

controlled school board in 1897, allegedly
for demonstrating Social

Democratic sympathies.
32

Rudolph Lothar, Das deutsche Drama der Gegenwart
(Munich:

Georg MUller, 1905),
33

"'literarischer'

Erinnerungen
34

.

pp.

36
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.

'moderner.'"

MUller-Guttenbrunn

155, 156.

He claimed she could have become a modern Charlotte
Birch-

Pfeiffer (1800-1868).
35

249.

p.

She was a writer of regional character studies.

Die Reichspost

,

November 23, 1900, in Z.A.M-G., No. 4,

302.

p.

"Frau Baumberg hat das Vorstadtpublikum zum Jauchzen gebracht;

sie steuerte aber auch mit Volldampf ihr Publikum ins Philisterium und
flitterte es mit Sentenzen der banalsten,

trivialsten Geistesart.

.

.

.

Sie hat aus dem Theater eine Art WMhlerversammlung gemacht, in welcher

sie den Leuten jene Dinge sagte, die sie gerne hBren."

theater," Die Zeit
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in Ibid .
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R.H., "Jubilaums-
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pp.

157, 158.

"

.

,
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39

%on

verletzter Eitelkeit

.

.

.

in das Verhaltnis zwischen

dem bedeutendsten antisemitischen
Blatt and dem einzigen judenreinen
Theater der Welt.
konnte nur zur Compromittierung
der anti.

.

.

semitischen Presse and zur SchMdigung
unseres Theaters ftthren.

wMre unbeschreiblich

...

.

.

.

das Theater darunter zu leiden hHtte."

Letter from MUller-Guttenbrunn to Ernst
Vergani, February 19, 1901,
in Nachlass Thim, "Copierbuch.

Letter from Millie r-Guttenbrunn to Edgar
von Spiegl
February 12, 1901, in Ibid

.
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"Der orthodoxeste Jude kann nichts gegen
meine Flihrung

dieser Buhne sagen."

MUller-Guttenbrunn, letter to unnamed acquaintance

on the staff of the Vossische Zeitung
42

(1857-1934).

,

January 8, 1901, in Ibid

.

He was a well-known Prussian novelist and

playwright
43

There may have been political reasons for the swift dis-

appearance of this play.

In a letter to Baumann, MUller-Guttenbrunn

assured the President of the Theater Association that until three days
before the premiere he had been unaware of the identity of the man
who had "localized" VolksbeglUcker

he was a Polish Jew.

:

MUller-Guttenbrunn to Anton Baumann, February
44

"vortreffliche Lustspiel."

9,

Letter from

1901, in Ibid

.

MUller-Guttenbrunn, "TagebUcher ,"

Heft IX, March 4, 1901.
45

'Bielohlawek Humor mit seiner Feindschaft gegen BUcher, Arzte,

Bildung und Menschenf reundlichkeit
Presse, February

9,

.

"

"Jubiiyums-Theater

1901, in Z.A.M-G., No. 5, p. 93.

,

"

Neue Freie

Bielohlawek 's

,
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antipathy to learning was proverbial.

At a book exhibition he re-

marked that he lost his appetite
whenever he saw

a book.

The Volksblatt, for example, stated
that if Jews were

active in the JubilMums Theater, it would
not rest until the philoSemitic mismanagement had been ended.

"Eine Anfrage an Director

MUller-Guttenbrunn," Deutsches Volksblatt
Ibid

.

,,

No. 9, p.
47

February 19, 1901, in

,

67.

Mliller-Guttenbrunn, Erinnerungen

,

pp.

161, 162.

48.

A municipal archivist and former secretary at the
Raimund

Theater, Ressel, it will be remembered, was the man
who had interested

MUller-Guttenbrunn in managing the Raimund Theater.
^9

Mliller-Guttenbrunn, Erinnerungen

50n

.

163.

p.

christlichen Glauben auf eine Auferstehung und Vergeltung

nach dem Tode.

.

.

.

die ganze zerst8rende

f reimaurerische

Tendenz."

f.m., "Kaiserjubilaums-Stadttheater," Psterreichische Volkspost

March

9,

,

1901, in Z.A.M-G., No. 5, p. 182.
"'"'""die

wohl Jedermann heilig ist.

.

.

.

christlich-deutschen

Publikum, auf das wir in diesem Theater recht stolz sind."

jubilHums-Stadttheater," Deutsches Volksblatt

,

March

7,

0., "Kaiser

1901, in Ibid

.

189 •
52

"eine Thatsache

.

.

.

die wohl heute' vom Stammpublikum

dieses Theaters mit Bedauern bemerkt wurde." Psterreichische Volkspost

March 9, 1901, in Ibid
53

.

,

,

182.

"klerikalen DummkBpfe

.

.

.

albernen Denunziation.

.

.

.

zum

Theil eine Demonstration gegen die schuftigen Naderer, die diese Arbeit

"
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unterdrUckt wissen wollten."

March 9, 1901, in Ibid
54

.

Kr.

,

" S tad t theater,"

Arbeiter Zeltun ff

.

181.

,

"sehr lBbliche Tendenz.

Der Autor illustrirte die Thatsache,

dass in industriellen Familien die
Enkelkinder sehr oft durch ihren

Leichtsinn das Erbe der Vater verschwenden. »

Wiener Tagblatt

March

,

"Wiener Stadttheater

1901, in Ibid., 199.

9,

"erziehet Eure Kinder

gut, damit es ihnen wohl ergehe auf
dieser Erden."

Interessan tes Blatt
55„

,

"Vom Theater,"

March 14, 1901, in Ibid., 201.

corpulenten kleinen Mann mit dem gutmllthigen Gesicht,
der

glanzenden Brille und dem noch glanzenderen SchMdel

.

.

.'Na, wenn

sich die Volksseele vor dieser Gefahr filrchtet, dann
ist sie wirklich
eine arme Seele!'"

"Jubilaums-Theater

,

"

Illustrirtes Wiener Extrablatt

.

March 9, 1901, in Ibid ., 191.
56

"Die wahren Thaten der Freimaurer sprechen

den H&nden.

Wir haben ihnen Premierenerf olge

,

fllr

sich

—mit

wir haben ihnen eine

Vermehrung der Claque, der kritischen und manuellen zu danken."
Karl Kraus, "Theaterlogen
47
58

(|

,

"

Die Fackel

70, Anfang MHrz

,

1901, p. 2.

Letter from Mttller-Guttenbrunn to Anton Baumann, March

7,

,

,

II, No.

3

1901,

March 19, 1901, in

For details of student nationalism see William

McGrath, "Student Radicalism in Vienna," Journal of Contemporary

History

3.

.

"JubilUums-Theater," Neue Freie Presse

Z.A.M-G., No. 5, p. 217.
J.

No.

wascht eine Hand die andere und beide applaudieren." Ibid.,

in Nachlass Thim, "Copierbuch
59

,

(1967), 183-201.

"
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dass

em

Theaterdirector sich Alle zu Feinden
macht, die

er fordern mochte."

MUller-Guttenbrunn

,

"Tagebllcher," Heft IX,

March 4, 1901.
61 T
In a sarcastic critique Das Vaterland
ridiculed the "peculiar

artificially arranged and flowery periods" of
the farmers.
kunstvoll gebauten und bilderreichen Perioden."

"JubilHums theater

Das Vaterland, April 10, 1901, in Z.A.M-G., No.
5,
62

63

p.

.

,

,

283.

"Kaiser-JubilMums-Stadttheater," Die Reichspost

1901, in Ibid

"merkwUrdig

.

April 10,

286.

"Es war

flir

ein christliches Gemlith ein wohltuender Anblick,

im Theater auch einmal einen katholischen Priester sich fUr ihm
gespendeten rauschenden Beifall bedanken zu sehen, wMhrend man sonst bei

Hhnlichen AnlHssen gewHhnlich einer— Ghettof igur begegnet."
Kunst und Musik. - Tantalos," Die Reichspost

,

"Theater,

April 28, 1901, in Ibid.,

I

329.
64

They also suggested that clergymen exaggerated their own

importance and that Sadil, realizing this, evaded or misunderstood the
real point of the myth:

"Only a gentle push, only the slightest correction of technical
clumsiness, and this act would have forcefully proclaimed
that the representatives of divinity are nothing compared
to the idea of God itself;

it seems this way throughout,

but there is no full accord.

It is as though depth appeared

to be an abyss which the author wanted to pass over without

peril.

And so he himself totally distorted the myth."

.
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"Nur ein leiser Ruck noch, eine kleine
Befreiung von der technischen

Ungeschicklichkeit, und in machtigen Worten
ware in diesem Auftritte
verkUndet, dass die ReprMsentanten der
Gottheit nichts sind gegen-

Uber dem Begriffe Gottes;-so klingt es
nur immer durch, aber ein
voller Akkord wird's nicht.

Es ist, als hHtte die Tiefe dem Ver-

fasser ein Abgrund geschienen, an dem er
ungefahrdet vorUber wollte.

Und so falschte er selbst den Mythos ganzlich

Stadttheater," Wiener Tagblatt

.

urn."

,

pp "Uahringer

April 27, 1901, in Ibid ., 337.

In a letter to Karl Kraus MUller-Guttenbrunn
claimed after

reading SBhne Israels that "the play is nothing more than
the tragedy
of a noble, spirited Jewish girl who wants to free herself
from the

bonds of orthodox Russian Jewry and perishes as a result."

"Das Stuck

[ist] nichts anderes als die Tragtfdie eines edlen geistvollen Juden-

madchens, das sich aus den Banden des orthodoxen russischen Judenthums

befreien will und daran zugrunde geht."

Letter from MUller-Gutten-

brunn to Karl Kraus, October 28, 1901, in "Copierbuch," SBIN 79590,
p.

67
66

A fourth play submitted about this time, Vater Brahm by

Hippolyt Schaufert, depicting the conflict between capital and labor
in a German city of the 1860's, also failed to pass the censor.

HMnde by Roman Bozykowski portrayed the seduction of

wife by an unsavory Jewish usurer.
by the jealous husband.

a

Harte

Polish farm

Both he and the wife are murdered

Die Busserin by Solomon Litwin, who together

with Viktor Kriloff wrote SBhne Israels

,

describes the atonement of

a Jewess who had borne an illegitimate child by a gentile father.
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She admits to the murder of a
gentile in order to save her
respected

Rabbi husband.

MUller-Guttenbrunn »s immediate and
unquestioning

acceptance of these plays as a definitive
depiction of life within
the Jewish pale was likely prompted
by his prejudices, since he had

never visited Russia.

It does not seem likely, moreover,

that he

studied Jewish cultural history.
67,,

durchaus kritische.

.

.

der Macht der Judenpresse u.

.

der Dummheit der antis. Parteipresse
Ecke.

Cultur

...
.

.

.

.

.

eine christlich soziale

in den Dienst der deutschen Kunst u. der
deutschen
.

ein antisemitisch wirkendes Theater stllnde
ausserhalb

der Sphare, in der Kunst u. Sitte noch gedeihen."

MUller-Guttenbrunn,

"Tagebucher," Heft IX, June 5, 1901.
68

"In den

'

JudenblMttern

die anderen zahlen HungerlBhne.

die zweite Reihe."

Ibid.

'

.

ist kein Raum mehr
.

.

flir

mich, u.

Alle anderen Fragen treten in
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CHAPTER

VI

THE FOURTH SEASON

Political Religiosity and the Baumberg
Affair
During the summer of 1901 Mllller-Guttenbrunn
again turned
his hand to writing, but soon abandoned his
efforts as hopeless;

creativity was thwarted by his anxiety over the
theater's financial
straits.

Unable to free his mind of worry, he grew
increasingly em-

bittered, avoiding people and eschewing discussion
of the theater.
Not even the anticipated success of the season's
premiere, Wilson
Barret

'

s

The Sign of the Cross

1

mitigated his financial worries;

,

and while his diary is silent about specific causes of his
bitter-

ness, these seem clear enough.

After three seasons Mllller-Gutten-

brunn doubtless realized that his efforts to rejuvenate an earlier
literary culture had failed.

The public had proven largely indiffer-

ent to classical and historical works, the existence of a stage de-

voted to the production of vBlkisch plays had failed to stimulate
the cultural renaissance he had hoped for, and Biedermeier dramas

seemed as dead to his audience as was the VormH'rz itself.

Children's

plays were perennially popular and modernistic comedies and dramas

achieved occasional success, but they were obviously not the kinds
of works he had hoped to produce.

Even though he was to persevere

for another two years, there could be little further experimentation,

and the repertoire in its confusion and poverty of imagination came
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to reflect his growing despair and
sense of failure.

Presenting

the sure thing of Barret's play was
itself an admission of ideological defeat and must have added to his
growing disenchantment.

2

The implications of descending to a "culturally
inferior" American

author were difficult to disguise.

To make matters worse, the tone

of this sensational depiction of Nero

f

s

persecution of the Christians

was a travesty of Germanic literary elegance and
the very Bieder-

meier charm which he had hoped to revive.

And he must have been

further irritated that the season's premiere, which became
the most

popular play of his directorial career, 3 offered living refutation
of his theory that the public responded best to unpretentious
dramatic

fare.

The zeal which this drama inspired among audiences was also

apparent in the press reaction, and the play again polarized public
and critics alike.

Sign of the Cross undid Mtiller-Guttenbrunn

efforts to cultivate simpler tastes in his regular audience.

1

s

After

having seen this work, his public was permanently spoiled for less

spectacular fare, and liberal reviewers ironically mocked the director*
"betrayal of principles.

1

'

Although a few of his clerical critics

were mollified by the religious tone of the drama and by its initial
success, the enmity of Mtlller-Guttenbrunn
foes, such as Kikeriki and Figaro

,

attacks became ever more venomous.

1

s

implacable anti-Semitic

remained unmitigated, and their
By the spring of 1902 the entire

theater scene had deteriorated after a series of dramatic mediocrities,
and for this reason the reaction to the suicide of Antonie Baumberg,
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whose initial popularity had been
linked to the party playhouse,
was
more violent than it doubtless would
have been at another time. When
the fourth season ended, it was
clear that the Jubilaums Theater

would leave many bitter memories.

Agitational Intent of Sign of the Cross
The placards advertising Sign of the Cross
and signalizing
its propagandistic intent instigated an animated
controversy: to a

large yellow cross on a black background was chained
a lovely Christian
martyr.

While a satirical periodical identified the martyr as
"the

chained German Volk muse," 4 sincere liberals were affronted
by the

crassness of the poster.

But they nonetheless conceded that it served

as excellent propaganda for the clericals who opposed the German

Nationalists' anti-papist tendencies.

Mttller-Guttenbrunn' s reaction

to the indignation of the liberals betrayed a deep-seated disgust,

suggesting that the real purpose of the placard may have been to stimu-

late anti-Semitism.

Designating the liberal reaction as a "deceit-

ful political manipulation," he claimed that the Jewish press had

emphasized the importance of the Los von Rom movement, in order to
divert attention from the more important Jewish question.

Liberal criticism of the play itself centered on the drama's
religiosity, its crudity of effect, and its reliance on the audience's
naivete.

Alleging that he had heard the singing of the Salvation Army

from behind the scenes, the reviewer from the Neue Freie Presse was

reminded that "this American theatrical drink comes from the land of
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the prize fight where the public has
stronger nerves than in the
old world.

But then," he added, "this orthodox
Christian horror

play has nothing whatsoever to do with art
or literature." 6

After

he had seen the drama, Hermann Bahr recalled
Heinrich Laube's warning about "Bumbumkunst," that species of
art which substituted the

thunder of drums and clash of cymbals for aesthetic
effect: Sign of
the Cross was a classic example of a "Boom-Boom
play."

While he

thought that the flagellations, orgies, and persecutions
"at least
[achieved] the crude effects of a panorama," Bahr believed
that the

author retreated "into an empty sentimentality" instead of
obeying
his literary instincts which were in fact evident at critical points
in the larger action of the play.

In citing Laube's warning, Bahr

was no doubt being deliberately ironic toward his former friend
MUller-Guttenbrunn, since Laube had been one of the director's revered
mentors, as Bahr must have known.

MUller-Guttenbrunn in his memoirs

alluded to this review of Bahr and suggested that his ridicule of
Barret's play had prevented cultured liberals from attending.

Though liberal reviewers for the most part displayed nothing
but contempt for the play as art, they quietly ignored Barret's

blatant propagandizing, perhaps because they believed it was too ob-

vious to deserve comment.

Their silence in this regard reveals that

they were less uncomfortable with these aspects of the work.

The re-

action of many clericals, however, demonstrated that the play's

message was clearly the most significant aspect of the production.
Christian Social paper, for example, claimed that Sign of the Cross

One
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embodied the "Christian
Spirit

which surely had guided the
founders

of the municipal theater
in its production. 8

Hsterreic^^

Another clerical paper,

proclaimed the demise of fifty
years

of Jewish agitation: a play
glorifying the Christian religion
had

appeared on a public stage.

The performance of such a
work not only

proved that the lodge had worked
in vain, but fully refuted
the allegation of MUller-Guttenbrunn still
being a Freemason. Alluding to

Bahr's unfavorable review, Vo
lkspresse added that the Sign of the
Cross
had affected "the Freemason Hermann
Bahr as a red cloth affects a
bull."
All Christians were urged to attend the
theater and to support the
play as actively as they could.

9

Another reviewer commented on the play's
propagandists effect,
but his analysis of the drama was very
different from that of the

clericals.

At the beginning of the play when "two
sychophants whisper

to each other that the Christians murder
little children," the critic

for the JUdisches Volksblatt

.

a small newspaper read by the Jewish

working class, thought that he had been transported into
the midst of
a raucous Christian Social meeting resounding with
anti-Jewish agita10 _
cion.
This impression, he wrote, was strengthened when later the
.

.

Christians were accused of being "blood thirsty murderers" plotting
against the emperor.
Dr.

Scheicher

11

It was as though "Father Vergani" or the editor

had pronounced the charge in the usual direction.

Al-

though he claimed that Mllller-Guttenbrunn had not intended "to use
this play for clerical propaganda or to indulge the instincts of the

masses," this reviewer nonetheless suggested that anti-Jewish
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propaganda had passed from proclaiming
to acting out fantasies. 12
The Fourth Annual Assembly

With the success of Sign of the Cross
MUller-Guttenbrunn
forgot his financial anxieties for a time
and his bitterness seems
to have abated.

Ideology, too, assumed secondary importance.
His

confidence returned as he addressed the annual
Theater Association

meeting which this year was postponed from the
spring to October
2,

1901, because he could not pay the lease. 13

There is an extempo-

raneous quality about this speech, which he claimed
would have been

quite different had it been delivered in June, but he
explains,
n

my present mood was so changed that

would certainly [then] have said." 14

I

spared myself much that

I

Like many other Austrians

during this era, Mtlller-Guttenbrunn tended to postpone confrontations,
as this statement suggests.

He revealed himself a typical Austrian

in still another way by also complaining in his speech about bureau-

cracy: censors had forbidden, he reminded his audience, the perform-

ance of SHhne Israels

He contended that this "artistic work" would

.

have been considered an "ethnographic [curiosity]" in Vienna and

asserted further that it was not at all anti-Semitic in a political
sense, "although it

[portrayed] conditions which were very alien to

ours." Sb*hne Israels typified a genre of play publicly performed in

Russia "under the protection of the government," but officially

suppressed in Austria.

1 "*

This he considered an unfortunate state of

affairs, because the Russians might suppress Austrians plays

t
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in retaliation.

Having teased his audience about this
"literarily

valuable [work]," he then announced his intention
to publish it,
hoping thereby to "attract attention to a literary
question

which should be discussed in our representative bodies." 16

.

.

.

He

insisted that the JubilHums Theater was solely an art
institute
and that he, as its leader, repudiated all anti-Jewish
agitation
and hatred.

Mliller-Guttenbrunn boasted of the achievements of German-

Austrian writers, much as he had on previous occasions.
attributed again the theater

f

s

And he

prosperity to the good will "of the

Viennese Volk soul" instead of the patronage of stock brokers whose

benevolence toward other Viennese playhouses depended on the standing
of their shares.

He asserted that the number of authors who desired

to have their plays produced in the municipal theater was steadilv

increasing as shown by the fact that "the best German actors
[applied]

for engagements" there.

were courting writers

Directors of other Viennese stages

who had originallv been boycotted, because

their plays had been produced on the JubilHums stage.

A theater for

all the Viennese had thus developed out of the party playhouse, he

stated, and many had profited from it.

had been contributed to the citv

f

s

Proceeds from six performances

poor, and a school in WHhring as

well as other public institutions had received thousands of Kronen.
Furthermore, 4,500 Kronen had so far been donated to the pension fund
of the Schrif tstellergenossenschaf

directors would follow his example.

,

and he hoped that other Viennese
Mliller-Gut tenbrunn claimed that
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all signs pointed to a "quiet
steady development" of the
theater,
made possible in part through his
leadership.
Having become "hardened in the struggle," he had
acquired the self-control essential
to a theater director.

Twice during his speech he compared
himself

to Heinrich Laube, and in closing
stated that a theater director

should abstain as Laube had done from
censuring his critics.

Instead,

a director should answer critics
with deeds in order to "shame those

who [had] said or written bad things" about
himself or the playhouse. 17
As before, Muller-Guttenbrunn'

s

speech betrayed a preoccupa-

tion with the theater's political position,
with anti-Semitism, with
the possible failure of the plavhouse, and
particularly with charges

of artistic mediocrity.

He also appeared anxious to display his own

benevolence and to reassure both the Theater Association
and himself
of his managerial acumen.

In his diary a few days after his speech,

he reports the success of Sign of the Cross

.

The entry expresses

relief over his improved financial position and forecast a successful
season.

Although at this time, repertoire appeared

to

have taken a

position of secondary importance, his ideological goals probably re-

mained unchanged and unfulfilled.

This proved to be the case in the

autumn of 1901, when he produced one traditional play after another
in an unsuccessful attempt to interest his public in simpler, solid

dramatic fare.

Despite its focus upon the usual annual topics, MUllerGuttenbrunn' s speech revealed several new developments in his thinking
as well.

No longer, he seemed to say, was it merely Jewish liberals
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who wished to ignore the Jewish
question.

In his view the Austrian

government itself was now attempting
to skirt the issue.

His pro-

nouncements in this regard betray an
exaggerated sensitivity to the
danger of cultural subversion by a
people who were to him eternal
aliens in every society.

Muller-Guttenbrunn again considered it his

peculiar duty to warn of this insidious peril.

Yet he believed him-

self, by virtue of the intuitive validity
which his thinking possessed,

very different from a common anti-Semitic
agitator: there are hints
that he had even begun to think of himself as a
prophet of a new

doctrine of socio-political salvation.

Perhaps he was still troubled

primarily about bankruptcy as he had been during the spring.

If so,

his disclaimer of personal anti-Semitism was financially,
as well as

politically expedient.
a very practical wish

His self-justifications may also have harbored
to reassure any interested liberals of his poli-

tical neutrality and thus to insure their good will.

He did in fact

stress his neutrality more energetically at this time than during similar

earlier speeches.

In an ostentatious refusal to defend himself against

attacks from all quarters, or to answer critics with deeds instead of
words, Mttller-Guttenbrunn revealed his implicit feelings of superiority
to Laube and assumed for the first time clearly the pose of a martyr.

And this was a role he would assume with increasing frequency as his

difficulties grew in complexity and severity.

Guttenbrunn

'

s

All in all, Mllller-

speech seems to have constituted an attempt to improve

relations between the theater and its various critics.

Yet, it was not

the immediate effect of his words that decided the success of this
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latest atte.pt; only further
dramatic successes could have
permanently
improved the critical climate.
And these were few during the
fourth
season.

Nearly three months, in fact,
elapsed between the premiere of
Si gn of the Cross and the
appearance of a comedy which attained
a

popularity second only to Barret's
play.

Liselott' depicted the ad-

ventures of Elisabeth Charlotte, a
Palatine princess who, together

with Madam de Maintenon, ruled the
court of Louis XIV.

Though many

reviewers regardless of party faction were
favorable, the Neue Freie

Presse withheld its approval, criticizing
the crude handling of the

dramatic material.

The main voice of the liberals also
twitted the

appearance of a heroine who had been the "enemy
of the Jesuits and the
entire black army

...

on a stage which [had] been for so long under

the 'Sign of the Cross.'" 18

Continuing Clerical Disapproval

The Christian Socials were silent about the ideological implications of Liselott'

,

but the Reichspost soon criticized MUller-Guttenbrunn

for producing a subsequent play Pater Jakob

interference in politics.

,

which rejected clerical

This unfavorable review, which also scolded

MUller-Guttenbrunn for attempting to undo the work of clerical politicians,
provided but one of many indications during the winter of the fourth
season that MUller-Guttenbrunn had again run afoul of the ruling party.

A benefit performance of Anzengruber 's Per Pfarrer von Kirchfeld

,

star-

ring several Burg players including Katharina Schratt, 19 revived the
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controversy this VolksstUck
had precipitated during
the first season.

fii^cMndneck,

an Anzengruber novei
reputedly dramatized by the

wife of Archduke Franz
Ferdinand, 2 ° brought do „ n
the „ rath q£
VS-Eland. This paper thought the
theme of illegitimacy
unsuitahie
for a family theater and
recalled ominously that a
popular family
magazine which had once serialized
Anzengruber's story had ceased
to
exist. Even a play like Pflicht,
which glorified mother love to
the

^

extent that a wife kills her
roue husband in order to save
the honor
of their daughter, was deplored
by a Christian Social critic.
Although
this reviewer adulated motherhood
and condemned rakes as destructive
to the Christian ideal of family,
he nonetheless concluded sensibly

enough that "mother love can never
make the murder of the husband a
21
duty."
In their adulation of motherhood
the Christian Socials
i

apparently condoned everything but homicide.
Marxist and liberal critics were also
generally negative about
the appropriateness of the selections
for the autumn and winter of the

fourth season.

The Arbeiter Zeitunp. for one, called
Mttller-Gutten-

brunn to task for producing Pflicht
from "an institute for Volk

,

which should have been excluded

education or noble Volk entertainment." 22

Increasingly candid reviews from rivals of the ruling party
blamed

MUller-Guttenbrunn for failing in his ideological as well as artistic
endeavors.

Even his customary attempts to revive the muse of the

people now received little critical applause from the usual quarters.

Reviewers agreed that three of Eduard von Bauernf eld's plays exuded
the moldy atmosphere of the VormHrz

.

While the Biedermeier playwright
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"ight have found hlmself
at hom£ fa

^ ^^

^

^

its e m phasis on
traditionalism, the y thought>
hls plays CQuld

be easily acceptable to
an audience which

bodied

elements of both

old and new Vienna.

Interestingly enough, a contemporary
farce which parodied

nostalgia for earlier times
constituted the final popular and
critical
success of the season in February
1902.

In

Di

liute i

l^

by

Fritz StUber, an enthusiast for
"the good old days" transported

back to seventeenth-century Vienna
by a dream is confronted with
the
troubles of those times.
The enthusiast becomes disillusioned
by the
endemic poverty and universal misery
of everyday life in the baroque
period, and upon awakening appreciates
for the first time the amenities
of the early twentieth century.

The success of this progressivist
play

in all probability must have struck
MUller-Guttenbrunn as somewhat

ironical, since he was attempting to revive

a

literary movement which

had flourished during an earlier period.

Shortly after the appearance of Die gute alte Zeit

.

the Jubi-

lHums stage was again the scene of a benefit production
augmented with

Burg actors.

The distinguished calibre of this evening's performance,

however, was still marred by controversy.

Raimund's Verschwender

.

During the presentation of

attended by Lueger and other Christian Social

dignitaries, Anton Baumann's son, an accomplished pianist, played a

Strauss waltz arranged by an allegedly Jewish composer.

The Volksblatt

deplored this incident, held Baumann senior responsible, and despaired
of the future of the anti-Semitic movement.

In his memoirs
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MUller-Guttenbrunn claims that the remarks
of the Volksblatt were
inspired by Vergani's enmity toward
Baumann.
The director professed
amusement over the absurdity of the
23
incident,
but nonetheless
lamented such publicity which
"incessantly compromised the theater
and daily reminded the world of the
Jewish point." 24

While evincing

in this incident his desire to disguise
the fact of the theater's

anti-Semitism, only one month later
MUller-Guttenbrunn would character-

istically turn about and use the suicide of
Antonie Baumberg to reassert the anti-Jewish character of the playhouse.
The next victim of perpetual strife over the
JubilHums

Theater, Karl Baron Torresani, was an author of naturalistic
novels
as well as a dramatist, who also happened to be a
hero of the six

weeks' war of 1866.

In his play, Die Mikesch-Mali

.

there was an old

maid saved from suicide by a timely marriage proposal.

In their re-

views the liberals spoke of the baron as though he were a member of
their party.

But Kikeriki in an editorial-review of his play asserted

that Torresani was "a good anti-Semite," because he had already por-

trayed Jews unfavorably in two novels.
to the liberal Neues Wiener Tagblatt

,

Torresani replied with a letter
in which he refused to be

numbered among the anti-Semites and vigorously defended his objectivity.
In response, MUller-Guttenbrunn wrote the baron scolding him for de-

meaning himself by replying to the liberals and claimed that until then
not one of the hundred authors performed in the JubilHums Theater had
felt obliged to justify his political beliefs.

The tone of the letter,

which may well have offended Torresani, betrayed not only an unhappy,

,
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if almost habitual tactlessness,
but also an increasing defensiveness 25

The director obviously considered
Torresani's letter an affirmation
of liberalism even though the
baron had expressly denied any political

affiliation.

But notwithstanding his own repeated
protestations of

neutrality, it seems that Muller-Guttenbrunn
himself assumed in this
case as well as in others a general
anti-Semitism on the part of those

who associated themselves with the theater.
Just the same, in spite of the continuous
controversy over
the theater's politics, certain critics did
occasionally display humor

toward Jubilaums Theater productions and playwrights.

As one reviewer

put it, a certain Baron Philipp Haas, a prosperous
carpet manufacturer

and author of Andreas Gerhard

,

represented

M

a very

peculiar species of

stage poet," since he wrote plays in sport much as other men fished,

bicycled, or drove cars. 26

The critic related how some years ago the

baron had invited the audience to a buffet supper before the premiere
of his play.

A joke made the rounds that Haas's premiere was the only

one in Vienna not attended by critics; they were all outside at the

buffet!

After the performance of Andreas Gerhard

,

another

jest cir-

culated that Haas had promised free carpets to all theater directors

who produced his plays.

27

But soon after this spate of good humor

toward the party playhouse and its politics, any good natured common
sense evaporated in a bitter controversy over the suicide of Antonie

Baumberg.

t
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The Baumberg Affair

According to MUller-Guttenbrunn

,

Baumberg had longed for

some time to see her works
produced in another playhouse
besides
the Jubilaums Theater, because
she believed her career had
been

blighted by association with the
anti-Semites.

In the spring of

1902 a pair of her shorter dramas was
accepted by the Deutsches Volks-

theater and, to round out the evening,
MUller-Guttenbrunn contributed
one of her single-act plays which
he had planned to produce.

While

the premiere audience was enthusiastic,
the plays were discarded

after only three performances with the
proceeds of the premiere going
t£>

the Schrif tstellergenossenschaf t

.

The authoress became convinced

that lasting success had been denied,
MUller-Guttenbrunn claimed, be-

cause her affiliation with the Genossenschaf

reaction among certain liberal critics. 28

had caused an unfavorable

In his memoirs, MUller-

Guttenbrunn indicated the reasons for Baumberg' s suicide.

Despairing

over her future as a playwright, exhausted by financial
struggles, and

deluded about her talent by the flattery of her friends, the
authoress
shot herself on the afternoon of April 15, 1902.

Notwithstanding MUller-Guttenbrunn

'

s

claims, other factors may

have contributed to Baumberg's despair, such as

a

philosophical despond-

ency over the politicization of art, deteriorating health, and the

possibility of marital unhappiness. 29

Whatever the reasons for the

suicide, the Schrif ts telle rgenossenscha ft and its press turned her

funeral into an anti-Jewish demonstration, and anti-Semitic journalists

accused "the Jewish clique „
Qf

KHEtriM claimed

^itun,

^^

^^

^^

that a critique i„ the
WieJ1 eJL^ c

had driven the authoress
to suicide.

^

Even though that particu-

lar reviewer had had nothing
but praise for Baumberg
and her works, he
had disparaged the
Geno^chaft and the politicization of
art.

Asserting that this time a
ritual mu rder had uncontestably
been committed, Kikeriki exhorted all
"honorable
Aryan writers" to
struggle to the death against
"Judah's power in the areas of
the press,
.

.

.

the theater and literature,"
so that Antonie Baumberg
would not have
died in vain. 30 Underscoring
its hatred for Jews and modernity,
the

'

Volksblatt blamed the authoress'
suicide on "the Jewish clique and
'criticism'" which had also impoverished
domestic writers, "corrupted

public taste," and forced "a large
portion of our intelligensia" to

display enthusiasm "for the excrescences
of the Secession, this painted
dullness."

31

Initial restraint on the part of the
liberals in the face of

anti-Semitic attacks soon swung around to
recrimination.

In charging

the anti-Semites with exploiting her fame
for their own purposes, the

Wiener Morgen Zeitung ridiculed the Volksblatt

's

assertion of having

"assisted" Baumberg at the beginning of her literary
career by pur-

chasing her feuilletons, since after all Vergani had paid
her only
pittance.

a

The Wiener Sonn- und Montags-Zeitung denied accusations about

its critique having been responsible for the authoress' suicide
and re-

ferred to anti-Semitic journalists as "beasts of the ritual murder press
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In this invidious atmosphere as one might
expect JubilMums

Theater plays fared especially badly with liberal
33
critics,
but

by coincidence Wolfgang Madj era's Helden der Feder
afforded MUllerGuttenbrunn the opportunity to retaliate.

On the day of Baumberg's

funeral, Madjera, the vice president of the Schrif
tstellergenossen-

schaft who delivered the eulogy, urged Mllller-Guttenbrunn in
a letter
to produce his latest drama as soon as possible.

Madjera believed

this play would serve as "a real blow of revenge" for the authoress
as well as for himself.

Two weeks after the suicide Helden der

Feder received its premiere.

Madjera's third work was partly fantasy

and partly autobiography: it depicts a theater director who shortly

before producing a young dramatist 's neo-classical play attempts in

vain to have the script read by an influential liberal editor in order
to secure a favorable review.

After the premiere, the play is demolishe

by liberal critics, but a messenger from the emperor summons the dramatist for an interview

— an

indication of supreme favor.

In Helden der

Feder the liberal editor was portrayed by Leopold Nowak in the same
style as he had portrayed Shylock, and once again to the satisfaction
of all anti-Semites.

Madjera's work seems in this instance to have

acted as a catharsis for much of the audience at the premiere, the proceeds of which were again donated to the Schrif tstellergenossenschaft

.

When one of the play's characters expressed disgust about the unfavorable liberal criticism of the hero's work, there was thunderous

applause, and the Deutsche Zeitung interpreted this as

a

demonstration

of approval: it was as though the actor had given voice to the
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bitterness felt for years by hundreds
in the audience about the
machinations of the unscrupulous liberal
press.

Far from being an

artistic event, the Deutsche Zeitung
interpreted the evening's performance grandiloquently as "one of the
first appearances of protest
in the vaulting upward struggle of
our autochthonous people," and
the reviewer hoped that more powerful
manifestations would follow. 35

While the agitational purpose of the play
seemed clear to
both critics and audience, Muller-Guttenbrunn
further emphasized his

own goal by turning the playbill into an
anti-liberal polemic.

Claim-

ing that adverse political comment had ruined
the chances for the

Jubilaums Theater, the playbill contrasted portions of
adverse reviews about Baumberg's plays from the Presse with its laudatory
obit-

uary in an attempt to expose the paper's hypocrisy.

The Ostdeutsche

Rundschau, among other anti-Semitic papers, implied disapproval of

Muller-Guttenbrunn 's tactics while condemning Madjera's attempts to
link his own artistic difficulties to the fate of Baumberg.

Great

writers, this reviewer counselled, should disarm their critics by

working on quietly so as to avoid altercation.

Although the Rundschau

denied, as had certain Christian Social papers, the omnipotence of
the Neue Freie Presse in securing artistic success, this reviewer dis-

claimed the influence of all newspapers in such matters, affirming
that genuine success spreads by word of mouth.

Rarely in that era of

journalistic rivalry was a critic so self-deprecating.
The Neue Freie Presse appeared unruffled by Madjera's attacks,
and its critique of Helden der Feder ridiculed the playwright's literary
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pretensions as well as Muller-Guttenbrunn's
attempts
contemporary hatreds.

to

capitalize on

This paper further implied that
Madjera's play

had been derived from Gustav Freitag's
Die Journalisten and claimed
the German dramatist had succeeded where
the Viennese playwright

had failed: whereas Die Journalisten
possessed "a serious message" and

an "imposing background," Helden der Feder
revealed only stereotyped
figures "who thought of nothing but comedy and
theater."

The Presse

critic concluded by urging Madjera to heed the advice
of the old

actor to the struggling dramatist in his own play:

utterances of the critics" and show your talent.
so, recognition would be forthcoming.

ignore "ephemeral
If Madjera should do

...

"Perhaps

a servant,

the

bearer of a bright future, might even appear." 36
Although some anti-Semitic papers politicized their coverage
even more than the Presse

,

the more important clerical dailies, ex-

eluding the Deutsche Zeitung and the Volksblatt

,

recognized Helden

der Feder as the ephemeral work it was and correctly predicted its

speedy demise.

The remaining factions were similarly unfavorable, and

the cause celebre over Baumberg's suicide and Madjera's play exhausted

itself in mutual recriminations and negative reviews.

Karl Kraus con-

cluded that Baumberg had merely been "a sacrifice of our 'Heroes of
the Pen,

her death.

and blamed both liberals and anti-Semites for politicizing
38

A more judicious analysis of the affair, however, appeared

in Die Zeit and, remarkably enough, at the height of the controversy

over the suicide.

berg

f

s

In this paper, Martin Finder conceded that Baum-

despair had originated in fatigue over her struggles and
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disappointments and pointed out that
hundreds of indigent writ ers
had to strive for years before even
one of their manuscripts wa s
accepted.

Baumberg's works had been performed on
three Viemvese

stages in a short space of time, she had
become a recognized authoress, was on the way to lasting fame,
and doubtless envied by many

less successful colleagues.

That her last plays had proven unpopular

did not detract from her stature as "every
great success is followed

by a hundred catastrophes

.

Though failures taught others the arts

of survival, she had been too finely balanced: having
staked great

success on this gamble and lost, she committed suicide,
"incapable
of awaiting a better hour."

Yet her death had also demonstrated that

the theater had become
a Moloch which devours the best talents of the country, a

casino which allures our most distinguished intellects and
seduces them to gamble. And it has already gone so far
that individual players stake everything on a card and
shoot themselves when they lose a game. The Monte Carlo
of literature. 39
It is of course difficult to say whether or not MUller-Gut ten

brunn was aware of the significance of this article, which in effect
asserted that the theater-world itself, and not the press, as he
claimed, was responsible for destroying literary talent and ability.
It is also pertinent to ask whether or not the director realized at

last that this competition between art and politics had doomed the

artistry of his theater from the beginning.

Although his diaries and

memoirs provide no clue, the playbill of his accused the liberals of

spoiling the chances for his theater through adverse criticism.

Then
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as before they provided a convenient
scapegoat for his own feelings

of inadequacy; and his action seems
not only to have acknowledged

their power, but also to have betrayed his
own envy.

His reaction

belied, moreover, his recent claims of the
theater's mounting success
and thus demonstrated for the first time
the real intensity of his

discomfiture over his role as leader of the party
playhouse,
such indications would soon follow

Further

.

The press reaction to the Baumberg affair and to Helden
der

Feder revealed the extent of anti-Semitic hatred. As never
before in
the history of the theater, a clerical paper suggested that
the type

of anti-Jewish protest which had appeared on the Jubilliums stage
had

been too mild and hoped that more powerful displays would ensue.

Art

assumed secondary importance in the struggle of an "autochthonous
people"; this struggle should be dramatized regardless of artistic
merit.

This parallels the suggestion of the Jddisches Volksblatt

some months before, that in Sign of the Cross anti-Jewish propaganda

had passed from proclaiming to acting out fantasies.

For the time

being, however, the prediction of one anti-Semitic reviewer was born
out:

there was indeed no echo to the partisan applause following

Madjera's play.^

Helden der Feder was the theater's last drama with

pronounced anti-Jewish overtones.

Lighter works concluded the fourth

year which, in the opinion of the Vaterland

,

had been artistically

"quite modest."^

Whatever justification Baumberg's suicide may have provided,
certain anti-Semitic papers deplored Mllller-Guttenbrunn

'

s

and Madjera's
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abuse of the stage, thus challenging
its political purpose.

Although

such papers almost unanimously blamed
her death on the Jewish press,
the fact that these papers still
impugned the manager seemed to place

him outside the circle of anti-Semites.

By producing Helden der Feder

.

MUller-Guttenbrunn doubtless wished to demonstrate his
anti-liberalism,
ingratiate himself with the liberals' rivals, and
thereby gain the
unanimous support of their press.

The partisan applause should have

seemed hollow to him.

Though his most pressing financial burdens were temporarily
eased by the success of Sign of the Cross

at the conclusion of the

,

season Mllller-Guttenbrunn was again preoccupied with very real fiscal
problems.

In spite of current prosperity,

/

9

he had become convinced

that the theater could not be continued "in grand style."

Yet he

claimed that long-term contracts prevented him from effecting many
immediate economies.

A two-year transitional period would be necessary

The coming season would be crucial in stabilizing the entire project.

Major adjustments were necessary and during the summer he threw himself into preparing them.
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This play was a dramatization of
Henryk Sienkiewi cz»

Q U ° Vadis

Its Ger ^n title was Im Zeichen
des Kreuzes

-

.

2

MUller-Guttenbrunn discarded the work after
ninety-three

performances in December, only regretting
that it had been more import
ant to promote business than art.
3

In fifty performances Barret's epic earned
some 25,000

Gulden, more than ten plays produced during the
same period the pre-

ceding year.

MUller-Guttenbrunn, "TagebUcher

Heft IX, December,

1901.

*"die gefesselte deutsche Volksmuse," Humoristische Blatter

September 29, 1901, in Z.A.M-G., No. 6,
5
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"falsche Spiel in der Politik," MUller-Guttenbrunn,

"TagebUcher," Heft IX, October

8,

1901.
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Stadttheater
No.

6,

p.

Neue Freie Presse

,

September 1, 1901, in Z.A.M-G.,

14.

^"wenigstens die rohen Wirkungen eines Panoramas erreichen
.

.

.

in eine leere Sentimentality t

Tagblatt, September

1,

1901, in Ibid

H[ermann] B[ahr]
.

,

15.

,

Neues Wiener
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G-g., "Theater, Kunst, Musik
und Literatur.

'Im Zeichen

des Kreuzes,'" Neulgkeits
Weltblatt, September 1, 1901, in Ibid.,

"Wie das rothe Tuch auf den Stier

...

n.

den Freimaurer

Hermann Bahr," H.B., "l m Zeichen des
Kreuzes," Osterreich ische
Volkspresse, September 8, 1901, in Ibid

.

,

23.

10,,,.

die beiden Sykophanten sich zuraunen,
dass die Christen

kleine Kinder ermorden."

"Im Zeichen des Kreuzes," JUdisches Volks -

blatt, October 25, 1901, in Ibid.

,

75. At Christian Social rallies

demagogues such as Ernst Schneider and Hans
Arnold Schwer often
harrowed their listeners with details of ritual
murders.

This practice

was particularly common at meetings of the Women's
League.

MUller-Guttenbrunn became reconciled for

a time after

Schwer and

the success of

Sign of the Cross and the editor brought new plays and
his book about
the Hilsner affair.

Mllller-Guttenbrunn claims never to have read it

though admitting it was possible that he "once said the opposite to
[Schwer] out of courtesy."

sagt habe."

"einmal aus HBflichkeit das Gegenteil ge-

Mllller-Guttenbrunn, Erinnerungen

,

p.

Schneider

177.

(1845-1913), perhaps the most rabid Christian Social anti-Semite in

parliament, once advocated an open season on Jews.
lln

'blutgierige MBrder."

1901, in Z.A.M-G., No. 6, p. 75.

1

JUdisches Volksblatt

,

October 25,

Josef Scheicher (1842-1924), par-

liamentary delegate, municipal councillor, and Landtag representative
was, like Schwer, another of Lueger's earliest followers.

Both a

journalist and priest, Scheicher was also one of the party's most

vigorous agitators.

In 1900 he published a slender volume,
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which predicted extermination and
expulsion of

Austrian Jews.
12

"mit diesem StUcke clericale
Propaganda zu machen oder den

Instincten der Masse zu frBhnen."
Judisches Volksblatr

October 25,
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1901, in Z.A.M-G., No. 6, p. 75.
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Entwicklung.
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Ibid
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ruhigen, stetigen

allm&hlich alle beschMmen,

gesagt oder geschrieben haben."

Ibid

.
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170, 171,
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"Feindin der Jesuiten und des ganzen schwarzen Heeres

.

.

auf einer Blihne, die so lange unter dem 'Zeichen des Kreuzes' stand.

.
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"Kaiser- Jubilaums-Stadttheater
in Z.A. M-G.

,

No.

6, p.

Neue Freie Press.

November 20, 1901,

.
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19 v

trau Schratt, an acquaintance of
Mllller-Guttenbrunn since

the early 1870 »s, had, according to
him, planned a guest engagement
in the JubilHums Theater as early as
the second season.

Since the

play in which she wanted to star was French and
its translator,

attacked as a Jew, was unable to complete his work,
the plan came to
nought.

Muller-Guttenbrunn explained that he would have been unable

to offer her a guest engagement under these
circumstances in spite

of the moral and financial advantage, as he "had given
his word of

honor in the Jewish question."
verpfandet hatte."
20

"in der Judenfrage mein Ehrenwort

Mllller-Guttenbrunn, Erinnerungen

,

p.

137.

The archduke occasionally attended performances in the

JubilHums Theater.
21

"Mutterliebe nie und nimmer einen Gattenmord zur Pflicht

machen kann."

"Kaiserjubilaums-Stadttheater ," Die Reichspost

,

December

19, 1901, in Z.A. M-G., No. 6, p. 363.
22

haltung."
in Ibid
i

a

.

,

23

"ein Institut
0.-1.

,

fttr

Volksbildung oder doch edle Volksunter-

"Stadttheater ," Arbeiter Zeitung

,

December 18, 1901,

371.
,

ia

This was heightened by the socialists who pretended to be

scandalized over the affair: "Just think, to play the composition of a
Jew in a performance which was attended by all anti-Semitic luminaries

including Lueger!

All that's missing now is that 'Gansbiegel with

Ritschert' are served at the next banquet presented by the municipal
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council majority at the cost of the
municipality.

All sensitive

souls will feel deep sympathy for Herr
Baumann senior."

"Man denke

nur, in einer Vorstellung, der alle
antisemitischen GrBssen bis ganz

hinauf zu Lueger beiwohnten, die Komposition
gen!

Jetzt fehlt nur noch

,

eines Juden vorzutra-

dass beim nMchsten Bankett, das die Ge-

meinderathsmehrheit auf Gemeindekosten veranstaltet
Ritschert' auf die Tafel kommt.

,

'Gansbiegel mit

Mit Herrn Baumann sen. werden alle

empfindenden GemUther tiefes Mitleid fUhlen." "Die
Entartung des

Antisemitismus," Arbeiter Zeitun g. March
p.

139.

1902, in Ibid

6,

.

,

No. 7,

"Gansbiegel mit Ritschert" is a Viennese Jewish dish con-

sisting of roast leg of goose and steamed barley mixed with onions
and spices.
2AM

das Theater unaufhBrlich kompromittierten und den Juden-

punkt aller Welt tMglich in Erinnerung brachten."

Erinnerungen
25

,

p.

Mliller-Gut tenbrunn

179.

MUller-Gut tenbrunn, letter to Karl Baron Torresani,

March 20, 1902, in "Copierbuch

,

"

SBIN 79590.

Another example of

MUller-Guttenbrunn's tactlessness is provided in
Lanz-Liebenf els who had submitted a play.

a letter to

The director simply informed

the author that his work did not live up to its promise.
J.

Lanz-Liebenf els

,

J8rg

February 3, 1902, in Ibid

.

Letter to

For information on

Liebenfels see Wilfried Daim, Der Mann der Hitler die Ideen gab: Von
den religiBsen Verirrungen eines Sektierers zum Rassenwahn des Diktators
(Munich: 1958), and Friedrich Heer, Der Glaube des Adolf Hitler

(Munich: Bechtle, 1968).
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eine ganz eigenartige Species
von Blihnendichtern,
Tsch., "KaiserjubilHums-Stadttheater,"

"

WienerJJe^^

in Z.A.M-G., No. 7, p. 183.
27„

P er Flo "
.

»

No.

Ill, in Ibid

.,

185.

28

MUller-Guttenbrunn, Erinnerungen
29

182, 183.

pp.

.

After her suicide all the major
Viennese dailies published

a letter from Baumberg written
shortly before her death to the director

of the Volkstheater requesting the
return of two plays and also ex-

pressing regret over political conditions
which had made the performance
of certain dramas impossible.

The Christian Social Deutsche Zeitung

reported that Baumberg had been in bad health
for at least two years
and, while taking the cure at Ischl, had
discussed suicide with a

municipal theater actor.
Baumberg,"

"Selbstmord der Schrif tstellerin Antonie

Deutsche Zeitung. April 16, 1902,

p.

Baumberg also

5.

projected suicidal tendencies in two short stories, "Erstes und
letztes Allerseelen" and "Ohne Testament."
u nd

Baumberg, Kleine ErzHhlungen

Skizzen (Wren: Verlag von Karl Konegen, 1902). Walter Tschol has

done exhaustive research on Baumberg and concludes that the authoress
had supported her husband for over twenty years, that he was a ne'er-

do-well and a marriage partner unsuited for "a hard life's struggle."
"einen harten Lebenskampf ."

Walter Tschol, "Antonie Kreiml -Baumberg"

(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Vienna, 1960),
30

"ehrlich

.

.

.

arischen Schrif tsteller

p.

.

13.

.

.

Juda's Macht auf

dem Gebiete der Presse, des Theaters und der Literatur."
Baumberg, ein Opfer der jlidischen Pressclique

,

"

Kikeriki

"Antonie
,

April 20, 1902,
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lM

schmack

.

die jUdische Clique und 'Kritik'

.

korrumpierte

.

...

.

.

.

Hffentlichen Ge-

ein grosser Theil unsrer Intelligenz

vor den AuswUchsen der Sezession,
diesem gemalten Stumpf sinn

"Eine Anklage," D eutsches Volksblatt
No.

7,

.

April 18, 1902, in Z.A.M-G.,

.

346.

p.

32„

Pressbestien der Ritualmord Presse," Wiener
Sonn- und

Montag-Zeitung, April 21, 1902, in Ibid
33

.

,

360.

The Neue Freie Presse referred to Die
Tochter des Pdipus

an attempt to fuse two of Sophocles' works
Oedipus and Antigone
as "a childishly pathetic condensation."

,

,

Milller-Guttenbrunn was

advised to avoid "such dramatic April fool's jokes" in
the future,

because he lacked the proper public, actors, and dramaturgist.
"Eine kindisch-pathetische Zusammenziehung
turgischen Aprilscherzen

April 22, 1902, in Ibid
3A

.

.

"

,

"geradezu ein Schlag der Vergeltung. M
,

April 17, 1903, SBIN 66623.

,

"Vielleicht erscheint

Freie Presse

,

A.L-ch., "Stadttheater,"

April 30, 1902, in Z.A.M-G., No. 7, p. 271.
.

.

sogar

.

der Bringer einer schOnen Zukunft ist."

Volksblatt

Letter from Wolf-

"eine der ersten Protes terscheinungen im aufbHumenden

Deutsche Zeitung

37

,

245.

Emporringen unseres autochthonen Volkes."

36

solchen drama-

.

"JubilMums-Theater," Neue Freie Presse

gang Madjera to Milller-Guttenbrunn
35

.

.

April 30, 1902, in Ibid

.

,

.

.

.

ein Lackai

— welcher

"JubilMums-Theater," Neue
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An example of cultural anti-Semitism was provided by the
.

This paper accused the Jews of monopolizing the Viennese

theater and thereby stimulating
feelings of artistic inferiority
in
the German Volk.
As a result, "German national
feeling suffered

wounds which might never again
completely heal."

While Jews from

Galicia and Hungary had incorporated
the German speech they remained
apart from the Germanic Volk in
"perception and sensitivity."

Such

passages as this suggest that Jews in
the theater constituted a
greater threat than in finance or the
press.

Cultural anti-Semitism

was perhaps more insidious than other
forms because it afforded the

anti-Semites the opportunity to designate
all that they hated in art
and literature as "Jewish."

This type of anti-Semitism was no doubt

rooted in sociological rather than religious,
political, or economic

differences.

"deutschen Nationalgef lihl Wunden geschlagen wurden,
die

vielleicht niemals wieder ganz zu heilen sein werden.
and Empfinden."

39

.

.

.

.

,

7,

.

FUhlen
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"ein Opfer unserer 'Helden der Feder,

Fackel, May

.

Hans Puchstein, "Helden der Feder," Deutsches Volks-

blatt, April 30, 1902, in Ibid
38

.

f

"

"Habitue," Die

1902, in Ibid., 371.

"Jeder grosse Erfolg zieht hundert Katastrophen nach sich.

unfHhig eine bessere Stunde zu erwarten.

.

.

.

ein Moloch, der

die besten KrMfte des Landes verschlingt, eine SpielhHlle, die unsere

vornehmsten Geister anlockt und

zura

Hazard verftthrt.

Und so weit ist

es schon gekommen, dass einzelne Spieler alles auf eine Karte setzen

und sich erschiessen, wenn sie Partie verlieren.

Literatur."
1902, p. A3.

Das Monte Carlo der

Martin Finder, "Der Fall Baumberg," Die Zeit

,

April 19,
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40 "n

Der Zuschauer," Allgemeine Sport
Zeitun^

in Z.A.M-G., No. 7, p. 290.

.

May 4, 1902,

The following year Madjera wrote
yet

another anti-Semitic play, Ahasver
which, so far as is known, was
,

never produced.
41„

em
.

recht bescheidenes

.

"

"Jubiiaumstheater

Das Vaterland

May 24, 1902, in Ibid ., 322.
42

MUller-Guttenbrunn stated that his gross income,
about

350,000 Gulden, was higher during the fourth year than
in any other.

Erinnerungen

,

p.

183.

43,,

"in dem grossen Stil."

Ibid.

.
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CHAPTER VII
THE FIFTH SEASON

Messianism and Racism: Symptoms of
Ideological
Maturity
Even though Sign of the Cross had proven
the most profitable

play of the JubilHums Theater repertoire,
Mtlller-Guttenbrunn 's overall
indebtedness had not been substantially reduced by
the end of the
fourth season.

On the contrary, his mounting operational budget
had

offset any gains and once more forced him to obtain
additional loans.

Furthermore, his credit was being contracted when he failed
to pay debt
installments.

1

Forced to sell the theater's stage properties to the

municipality, he thereafter rented his former property from the ruling

party for a monthly fee.

He was able to pay his lease, certain private

debts, and summer salaries with the proceeds, and this may have improved
his morale.

Yet in terms of strict business management the director

had acted unwisely, for he had forfeited the only material assets he

had accumulated, increased his monthly expenditures, and had seriously

worsened his long-term financial position.

Perhaps it was the same im-

pulsiveness that led to this temporary elation over the sale, concluded
after months of negotiations, that also led him to gamble on the new
season's premiere: Raimund's Die unheilbringende Krone

.

This peculiar

choice may have been intended to attract through its panoply a public

indifferent to less lavish plays.

The gamble failed.

After the season's

first month Muller-Guttenbrunn found himself more heavily in debt than
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ever.

2

Undeterred, he continued his
preparations for yet another
lavish production, Johannes,
by the world renowned
German dramatist
Hermann Sudermann.
This tragedy about John
the Baptist had for some
time exercised
a powerful effect on
MUller-Guttenbrunn. He was patently
awed by the
"cold light of understanding"
radiated by the play and exerted
himself
"to the utmost" to obtain the
performance rights. 3 The selection
of
this work, which depicts a
false prophet as the embodiment
of a false
ideology, may have had unconscious
roots in his own situation.
If such
an affinity did exist, it was
as yet subconscious, for it
took the

shock of bankruptcy to bring out
into the open Mdller-Guttenbrunn
real ideology.

's

When this crystallization did take
place, MUller-

Guttenbrunn may well have been brought to
reassess his experiences between 1898 and 1903 in light of the
development of Sudermann's character

Johannes.

There is a parallel at least between
MUller-Guttenbrunn

»s

augury of an approaching social and political
saviour in an article

written during the autumn of 1903 and Johannes'
divination of the true
Messiah.

Whether or not the director responded to a subconscious

attraction, Johannes was not produced as a mere whim.
play of the fifth season Athara selected casually.

Nor was the last

This play which

centered on the question of miscegenation and dismissed the possibility
of felicitous interracial marriage also seems to have had a deep psycho-

logical attraction for him.

The appearance of Athara on the party stage

at the end of May 1903, only five months before the publication of

GHrungen-KlHrungen

— in

which he repudiated any hope of Judaeo-Aryan
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reconciliation-suggests MUller-Guttenbrunn
the irreconcilability of races.

'

s

growing certainty about

If the prophet was at hand,

the

Messiah had yet to appear.
MUller-Guttenbrunn 's final repertoire included few
noteworthy
plays apart from works reflecting his ideological
crystallization.

The

usual farces, regional dramas, classics, and
the nationalistic

students

1

play attained varying degrees of popularity and
elicited

little critical comment of importance.

One play significantly offended

the Volksblatt, because of the playwright's identity.

Meinrad Sadil's

second allegory, in some ways reminiscent of Tantalos,

was unpopular

with public and critics alike; historical dramas proved the
least

successful of all.

In his speech to the Theater Association during

the annual meeting on October 2, 1902, MUller-Guttenbrunn made plain

his disappointment over attendance.

The season had gotten off to a

bad start.

MUller-Guttenbrunn

f

s

Final Annual Report

The director seemed to have forgotten his earlier promise not
to chide his critics.

In his speech he scolded a reviewer for referring

to Eduard von Bauernfeld's works as antiquated and claimed that this

Viennese dramatist had attained literary immortality.

The JubilHums

Theater had realized its metier in performing such neglected works as
Bauernfeld's, he stated; whereas other stages lived entirely from novelties and existed only on the latest and patently ephemeral artistic

fashions.

The only way "out of the confusions of modern, naturalistic
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literature which [possessed]

a

thoroughly international character"

4
was to cultivate domestic drama both old
and new.

Here as before

MUller-Guttenbrunn displayed his predilection for
VormHrz plays as
an antidote to naturalism; but while defending
his artistic tastes,
he also expressed willingness to provide more
racy dramatic fare if
so desired.

This was a significant concession which doubtless re-

flected his fiscal worries.

A tactical retreat as regards the re-

pertoire, he may have thought, could always be made good later
when

attendance had improved.
For the first time MUller-Guttenbrunn asked the Theater

Association to support its playhouse.

Claiming that he and his troupe

had diligently performed their task, he accused the JubilHums Theater

public of indifference toward its playhouse, which was unique in
stage history, because it was rooted in Volk life and had freed itself "from all cliques and modes." 5

It is difficult to know whether

MUller-Guttenbrunn earnestly believed what he said, or whether he
merely wished to win over his listeners by flattering their detached
and selfless interest in art.
of Helden der Feder

,

Even without the recent anti-Semitism

the political bias of the theater and his pro-

motion of the anti-liberal clique had been quite clear from the second
season on.

His claim to lead

a

politically neutral playhouse affords

yet another instance of the complexity of his wishful thinking;

lie

may simply have assumed that others believed whatever he did.
In the second part of his speech MUller-Guttenbrunn pre-

dicted a six-month theater season because of poor attendance, the
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departure of actors and audiences
during the summers, and development
of rival cultural centers in
provincial resorts.

He furthermore com-

plained about the cost of theater
maintenance and criticized the extant star system which threatened
to create an actors' proletariat

because of disparities in salary between
great and small.

Should the

shareholders ignore his appeal to attend
the theater, he concluded,
the quality of plays might suffer from the
ability of other theaters
to attract the larger public in the
metropolis.

Mllller-Guttenbrunn's speech seems to have troubled his

listeners, who applauded significantly less than in
previous years.
For the first time opposition to the tone and direction
of his artistic

decisions was evident.

Karl Angerer Jr. approved the director's will-

ingness to produce racier plays and blamed poor attendance on a
dull
repertoire.

It was "not a practical application of ambition," he

stated, to promote "plays which had failed decades ago." 6

Works like

Die unheilbringende Krone were too puerile for adults, he claimed,
and too witty for children.

Angerer

f

s

remarks triggered a debate over

both Mliller-Guttenbrunn' s dramaturgy and the entire educational purpose
of the theater.

Since Baumann supported Mttller-Gut tenbrunn

relented and withdrew his objections.

,

Angerer

He later told MUller-Gutten-

brunn that he really wanted to see plays which were more anti-Semitic
on the JubilHums stage, but could not have been more specific during
the meeting because he was a business man.

"That

I

was also a business

man," Mdller-Gut tenbrunn states in his memoirs, "had probably not

occurred to the man."^

Angerer's opposition was prophetic:

the following
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year he would openly criticize Baumann and
attempt to install a more

aggressive anti-Semitism into the theater's
future policies.
After the general assembly, the Theater
Association committee
met with the director who expressed doubt about
being able to pay the
four per cent annual interest the following
year because of a current

60,000 Gulden deficit.

He suggested various means for assisting the

playhouse, apparently without considering the possibility
of reducing

existing overhead.

Soon thereafter reports about the theater's in-

debtedness appeared in the Deutsches Volksblatt

.

MUller-Guttenbrunn

claims in his memoirs that the principal party organ had fabricated
an ,M affair

crisis.

g

1

out of the clear blue sky," as there was then as yet no

Not long after the assembly, however, he characterized his

situation in his diary as "almost hopeless," because of "the political
delusion of those who are closest to the theater." 9

He seemed to ex-

clude any reference to himself in this statement.

MUller-Guttenbrunn Decides to Abandon the
Directorship

The opposition of the Volksblatt to MUller-Guttenbrunn

ment soon became open.

's

manage-

In a destructive critique of Per Sparverein by

Ludwig Wiedegg, an official of the Viennese stock exchange, the Volksblatt censured the director for presenting a play which evinced "a
deep reverence for the Salzgries and the Kaiviertel," the Jewish quarter
of Vienna.

Wiedegg and his friends were scorned, and MUller-Guttenbrunn

was warned to renounce these circles "so long as he [was] director of

the municipal theater." 10

Milller-Gut tenbrunn states in his memoirs

that although he was aware that no
Jewish playwrights could be pro-

duced on the JubilMums Theater stage,
he did not know that a "Christian man" like Wiedegg could have no Jews
as friends.

The "impudence

and bottomless stupidity" toward the public,
author, and director in
the Volksblatt review, he writes, convinced
him

of the impossibility of a prosperous development
of this
theater.
How can I get away? How can I get away? That
was my leitmotif from then on, day and night.
But I
11
could not betray my resolution until it could be
realized.

True to his cunning persistence, Mllller-Guttenbrunn
continued as before

without even protesting the interference of clerical journalists.

When

he was directly confronted with criticism, he was either
unresponsive
or devious in replying.

An adherence to what he called decorum,

combined with timidity, or perhaps uncertainty, made him peculiarly
vulnerable.

Apart from an understandable prudence in this instance,

his public silence following the Volksblatt attack suggests basic

insecurity.

This is further implied through his compulsive favoring

of a "Christian man" like Wiedegg: the director obviously wished to

avoid posing as a philo-Semite himself, but sought at the same time
not to foreclose whatever assistance might arise from an association

with Wiedegg and his companions.

12

Wiedegg's play is of especial interest because of certain
critical reactions to it: it is one of the few JubilMums Theater works
to portray a Social Democrat.

By the fifth season it had become

apparent that the theater's regular audience was indifferent to plays
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with political overtones.

Perhaps this is why Socialist reviewers

merely scoffed at a Marxist member of
the Sparverein without condemning MUller-Guttenbrunn's "derision
of the working class," as was
found in Conrad Vorlauf.

"Since when do vagabonds save?" inquired one

Social Democratic reviewer after describing the
Marxist depositor
"as a perfect vagabond."

Wiedegg

f

The Arbeiter Zeitun ^ critic snickered at

delineation of the Marxist, "of whom it was said in all

s

seriousness that he could not marry his sweetheart,
rades would not permit

'because the com-

it.™

Incongruities of plot also dampened the praise of some clerical
critics,

15

while other anti-Semitic reviewers practically ignored the

actions of the story itself, choosing rather to deplore the "crowds

...

of dancers 'round the golden calf, and their fellow tribesmen"

leading the applause. 16

Mliller-Guttenbrunn may have thought he could

appease clerical critics of the theater with Per Sparverein
was a "Christian-Catholic artist laborer." 17

,

whose hero

Their negative and

vehement reaction, however, suggests open irritation at his policies,

while the speedy retirement of the play may have offended Wiedegg,
and once more demonstrated to the liberals Milller-Gut tenbrunn

1

s

sub-

servience to the ruling party.
Yet, in contrast to his growing unpopularity among clerical

critics, Mdller-Gut tenbrunn retained the affection of his personnel.

Notwithstanding his endeavors to conceal his fiftieth birthday on
October 22, 1902, his staff prepared
duly feted in the theater.

a

party where the director was

After felicitous speeches by his technical
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director and certain actors, he was
presented with flowers and

a

silver writing desk set, whereupon each
staff member congratulated
him.

At first deeply affected by the ceremony,
Muller-Guttenbrunn

became despondent and at length was so overcome
that he had to leave
the party.

He alone knew of the worsening financial
plight which

threatened so many of their professional futures.

During the fifth season Mllller-Guttenbrunn attempted
to produce a philo-Semitic play, Die goldene Brtlcke by Richard
Skowronnek,
in order to attract Jews to the theater.

He now seemed obsessed with

the idea that their benevolence was essential to the theater's
pros-

perity.

His plans were again thwarted, for Lueger himself forbade

the presentation.

A municipal councillor who had also read the work

wrote the director that, if he produced this drama, then he might as

well also present Lessing's Nathan der Weise

.

Mdller-Guttenbrunn 's

reaction, "that's how far we've come!," is typical of many of the

vehement exclamations in his diaries and memoirs. 18

Here as well as

elsewhere he does not elaborate on his thoughts, yet this particular
remark suggests that he had at last begun to grasp the theater's true
import.

If this exclamation signified a realization, it was doubly

belated since it appeared in his post-directorial memoirs.

The Prophet at Hand

In producing Johannes MUller-Guttenbrunn attempted for the

last time to attract the liberals, or as he put it "the inner city."

19

Sparing no expense on the Viennese premiere of this play, he imported
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a number of German actors;
Sudermann himself attended both a dress

rehearsal and the premiere.

The dramatist was pleasantly surprised

by the results, according to
MUller-Guttenbrunn, and although the
premiere itself was a success, the play
was unpopular all the same.
The director believed that the tragedy
possessed too little warmth
for his regular public, 20 and the theater
goers of the "inner city"

ignored the playhouse as was their wont.

His final attempt to

attract liberal support thus seems to have been a
costly failure,

even though the play ran thirty-two times.
to

It probably never occurred

him that Jewish liberals, who had so recently been pilloried
in

Helden der Feder

,

avoided the theater because they resented his ideo-

logical vacillation.

So did extreme anti-Semitic papers like Kikeriki

which had long deplored "Mliller-Judenbrunn" as director of the Aryan
theater.

Most critics for their part, however, simply ignored him

for the time being in order to evaluate Johannes in light of their

respective aesthetic or ideological standpoints.

Certain clerical and Socialist reviewers appeared disappointed
that Johannes did not lend itself to ideological interpretation as

readily as they had hoped.

The Arbeiter Zeitung

,

for example, missed

the "powerful Communist agitator" described by St. Luke; whereas Das

Vaterland suggested that Sudermann's character was too much of

a

stern

Old Testament figure instead of the gentler prophet depicted in the

Gospel.

21

A German Nationalist critic was also dissatisfied, because

people which desired salvation sought "a leader who offers something

positive," rather than judgment.

22

The reaction of the Socialists and

s

:
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German Nationalists was thus
portentious, and even the most
responsible
organ of the conservatives
appeared unable to excogitate an ideological synthesis from the play's
material.

Among the liberals, Hermann Bahr in
a remarkable review may
have supplied some of the reasons for
Muller-Gut tenbrunn

with this play.

»

s

fascination

In certain ways, Bahr implied everyone
was a

"Johannes"
With our actions and deeds we serve an
inscrutable and profound purpose which we can not know.
In believing we express ourselves, we help prepare works which
betrav us. We
think we act according to our will, but yet only
follow the
commands of the Unknown. At last we realize that
our life
has been different, completely different than
we intended
it.
A profound humility seizes us when we consider how we
are not at all the masters of our deeds, but instead
are
being unconsciously ordered by a mysterious power. 23
In light of Bahr's critique it may be argued that
MUller-Guttenbrunn

'

politics were not as far removed from his former liberalism as he himself may have thought, notwithstanding the possibility of a certain

attraction for the character Johannes and his desire
district."

to

win "the first

On the other hand, the ex-German Nationalist Bahr was per-

haps not as much of a rationalistic liberal as some of his enemies
asserted.

Certainly, many elements were intertwined in the ideologies

of both men, both of whom were remarkable for their tergiversations.

Die Friedensrose Soon Wilts

Mllller-Guttenbrunn began the second half of the season with
Die Friedensrose by Meinrad Sadil.

The play pleased clerical reviewers,

thus achieving what was probably its main purpose, but most critics agreed
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that the priest's second
allegory was artistically
inferior to

SSStalos, so that

Die_Frie^ens^

saw only five performances.

This

time the Socialists were most
guilty of politicizing their
coverage.
The climax of Sadil's drama,
according to the Ar beiter Zeitung
,

occurred during the second act.

An imprisoned elf with occult
powers,

who is condemned to convert coal
into gold for others, is killed
by
his master because his magical
faculty failed.
The Marxist reviewer

asserted that the elf spoke words which
every miner could have spoken
to his oppressive employer.

The elf, however, was destroyed once
its

powers had waned, but the exhausted
laborer in real life had to

struggle on, persecuted by existing laws.
ticism,

Offended by Sadil's didac-

this critic decided that the implied moral
of Die Friedensrose

.

"'riches alone do not make one happy, and poverty
is no disgrace,'"
had long since been wittily reversed in a popular
maxim.

No one,

the

reviewer stated, "not even the most pious of the pious"
would believe
any longer "that one must always be poor to be happy.

No matter how

true they may be, lessons from the stage always have a
boring effect;

we do not want to be taught by words, but only through deeds." 24

This

Marxist sentiment could serve as a judgment on the entire fifth season
of the theater.

Athara

Between September 1902 and May 1903 Mtlller-Guttenbrunn produced
thirty-five plays.

Nearly two dozen were presented during the last five

months of his tenure,

25

yet the public continued to avoid the playhouse.

t
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During the early spring of 1903 both despair
and disgust over the
theater are evident in his diary entries. 26
season did he achieve a success with Athara
to quit his position.

"romantic tragedy

11

Only at the end of the
,

after having decided

The play deserves comment, because this

about miscegenation appears to have reinforced

Mttller-Guttenbrunn's racism.

Athara was hastily produced.

It was submitted to the censor,

read and cleared in just five days, a mere eleven days
before its

premiere on May 30, 1903. 27
a

The identity of the author, who used

pseudonym "Robert Talwyce," has never been revealed.

The plot

concerns a little African girl Athara, who is adopted by a French
family and grows up in Paris as Eugenie Daguillon.

Disguised as

a

domino at a masquerade, she attracts a suitor, the Marquis Gaston de
Manville.

Momentarily repelled when he later discovers her Negro

identity, the Marquis

1

love persists, he professes his love for

Eugenie and marries her.

Although they find brief happiness together,

Eugenie's best friend Manon, a white woman, and Gaston fall in love.

Discovering them together one evening, Eugenie despairs of ever regaining Gaston's love and commits suicide with a poisoned dagger.
Critical reaction to the operatic Athara covered the predictabl

ideological spectrum.

Interestingly enough, reviewers did not relate

the drama's racial conflict to the racist anti-Semitism then extant

in Vienna.

Perhaps the theme of the tragedy was too exotic.

Perhaps

anti-Semitic reviewers assumed that Negroes were even more unassimilable
than the Jews; and perhaps the liberals were apprehensive about broachin
the subject.

In any case,

such papers as the Volksblat

and the
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Ostdeutsche Rundsc hau took for granted
the thesis of interracial
incompatibility, yet intimated that the
dramatist had lost the

opportunity to make a significant statement.

According to the Rund-

schau, Gaston's love for Eugenie could
only have resulted from
ft

perverse sensuality." 2fi

The author had therefore erred by having

this love originate in the Marquis

1

soul.

Unlike one reviewer who

believed racial hatred was instinctive, 29 the
Volksblatt critic
claimed Gaston

f

s

love had been extinguished only when he had realized

"the inferiority of the race [from] which his wife had
30
descended."

The critical reaction of these anti-Semitic papers thus
reveals lack
of accord about the extent and nature of prevailing racial antipathy;

Mllller-Guttenbrunn would probably have agreed with the extremists.

The remaining factions hinted at broader ideological questions

inherent in the material, but skirted the problem of racism itself.
The Extrapost , for example, thought the play would have been. "highly

interesting" if "in this racial question standpoint [had been taken]
against standpoint," and if contrasts had been dramatically resolved

instead of only revealed.

Rather than addressing the problem, the

author "chose [for Eugenie] the easy means of suicide, thereby allowing
the woman from the wilds of Africa

emotions of a German Gretchen

— to

—who

strangely enough exhibits the

withdraw."

The Extrapost concluded

that even though Eugenie's suicide was a means of ending the play, the

racial question remained unresolved.

31

Reminded by Athara of the writin

of Houston Stewart Chamberlain, Gobineau, and Francois de Curel, the

Wiener Morgen Zeitung declared that the "epic material" of the racial

2

79

question was not easy to animate on
the stage: "One must either
handle
this difficult subject in a delicate
manner, or shout it forth In the

garish placard style of the American
sensational drama."

Instead, this

reviewer thought the two styles alternated
in the play. 32
ZejLtung.

The Arbeiter

advised the playwright that he should have
attempted to develop

his drama from the "spiritual contrasts
of the races," rather than

"[dissipating] the interesting idea in a banal,
sentimental love story,

adorned with the most common trappings of dime novels."
Athara

's

For all

shortcomings, the Marxist critic thought the tragedy
merited

"more attention than dozens of successful stage works of the
last years.
The audience, although friendly, this reviewer added, failed
to demon-

strate that "stormy enthusiasm so easily ignited

theater."

...

in the municipal

33

Although extreme anti-Semites were outspoken about the question
of racial inequality, liberal and Socialist reactions to Athara re-

vealed a pronounced reticence.

Vienna's leftist and moderate journal-

ists may have wished to encourage a detente and, therefore, avoided

discussion of racism which had been one of the underlying tenets of the
JubilMums Theater all along.

On the other hand, the theater's opponents

may have hoped to elevate the question of racial incompatibility above
the invectives found in scurrilous pulications like the Volksblatt to
the more reasoned polemics in which Marxists and liberals excelled.

Whatever the motives for their reserve, Athara seems to have caused
variety of embarrassments: the liberals may have thought

a

a

discussion

of racism could reveal inconsistencies in their own position, including
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hypocritical intolerance toward other races; the Socialists may have
eschewed this issue for fear it would overshadow their dialectic;
while the theater audience may not have been ready for such harsh
racial issues at this time, as the Arbeiter Zeitung implied. Yet
amid this complicated array of reactions., any apprehensions on the

part of the Marxists would prove well founded in the long run.

Athara was, at the very least, a portentious final production for the
Aryan theater.
At the time when Athara was creating a mild critical sensation,
no one except a few leading Christian Socials and theater committee

members, including Mllller-Gut tenbrunn

imminent departure

34
.

T

s

successor, was aware of his

Disheartened over futile ideological struggles

and unable to obtain additional credit, Mtlller-Gut tenbrunn resigned
the directorship toward the end of June 1903.

His resignation was

tersely announced in the major clerical dailies in early July.

Liberal

and Social Democratic papers reacted to this announcement by ridiculing
the ruling party, their theater, and Mliller-Gut tenbrunn as well.

35

This extreme reaction from the Christian Socials' enemies may well have

betrayed relief as well as satisfaction: the attempt

to use the theater

as a device for ideological agitation and anti-Semitism had obviously

failed.

The statement of the Arbeiter Zeitung

,

"the idea of the Christ-

ian Social theater perished yesterday," had thus a greater than topical

significance.

36

Although certain Christian Socials were later to

exceed their rivals in vituperation, their abuse was directed mainly
against Mliller-Guttenbrunn

,

in order to obscure both their own part in
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the creation and maintenance of the
theater and their disappointment
at its failure.

plored.

Mllller-Guttenbrunn

's

resignation must now be ex-
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Footnotes

HlUller-Guttenbrunn, Erinnerungen

.

p.

184.

Muller-Gutten-

brunn seemed characteristically mystified
by the action of his creditors and claimed he was unable to find
additional backers regardless

of what interest he offered.

He appeared bitter that support was

withheld from party circles.
2

MUller-Guttenbrunn blamed the somber theme as well as the

splendid September weather for the failure.

He also admitted that

"much in the melancholy work" was incomprehensible to
contemporary

Viennese in spite of a revised edition which he had prepared and
published that summer.

In this instance his desire to educate and to

cultivate the taste of his public seems to have been particularly
evident,

"vieles in dem tiefsinnigen Werk."
3

"kaltes Verstandeslicht.

Mttller-Guttenbrunn, Ibid

.

,

.

.

203, 186.

.

Ibid

.

,

187, 188.

Musserster Kraf tans tregung

11

MUller-Gut tenbrunn states that

the censor had forbidden the performance of Johannes in any Viennese

theater but the municipal playhouse.

The Arbeiter Zeitung thought

it conspicuous that the censors had permitted the presentation of

religious material only on the stage under the auspices of clerical
patronage.

Zeitung

,

0.-1., "Theater und Kunst.

December

7,

1902, pp. 7, 8.

Stadt theater

,"

Arbeiter

For details about censorship

in imperial Vienna see Johnston, The Austrian Mind

,

pp.

49, 50.

^"aus den Wirrnissen der modernen, naturalis tischen Literatur,
die einen durchaus internationalen Character hat."

brunn, Erinnerungen

,

p.

191.

I

Mllller-Gut ten-

have again used MUller-Gut tenbrunn

1

s

"
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account of his speech
>-n which
wuxi.ii is P«PnH
a ii„ the same
f
essentially
as the reports
in the Volksblatt and Neues Wiener
Tagblatt
5

"von alien Cliquen und Modem"

Erinnerungen
6

.

.

MUller-Guttenbrunn,

190.

p.

"nicht praktisch angebrachter Ehrgeiz

die vor Dezennien durchgef alien sind."

.

.

.

Stllcke

"Generalversammlung des

Kaiserjubilaums-Stadttheatervereins," Deutsches Volksblatt

.

October 3,

1902, p. 2.
7

"Dass auch ich ein GeschMftsmann war, hatte der Mann
wohl

nicht bedacht."
g 1,1

MUller-Guttenbrunn

Af fare

1

,

Erinnerungen

aus heiterem Himrael."

"nahezu hoffnungslos

...

,

p.

197.

Ibid., 198.

die politische Verblendung derer,

die dem Theater am nHchsten stehen."

Mliller-Gut tenbrunn

,

"Tagebllcher

,

Heft IX, October 20, 1902.
10

...

"eine tiefe Reverenz vor dem Salzgries und dem Kaiviertel

so lange er Direktor des Stadttheaters 1st."

und Literatur.

KaiserjubilHums-Stadttheater ," Deutsches Volksblatt

October 15, 1902,
llf,

p.

.

.

dieses Theaters.

.

.

.

.

Dreistigkeit und bodenlose

von der UnmBglichkeit einer gedeihlichen Entwicklung
Wie komme ich los? Wie komme ich los? Das war von da

ab mein Leitmotiv bei Tag und Nacht.

Aber verraten durfte ich meinen

Entschluss nicht, bis er nicht durchf Uhrbar war."

Erinnerungen

,

pp.

,

11.

einem christlichen Manne.

Borniertheit

"Theater, Kunst

204, 206.

MUller-Guttenbrunn,
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12

MUller-Guttenbrunn states that Wiedegg's
following, which

had not as yet appeared in the theater,
would not have been at all
unwelcome.

Ibid., 204.

13„ c .„
Seit wann sparen denn Vagabunden?

Vagabund."

h,

.

.

.

ein ausgemachter

"Jubilaums-Stadttheater," VolkstribUne

.

October 23,

1902, p. 10.
14,,

Von ihm wird alien Ernstes erzHhlt, dass er
seine Geliebte

nicht heiraten dlirfe, 'weil es die Genossen nicht
erlauben."'
"Theater.

Stadttheater

15

.

Der Sparverein

and sensationalism.

"

Arbeiter Zeitung
was. a

.

0.-1.,

October 15, 1902, p.

8.

typical Volk play in its sentiment

The hero Ferdinand Edelmann is the treasurer of

a small savings association located in a tavern on the
outskirts' of

Vienna.

One day, a member of the Sparverein demands his savings.

This

request necessitates the dissolution of the association and a general

reimbursement of funds, and forces Edelmann into

because he has embezzled some of the deposits.

a

desperate position,

Learning of the theft

his wife Clara unsuccessfully attempts to borrow the necessary sum

from a usurer.

willing

to

She then turns to the tavern owner Schwartl who is

lend the requisite amount provided she give herself to him.

Edelmann' s wife agrees, but secretly resolves to drown herself once
she has obtained the money and fulfilled the agreement.

intention Schwartl grants the loan without his reward.

Guessing her

Returning with

the cash, Clara encounters her husband who has also obtained the

necessary amount from a friend.

Ferdinand, learning that the tavern

owner has granted the loan, becomes suspicious, then enraged at his wife

"
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Despairing, Ciara attempts to
commit suicide.

She is rescued and

the couple is reconciled,
Schwartl having convinced Edelmann
of his

wife's fidelity.
The Vaterland expressed
bewilderment about Wiedegg's intent,

since the hero's character was
superficial, his wife's actions toward
the innkeeper were implausible,
and the would-be seducer was a

preacher, as well.

...

than that

»I„ a drama one can be no thriftler

not even the French have yet

and preacher in one person."

.

.

.

^

charact ers

achieved a seducer

"Sparsamer kann man in einem Drama mit

den Personen nicht mehr sein; FrauenverfUhrer
und Moralprediger in

einer Person, das haben sich nicht einmal
die Franzosen in der Art
noch geleistet."
land

,

October 15, 1902, p.
16

nossen."

"Menge

.

.

.

17

,"

Das Vater-

THnzer

urn

das goldene Kalb und deren Stammesge-

KaiserjubilHums-Stadttheater

,

October 16, 1902, p. 10.

.

"christkatholischen

October 23, 1902,
18

Jubiia U mstheater

6.

Theater, Kunst und Musik.

Die Reichspost

p.

"Theater und Kunst.

p.

Kilns

tler-Arbeiter

.

"

VolkstribUne

,

10.

"So weit waren wir also!

11

MUller-Gut tenbrunn

,

Erinnerungen

,

204.

19
20
21

Kunst.

"die Innere Stadt."
Ibid

.

,

Ibid., 187.

203.

"gewaltiger, kommunis tischer Agitator."

Stadttheater ," Arbeiter Zeitung

,

0.-1., "Theater und

December 14, 1902

,

p.

Wgr., "JubilHumstheater," Das Vaterland, December 7, 1902, p.

9.
1.
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22„

"einen FUhrer, der ihm Positives
bietet." 0., "Stadttheater

Ostdeutsche Rundschau
23

.

December

9,

,

1902, p. 2.

"Wir dienen mit unserem Wirken und Tun
einem unerforsch-

lichen und tiefen Sinn, den wir nicht
wissen kBnnen.

Indem wir uns

auszudrUcken glauben, helfen wir Werke bereiten,
die uns verleugnen.

Wir denken unseren Willen zu tun und folgen doch
nur Geboten eines
Unbekannten.

Am Ende werden wir inne, dass unser Leben anders,
ganz

anders gewesen ist, als wir es gemeint haben.
liber uns,

Eine tiefe Demut kommt

wenn wir uns betrachten, wie wir gar nicht die Herren
unserer

Taten sind, sondern uns, nichts wissend, alles von der
geheimnisvollen

Macht anbefehlen lassen."
1901-1903 (Berlin:
2A"

T

Hermann Bahr, Rezensionen Wiener Theater

,

Fischer Verlag, 1903), p. 472.

S.

Reichthum allein macht nicht gllicklich, und Armuth ist

keine Schande

f
.

.

.

nicht einmal die Frtfmmsten der Frommen, dass man

partout arm sein muss,

urn

und wMren sie noch so wahr

gllicklich zu werden.

— im

Auch wirken Lehren—

Theater immer langweilig; wir wollen

dort nicht mit Worten, sondern bloss durch Thatsachen belehrt werden."
e.g., "Theater.
25

Stadttheater,"

Arbeiter Zeitung

,

January

1,

1903, p.

9

In his memoirs, the director again spoke of his feats in

terms of statistical achievement, as if he hoped a quantitative achieve-

ment could mitigate the fiscal and qualitative failure of the season,
indeed of his entire management: "We produced sixteen premieres in this
season, among them were again seven plays by completely new men, so
that the number of authors introduced by me into literature rose to

twenty-seven."

Wir brachten sechzehn Neuheiten in diesem Spieljahr,

j
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darunter befanden sich wieder sieben
StUcke von ganz neuen MHrtnern,
so dass die Zahl der durch mich in
die Literatur eingefllhrten Autoren

sich auf siebenundzwanzig hob."
26

MUller-Guttenbrunn

,

Erinnerungen

.

p.

MUller-Guttenbrunn inquired of the censor why
S8hne Israels

could not be performed and was informed that
agitational plays were

not allowed in a theater intended to commemorate
the emperor's
reign.

His reaction to this response reveals not only
self -righteous-

ness and frustration over the thwarting of his own plans,
but also

naive incredulity that the official anti-Semitism of the ruling
party
could be successfully opposed by the imperial censor:

"Just think!! The anti-Semitic parties found a theater, but

because they created this theater on the occasion of the
emperor 's jubilee, they are not permitted to pursue their
.

.

.

political ideologies in this house!

By virtue of this

[refusal] this theater, which is considered to be anti-Semitic,
is deprived of every possibility of even becoming one!

But,

nevertheless, it will be treated only as [anti-Semitic] by
the Jewish press.

The devil must be behind this, and I'd

give a pretty penny to get out of this infernal situation in
a decent way!"

"Man denke!!

Die antisem. Parteien grllnden ein Theater.

Weil sie

dieses Th. aber aus Anlass des Kaiser ubilHums geschaffen, dlirfen sie
ihre

.

.

.

polit. Ideologien in diesem Hause nicht verfolgen!

Damit

ist diesem Theater, welches als das antisemitische gilt, jegliche

MBglichkeit benommen [sic], jemals ein solches zu werden!

Aber es

203
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wird dennoch von der Judenpresse
nur als ein solches behandelt
werden.

Da mag der Teufel dahinter sein

ich gabe was darum, wenn

u.

ich auf anstHndige Weise aus dieser
hollischen Situation befreit

ware!" MUller-Guttenbrunn, "Tageblicher
27

28

Polizeidirektion Wien.
"perverse Sinneslust

,

"

Heft X, March 24, 1903.

Theaterprotokoll 1898-1904

.

Ostdeutsche Rundschau, May 31, 1903,

in Nachlass Thim.
29

c.b., "Theater, Kunst und Literatur.

Stadttheater)," Neulengbacher Zeitung
30

31

June 6, 1903, in Ibid

.

"die Minderwertigkeit der Rasse, welcher seine
Frau ent-

sprossen ist."

Matt, May

.

(Kaiser jubilHums-

r.p., "KaiserjubilHums-Stadttheater," Deutsches Volks-

31, 1903, p.

11.

"hochinteressant

gegen Standpunkt stellt.
mordes und lSsst

.

darait die

...
.

.

in dieser Rassenfrage Standpunkt

wMhlte das bequeme Mittel des Selbst-

Frau aus dem wilden Afrika, die seltsamer-

weise das GefUhlsleben eines deutschen Gretchens aufweist, abtreten."
W.St.,

fl

JubilMumstheater, M Extrapost
32

"epischer Stoff

.

.

.

.

,

June 1,1903, in Nachlass Thim.

Man muss den heiklen Gedanken mit

zarten Fingern anfassen oder ihn im schreienden Plakatstil des ameri-

kanischen Sensationsdramas anpacken."

Wiener Morgen Zeitung
33

,

A.E., "WHhringer Stadttheater

May 31, 1903, in Ibid

"seelischen GegensHtzen der Rassen

Idee in einer banalen, rllhrseligen

,

.

.

.

.

die interessante

mit den gewBhnlichsten Effekten

der Kolportageliteratur aufgeputzten Liebesgeschichte

achtung

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

mehr Be-

als Dutzende erfolgreicher Blihnenwerke der letzten
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Jahre.
.

.

sturm."

.

im Stadttheater sonst so lelcht
entzllndeten Begeisterungs-

0.-1., "Theater.

Stadttheater," Arbeiter Zeitung

.

M„v n,

1903, p. 10.

Three days before the director resigned,
one critic implied
the political future of the playhouse
was secure by claiming the

existence of an omnipotent "politically exclusive"
("politisch exclusiv") circle controlling the municipal theater.

Die Woche

,

G.

,

"Saisonschluss

,"

June 22, 1903, in Nachlass Thim.

35 T
in a front-page article,

the Wiener Allgemeine Zeitung

asserted that leading a theater for ultimately political
rather than

artistic motives was like trying to swim "with an iron coat of
mail."
The swimmer either had to get rid of his armor or sink.

Artistic

rather than confessional qualities were the important thing, this paper
added, "and the curve coefficient of the author's nose would no longer

be the only decisive factor for acceptance or rejection of his plays."
"mit einer eisernen Rlistung.

.

.

.

und der Krllmmungscoef ficient der

Nase des Autors wird nicht mehr allein ausschlaggebend
nahme oder Ablehnung seiner Stlicke sein."

BUhne," Wiener Allgemeine Zeitung

,

flir

die An-

"Die voraussetzungslose

July 10, 1903, in Ibid

.

Die Wage was even more sarcastic, remarking that the wheat

from the former director's native Banat was infinitely preferable to
its literati, for in that region "every prospect for the perfection
of Christian Social literature disappears."

A few aspiring intellectual

giants, fortified with this literary background and even possessing

elementary school diplomas, "suffered shipwreck."

Their watery works
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were still dull, even though the
water was holy water, Die Wage
added, for even a genuine baptismal
certificate could not compensate
for a genuine lack of talent,

"verschwindet

.

.

.

die Perfektion einer christlichsozialen
Literatur.

gelitten."
36„

verendet."

Sheridan, "Glossen," Die Wage

,

je de Aussicht auf
.

.

.

Schiffbruch

July 11, 1903, in Ibid.

Die Idee des christlich sozialen Theaters
ist gestern

"Ein stiller Krach," Arbeiter Zeitun
R

.

July 9, 1903, p.

A
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CHAPTER VIII
MULLER-GUTTENBRUNN

'

S

DECLINE AND FALL

AS THEATER DIRECTOR

After June 1903 MUller-Guttenbrunn was no
longer director.
The managerial change had not occurred,
however, as suddenly or as

effortlessly as certain clerical papers made

it seem.

Several months

of negotiations involving MUller-Guttenbrunn,
leading Christian Socials,

and the new director preceded the latter' s
appointment.

dealings MUller-Guttenbrunn

'

s

During these

disillusionment over finances and the

indifference of his sponsors fed a deepening despair.

By the time his

resignation was announced in July 1903 his disenchantment was complete.

Bankruptcy

a few

months later made him aware of the latent significance

of his second directorial experience— really an ideological Odyssey.
In the autumn of 1903 MUller-Guttenbrunn wrote an article for
a short-lived periodical Entwicklung

The main topic was his recently

.

published portrait of Vienna during the late 1890's, GMrungen-KlHrungen

,

but he also revealed his preoccupation with the city's social and

political future.

In this article the persistent anti-Christ figure

from his earlier GrMfin Judith was revived and transformed into the

Messiah of a new salvational teaching.

MUller-Guttenbrunn urged that

the racist anti-Semitism which permeated GMrungen-KlUrungen form an

integral part of the new teaching of which he desired to be the prophet.

Although he had failed to rejuvenate

a

vUlkisch literary movement,

he still might succeed in revolutionary prediction.

GHrungen-KlHrungen
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was to be the first instalment
of a trilogy depicting
Vienna as it
had been, then was, and as
it should be.
He did publish the first
two volumes-the second

Me_Dame_inj^

appeared in 1907-but the

third retreated into the
future it was to describe,
while his
creative energies were spent on
historical works. Before turning
to these specifically literary
efforts MUller-Guttenbrunn sought

other ways to maintain solvency.

Following his decision in October

1902 to abandon the theater, after the
Volksblatt
_Der

's

criticism of

Sparverein, he sought aid from the
mayor.

MUller-Guttenbrunn's Case for the Thea ter
Towards the end of December 1902
MUller-Guttenbrunn wrote and

personally delivered to Lueger a report on the
theater.

He described

the economic situation of the playhouse as
having been "very serious
for a long time."

The fifth season's unfavorable box-office
receipts

compounded the difficulties so that immediate collapse
threatened if
his suggestions were not followed.

1

He then related the complexities

of management and finance and submitted a three-point
plan for staving

off collapse.

As it summarizes MUller-Guttenbrunn's thoughts about

the party playhouse after four years, this document deserves
scrutiny.
It appeared verbatim in Die Fackel of November 11, 1903.

In spite of misgivings about managerial and financial diffi-

culties, MUller-Guttenbrunn expressed a strong desire to continue as

manager of the theater.

Though he called the situation very serious,

it was in fact far from hopeless, and he seemed optimistic that all
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obstacles could be surmounted provided
the mayor responded with the
proper measures. According to
Muller-Guttenbrunn the theater's
,

difficulties stemmed from its unique
ideological mission and the consequent lack of financial support.

Although he regretted that poli-

tics had figured so prominently in
the existence of the playhouse,

he never suggested that ideology be
abandoned.
its importance throughout his memorandum.

In fact, he emphasized

Moreover, he argued that

the theater's political goals had required
patronage from the beginning,

contending that the Christian Socials had been
remiss in withholding
support.
The director may have assured Lueger at one time or
another
that Christians who collaborated politically with Jews
would join
the regular audience.

At least he seems to apologize for their

failure to attend the theater.

In any event, their absence should not

be blamed on him, or so he reasoned.

Such papers as the Neue Freie

Presse were to blame; and he hinted that the ruling party still had
need to destroy the liberals' influence over art and culture.

In

excusing some of the theater's shortcomings, he may also have been

ascribing poor attendance to the Christian Social press, for he claimed
in his memoirs that he had trusted the influence of the party press
to supply good attendance.

However much the clerical press may have hurt the theater, the

director implied, his performance as manager had been
and efficiency.

a paragon of tact

Against apparently insuperable obstacles, the theater's

achievements, and by implication his own, had been nothing less than
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astonishing.

This claim again reveals MUller-Guttenbrunn's
character-

istic and bemusing admixture of pride,
self-righteousness, and sense
of infallibility, which openly colored
many of his apparently pro-

fessional decisions.
In reciting the theaters accomplishments,
he took pains to

cite works by contemporary writers, as well as
by established authors.

The director may have wanted to refute allegations
that the playhouse

favored antiquated plays.

There was, however, no reference to the

many unfavorable reviews in Christian Social papers, nor
any mention
of his feud with the Volksblatt

.

He made it seem as though the

theater's only enemies and critics were Jewish liberals.

He was also

silent about the Social Democrats, considering them perhaps too un-

important to the mayor to deserve comment.
With the exception of Die Hermannschlacht

,

the plays he singled

out for praise because of their material or artistic success were

probably specifically selected

to elicit

favorable response from Lueger.

The director may well have studied the mayor's reactions to some of

these productions, for the BUrgermeis ter frequently attended the play-

house.

Mllller-Gut tenbrunn recalled that official party anti-Semitism

had been acknowledged through the presentation of such works as The

Merchant

,

Per Rech tschaf f ene

,

and Helden der Feder

.

Although the

censor forbade further anti-Jewish plays, the director, ever assiduous
and loyal to party goals, had had some of these censored works such as

Harte HMnde and SBhne Israels published and disseminated.

propagation of ideology had entailed

But the

a great sacrifice, he complained,
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thus stressing his devotion and
underlining his request for patronage.
In discussing the mission of the
party theater, Mllller-Gutten-

brunn revealed

a

number of deep-seated traits, but in
particular his

aggressive nationalism.

Similar references to the deleterious
effects

of "modish international literature and
immoral French plays" might

have been taken from his earlier books, Das
Wiener Theaterleben or

Dramaturgische Gauge. 2

The major departure from views expressed
in

his earlier works is the assertion that the
Jews now share the blame
3
for poisoning "the healthy emotions of our
people."

There is no

reason to believe that this slur was included merely
to pander to

Lueger's anti-Semitism.

To Muller-Guttenbrunn the Jews, too, had

ceased to be a German group and therefore belonged to an
inferior category, like the Magyars and French.

He did not, however, seem to be-

lieve that the harmful effects of Jewish journalism had altered the

fundamental characteristics of domestic literature, but rather that
the latter had been stifled and demoralized.

The Jews, he thought,

degraded art by lowering it to the realm of business.
elevate it once more, "the ring" had to be breached.

In order to

This was by no

means a hopeless task, he suggested, for Christian writers had been

successfully performed on the JubilMums stage and were in demand elsewhere.

But the struggle had not yet been won, because the theater's

enemies feared the influence of the playhouse

— because

in turn they

knew that if true art should revive, their power would be broken.
Mliller-Guttenbrunn implied thus that the "ring" was composed of indi-

viduals of mediocre literary calibre, who had attained great and by

implication undeserved success merely through pure organization and
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influence-peddling.

The resentment which as a
writer he felt toward

the "ring," its ostensible power,
and "exclusive" membership, may

have betrayed envy, for he never
had remained long a member of
any
circle or group.
Aware of the importance of the city's
public works to the
mayor, the director assured Lueger of
the public value of the Christian

Aryan playhouse.

This assurance may have been aimed
at suggesting

that any substantive success of municipal
socialization depended on sus-

taining the proper ideological climate through
the theater.

Instead

of discussing this, however, he retreated to
the more nationalistic

and indirectly anti-Semitic theme that German
literature and dramatic

art must be purified of "unGerman" influences.

He intimated that he

had been responsible for initiating this task of
"purification," and
in his desire to complete this undertaking he once again
revealed his

wish to continue as manager.
The alternatives to the theater's success— and by implication

his own

—were

painted in the starkest terms, well-calculated to rouse

a professional politician's anxiety.

If the theater faltered or failed,

a "political affair" of national dimensions would result.

The state-

ment of this alternative may have contained a concealed threat of
blackmail.

Mllller-Guttenbrunn was doubtless in possession of a few

party secrets and would probably have felt little compunction about

revealing them to obtain what leverage they would command, if the

Christian Socials should threaten to abandon him or the theater.

He

may even have tried to make good his implied threat, since he did divulge
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certain details of his own
"confidential- memorandum during
a newspaper interview in July
1903.
The verbatim memorandum,
appearing
as it did in Die Fackel
at the height of the affair
over the demise
of the theater, may indeed
have caused Lueger some
embarrassment. 4
In describing the competition
the theater faced the director

added a touch of farce to his
memorandum, for he implied that some
of
his erstwhile theater-goers
preferred trained bulls, acrobats,
and

operettas to the antics in the party
playhouse.

But he resumed a

sober tone by urging the municipal
government to solve the financial

problems of its existing theater rather
than risk other similar enterprises and so end up having to support
them all.

He then disclosed

his eagerness to continue as manager,
provided his personal financial

burden were reduced in some form and the
operational fund replenished,
clinching his arguments rather gratuitously
by emphasizing the high cost
to the municipality if it were to
attempt to run the theater itself.

Were his suggestions followed, the city would
have to pay only 30,000

Kronen annually for electricity, the Landtag subvene
20,000 Kronen

a

year to promote domestic historical drama, and the party
subscribe an
indefinite amount to keep the playhouse operating.*

If, on the other

hand, the city of Vienna operated the stage and paid the shareholders
4%, as Mliller-Guttenbrunn had done, the taxpayers would forfeit

200,000 Kronen annually.

How long it would take to eliminate the

existing deficit he did not say.

He remarked, however, that it would

take ten to twenty years for the theater to exercise its "great
*

One Krone equalled one-half Gulden
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intellectual effects." 5

As he was then fifty years old, he
may have

wanted to remain as manager until the theater's
ideological mission
had been accomplished, hoping to have solved
his own personal fiscal

problems in the interim.

His memorandum ends ominously, threatening

catastrophe if the party should rebuff his requests.

All in all,

MUller-Guttenbrunn's ideas about the relationship between
ideology
and art seem to have changed little during his tenure,
and he appeared

more eager than ever to achieve his goals.

According to Millie r-Guttenbrunn

,

Lueger, who was "disagree-

ably affected" by the memorandum, categorically refused to intervene.

Although the theater's possible collapse and the chance of scandal

may have troubled the mayor somewhat, he seemed more distressed by the
idea of subsidizing the playhouse.

In reasoning thus, Lueger, ever the

practical politician, probably anticipated and took into account the
objections of his opponents.

The mayor explained that if the party

should give money to the theater, the Christian Socials would in effect
be subsidizing the wealthy founders who received 4% interest on their

original investment.

In contrast to Mllller-Guttenbrunn, the mayor

thought that an opposite move of lowering the interest rate from 4%
to 2% would solve the theater's financial problems.

Since the founders

had wanted the theater so badly, let them be content with 2%, he said,
"then everything will soon be all right."

discuss payment of the utility bills. ^
come from the mayor's direction.

Lueger also declined to

No help, it was clear, would
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Efforts to Avoid Bankruptcy

Having been rebuffed by the mayor who,
as the director
believed, apparently misunderstood the
gravity of the situation,

MUller-Guttenbrunn reported to Baumann, the President
of the Theat-er
Association, Lueger's suggestion about reducing
the interest rate.
But Baumann recoiled from even suggesting
this to the shareholders,

lest the party would lose supporters.

Apparently both he and MUller-

Guttenbrunn agreed that such a measure would indeed
overstrain party
loyalty.
So,

turned away by Baumann as well as Lueger, MUller-Gutten-

brunn then approached the Volks Opera Association with still another
plan.

Refused land for their planned opera house by Lueger, the

Association was contemplating dissolution.

Realizing this, the

director proposed that he and the Opera Association share the JubilHums
Theater.

During the ensuing negotiations which were not immediately

successful, an interested theater agent, aware of the discussions,

suggested that MUller-Guttenbrunn disregard whatever solution the
Opera Association might provide, because Rainer Simons, the prosperous

director of the Municipal Theater in Mainz, was interested in taking
over management of the playhouse.^

Thereupon MUller-Guttenbrunn

traveled to Munich in March 1903 where he and Simons discussed

possible arrangement.

a

The two could not agree about conditions, how-

ever, because MUller-Guttenbrunn was unwilling to let Simons direct
an opera season with Jubil^ums Theater resources.

The director,

accordingly, returned to Vienna empty-handed with no new solution.
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Meanwhile in February 1903, reports
about a possible
managerial change and the sale of the
municipal playhouse had appeared
in a number of liberal papers, among
them Die Zei t and the Wiener

Allsemeine Zeitunp.

The papers named Hans Arnold Schwer
as MUller-

Guttenbrunn's successor and claimed to have
obtained their information from the theater director himself.

Schwer responded in the Volks-

blatt by disclaiming any ambitions for the directorship.

His state-

ment in turn elicited two personal letters from
Mliller-Gut tenbrunn
in which he first denied having provided the stories
and then dis-

couraged Schwer from further comment about the theater.

These letters

were later to have serious consequences for the director.
Although it is not clear why these reports were published in
the first place,

the intention may have been to sow dissension among

the Christian Socials, as Mliller-Gut tenbrunn suggested
the ruling party distrust the director.

,

or to make

To Christian Social papers

such as the 0s terreichische Volks Presse

,

however, the alarming

feature was not a managerial change or even MUller-Gut tenbrunn

f

s

supposed perfidy, but rather the sale of the theater and therefore
the possible demise of the party theater in itself.

This paper implied

that the party's ideology should be continued with or without MUller-

Guttenbrunn.

The Volks Presse labelled the reports "dirty lies" of

the Jewish press, which wanted "to erect a new obscenity stage in place
of the respectable Christian theater."

Others would have something to

say about this matter, the paper added, a prediction which came true.

g
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A few days later,

a

letter by MUller-Guttenbrunn
to "the

most prominent German editors"
appeared in the Vp^_Presse.
the letter MUller-Guttenbrunn
flatly denied

thaT^eT^e

In

theater

was being considered; but he
was somewhat less emphatic
about a
possible managerial change, stating
that in 1898 he had leased
the
theater for thirteen years and
would, therefore, remain as
manager
until 1911. Although the playhouse
was "a creation of the united

anti-Semitic and national German
parties," he added, it was an apolitical
"art institute." Business at the
theater was "satisfactory," and the
founders had received 4% interest "from
the first day on."

Enemies

of the "'Christian' heater" were so
envious of its success that they

opposed the playhouse "in every way and
with the most perfidious means.
They slander every performance and shrink
from no calumny if they can
damage the credit of the enterprise."

MUller-Guttenbrunn concluded by

advising readers to weigh "every report about our
theater with the
greatest caution."
It would be interesting to know whether the
director wrote

this letter at his own instance or at the instigation
of certain

Christian Socials.

Lueger, Baumann, and possibly others were by this

time aware of the unfavorable fiscal situation and may have
prevailed

on MUller-Guttenbrunn to deny that sale of the playhouse was being

considered, because Theater Association members may have feared loss
of their investments.

On the other hand, his claim that business was

satisfactory and his mentioning the 4% interest rate might have been
intended not merely to ease the financial anxieties of shareholders.
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Rather, it may have been included
to dissuade the Opera Association

or others interested in the theater
from attempting to undermine
his supposedly impregnable position.

The latter alternative seems

more likely, for he wrote in his diary
three weeks later that the

Volksoper Association was attempting to
"find shelter" in the JubilHums Theater, in order to avoid building
their own playhouse. 10

Although he wanted to sell his lease, he could
not seem too eager in
public statements, because a prospective buyer
might realize the

seriousness of his dilemma and thus force him to sell
at

a loss.

As he had done in a private letter during the winter
of 1901,
in his letter to the "German editors" Muller-Guttenbrunn
publicly

reaffirmed the supposedly apolitical nature of the municipal theater.
In light of his recent memorandum which stressed the sacrifices
made

in order to present political plays, it is impossible to believe the

genuineness of this assertion.

It seems odd in view of both state-

ments that he could even make the claim that the theater was neutral.

Nor could the fact be discounted that, from the first season on,
various critics had condemned or praised plays for their ideological
bias.

If Lueger as well as numerous party members and critics were

aware of the political nature of the theater, how could the director

insist that it was neutral?

However implausible his claim, Mtlller-

Guttenbrunn by this time probably wanted to pose as the non-political
leader of an "art institute," who had, through no fault of his own,
fallen victim to party strife.

showed through.

The complexities of his own makeup

Everything was going against him: he had been refused

.
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assistance by the mayor and therefore
unable to reduce the shareholders'
interest rate and thus reduce the
operational deficit; he was frustrated
in his negotiations with the Opera
Association and Rainer Simons.

He

faced not only bankruptcy, but also the
hostility of many of his former

journalist colleagues in the liberal camp whose
good will he might soon
need in order

to

find employment.

MUller-Guttenbrunn

'

s

desperation

shows up in his diary toward the end of March
1903:
The hopelessness of my position was never so
clear to me as
[it is] today.
I give up the future of the theater.
The party, in their way, demands relevant plays,
the censor
forbids them
because the theater was founded for the
anniversary of the emperor ... the good authors are
not
available to me, the mediocre ones destroy my repertoire,
the Jews and "servants of the Jews" avoid my theater,
[and]
the others don't need one at all!
Let the devil be
the director there jH

....

.

.

.

.

.

.

However much Mllller-Guttenbrunn may have despaired about the
future of the theater, both the Opera Association and Rainer Simons

had become optimistic about its prospects.
Association had joined forces.

In fact,

Simons and the

In his new capacity as Volksoper

director, which he had assumed in the interim, Simons and some committee

members visited MUller-Guttenbrunn in order to resume negotiations.

When at last they had all agreed on terms, the Theater Association representatives were summoned to hear the proposals.

At the meeting it

was brought out in the open, however, that the Opera Association had
no capital whatsoever.

Mliller-Guttenbrunn , it turned out, was to be

paid 100,000 Gulden later from realized opera receipts.

Since the

director would not agree to this stipulation, negotiations once again
collapsed
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A few days later Simons visited Mllller-Gut
tenbrunn privately
to suggest yet another idea:

the two of them could divide the reper-

toire, one directing operas and the other
plays.

They soon decided,

however, that the theater could not physically
support such divided

operations, and so Simons proposed that he buy out
Miller-Gut tenbrunn
and run the entire enterprise.

Scorning this idea at first, 12 Mliller-

Guttenbrunn then reconsidered in view of his desperate plight
and began

bargaining once more.

By May, while negotiations were progressing in

earnest, the deficit was increasing.

leave the theater as a "beggar

.

.

.

The director was preparing to

when the catastrophe arrives." 13

His private resources were exhausted, he had again defaulted on his
lease, and the city of Vienna was collecting its rent and electricity

bills under threat of foreclosure.

On one occasion the municipality

even threatened to turn the power off before a performance.

To fore-

stall such action Mllller-Gut tenbrunn borrowed the necessary amount at
30% interest and paid the city, as he put it, "in order to avoid an

unheard-of scandal in the municipal theater," but probably also to
avoid disclosing his bankruptcy.

When he fell behind in payments the

following month, the power was indeed turned off and the janitors and
officials were obliged to complete their final tasks of the season by
candle light.

Mllller-Guttenbrunn

1

s

response to this peremptory action

of the power company betrays the indignation of the outraged man of the

theater: "He who represents the interests of the city of Vienna toward
a public art institute in this manner tramples it!"
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On June 12, 1903
Muller-Guttenbrunn took the "last
step

.

.

.

in order to satisfy [his]
friends and bondsmen" and
met with Alfred
Strasser, a prominent Jewish
philanthropist. Mllller-Gut tenbrunn

describes the meeting in his diaries.

Strasser, a former benefactor

and friend who had remained
loyal to Muller-Guttenbrunn
during the

Raimund Theater crisis, had even
attended the JubilHums Theater,
"although the entire rich Jewry
stayed away."

During their interview

Strasser was "very friendly" though
he opposed performance of
operettas
on the JubilMums stage and ridiculed
the theater's anti-Semitism,

claiming that audiences were composed
entirely of Jews and gratis
ticket holders.

Muller-Guttenbrunn came to the point of his
visit by

suggesting that Strasser provide one of his
protegees,

a

member of the

Jubilaums Theater ensemble, with funds, and that
he make her Muller-

Guttenbrunn 's partner, "since [Strasser] could not
be."
While willing to comply, Strasser insisted as a
precondition
that Mllller-Gut tenbrunn accompany him to the
offices of the Neue Freie

Presse in order to promise publicly that he would revoke
the theater's

anti-Jewish clause.

The philanthropist explained that one could

lead any theater in Vienna without the Presse for long,

"

not-

against it

not at all," and he added: "If it is not in the 'Neue Freie Presse,'
it is not in the world

.

.

.

and there is as good as nothing in the

'Neue Freie Presse' about your theater."

Realizing that Strasser could

not be dissuaded, Mdller-Gut tenbrunn took his leave.

In his diary the

following day he stated that although he could attempt to interest "an
old friend from 'that side'

in [his]

thing," he could not
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secretly sell and betray the theater. If
this foundation
ot the
Aryan population is only to be saved
in this way
then it might as well be taken over
by others.
It will
perish by itself and someone else can
become the betrayer
Perhaps Simons is this Judas. 15
Through innuendo Mllller-Guttenbrunn once again
revealed his

essential anti-Semitism: in spite of Strasser's
former generosity and
continuing loyalty, the director was mortified to
request assistance
from a Jew.

He remained blind or indifferent to the anomaly of

continuing an anti-Semitic playhouse with Jewish assistance.

Whether

out of an apparent fear of bankruptcy, or fanaticism about
realizing

ideological goals, or merely megalomania, Mailer-Gut tenbrunn behaved
more and more erratically from now until his bankruptcy in November.
Strasser's remarks, on the other hand, revealed an exaggerated con-

fidence in the power and influence of the Neue Freie Presse

:

he

apparently believed that the endorsement of this paper could ensure
the theater's success even in the face of impending bankruptcy.

For

once Mliller-Gut tenbrunn was probably the more realistic.

Mllller-Guttenbrunn Resigns
On June 25, 1903 Mllller-Guttenbrunn wrote Vice-Mayor Porzer

of his decision to resign the directorship, charging that none of his

plans or suggestions had been taken to heart.
fatigue and bitterness.

His letter revealed

Alluding to his memorandum to Lueger, the

director stated that the "fulfillment of my wishes lay in these three
points [light, subvention, subscription]." Since none of these

suggestions had been entertained a "consortium could not be formed.
,
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The fatal indifference toward me and
my struggle for an ideal cause

finally paralyzed even my strength and

I

gave up the struggle." 16

In his memoirs Mllller-Gut tenbrunn still
spoke respectfully of Bau-

mann and never openly criticized Lueger, but
his estrangement from
the ruling party would be deep and permanent. 17

At length Mliller-Guttenbrunn and Simons agreed
on terms

approved by the Theater Association, the lease was sold,
and the new
director assumed his duties on July

1,

1903.

According

to

their

notarized contract, MUller-Gut tenbrunn was to receive 20,000
Kronen

annually for eight years and one half the theater's profits over the
same period.

Furthermore, Simons agreed to underwrite the additional

14,000 Kronen which Mllller-Gut tenbrunn had defaulted on his lease,
and the ex-director was to be advanced 50,000 Kronen which were to

be deducted over an eight-year period from his share of the profits.
This advance, urgently needed by Mliller-Guttenbrunn, would pay the

season's debts.

Simons was to commence his payments from the start

of the next season in September.

In this contract Mliller-Guttenbrunn

was sworn to silence for eight years: he was not permitted to write
or speak about the JubilMums Theater, lest he and his creditors forfeit their claims, nor was he allowed to participate in any further

theater undertakings.

18

Although managing the JubilHums Theater had

rid him of all directorial desires, Mliller-Guttenbrunn, however, broke

his agreement and soon had
house.

a

great deal to say about the party play-
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The Suspension of the Anti-Jewish
Clause

Despite the managerial changeover on
July

1

the Christian

Social papers did not announce
MUller-Guttenbrunn »s resignation

until July

7.

The delay probably stemmed from
uncertainty regarding

the theater's anti-Semitism and related
acceptance of Simons as the

new director: Simons, insisting on
"greater freedom" than his predecessor and primarily interested in operating
the theater as a profitable business, had refused to sign a statement
prohibiting the

hiring of Jews or performance of their plays.

This refusal caused

"great embarrassment" among the Christian Socials,
since neither

Lueger nor the party-controlled city council wanted to
rule on the
continuation of the JubilHums Theater's anti-Semitic policy. 19
a last resort,

and on July

6

the highest party court,

As

the Burgerclub, was consulted

decided to allow Simons to proceed as director without

binding him to the pertinent clause.

The next day the predominantly

Christian Social municipal council clandestinely approved the Bttrgerclub's dispensation and the theater's official anti-Semitism became
a thing of the past.

Mllller-Guttenbrunn Again Reveals Politically
Inept Judgment
In an interview with the Neues Wiener Journal on July 3,

MUller-Guttenbrunn revealed some of the information which he had sworn
to keep secret.

His infringement was deliberate and most likely in-

spired by resentment toward the Christian Socials, who were then
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equivocating with Simons about the permission
to remove anti-Semiti sm

which they had categorically refused him.
betrayed more personal embi tterment

.

Some of his remarks also

This interview was indeed

prophetic in that it anticipated the revelations over
the demise of
the party theater during the final cause celfebre
in October and

November.

Although three months later such an interview would have

elicited bitter attacks against him from the Christian Socials,
in
July animosity toward Mliller-Gut tenbrunn was still latent and
emerged
fully after he had rejoined the liberals.

It had not yet become

apparent that there would be any change in the policy of the theater.

Involved as it was with the question of the decision to forego antiSemitism, the ruling party does not appear to have responded to
Mliller-Guttenbrunn

1

s

comments at all.

To readers unaware of Miiller-Guttenbrunn

's

to continue the party theater and avoid bankruptcy,

desperate struggles
this interview

must have seemed most reasonable, even rather prosaic.

Anyone ex-

pecting sensational revelations about the role of politics and ideology
in the Aryan theater would certainly have been disappointed.

Apart

from a single passing reference to his efforts to instill the youth

with idealism and another comment about commitment to a definite program, he made no further reference to the theater s ideological mission
f

And even the significance of these several allusions would probably
have escaped anyone who had not followed the development of the theater
from the outset.
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Unless the reader knew about
MUller-Guttenbrunn

1

s

relation-

ship with Lueger and the events leading
up to the recent managerial
change, none of the former director's
comments could be read as be-

traying rancor or sarcasm.

His initial statement about being re-

luctant to say anything at all would naturally
enough have conveyed
the impression of good natured professional
indulgence: he had con-

sented, as a matter of course, to make a statement
about the directorial

change simply to avoid any misunderstanding which might
arise from the

brevity of reports about the Bllrgerclub meeting.
disagreement.

There had been no

All was well between him, the municipality, and the

Theater Association.

He had struck a good bargain with Simons and had

every confidence in him.

Only in his mentioning resuscitation of

certain Viennese authors and in mentioning his efforts to promote

contemporary domestic talent would MUller-Guttenbrunn have seemed to
the casual reader overly defensive, and then only as an artist-

producer.
He interpreted his retirement as being motivated by fatigue,
and the reader might have supposed that MUller-Guttenbrunn had per-

haps also become indifferent toward the theater.

The attempt to

achieve artistic goals while carrying out business obligations had
imposed too heavy a burden.

The average reader could plausibly con-

clude that freed from his managerial responsibilities, MUller-Gutten-

brunn looked forward to resuming his writing career, that the former
director's idealism had been somewhat misplaced as well as overstated, and that his only remaining concern for the theater stemmed
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from the continuation of his business involvement.

Despite its innocuous appearance, MUller-Gut tenbrunn

'

s

inter-

view was in fact an act of desperation, and one which
might very well
have entailed serious consequences for him.

He had violated his pro-

mise to keep silent about the events surrounding his directorship
and would therefore have had no recourse to legal action if, in
turn,
the Christian Socials should cancel his claims.

Furthermore, by im-

plicating Lueger in the demise of the theater, he risked the mayor's
disfavor, thus undermining his own prospects in still other ways.
Mtlller-Guttenbrunn must have decided to take these risks, in order
to publicize his idealistic purposes for having led the theater in

the first place.

In this act of self-defense and self-promotion he

exhibited his characteristically compulsive political need to make

himself appear blameless

to

the liberals before the ruling party could

publish its own version of the managerial change.

Being jobless, he

may already have contacted liberal journalists about finding employment and thus had reason to fear any disfavor incurred by disclosures

from the Christian Socials.

20

If the ruling party so wished, it could make him appear anti-

Semitic by publishing portions of his memorandum to Lueger.

The

liberals, moreover, might have blamed Mllller-Guttenbrunn for having

maintained the anti-Jewish policy during his directorship even if the
Christian Socials said nothing.

For if the theater's anti-Semitism

ceased and Simons' appointment was approved, the clericals might be

humiliated by the retreat, maintain silence about the dispensation, and
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report only the appointment and
its obvious contingencies.

As Mllller-

Guttenbrunn had feared, the Christian
Social press said nothing at all
on July 7 about the theater's quiet
discarding of anti-Semitism.
Rainer Simons himself boasted of his
triumph in this regard to the em-

bittered ex-director.

MUller-Guttenbrunn believed that Jews would

blame him for having carried "anti-Semitism
into art," and thus by
focusing on the theater's move away from
anti-Semitism make his real
role obvious by contrast.

In his diary he excoriated his former

sponsors: "There is nothing more contemptible
on earth than this

cowardly miserable capitulation of

a

political party and its press." 21

Realizing his helplessness and probably also his culpability
in the
eyes of the liberals, he could only hope they would
bear him no malice.

Mliller-Guttenbrunn's Departure

On July

9

MUller-Guttenbrunn received an opportunity to

practice the self-control he had been "systematically cultivating
in all these critical days." 22

.

The occasion, as it appears in his

memoirs, was his leave-taking from Lueger, when the former director

ironically thanked the mayor for his support.
"Oh,

that wasn't very much," Lueger replied, unintentionally

heightening the irony.

MUller-Guttenbrunn then remarked, not without

bitterness, that he hoped the theater would prosper now that the restrictions against Jews had been removed and that his creditors and

bondsmen would not forfeit their investments.
"Whether that is possible,

I

don't know," the mayor said, and

added that some of the theater's anti-Semitic policies were still in
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effect.

Simons would be allowed only to
produce operettas whose

composers or librettists were Jews.

was."

"Everything else remains as

it

By his last statement, the Bttrgermeis
ter must have meant that

Simons wuld not be allowed to hire Jewish
actors or actresses, or

perform plays by Jews.
MUller-Guttenbrunn was somewhat assuaged by this statement,

believing that Simons' triumph was not as great as it
had at first
seemed.

"A thing carried to extremes," the mayor had
continued, "is

just not good."
This comment, characteristic of Lueger's attitude toward

politics in general, and probably intended to mollify, had the
opposite
effect of rekindling his visitor's resentment.

Despite his own in-

consistent behavior and vacillations, MUller-Guttenbrunn, at least for
this moment,

"principle."

tended to respect those who less flexibly adhered to

Why had the BUrgermeis ter reached this insight so be-

latedly, MUller-Guttenbrunn sarcastically inquired of him, and why had
his own requests for concessions been denied?
"Well, one man succeeds in winning over to his side those

who have enough influence, and another does not," was the reply.
Lueger's last words filled MUller-Guttenbrunn with "extreme disgust,"
for he now realized there had never been any "irrevocable principle"

except in his own mind.

Though he was convinced that Simons had

succeeded only because he knew how to approach the right people,

MUller-Guttenbrunn was doubtless envious of the new director's immediate
and facile success where he himself had repeatedly, albeit sincerely,
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tailed.

Doubtless, he was also humiliated
by this display of the
mayor's renowned candor.

MUller-Guttenbrunn's eoncluding
statement about the interview,
whioh also inoludes a negative
appraisal of the party' integrity,
reveals his own undiminished
self-esteem.
For he remarked that Lueger,

whom he "still respected as
[him]

the truth."

a great politician," was
"ashamed

to tell

Instead of attempting to obtain
more favorable busi-

ness terms for leasing the theater
from the party, Simons had contested "the far more restrictive
secondary conditions." The Christian
Socials had possessed the option of
making either "a material or a

political sacrifice for their theater.
[sacrifice] without hesitation.

And they made the political

That's how it was and nothing else." 25

Ideological Maturity
For several weeks after the announcement
of the managerial

change and the subsequent press reaction, both
MUller-Gut tenbrunn and
the JubilMums Theater received comparatively
little attention.

One of

the few commentators was Kikeriki which may have
realized that the

Aryan Theater issue was still very much alive despite the
silence of
the Christian Socials.

Hostile as always toward Mllller-Guttenbrunn

this paper referred to the former director as "the little Laube
of

Gumpendorf,"

26

depicted the now presumably philo-Semi tic policy of the

municipal playhouse in cartoons, and facetiously reported Rabbi Josef
Samuel Bloch

f

s

silent partnership in the "anti-Semitic" Municipal

Theater Association.

27
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Mttller-Guttenbrunn meanwhile repudiated his
advocacy of large

theaters in a feuilleton prominently featured
in the liberal Neues

Wiener Tagblatt on August 5, 1903.

In his first publication since

leaving the theater, the former director renounced
some of his earliest
theories about the advantages of mass culture which
he had set forth
in his pamphlet Wien war eine Theaterstadt

While maintaining that the

.

democratization of art and Volk education could still be furthered
in
large theaters because of low admission prices, he now insisted
that
such playhouses were otherwise disadvantageous.

Large theaters cost

too much to maintain, he stated, and the cost of electricity was

enormous.

Large

audiences were difficult to please because of widely

varying tastes, and current literary output was inadequate to feed "the
stomach of the monster."

Echoing liberal criticism of JubilHums Theater

productions, he claimed that "mass consumption of immature plays in

half-finished presentations matures dilletantism into literature,
kills acting talents, leads to the brutalization of taste, [and]

gradually lowers the niveau of our entire culture." 28

building more large playhouses, he advocated creating

Instead of
a

number of

smaller theaters with each performing a particular genre of play.

Viennese farces, milieu pieces, Volkss tilcke

,

comedies, and classical

dramas would each have their own separate playhouse.

Operational ex-

penses could be reduced and the desires of the audience more easily

satisfied through such specialization.
In order to have had his feuilleton accepted and published

by the Tagblatt

,

Mllller-Guttenbrunn probably had to recant some of his
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Christian Social ideas.

In so doing, he appeared to
repudiate the

clerical party and simultaneously
to appease his former
adversaries,
the liberals.

The

waning

of his article seemed clear
to both factions,

and they responded accordingly.

Some liberals thought the former

literary critic had realized his
errors and repented, so they continued to purchase his feuilletons.
Certain members of the ruling
party, on the other hand, who believed
that the erstwhile manager of
the Aryan theater had turned traitor,
attempted to ruin him.

This

time, however, both factions were wrong
about the significance of his

article, for MUller-Guttenbrunn 's ideological
affiliation with the

liberals was to be brief, a final opportunistic
29
flirtation.

His

feuilleton betrayed the intensity of his convictions,
the violence of
his loyalties and hatreds, and the peculiar
compulsiveness of his
swings of mood.

All of these had been a factor in Mllller-Gut tenbrunn

'

social and political behavior ever since he decided to
manage the

JubilMums Theater.
As JubilUums Theater director, MUller-Guttenbrunn had
failed
to gain popular acceptance for his

heterogeneous— and often chaotic-

repertoire, the chaos of which reflected contradictions in the director's

personality.

Such contradictions and confusion of values help to ex-

plain why an anti-Semitic VolksstUck such as Per Rechtschaf f ene could
succeed a tribute to the Biedermeier composer Josef Lanner, or how a

mystical play with contemporary political implications like Karma could
be foil owed by a Moser and Trotha comedy Auf Straf urlaub

,

or how a

contemporized classical tragedy like Die Tochter des Odipus could
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precede the anti-Jewish Helden der Feder

.

In recommending that homo-

geneous repertoires be performed in smaller
playhouses in order to

reduce overhead and satisfy audiences, MUller-Gut
tenbrunn wanted to

reconcile his own incongruities.

He seemed to belong to no faction.

His experience with the Christian Social theater
apparently removed
some of these inconsistencies, or at least clarified in
his own mind

their dominant direction.

At the end of his life twenty years later

his nationalistic inclinations would predominate.

In the summer of

1903, however, his paradoxical nature was so in turmoil that further

anomalies would result.

After his collaboration with the Tagblatt had been sarcastically
criticized by the anti-Semites, Mllller-Guttenbrunn in his diary on

August 20, 1903, scorned his critics as "idiots."

He denied in-

dignantly that he had ever "belonged" to them or that he had taken over
the JubilUums Theater "in order to place it on the level of these

people."

30

In his very next diary entry only eight days later, however,

he described his recent visit with Franz Greipel and his wife, owners
of a small Viennese publishing house.

publish Mliller-Gut tenbrunn

T

s

The Greipels had offered to

anti-Jewish novel GMrungen-KlHrungen

,

written in 1897, and solicited his collaboration on a new satirical
periodical which he considered to be of "inferior quality."
Deferring an immediate decision, Mllller-Guttenbrunn accepted
a second offer, but specified his own terms for publication of his

book in this same diary entry:
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^

"

t0
Sele ed P Seudon 5"" twas] to
be strictly
guarded!'
b) Two thousand Gulden
royalty for the first 3,000
copies
eaCh b °° k t0 be P ub "=hed,
m'case
edition is necessary.

^

7™'

XloTl

He then stated that although
he had "already gotten over"
the novel,
he was nonetheless "itching" to
publish it. Although he was "also

...

in a situation in which 2,000
Gulden mean something," the money

appeared to be a secondary consideration
as his wording and the inclusion of this consideration toward
the end of his entry suggest.

would not accept less, he ended, because
"it is nevertheless

He

a risk."
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MUller-Guttenbrunn's remarks again reveal the
divergent
tendencies of his anti-Semitism.

At the moment when he was disclaiming

any affiliation with the anti-Semites and
seemingly repudiating the

ideas of GHrungen-KlHrungen. he was nonetheless
eager to publish the

novel even at the risk of alienating his employers.

His eagerness

is not to be explained entirely by his need for
money.

curiosity about the effect such

a

Impetuousness

work with its anti-Semitic racism

might evoke in strife-torn Vienna, but above all hankering after

literary fame and a sense of ideological mission, a religious seriousness expressed in a psycho-political idiom, prompted his action.
His experiences while director of the JubilMums Theater had convinced

him that the anti-Jewish ideas expounded in GHrungen-Kla'rungen were
correct.

Although he realized that "the book [contained] too much of

that fire, which not only illuminates, but also burns," he yearned to

write consequential novels, to be read "by every public man in Vienna,
in Austria," and he considered himself a prophet.

In December 1903,
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shortly after his bankruptcy, he wrote:
Ifconsider] myself [in writing GHrungen-Klaruneen
a precursor of a new generation of free spirits,
who will perhaps be called upon to blow away with a strong
breath the
mouldy political and social vapors which hover
over Vienna
And I blew with full force.
But a stronger man must come.'
I envision something of a new salvational
teaching whose
Messiah is perhaps already born, but who is not yet
ready
for his great work.
I want to precede him. 32
l

Although Mllller-Guttenbrunn craved recognition, he was
not

eager to accept the negative consequences of GHrungen-KlHrungen

.

Though he often initiated controversy, he was reluctant to bear
censure that might result from it, and he would live to regret the

publication of this novel.

In addition to their inherent contra-

dictions, the diary entries of August 20 and August 28 also reveal
their author's insecurity and class hypocrisy: despite his tarnished

literary reputation, Mllller-Guttenbrunn paradoxically seemed to have
feared a loss of prestige if he became associated with the Greipels
and their "inferior" periodical.

The Final Crisis

On September

1

Simons, partially realized Mllller-Guttenbrunn

earlier apprehensions about betrayal of the theater

f

s

ideology

33

1

s

by

opening his first season at the JubilHums Theater with Emmerich Madach's
TragBdie des Menschen
theater

f

s

.

Simons was doubtless attempting to test the

political independence, since as a Hungarian Madach was ana-

thema to the theater's sponsors.

The new director should have been

satisfied by the critical reaction of the Christian Socials and German

Nationalists for this section of the press tended to be non-committal
,
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or merely sarcastic about
the production of a Hungarian
author in
the former party theater.
Such papers as Kxjceriki,
however, found
additional outlets for their
sarcasm. During the scene
depicting
the expulsion of Ada, fro m
paradise, "great amusement [was]
stimulated,"
this paper reported, "and
all eyes turned toward the loge"
where Mtll-

ler-Guttenbrunn sat, for this Adam had
already twice been driven from
his paradise.
"The Jews whinnied with joy that
the 'anti-Semite
theater' had finally become an
international Jewish temple.

How long

will our Christian Social municipal
council tolerate this nonsense?" 34
At the premiere of the new season,
Rainer Simons was by prior

agreement to have paid MUller-Guttenbrunn
50,000 Kronen.

He received

instead only 15,000 Kronen and was thus
unable to pay his creditors the
sums he had promised.

Simons' action precipitated a chain of
events

culminating in a final controversy over the Aryan
theater.

During this

controversy MUller-Guttenbrunn was brought to the
verge of suicide, as

Christian Social factions contended for control of the
playhouse.

The

Socialists and liberals for the most part merely reported
the struggle
amidst editorial silence.

This unusual

f orebearance

,

attributable to

astonishment over the intensity of the struggle or to satisfaction over
their enemies' disarray, or to prudence, seemed to antagonize certain

clerical journalists all the more.

Unable to blame internal party

strife on the usual scapegoats, some Christian Socials chastised one
another.

After defaulting on his payment to MUller-Guttenbrunn, Simons
complained about poor business in a letter to Baumann on September 15, 1903
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and asked that his interest payment to the
Theater Association be

postponed until November

On October

1.

4

he demanded a further

year's delay in a second letter, and in a subsequent
interview with
the liberal Extrablatt said he thought that the
Association should

defer payments for two years because of totally confused
conditions.

Baumann

f

s

reaction to Simons

1

entreaties is unknown.

He may have

thought he could avoid implication in a scandal by leaving Vienna,
for when the Deutsches Volksblatt revealed Mliller-Gut tenbrunn

'

s

im-

pending bankruptcy on October 11, Baumann was visiting Southern
Hungary.

His absence at that critical moment, however, only heighten-

ed the excitement.

Implicating him more deeply in the affair over

the theater, this paper demanded his immediate return.

In a sensational article about Mliller-Gut tenbrunn

1

s

mis-

management of the party playhouse, the Volksblatt assailed the rectitude, lack of business sense, and literary reputation of the former

manager, blaming him for imperiling the theater's fiscal and ideo-

logical future as well.

Alerted to the precarious position of the

theater by rumors of Mliller-Gut tenbrunn

f

s

insolvency, this paper had

obtained and published Simons' JLetters to Baumann and also audited
the theater's ledgers.

On the basis of its investigations the Volksblatt

concluded that the former director owed over 400,000 Kronen instead of
70,000 Kronen as he had told Simons under oath, that his assets would
be insufficient to pay his existing debts, and that the actors' pension
fund consisting of 7,000 Kronen accumulated through deductions from
the players' salaries had been spent by the former manager.
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MUller-Guttenbrunn was the sole author of the
theater's misfortune, the Volksblatt added, since he had
never taken any serious
steps to reduce his deficit.

Furthermore, he had aggravated his

financial situation by volunteering to pay a higher
lease in order
to cover the extra building costs.

In wanting to lead the theater,

he had been compelled by "pathological ambition" and
had fulfilled

"neither [his] artistic and still much less [his] financial"
duties.
The former director was also scolded for criticizing the
artistic en-

deavors of the Lower Austrian Landtag in a Tagblatt feuilleton and

sarcastically advised to "retire in solitude" in order to write another chapter for his pamphlet Wien war eine Theaters tad
his part in the ruin of two Viennese stages."

,

"depicting

After asserting that

its private investigations of Mliller-Gut tenbrunn 's affairs might

soon result in an official inquiry, the paper affirmed that the play-

house could still "prosper as a German, Jew-free theater" as originally
planned, if "only the right man [stood] at its head," and concluded
that MUller-Guttenbrunn "[had]

life of Vienna.

"

.

.

.

terminated his role in the art

^

In his memoirs MUller-Guttenbrunn claimed the Volksblatt

attack was motivated by the bitterness of Vergani's "badly paid
coolies" over his affiliation with "a great liberal paper [the

Tagblatt

]

"

and the supposedly favorable conditions resulting

termination of his directorship.

36

resentment over MUller-Guttenbrunn

from the

Although in the Volksblatt article
T

s

apparent success was evident,

there was also disapproval at his apparent betrayal of the party.

In
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addition to writing several
non-political feuilletons for
liberal
papers, Mliller-Guttenbrunn on
October 1 had criticized the
pre-

doainantly Christian Social Landtag
in the Tagblatt,

claiming that

this body was unqualified to
judge the merit of historical
P l ays in
an annual prize which was being
considered. Although his point may

have been well taken, criticism of
his former protectors for any
reason likely stretched the slender
indulgence of Volksblatt jour-

nalists too far and probably triggered
their attack.
This paper not only condemned
Mliller-Guttenbrunn
all those who had in any way aided his
management.

,

but blamed

Baumann was censured

for not having alerted the appropriate
party members to the seriousness
of the theater's financial plight, an
accusation which implied that he

had failed to inform Schwer, who would himself
again soon show an

interest

in the directorship.

In reproaching Baumann, a respected

party member, the Volksblatt made him

a

nucleus around which those who

were satisfied with Simons' directorship could gather.

Baumann had

been instrumental in having the contract between Mllller-Gut
tcnbrunn and
Simons approved by the rest of the Theater Association, and
he had a

number of supporters who likely regarded the attack on him as an attack
on themselves.

Factionalism increased perceptibly during the next weeks.

In its initial article about Mliller-Guttenbrunn

's

mismanagement,

the Volksblatt also attempted to revive the theater's anti-Semitism.

This gambit elicited little response from Association members prior to
the annual meeting on October 30, and at the meeting itself shareholders

proved to be primarily investors interested in the welfare of their
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capital.

It seems that active anti-Semitism
never interested most

members much at all, since they had failed to
attend anti-Semitic
plays in any numbers and had refused to purchase
the anti-Jewish

dramas edited by Mllller-Guttenbrunn.

Despite this failure to arouse controversy, the Volksblatt
had succeeded in provoking the former director into
responding, as

had probably been the main goal of the article in the first
place.
In his diary Mllller-Guttenbrunn referred to this attack as
"the

greatest journalistic infamy [he] had ever experienced"; but he

recovered quickly enough for his rejoinder to appear in several
papers other than the Volksblatt on the very next day. 37

In his

lett er Mllller-Guttenbrunn labeled the allegations "in part

fantastic," and asserted they were based on facts obtained through
a "gross breach of trust."

Since his contract with Simons swore him

to silence he was unable to reply to the charges made against him.

The Volksblatt was aware of these restrictions, to which the former

director referred, and probably hoped he would commit an indiscretion.
But that, he affirmed, would not happen.

Despite the danger of forfeiture, he thought he must refute
this accusation of having fraudulently spent the pension fund.
a fund,

Such

which had been his idea in the first place, had never officially

existed, he claimed, and no deductions for the fund were ever made

from actors

1

salaries.

percentages of agents

1

Contributions to the fund had come from small
commissions, receipts from the opening night

premiere, voluntary donations, and fines paid for violations of the
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house rules.

On one occasion 3,000 Kronen
had been "borrowed" from

the fund to pay actors' salaries,
he admitted, but the money
was

now readily available

to

anyone who was seriously interested
in

creating a pension fund "regulated
by statute" for the Jubilaums
Theater troupe.

MUller-Guttenbrunn went on to say that it
would be impossible
to reply to other accusations
without recapitulating the entire

history of the theater and that, he
repeated, was forbidden him.

"He

who attacks me and my good name despite
the knowledge of this state
of affairs," he pronounced, "is justly
sentenced before the forum of
oo

all decent men."
In spite of its urgency and grandiloquence,
Mllller-Gutten-

grunn's letter turned out to be an inadequate
response to the Volks-

blatt attack, and its appeal to decency elicited
little sympathy from
the papers carrying it. 39 The provisions of his
contract seemed to

provide him with an all too convenient excuse to gloss
over the
theater's deficit, and his enemies persisted in making it look
as if
he had in fact misappropriated the pension fund.

Simons was among the

first to react to the whole affair of the Volksblatt article and
Mtlller-Guttenbrunn's reply to it.

In a public statement he denied

responsibility for the attack: he had neither inspired it, nor had
*

he furnished any of the material used by the Volksblatt

director urged Mliller-Gut tenbrunn to refute charges
personal honor" despite his oath of silence.

n

.

The new

against his

A new financial era had

begun at the theater, Simons added, and he was untroubled by Mliller-
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Guttenbrunn's explanations
about bis own liabilities,
since the new
management assumed no responsibility
for them/ 0 The new director
thus served notice that his
management had made a complete
break
with the theater's past and
that he wished to avoid being
embroiled
in MUller-Guttenbrunn's affairs.

By urging the former director
to

defend his honor, he implied that
MUller-Guttenbrunn had reason to
answer his critics. Despite his
denial of having supplied the Volksblatt with material for its attack,
Simons' vehemence suggested an-

other sort of collusion: MUller-Guttenbrunn
had left his ledgers behind in the theater for Simons'
"instruction," and Simons could easily

have conspired or at least cooperated
with Volksblatt reporters by

seeking access to these records. 41
Because of the suspicions, contempt, and
general disapproval

surrounding the old management, it was not surprising
that Simons

wanted to disassociate his operation and policies
from those of his
predecessor.

Yet, even MUller-Guttenbrunn's attorney, Dr.
Richard

Foregger, according to Das Vaterland

,

was discouraging about his

client's financial predicament, because he admitted the former
director's
indebtedness was as high as 340,000 Kronen.

As if to becloud even

more the atmosphere, this clerical paper reported the name "Foregger"
was "very well known" in Freemasonic circles.

Foregger was

a

Whether or not Richard

Freemason Vaterland could not say "with certainty." 42

Simons' reaction to the theater crisis was followed by a state-

ment from Lueger.

To the liberal Extrablatt the mayor declared his

intention to remain as "a marble statue, cold, unfeeling," utterly

detached from the affair, since
it concerned only the
Theater
Association and MUller-Guttenbrunn.
The mayor said the theater
had never made him very happy
in the first place, adding
that he was
interested mainly in the matter of
who paid the electricity bill to
the city.

The municipality had an interest
in the operation of the

theater to the extent that it had
advanced credit toward the electri-

city bill and contributed 100,000
Gulden to the operation fund.

Al-

though this contribution had been made
against his better judgment,
the mayor was convinced that without
too much risk or delay the

municipality would be paid its interest and
that any loss in this
connection was "as good as impossible."

He remained non-committal

•

about Simons, having known him too short a
time, he said, to venture
an opinion about his success with the theater,
but predicted the new

director would prosper if he could survive present
difficulties:
The JubilMums Stadttheater is excellently situated,
is modern and furnished with every comfort and possesses
a very grateful audience.
A sensible director who engages
personnel [whose talents] satisfy metropolitan requirements,
[and] acquires good plays, can, must do business.
I have
no further advice; the mayor has other, more important things
J
.

.

.

to do.

Lueger's remarks reveal an irritation with the whole municipal theater business.

The mayor may well have become disillusioned

about the advantages of such cultural-political endeavors, since the

theater had accomplished little for the party directly and was now be-

coming an embarrassment as its apparent mismanagement attracted public
attention.

His remark about the payment of the electric bill and the

financial interest of the municipality in the theater suggests that
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his principal interest was
indeed financial.

Lueger seemed undecided

about the effect Simons' management
would have on the theater, but
nonetheless he expressed confidence
in the new director by dis-

counting any likelihood of his
defaulting.

His references to

MUller-Guttenbrunn, on the other hand,
were negative: since the
theater enjoyed such advantages, it
could have failed only because
of managerial incompetence.

The Volksbl att

continuing attacks meanwhile provoked a

s

second response from MUller-Guttenbrunn
in the form of an interview

with Die Zeit

.

After acknowledging that collaboration
with the liberal

Ta Sblatt was necessary to his very
existence, he suggested that he

had never belonged as a writer to the Volksblatt
and branded the

JubilHums Theater a political failure on the part
of its founders. 44
Several days later, Hans Arnold Schwer published in
the Volksblatt

an open letter to MUller-Guttenbrunn together with two
letters that
the former director had written Schwer the preceding
winter.

In his

own letter Schwer denied the assertions "by a part of the
Viennese

Jewish press" about his aspiration for the directorship, just as he

had previously denied similar reports the preceding February.

Al-

though Schwer claimed that he would have ignored rumors which once

again appeared in Die Zeit

,

in the present controversy these stories

were being disseminated by Dr. Foregger who could have received his

information only from MUller-Guttenbrunn.

In order "to take the wind

out of [Muller-Guttenbrunn's] sails," Schwer had decided to publish
the former director's letters and "leave it to the public to form an

opinion about this man."

Schwer then recapitulated the events of

the preceding February.
the

^ener All gemeine Zeitung

had reported in February

the projected sale of the theater and Schwer's
directorial ambitions
the paper had then claimed the information came
from the theater

director's office.

This reference to managerial ambitions was denie

by Schwer in the Volksblatt

,

whereupon Mttller-Gut tenbrunn assured

Schwer in a letter that the Wiener Allgemeine had falsely
reported
his own words in an attempt to sow discontent between them.

Further

more, Mliller-Gut tenbrunn claimed at that time to have denied the

assertions in Die Zeit that Schwer had wanted to become the new

director of the JubilMums Theater.

When confronted by Schwer about

yet another statement in the Neues Wiener Journal that "it may well

be that there is a disgruntled author in the town hall who bears me
ill will and who is considered by the party [to be] an expert in

theater matters," Mliller-Guttenbrunn had then assured Schwer he was

thinking of an entirely different man than the Volksblatt editor.
He had even gone so far as to inquire if he should make a public

statement to that effect.

It was the former

directors conviction

that certain pen pushers who never had a good word to say about the

theater, were eager to harm it; and he promised to deny them entry
to his office in the future.

At the time Schwer had replied that he was considering an

interpellation to the mayor in a public Municipal Council meeting in
order to scotch once for all rumors about his managerial ambitions.
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His reply had elicited a
second letter from Muller-Guttenbrunn.

The

director asked the editor to
forego this action because rumors
about
the possibility of the theater
having to be sold would be given
too
much credence and any interpellation
whatsoever would be misinter-

preted by all Jewish papers.

To discourage further gossip,
he re-

ported that he had "just dismissed
two snoopers" who wanted additional

information about the theater and planned
comment.

to

be unavailable for further

Mliller-Guttenbrunn added that Lueger was
ill-disposed to all

theater founders who demanded building
sites and that the well-being
of "our theater" could not be served
if rumors were promoted in the

papers.

Schwer now claimed that at that time in February
he had given
in and abandoned his idea about requesting an
interpellation.

But he

regretted his decision because the former director
had repaid the
editor

f

s

"loyalty" by spreading malicious rumors through Dr.
Foregger.

Schwer hoped that the present publication of Mliller-Guttenbrunn

1

s

letters would speak for itself, since he himself had no desire
"to

scuffle with the Jewish newspaper rabble."

In conclusion he warned

Mliller-Guttenbrunn that he would make unrestricted use of the

"innumerable letters and manuscripts" whose destruction the former
director had "so warmly recommended" because now "finally even [his]
own patience [had] an end."* 5

The vindictive tactics, of Schwer were

scorned by his political opponents,* 6 and Mliller-Guttenbrunn himself

claimed to have learned of the revelations too late to anticipate the in
in a public reply.

47

The editor nonetheless desisted from making any

33:

further disclosure,.

He was probably halt ed
by . veiled threat
from

MUller-Guttenbrunn that he, too,
possessed Utters fro. Schwer
which
he would never use,
because he scorned "this
kind of battle." 48
In his diary, MUller-Guttenbrunn
remarked that his corres-

pondence to Schwer had been
written during •hours of anger
and bitterness against the liberal
press. »« However much this
may have been
true, the letters also
revealed their author's desire
to succeed and be
liked.

It may have been disgust
at this weakness rather
than any re-

sentment over MUller-Guttenbrunn
'a "anger and bitterness"
against them
which caused liberal papers like
the Tagblatt and Grazer Tagesoo.r
to begin to reject his

feuilletons at this point.

MUller-Guttenbrunn

had changed fronts so often that
it must have been difficult
even for
him to know what he believed.

During this period his diary entries
alternately reflect
defiance, desperation, self-pity, and
anger.

Disparaging the title of

the initial Volksblatt attack,
"Muller-Guttenbrunns Gllick und Ende,"

he wrote: "End?

I

think not." 50

In the glare of unfavorable publicity

a few days later, his mood changed and
he likened himself to a hunted

animal.

Fearing exposure as the author of the forthcoming
anti-Semitic

GHrungen-Klarungen and the consequent loss of his income from
politically liberal sources, Millie r-Gu t tenb runn

swing of mood, contemplated suicide. 51

,

in yet another violent

He abandoned the idea only be-

cause he believed his death might endanger the future of his family.
And no longer despondent only a few days later, he accused Simons of

new attempts at fraud.

Throughout the autumn of 1903 his diary entries
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reveal a deep-seated disquiet
and defensiveness,
aggravated by the
fact that he never viewed
himself as the chief author
of his
difficulties.

"

Footnotes
1„

schon lange eine sehr ernste."

"Das Jubilaums theater,

Die Fackel, No. 146 (November
11, 1903), p. 12.
2

"internationalen Mode-Literatur und

Unsitten-StUcke."

.

.

f ranz8sischen

Ibid., 18, 19.

das gesunde Gefilhl unseres
Volkes."
4

.

Ibid

18.

Kraus did not disclose how he
obtained the memorandum, re-

marking only that a copy "fluttered
onto my desk."
tisch geflattert." Ibid.,

U

.

"auf den Schreib-

MUller-Guttenbrunn had in fact sent

Kraus a copy of the memorandum and
its appearance in Die Fackel was
timed to coincide with news of the
former director's bankruptcy.

Kraus

further obscured their collaboration by
including a few negative remarks about MUller-Guttenbrunn in the
introduction to the memorandum.

MUller-Guttenbrunn thought its publication was
necessary, because "it
explains much and protects me from the reproach
of irresponsibility and
of ignorance of my position— from the
reproach of incompetence.

memorandum also opens the eyes of the world
theater."

to

The

the character of a party

Apparently MUller-Guttenbrunn was unaware that his memorandum

revealed some things about his own character as well.

"Sie klHrt

vieles auf und schUtzt mich vor dem Vorwurf des Leichtsinns
und der

Unkenntnis meiner Lage— vor dem Vorwurf der Unfahigkeit.

Auch Hffnet

die Denkschrift der Welt die Augen Uber den Charakter eines Partei-

theaters."
5,,

MUller-Guttenbrunn, "Tagebttcher
grosse geistige Wirkungen."

1903), p. 19.

,

"

Heft X, November 10, 1903.

Die Fackel

,

No.

146 (November 11,
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6M

sein."

unangenehm

.

.

.

berllhrt.

.

.

.

Mliller-Guttenbrunn, Erinnerungen
7

Ibid

8„

.

.

dann wird bald beholfen
pp. 217, 218.

219.

,

...

ganz gemeine Lttgen

an Stelle des anstandigen christ-

lichen Theaters eine neue ZotenbUhne zu
errichten."

Stadttheater,"
p.

Os terreichische Volks-Presse

,

"Verkauf des

February 22, 1903,

5.
9

"die hervorragendsten deutschen Redaktionen.

.

.

eine

.

SchHpfung der vereinigten antisemitischen und nationalen
deutschen

Parteien
Tag an.

.

.

.

Kunstinstitut

.

.

.

.

.

.

'christliche* Theater

.

perfidesten Mitteln.

bef riedigend.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Vom ersten

auf jede Weise und mit den

Sie verlMstern jede Vorstellung und scheuen vor

keiner Verleumdung zurlick, wenn sie den Kredit des Unternehmens schMdige
kBnnen.

.

.

.

jede Nachricht

sicht aufzunehmen."

unser Theater mit der grtfssten Vor-

"Theater und Kunst.

Ibid., March 1, 1903, pp. 6,
10n

liber

unterschlllpfen.

M

JubilHums-S tadt theater

7.

Mliller-Guttenbrunn, "Tagebllcher

,

Heft X,

March 24, 1903.

^"So klar wie heute war mlr
Position noch nie.
f

.

.

.

die Aussichtslosigkei t meiner

Ich gebe die Zukunft des Theaters auf.

Die

Partei' verlangt schneidige Stttcke in ihrem Sinne, die Censur ver-

bietet sie.
wurde

.

.

.

.

.

.

weil das Theater zum JubilMums des Kaisers gegrUndet

die guten Autoren sind mir nicht erreichbar, die mittel-

mMssigen bringen mein Repertoire
mein Theater

— die

urn,

die Juden und

1

anderen brauchen liberhaupt keines.

Judenknechte

...

1

meiden

Da mag der
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Teufel Direktor seinl"
12

Ibid

.

MUller-Guttenbrunn in fact "laughed in

"lactate ihm

.

.

ins Gesicht."

.

[

Simons

Mliller-Gut tenbrunn

']

Erinnerungen

,

I3n

Bettler

.

.

wenn die Katastrophe kommt."

.

brunn, "TagebUcher," Heft X, May 17, 1903.

MUller-Gutten-

By June 13, 1903 MUller-

Guttenbrunn estimated his indebtedness at 150,000 Gulden.
14

f
.

.

15,,

.

.

sehr freundlich.
.

ist nicht in der Welt

u.

MUller-Gutten-

u.

BUrgen zu entsprechen

.

.

da er es ja nicht sein ktfnne

.

gegen

.

.

.

.

.

'Was nicht in der "N. Fr. Pr" steht, das

.

.

Nichts in der "N. Fr. Pr."
fllr

"

obwohl die ganze reiche Judenschaft fernblieb.

.

sie schon gar nicht.

1

223.

p.

,

Um dem Dr^ngen meiner Freunde

letzten Schritt.
.

.

Wer die Interessen der Stadt Wien gegenUber einem Bffentlichen

brunn, Erinnerungen

.

Ib id

"Um einen unerhBrten Skandal im Stadttheater zu vermeiden.

Kunstinstitut so vertritt, der tritt sie mit FUssen!

.

.

221.

p.

.

face."

.

.

.

von Ihrem Theater steht so gut wie

u.

T
.

.

.

meine Sache zu interessieren

verrathen durfte ich nicht.

einen alten Freund von

.

.

.

.

?

jener Seite*

das Theater heimlich verkaufen

Wenn diese GrUndung der 'arischen'

BevBlkerung nur auf diese Weise zu ret ten ist, dann soil sie nur in
andere H&nde Ubergehen.

Sie wird von selbst untergehen, u. der VerM
Vielleicht ist Simons dieser Judas.

rHther mag ein Anderer werden.

MUller-Guttenbrunn, "TagebUcher," Heft IX, June 13, 1903.

^"In diesen

drei Punkten [Licht, Subvention, Abonnement] lag

die ErfUllung meiner WUnsche.

.

.

.

konnte auch das Consortium nicht
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gebildet warden.

Die tBdliche Gleichgiltigkeit
gegen mich and meinen

Kampf um eine ideale Sache lahmte
endlich auch meine KrHfte und ich
gab den Kampf auf." MUller-Guttenbrunn
to Josef Porzer in "Copirbuch

,

79590, June 25, 1903.

Although he thought Baumann's "consistent
anti-Semitism was
unnecessary to the theater," Mllller-Guttenbrunn
"respected the in-

flexibility of his conviction."

Baumann was also commended for his

loyalty to MUller-Guttenbrunn "to the last
day."

These comments are

consistent with his observations of Baumann on
the day they both signed
the original contract with the Theater
Association, July 28, 1898.

"konsequenter Antisemitismus war dem Theater nicht fBrderlich
die Unbeugsamkeit seiner Uberzeugung

Tag."

.

Mdller-Guttenbrunn, Erinnerungen
18
19

20

Ibid

,

,

221, 222

,

.

achten.

.

bis zum letzten

224.

p.

,

...

226.

"grBssere Freiheit.

.

.

.

Grosse Verlegenheit

.

"

Ibid

Towards the end of September after having published

a

.

,

224.

number

of feuilletons in liberal papers, MUller-Guttenbrunn tried without

success to obtain the position of Burgtheater reviewer for the Neues

Wiener Journal
27,

.

MUller-Guttenbrunn, "Tagebttcher

M

Heft X, September,

1903.
21

"Antisemitismus in die Kunst.

.

.

.

Es gibt nichts VerHcht-

licheres auf Erden als diese feige, erbHrmliche Capitulation einer

politischen Partei u. ihrer Presse."
22

Ib id

.

,

July 10, 1903.

"In alien diesen kritischen Tagen habe ich meine Selbstbe-

herrschung systematisch gepflegt."

Ibid.

,

July 11, 1903.
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23,,,
M,

Na, die war nicht sehr gross.'

weiss ich nicht.'

.

.

'Ob das mtfglich 1st,

.

.

.'Alles andere bleibt wie es war.'"

.

Guttenbrunn, Erinnerungen,

p.

225.

MUller-

Despite Lueger's words, all

anti-Semitic restrictions were gradually
eliminated during Simons'
directorship
2A

gut!'"

'"Eine Sache, die ins Extreme getrieben
wird, 1st halt nicht

Ibid.
25,M,

Ja, einem gelingt's, die Personen

sich zu gewinnen,

f{lr

die genUgenden Einfluss haben, einem andern
gelingt es nicht.'

Ekel zum aussersten.

.

.

.

ein unumstb*ssliches Prinzip.

wie vor als einen grossen Politiker schMtze

Wahrheit zu sagen.

...

.

.

Und sie brachte ohne Zaudern das politische.

26

Ibid

.

,

.

.

nach

sich schkmte, die

.

die weit drlickenderen Nebenbedingungen.

ein materielles oder ein politisches Opfer

nicht anders."

.

.

.

.

fllr

.

.

.

ihr Theater.

So stand die Frage und

226.

"kleinen Laube von Gumpendorf

.

"Interview mit Ex-Direktor

"

Mllller-Guttenbrunn," Kikeriki, July 9, 1903, p.

2.

The Raimund

Theater is located in the municipal district of Gumpendorf.
27

"Neuestes,"

Ibid., September 6, 1903, p.

1.

Josef Samuel

Bloch (1850-1923), member of the Lower House of Parliament 1883-1895,
an organizer of political Zionism and newspaper editor.
28

"den Magen dieses Ungetdms.

.

.

.

Der heutige Massenverbrauch

von unreifen Stlicken in halb-f er tigen Vorstellungen zieht den Dilettantismus in der Literatur gross, er tBtet die schauspielerischen Talente,
er fllhrt zur Verrohung des Geschmackes, er driJckt das Niveau unserer
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ganzen kllnstlerischen Kultur
allmahlich herab."

Adam MUller-Gut ten-

brunn, "Das grosse Theater," Neue
JL Wiene^^
P.

3.

August 5> 19Q3>

He was relieved to have had
his feuilleton published at all,

fearing boycott by the large liberal
papers.
29

After the excitement over the final
theater crisis had sub-

sided, such liberal papers as the
Tagblatt did, however, continue to

purchase MUller-Guttenbrunn's feuilletons.
°"Dumrolingen

...

urn

Mdller-Guttenbrunn, "TagebUcher

es auf das Niveau dieser Leute zu
stellen.'
,

"

Heft X, August 20, 1903.

He also

commented pettishly on a gloss in the liberal
Wage which observed that

MUller-Guttenbrunn "with unfailing certainty regularly
[became] the
enemy of his friends and the friend of his enemies."

Die Wage deprecated

MUller-Guttenbrunn's managerial abilities and added that his
feuilleton
in effect blamed his directorial failure on the
Christian Socials: they

deliberately built a large playhouse in order to ruin him. Had the
theater been smaller everything would have turned out differently, so
he complained.

While this gloss made it plain that MUller-Guttenbrunn's

implied strictures of the Christian Socials were not to be taken seriously, humorless clerical journalists interpreted MUller-Guttenbrunn's

feuilleton as censure of the ruling party and soon attacked him for his

business and artistic incompetence.

These journalists would make little

allowance for any justifiable indignation on the part of the former

director toward the ruling party and would remain implacable until his
bankruptcy.

Die Wage

,

on the other hand, was somewhat more conciliatory.

Despite its sarcasm this paper acknowledged his resilience while deploring

his opportunism "this
to be destroyed."

raan

»Wird

,

^

as is

^

God __ simpiy

mit unfehlbarer Sicherheit
regelm , ssig Feind

seiner Freunde und Freund
seiner Feinde.

.

.

dieser Mann> wie

.

weiss, ist ja-G.s.D.-einfach
nicht umzubringen.

»

R.

,

_

"Glossen,"

Die Wage, August 15, 1903,
p. 972.
3l

"minderen Ranges!

ist strengstens zu wahren

Exemplare

eine Krone

c)

lagen nikhig werden.
.

.

.

...

Auch

.

.

b)
fllr

.

.

a)

Mein noch zu wahlendes Pseudonym

2000 fl. Honorar fur die ersten
3000

jedes zu druckende Bucb

schon verscbmerzt.

in einer Lage, in der 2000

ein Risiko ist's immerhin."
August 28, 1903.

.

.

f1

.

.

.

.

,

falls neue Auf-

juckt

ffiich

doch

.

etwas bedeuten!

MUller-Guttenbrunn, "TagebUcher

,

»

Heft X,

MUller-Guttenbrunn collaborated on the new
satirical

periodical, Der_liebe Augustin, but withdrew
from the chief editorial

position after the second issue.
on this publication.

Nagl et al

.

,

Wolfgang Madjera also collaborated

It ceased to appear after twenty-five
issues.

Literaturgeschichte

.

Ill, 901, 902.

The first issue of Der liebe Augustin

.

which appeared in April

1904 after the final theater cause celebre and
MUller-Guttenbrunn's

bankruptcy, contained ten new theater regulations.

While their author

was anonymous, paragraphs one and two proclaiming that
anyone who

strove to lease or direct a theater in present-day Vienna should
be

considered "mentally not completely normal" and that of all theater

programs only the finance program was to be taken seriously, left
little doubt about his identity.
on Entwicklung

,

Mliller-Guttenbrunn also collaborated

another short-lived periodical published by the Greipols
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"geistig nicht ganz normal."
Augustin, No.
2

1

"Neue Theaterordnung, »

Per llebe

(April 1, 1904), p. 7.

"Das Buch enthHlt zu viel von
jenem Feuer, welches nicht

nur leuchtet, sondern auch brennt.

Menschen in Wien, in Oesterreich.

...
.

.

.

von jedem offentlichen
fUhlte ich mich als Vor-

laufer einer neuen Generation von
freien Geistern, die vielleicht

berufen sein werden, den politischen
und gesellschaf tlichen Moderduft,
der Uber Wien lagert, mit starkem
Atem hinwegzublasen.
mit vollen Backen.

Und ich blies

Aber es wird wohl ein StHrkerer kommen
mtlssen.

Mir schwant etwas von einer neuen Heilslehre,
deren Verklindiger vielleicht schon geboren, aber noch nicht mtfndig
1st
Werk.

Ich will ihm vorangehen."

sein grosses

Franz Josef Gerhold [Adam Mllller-

Guttenbrunn], "Mein erster Roman," Entwicklung
pp.

fllr

,

Heft

9

(December, 1903),

428, 430.
33

On August

MUller-Guttenbrunn had had additional misgivings about Simons.
5

he remarked in his diary that it would be "awful if Simons

were 'descended from Jews!'
money to him.

The bankers Simons in Dlisseldorf send

It is not completely clear from whom the money comes

and whose property it is."

In this same entry Mllller-Guttenbrunn once

again revealed bitterness toward the ruling party as well as cynicism
and contempt for the new director, but he nonetheless remained clear-

sighted about his own precarious financial position.

Stage hands had

been unable to claim two pieces of Simons' baggage at the customs
office because he had not as yet reported his arrival to the precinct
police station: "The city of Vienna has thus leased its theater to

a
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man who is not even registered
in Vienna as yet, who changes
his
residence with a valise and a carton.
No matter, he has paid the

defaulted lease of 12,000 Gulden and
the 4% to the founders is also
saved for this year." "Gar h^sslich
ware es wenn Simons ein 'Juden,

stammling' wHre!
sender.

Die Banquiers Simons in Dtlsseldorf
sind seine Geld-

Von wem das Geld kommt, wessen Eigenthum
es ist, das ist

nicht ganz klar.

...

Die Stadt Wien hat also ihr Theater einem

Mann verpachtet, der in Wien noch gar nicht
gemeldet ist, der mit einem

Koffer u. einer Kiste llbersiedelt.
Pacht von 12.000 fl bezahlt

gerettet."

die 4% der Grtinder sind auch fur heuer

u.

MUller-Guttenbrunn

Thut nichts, er hat den rUckstMndigen

,

"TagebUcher

,

"

Heft X, August 6, 1903.

Mttller-Guttenbrunn's bitterness toward Simons and the ruling

party increased after the premiere.

On October

2

he deprecated a per-

formance of Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream

,

observing that

the families of the Theater Committee, Baumann's in particular,
applauded

Mendelsohn's incidental music: "And for these people
I

I

bled to death!

would not have dared to doubt their convictions, would not have dared

to propose to

them: Let's drop the Jewish clause in order to save 4%!

And now, so it's said, they are dropping more."
habe ich mich verblutet!

"Und fur diese Leute

Ich hMtte es nicht gewagt, an ihren Uber-

zeugungen zu zweifeln, nicht gewagt, ihnen den Antrag zu stellen: lassen
wir, um die 4% zu retten, den Judenpunkt fallen!
man, lassen sie mehr fallen."
34

Ibid

.

,

Und jetzt, so sagt

October 2, 1903.

"erregte grosse Heiterkeit und alle Blicke richteten sich

nach der Loge.

.

.

.

Die Juden wieherten vor Lust, dass nun das
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'

•Antise.lten-Theater- endgilUg ein
Internationale, Judente.pel geworden ist. We lange wird unser
christlich sozialer Stadtrat
diesen
Unfug dulden?" "Theater.
JubilW-Theater," Kikeriki

halwr

No.

(September 13, 1903), p. 5.

74

35

"krankhaften Ehrgeize

noch viel weniger

...

.

.

.

.

.

weder

.

.

f inan Z ieller

.

.

.

.

.

.

kUnstlerischer and

.

Einsamkeit zurUckzuziehen

in der er seinen Anteil an dem
Ruin zweier Wiener Blihnen schil-

dert.
.

.

.

als deutsches, judenreines Theater
prosperieren

wenn an seiner Spitze eben nur der
rechte Mann steht.

Guttenbrunn

.

.

Mtlller-

.

seine Rolle im Wiener Kunstleben
ausgespielt

.

.

.

.

"MUller-Guttenbrunns GlUck und Ende,"

Deutsches Volksblatt

.

October 11,

.

1903, p. 9.
36

"schlecht bezahlten Kulis

Mliller-Guttenbrunn, Erinnerungen
37

.

.

grossen liberalen Blatt."

229.

p.

,

.

"den grBssten journalistischen Infamien, die ich je
erlebt."

MUller-Guttenbrunn, "TagebUcher
38„

zum

.

.

.

trauensmissbrauch.

.

Theil
.

.

.

.

,

Heft X, October 12, 1903.

"

.

phantastisch

entliehen.

.

.

.

.

.

.

grtfblichen Ver-

statutenmMssigen

.

.

.

.

Wer

sich in Kenntniss dieser Sachlage trotzdem an mir und meinem guten

Namen vergreift, der ist wol
standigen Menschen."

[

sic

]

gerichtet vor dem Forum aller an-

"Theater und Kunst.

Adam MUller-Guttenbrunn," Die Reichswehr
39

,

Eine ErklHrung des Herrn

October 12, 1903,

p.

4.

Most of the Christian Social papers, perhaps embarrassed,

said little initially about the Volksblatt attack.

ferred to the article and MUller-Guttenbrunn

*s

Das Vaterland re-

reply as a "painful
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affair," adding that "the matter
will be discussed anyway in th
forthcoming general meeting of the
Theater Association
peinliche

Angelegenheit

...

die Sache wird ohnedies in der
demnHchst statt-

findenden Generalversammlung des
Theatervereines besprochen werden."

"Lokales (Vom JubilMumstheater)
p.

,

»

Das Vaterland

.

October 12, 1903,

2.

The German Nationalist Ostdeutsche
Rundschau seemed puzzled

about the "tactical purpose" of the
Volksblatt 's "premature" ("vorzeitig") expose', adding that "in such matters
there is only one correct

procedure:

to keep the investigations secret until
they are concluded,

and then address them to the public in an official
version if one does

not otherwise want to be guilty of abetting personal
revenge or low

sensationalism."

The Rundschau apparently suspected that the animosity

of certain Volksblatt journalists toward Mtiller-Guttenbrunn
might have

inspired the attack.

"In solchen Angelegenheiten gibt es nur einen

korrekten Weg: die Untersuchungen so lange geheim zu halten bis sie
abgeschlossen sind, und dann sich in einer offiziellen Darstellung an
die Of fentlichkeit zu wenden, will anders man sich nicht schuldig machen,

persbnlicher Rachsucht oder niedriger Sensationslust Vorschub zu leisten."
"Kunst und Wissenschaf t

JubilHumstheater,"

.

Mdller-Gut tenbrunns GeschMf tsgebarung am

Ostdeutsche Rundschau

^°"gegen seine persHnliche Ehre."
Eine ErklHrung Mliller-Guttenbrunns

,"

,

October 12, 1903, p.

"Theater, Kunst und Literatur.

Neues Wiener Tagblatt, October 13,

1903, p. 8.
41„

Lehre."

4.

Mliller-Gut tenbrunn

,

Erinnerungen

,

p.

229.
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42„

'sehr bekannt

.

.

.

mit Bestimmtheit

AffMre des Direktors MUller-Guttenbrunn)

,

»

.

»

"Lokales.

p^Va^erland

,

(Die

October 14,

1903, p. 4.

43

"eine Marmorstatue, kalt, gefUhllos.

geschlossen.

...

...

so gut wie aus-

Das Jubilaums-Stadttheater hat
eine vortref f liche

Lage, es 1st modern mit allem
Comfort gebaut und besitzt ein sehr

dankbares Publicum.

Ein verstandiger Director, der ein
groszs tMdtischen

Anforderungen entsprechendes Personale [sic]
engagirt, gute Stllcke erwirbt, kann, muss ein GeschHft machen.

Sonstige Rathschlage gebe ich

nicht, der Btlrgermeister hat andere, wichtigere
Dinge zu thun."

"Theaterzeitung.

Der BUrgermeister

lHums-Stadttheater,"
p.

liber

die neueste Affaire im Jubi-

Illustrirtes Wiener Extrablatt

.

October 13, 1903,

7
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This same issue of Die Zeit contained one of the few
feuille-

tons by a liberal, the noted journalist Felix Salten,
about the final

theater crisis.

While admitting that all Viennese theaters had in

recent years suffered from bad business, Salten alleged that the failure
of the anti-Semitic theater had been inevitable from the beginning be-

cause of Mllller-Guttenbrunn's artistic and business incompetence and

Christian Social hypocrisy about the realization of their program.

He

related that Mdller-Guttenbrunn while director of the Raimund Theater

had purchased a chandelier which was so heavy that it could not be
installed.

After his departure the chandelier had remained in

store house to gather dust.

a theater

All those who knew about this incident,

Salten asserted, would understand how Mllller-Guttenbrunn had incurred

his present liability.

On another topic but in the
same feuilleton,

Salten claimed it was impossible
to segregate Christians
and Jews
who had mingled in all walks of
Viennese life for more than a
century.
If members of the ruling
party dealt with Jews when it was
profitable
to do

so-Lueger himself borrowed money for
municipal projects from

Jewish banks when he could and
purchased from Jewish firms for the

city-it was "childish

[of party fanatics who were in
reality com-

promisers] to believe party comrades
[would] find it [was] lovelier
in the Jubilaums Theater than elsewhere,
only because the Jubilaums

Theater [was]

.

.

.

anti-Semitic."

"kindisch zu glauben, die Partei-

genossen werden finden, es sei im JubilMumstheater
schBner als anderswo, nur weil das JubilMumstheater

F[elix]

Sfalten], "Feuilleton.

.

.

.

antisemitisch ist."

Theatermisere

,

"

Die Zeit

,

October 14.

1903, p. 2.

Although it subsequently became clear that Salten had
tragically

overestimated the strength of Judaeo-Christian ties in Vienna, he
may
have deliberately overstated his case in order to minimize differences
and to conciliate.

He also touched on the paradox of Christian Social

theory and practice which,

merely hypocritical.

I

believe, he mistakenly suggested was

To a mind like Salten's, steeped as it was in

rationalistic liberalism, it was incomprehensible for the ruling party
to behave in an inconsistent manner.

He apparently failed to realize

that Christian Social ideology was still developing and that the thinking

and behavior of most party members had not yet become entirely divorced

from Judaeo-Christian moral teachings, so that they could openly and
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calculatingly propagate one
thing and practice another.

In time,

theory and practice would become
more closely aligned.

During the

1930's Christian Social fanatics would
increasingly reflect the Fascist
anti-religion and in some cases join
the Nazis. Sohwer and Vergani

were harbingers.
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sich die Meinung

,

'Es mag schon sein, dass im Rathause

auch ein gekrMnkter Autor, der in der Partei
als Fachmann in Theater-
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.
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endlich hat auch

"Theater, Kunst und Literatur.

an Herrn Mliller-Guttenbrunn,"
p.

.

Offener Brief

October 23, 1903,

10.
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Schwer's letter and Mliller-Guttenbrunn 's correspondence were

published after the appearance of Simons' letters

postponement of his lease payment.

to

Baumann demanding

Simons told the Extrablatt that

his letters had been obtained through deceit by a member of the Theater

Association who was also a municipal councillor.

Referring to the

unauthorized publication of private correspondence and the consequent

abrogation of trust, the liberal Die Wage scorned Schwer's ignorance
of the honor of others and referred to the Volksblatt as "the organ of
the stupidest jackanapes of Vienna."

"dem Organ des dlimmsten Lauskcrls

,
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von Wien.
P

*

Rfudolf] St[rauss], "Glossen," Die Wage,
October 24, 1903,

12 ° 4,

ThG

AlbeUe^^eitun^ believed Schwer

theater director and prophesied:

still wanted to become

"Should the gentlemen from the

Theater Association want to give the 'Party
Theater' another try
and actually enthrone Herr Schwer, only
a new disgrace could be the

result, after which the pompous creation of
Christian Social citizenry

could perhaps no longer be saved at all."

"Sollten die Herren vom

Theaterverein es aber nochmals mit dem 'Parteitheater
und gar Herrn Schwer wirklich inthronisieren

Blamage

,

'

versuchen wollen

konnte nur eine neue

das Ende sein, nach der aber vielleicht die
pompBse GrUnd-

ung des christlichsozialen Bdrgertums Uberhaupt nicht
mehr zu retten

wHre."

"Eine neue Krise im Stadttheater

,

Arbeiter Zeitung

"

,

October 22,

1903, p. 8.
47

Mllller-Guttenbrunn, Erinnerungen

,

p.

232.

about the open letter two days after its appearance.

"TagebUcher," Heft X, October 25, 1903.

He first remarked
Mllller-Guttenbrunn

That this was "too late" to

refute Schwer, had a refutation been possible, seems doubtful.

Mllller-

Guttenbrunn claimed the letters he possessed from Schwer had been sent
after the editor's plays had been "completely rejected" or performed

only after hesitation.
p.

"ganz ablehnte."

Mllller-Guttenbrunn, Erinnerungen

232.

48

"diese Art des Kampfes."

49i

"Stunden des Ingrimms

Presse."

Mliller-Guttenbrunn
5

,

u.

Ibid

.

der Erbitterung gegen die liberale

"TagebUcher," Heft X, October 25, 1903.

°"Ende? Ich denke nicht."

Ibid., October 12, 1903.

,
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According to his diary,
about October 29, 1903.

^^^^

must have appeared

While the anti-Semitic press was
practically

unanimous in its praise of the work
by Franz Josef Gerhold

Guttenbrunn

s
'

and the

Mllller-

,

pseudonym, and even such liberal
papers as Die Zeit

NeuejM^ien^^

provided favorable reviews, Mllller-Gutten-

brunn complained that his novel "was
greeted by silence from all sides.
The publisher, who promised himself
golden mountains, already makes a

long face.
weeks!

It's always that way.

If that does not happen,

author is an ass."

A book should sell itself in four
then the book is at fault and the

Mllller-Guttenbrunn added in January 1904 that

the "large newspapers," by which he probably
meant the Neue Freie Presse

and the Neues Wiener Tagblatt, were silent
about the work.

This last

remark implies that true literary fame depended
solely on the approval
of the most important liberal papers.

Mllller-Guttenbrunn

»s

longing

for approval and commendation seems thus to have
been intensified, and

such diary passages as these underscore his envy of liberal
literary
influence.

"wird links u. rechts totgeschwiegen

.

Der Verleger, der

sich goldene Berge versprach, macht schon ein langes Gesicht.

So let's

ja immer.

Geschieht

Ein Buch soli sich selbst in

4

Wochen durchsetzen!

das nicht, dann ist das Buch schuld u. der Verfasser ist ein Esel.

grosse Zeitungen."

Ibid

.

,

December 8, 1903, January

7,

1904.

.

.

.
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CHAPTER

ix

THE CLIMACTIC MEETING OF
THE THEATER ASSOCIATION,

OCTOBER 1903

MUller-Guttenbrunn was not the only
person to be alarmed by
these developments. As October
drew to a close, the Christian
Social press and the Theater
Association also became apprehensive
about the approaching Association
Committee meeting on October 26
and the assembly on October 30.

misgivings.

The press had good reason for its

Scarcely a day passed without quarreling
within the

Association; clearly, the party cultural
effort had begun to disintegrate and a fiasco threatened.

The climactic meeting of the

Theater Association did in fact realize
the worst fears of clerical
journalists.

The party theater was abandoned,
factionalism dis-

rupted the proceedings, and journalistic wrangling
among the clericals

continued for several weeks.

So far as the theater's supporters were

concerned, the only positive outcome of the meeting
was the speech
of Robert Pattai, a party functionary.

In spite of his criticism of

MUller-Guttenbrunn' s management Pattai defended politicized culture.
Speaking through him the party refused
a gesture of defiance.

to

abandon its stage without

This gesture had a prophetic significance

which Pattai could not have realized.

Already excited by reports of MUller-Guttenbrunn

's

indebted-

ness, Association members were further perturbed towards the end of

October by publication in the Volksblatt of additional letters from
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imons to Baumann requesting
postponement of his lease payment.
In
view of the poor financial
situation suggested by such
requests,
shareholders feared that Simons'
default might mean forfeiture
of
their dividends and even of
their initial investments in
the playhouse.
In a statement to
MeJReichswehr Baumann on October 25 proclaimed "the pessimistic reports
[about the situation of the
theater]
absolutely incorrect." An examination
of the theater's financial
,

situation by an Association sub-committee,
he claimed had resulted
in a "relatively favorable report."

In Baumann «s opinion, Simons'

request for deferment of his payment
would not be granted, since

shareholders would never agree to forfeit
their dividends or to pay
for insurance, taxes, amortization,
and interest on a loan.

He

furthermore considered Simons' letters null
and void, since their confidential nature had been violated.

The theater director would thus

have to repeat or reformulate his requests
"to the committee or the

general assembly."

Baumann also denied any consideration of an

imminent transfer of the stage from the Theater Association
to the
Volks Opera Association.

Earlier negotiations between the two bodies

had long since collapsed because of the latter 's lack of
funds.

The

idea of producing opera in the municipal playhouse had not been

completely abandoned, Baumann added, because the superior technical
facilities of the JubilMums Theater lent themselves to musical as

well as dramatic presentations. He declined to forecast "the immediate
future of the theater," since there would be enough opinions about
that at the general meeting."^"
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Baumann doubtless intended his
statement to still anxieties
and silence rumors about the
theater's insolvency.

In view of the

Vo^ksblatt allegations and Simons'
letters, it seems questionable,
however, that he could have achieved
either goal.

By denying the

seriousness of the theater's financial
condition, he implied that
Simons and the Volksblatt were lying, and
thus he stimulated further

rumor mongering.

His prediction about the effects of a
possible de-

fault may also have intensified anxieties
of shareholders since some

members probably feared they would become liable
for the theater's
debts.

Although Baumann declared Simons' letter invalid,
the director,

he admitted, could appeal over his head to the
Association Committee
or the general assembly.

The president of the Theater Association

thus made it clear he had no control over the decisions of
either

body and that he was powerless to determine the future of the
theater.
Baumann's statement, equivocal and ill-conceived, raised more questions
than it answered and only worsened the muddle.

The Association Committee met the day after the appearance of

Baumann's statement.

vided but

a

This meeting, although long and turbulent, pro-

mild foretaste of the scenes at the full annual assembly

four days later.
at the moment.

Its accomplishments, however, seemed tangible enough

The Committee voted seven to five to grant Simons

half a year's free rent provided he pay the amount then due on his
lease.

In return the theater director would be required to provide

the Committee access to his books at any time and to surrender any

net profit up to the amount of his lease.

pending ratification by the assembly.

The decision was made
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During the meeting Baumann

Volksblatt

,

offended by the attacks of the

demanded and received a vote of confidence. 2

,

He was

nonetheless reproached by Schwer for
remaining silent about MllllerGuttenbrunn

s
'

lease default the preceding spring and
for appointing

Simons as director without consulting the
general assembly.

Schwer

in fact dominated the proceedings, censuring
Mllller-Guttenbrunn for

failure to promote the theater's program of
anti-Semitism, reproving
Simons in his absence for defaulting on his
initial lease payment
on September 1, and implying that the new director
planned to

Judaize the theater.

For this reason, Schwer and his followers

denied Simons' request.
meeting.

The director was thereupon summoned to the

His response elicited mirth from the Association and was

ridiculed by Schwer: he claimed to have forgotten to pay his first
installment, was ignorant about how to make out

a

promissary note

for the amount owed, and even resorted to tears under the pressure
of Schwer's attacks.

In criticizing Mllller-Guttenbrunn and the new director, the

editor appeared to assume full responsibility for the welfare of the
theater.

That he also hoped to become Simons' successor seemed appar-

ent enough.

Two days after the meeting, a Volksblatt article, hostile

to both Simons and Baumann, hinted at Schwer's ambitions in this

direction.
.

.

.

Certain persons "who [know]

.

.

.

Viennese conditions

better than Simons" would be willing to assume the director-

ship in the event of his departure.
Schwer,

In order to clear the path for

the Volksblatt probably hoped to force Simons to resign, or
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to make his tenure
impossible by obliging hin to
accept condltions

he would be unable to
fulfill.

Thus the paper urged
shareholders

to insist at the general
assembly upon stringent
guarantees against

further defaults.

Continuing its attacks, the article
charged the director

with attempting to undermine the
Germanic nature of the theater by
performing Hungarian and Czech authors,
and further faulted him for
not having produced, or thus far
accepted, any plays by contemporary

Germans of renown.

The Vo lksblatt alleged Simons
was celebrated in

Jewish-liberal circles "as the Messiah who
[liberated] the municipal
theater from the anti-Semitic yoke."

It was asserted further by

liberals that the director had even concluded
contracts with a
series of Jewish authors.

Presentation of their plays would be

postponed until after the general assembly had
met in order
clude intervention by the anti-Semites.
to forestall such intervention.

position on racial matters
general assembly."

to pre-

The Volksblatt was determined

It demanded that Simons declare his

" openly

and unambiguously in or before the

This included the performance of Jewish, French,

Italian, and other foreign playwrights officially prohibited in the

theater and the question of hiring Jewish actors.

Furthermore, the

Volksblatt demanded the publication of the future repertoire.

If

Simons proved uncooperative or incapable of raising the level of the

theater above the mediocrity of his first production, it would be

better to end his directorial career immediately:
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The theater can easily overcome
the present crisis, but
a repetition
could deliver the death blow to this
well-established undertaking; therefore, it
is urgently
requested that every Association member
and above all
the Committee be at his post in the
impending general
assembly.
.

.

.

The remainder of the article echoed
Schwer in reproaching Baumann for

his dereliction of duty, repeated earlier
charges against him, and

dismissed new votes of confidence offered by his
supporters.
By stressing the need to continue the exclusively
Germanic

anti-Jewish character of the theater, the Volksblatt
revealed its

opposition to the freedoms granted Simons in July, and by
implication
its opposition to the highest party authority, the
BUrgerclub.

To

this paper, and to people like Schwer, who in all likelihood
wrote
the article, "endangering the artistic goals" of the playhouse
was

little more than a euphemism for the undermining of its ideological
aims.

The Volksblatt held the theater's ideology of paramount im-

portance, and Schwer would doubtless have attempted to reinstate the

anti-Jewish restrictions had he become director.

By urging all

members to be present at the assembly, the Volksblatt seemed confident either that it voiced the opinion of the majority, or that
it could manipulate this majority according to its needs.

But as the

outcome of the meeting showed, this anticipated majority was already

becoming fragmented.
Shortly before the assembly, Karl Kraus provided one of the
more balanced appraisals of the "'case of MUller-Guttenbrunn "' to
appear during the entire cause celebre.

To the editor of Die Fackel

.
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the theater had neither succeeded
nor failed "without and against

the clique."

All that had been proven was "that an
'anti-Semitic'

theater must perish as an artistic monstrosity
of party-political

feeblemindedness."

Kraus thought the Aryan theater had been
destined

to fail from the beginning:

"Institutions born from party spirit

cannot live; conceived in a vacuum, they die from
the influx of the

social atmosphere."

He also believed that the image of Mttller-

Guttenbrunn's character, distorted though it was by party
hatred,

would not change much in the final analysis, but that Mllller-Gut
tenbrunn, while no moral hero, was at least on a par with his
antagonists
and defenders.

In one respect regarding internecine intra-party

strife, however, Kraus was wrong: he predicted that the liberals would
come to Mllller-Gut tenbrunn's rescue because he had not defended him-

self against his anti-Semitic attackers.

"An uncontested affront,"

he explained, "has always had a rehabilitating effect in [the liberals']

eyes

„4

The General Assembly Fragmented

By the end of October three principal factions of the Theater

Association had emerged in the theater crisis.

The first consisted

of Baumann and his supporters, controlling the Association Committee,

who wanted to retain Simons and were willing to abide by the restricted

anti-Semitic policy approved by the Bllrgerclub

by Schwer, the publisher of Kikeriki
Angerer, Jr., and their followers.

,

.

They were opposed

and Fritz Gabriel Ilger, Karl

In addition to advocating the
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ouster of Simons, this faction opposed
Baumann's administration,

probably because they hoped to succeed
him and then to reinstate
the theater's original anti-Semitic
policies.

For the time being,

however, they grudgingly accepted the
BUrgerclub's dispensations.

Most of the leading Christian Social papers,
as well as the German
Nationalist Ostdeutsche Rundschau
dubbing them "the opposition."

,

supported Schwer and his faction,

The third faction, consisting of

apprehensive shareholders, cared little about who led
the theater or
about restrictions on authors or performers, so long
as dividends

were punctually paid and their investment was secure.

They believed

settlement of financial and technical problems should take
precedence

over ideological disputes. 6

The factionalism erupted in open and

tumulteous controversy at the assembly and ultimately disrupted it
entirely.
On October 30 about 1,000 persons convened for the general

assembly at 5:00 p.m. in the Volkshalle of the Rathaus.

Several

hundred had given their proxies as well, so that 1,720 votes were re-

presented in all.

7

Despite the obstructionist tactics of the "opposi-

tion," the outcome of the meeting constituted a victory for Baumann
and his supporters.

Simons was permitted to continue as director

and, in a development unforeseen at the Association Committee meeting,

he was also allowed to postpone his semi-annual lease payment as long
as his books showed a deficit.

dends that fall.

Association members received no divi-
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Baumann's triumph was facilitated by
the initial address of
Dr.

Robert Pattai, a prominent Christian
Social member of parliament. 8

Pattai endorsed the efforts of the new
director at length, urged the

shareholders to support him and then left
the meeting.

After his

departure, Schwer, in a thinly veiled attempt
to discredit Pattai

endorsement,

's

claimed Lueger had authorized him to oppose
the post-

ponement of Simons' lease payment.

The mayor, he alleged, objected

to the intervention of the municipality in
the affairs of the theater

and the Association's conduct of business. 9

Had someone of Pattai's

prestige not already endorsed Simons, Schwer might have
attempted
to distort the mayor's statements further into an
unqualified con-

demnation of the new director.

That he did not make an issue of the

party leader's alleged wishes may be attributed

to caution:

Schwer

did not want to be held responsible for instigating a dispute among

party leaders.

Apart from its likely importance in deciding the vote

in favor of Simons, Pattai's speech deserves attention as one of the

last public statements from an important party spokesman about the

ideological role of the Aryan theater.

Pattai Attempts to Save the Political Theater
Not surprisingly, most observers agreed, Pattai was received

enthusiastically.

After weeks of conflicting reports and rumors

about the theater, shareholders would doubtless have welcomed anyone
of stature who they thought could clarify the issues and perhaps resolve
the crisis in a manner favorable to themselves.

Although a shareholder,
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Pattai claimed to have attended the meeting
solely in the interest
of the party; he had hitherto been a
non-participating member of

the Association and had met Simons for
the first time that very

evening.
In the first part of his speech Pattai
expressed concern

for the future of cultural anti-Semitism.

From his earliest years

as a politician he had thought anti-Semitism
had a higher mission
to fulfill,

and farmers.

that it was something more than a movement of
tradesmen

While anti-Semitism had undeniably achieved important

successes in the field of politics, the universities and the art

world were experiencing "a progressive Judaization. "

For Vienna,

"the city of art and especially the leading city of music," this

phenomenon was "depressing."

Domestic art was declining because of

"a clique and the extraordinary power of the Jewish press," and "the

theater [was] going over more and more to the other side."

These

changes, constituting an "immense danger to our intellectual life,"

moved him to warn of the peril.
Pattai urged his listeners not to succumb to "momentary

excitement, but to do what business prudence and politics [prescribed]. „11
He counseled restraint in judging Mtlller-Guttenbrunn

,

since the

Association had "demanded a great deal from him," and all theater
managers, even those in provincial capitals where most theaters were
subsidized, had had a hard time surviving.

He then advocated the sub-

sidizing of the municipal playhouse, adding that if

a

second anti-

Semitic stage were created in Vienna and the community contributed

to
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it, "that would be money well spent." 13

But instead, as it was now,

the Association had to provide and raise the
money for the theater.

Observing that Mllller-Gu ttenbrunn had had an
"extraordinarily favorable situation" at the beginning of his
directorship, Pattai

went on to remark that the former director had not adequately
understood how to exploit his advantages; his intentions had been good,

but he lacked "the dexterous hand of the theater director."

During

his second and third year part of his audience had been too bored
to attend, and intrigues among personnel had resulted in the loss of

some of his more talented players.

"So he could proceed no further,

he was much more in debt than [anyone] thought." 1 ^

Now that a new director had assumed Mllller-Gu ttenbrunn

f

s

duties, Pattai continued, he was immediately distrusted because of

"the party matter": some feared the present manager wanted "to sail
into another channel."

The shareholders, however, had been apprised

of Simons' obligations and had no cause to believe that he would not

meet them.
press

— that

If he understood how to avoid boycott by the Jewish

was a "business matter.

!,1

~*In

any event

,

he added

,

avoiding

this boycott had not helped attendance much, since recently there had

been neither Jews nor Christians in the theater.

When earlier he

had observed poor attendance, Pattai claimed, he had urged party

leaders to patronize the playhouse.

Although many had thereafter

attended, they had done so only after receiving free tickets.
He then returned to his initial theme of cultural anti-

Semitism, attributing the deterioration of the Viennese theater partly
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to

the "decadence of the middle class,"
but mostly to Judaization of

the dramatic arts.

Semitic bungle,

.

Playhouses no longer exuded "German Geist but
.

.

insipid wit, disgusting claptrap machinations"; 16

that was the reason why part of the Viennese
middle class had ceased to

attend the theater.

Although he implied the Hof theater still main-

tained a high level of entertainment, high prices and
the necessity
of planning attendance far in advance deterred business
men.

A director endeavoring to attract an audience, he continued,
could not bar his Jewish public if the Christians urging him
to do so
did not themselves attend the theater.

Even the party playhouse was,

after all, a business and, in order to succeed, had to be vigorously
supported.

The disposition of the Jewish press was therefore important,

since "a very great proportion" of the Christian Socials judged solely

according to what the Tagblatt wrote.

According to him, some people

attended Christian Social rallies and voted for their candidates, but

still read the Jewish papers!

Yet, conversely, "if a Viennese has

really enjoyed himself once in the theater, but reads the next day
in the

'Extrablatt' or the 'Tagblatt' that the play was dull, he is

quite ashamed.

(Amusement).""''''

Pattai then came to the main point of his address when he
urged his listeners to lend practial support to the theater and the

new director.

If Simons were boycotted by the shareholders, either

"the lease [would be] paid by the other side" and the playhouse would
be lost, or Simons would go bankrupt.

In the latter eventuality it

was doubtful whether a third manager could be found.

It was "much
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easier to write newspaper articles and
criticize than to lead

a

theater," Pattai remarked, and he wished
that no one writing "these

attacks" would become "theater director there."

Managing a play-

house was "one of the most difficult occupations,"
since a "tremendous business knowledge" was required.

Simons had agreed to the

stipulations, and they were hard enough. 18

What did it matter, Pattai queried, if the director
received a half year's free rent so long as "genuine art
19
profited"?
If they refused Simons,

they would be enemies of their own holdings.

Besides, it would not be easy to find someone who would accept
the

directorship under such conditions, he argued; and if Simons failed,
then the theater might have to be sold, "and instead of a German

temple of art" the Viennese would "have created a ninth or tenth

Jewish theater."

The shareholders should be content to maintain

what they had and not risk destroying it.

without having reached

a decision,

If the assembly adjourned

they would have "worked in the

interest of the chosen people; they would rub their hands and say:
the Christians are incapable of uniting, even if it is a question of

their own money.

Pattai then returned to his earlier theme, the Judaization
of art.

He claimed that aspiring Christian artists had to submit to

"an ignominious humiliation" in order to achieve their goals.

That

very day in the Hof theater "under the aegis of the court

[ruled]

with unprecedented odiousness."

Mahler

— had

21

That he

— the

a Jew

reference is to Gustav

been decorated as well tried even "the Job-like patience
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of the Viennese."

Moreover, he had driven out the "best
singer

on the continent," FrHulein [Edith]
Walker.

.

Though she received gar-

lands at her farewell performance, a Jewess
would replace her.

Pattai

then concluded:

The Judaization of the Hofopera in the city of
music where
a Mozart and Beethoven [once] composed should
make us
realize that we are fighting a desperate battle.
If we
cut our own throats and ruin ourselves, then
the others
will laugh at us. 22

According to the Deutsche Zeitung

.

Pattai' s speech was received

with "long-lasting tumultuous applause," 23 after which he
left the
Volkshalle.

During the remainder of the meeting, which grew in-

creasingly turbulent, Simons was subjected to cross-examination and
interruptions by the "opposition,"

9

/

and Baumann and Mllller-Guttenbrunn

were blamed for the theater's financial crisis by Angerer and Schwer.
At length Pastor Josef Dittrich 25 asked Simons whether he intended to

preserve the "German, Christian Aryan stage for German artists and
German writers,"

26

and whether, if the lease payment were postposed,

he could continue to operate the playhouse.

Simons answered that his

contract bound him to preserve the theater's Christian German traditions and that he would eventually balance accounts by reducing

salaries.

The assembly then voted unanimously by a show of hands to

postpone the lease payment.

27

Adjournment came soon, even though the

agenda had not yet been completed, because "opposition" members re-

peatedly disrupted the assembly over the question of eventual disposition of profit disposal.

The hall cleared slowly as altercation,

according to Die Reichswehr and the Presse

,

continued outside the Rathaus

Although sporadic agitation against Simons
lasted until

a

special meeting of the shareholders on November
23, his continuation
as director had been assured by vote of the
assembly: he did, in

fact, remain at this post until 1917.

His success, thanks to the

support of Baumann and the Committee, was never much
in doubt, and
the disruptive tactics of the "opposition" were
also predictable.

The major surprise of the four-hour meeting was provided
by Pattai,

who evidently decided to speak in order to bolster Baumann and
the
Committee, or was directed to speak by the mayor in order
the

to

quiet

quarreling and bungling underlings.

After five years of mediocrity and dramatic fiascoes at the

Aryan theater, it was surprising that a prestigious politician could
not only support its subvention, but even advocate the creation of
a second anti-Jewish stage.

It remains unknown whether this proposal

was calculated to discomfit the Christian Socials' adversaries, who

certainly must have realized the failure of the political theater
even if he would not admit it, or whether he intended to reassure

shareholders about the original wisdom of creating such a stage.

In

any event, he scored Association members for not patronizing the
playhouse.

Possibly he may have recognized that such

a stage could

never attract wide masses and would continue to fall short of the
expectations placed upon it.

On the other hand, he may have believed

Simons could never recoup all of Mtlller-Guttenbrunn

1

s

losses and that

the only hope of staving off bankruptcy and an even greater fiasco

was to get the shareholders themselves to attend regularly as paying
customers.

Perceiving that the chief anxieties of his listeners
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stemmed from fear of losing their investments,
he may have relied
on their dread of being humiliated by
Jews in a business venture in

order to rally support behind Simons.

Thereby he flattered the

shareholders that they had a "higher mission

11

to fulfill.

In view of the condemnation of MUller-Gut
tenbrunn in the

clerical press, which usually anticipated or echoed the
opinions of

party leaders, it may seem surprising that Pattai defended
the former
director at all.

Yet he probably wanted to make the managerial task

seem difficult in order

to

dampen criticism; and he may also have

thought some defense of the former director was necessary since

Christian Social leaders had supported his candidacy in the first
place.

Believing that the party had allowed the theater to languish,

Pattai might also have wanted to make official payment for MllllerGuttenbrunn'

s

services.

Moreover, some of the shareholders may

still have sympathized with MUller-Guttenbrunn: after all, he had
always paid his rent on time and his indebtedness had never troubled
anyone but himself until Simons became manager.

Pattai

!

s

final judg-

ment of Mllller-Guttenbrunn's directorial competence was like Lueger's

nonetheless negative; he laid the failure of the theater at the
former direc tor

1

s

door

Pattai claimed that shareholders had no reason to criticize
the new director for avoiding a boycott by Jewish newspapers, since

in so doing Simons had in no way compromised the party.

Instead,

Pattai chided certain party leaders, who attended the playhouse only

when they had received free tickets.

Here, as well as elsewhere, he

.

argued for Simons' freedom of action
to negotiate a modus operandi
for the playhouse and implied it
had not yet received adequate

support from the appropriate people.

This was as close as Pattai

came to implicating the party in the
failure of the Aryan stage.
In his second reference to cultural
anti-Semitism, couched
in terms reminiscent of Guido List, Pattai
alluded to the "decadence

of the middle class."

This phrase and the remark about the eva-

poration of Germanic Geist in the dramatic arts
probably were included for demagogic effect and then left unexplained,
so that the

vagueness of phraseology could appeal to imperfectly focused
prejudices.

He suggested that the middle-class public, which supposed-

ly had been alienated by frivolous and trivial Jewish productions

and could not afford to attend the Hof theater, might be induced to

return to a playhouse such as the Jubiiaums Theater.

On this point

Pattai seemed to be echoing MUller-Guttenbrunn
In places Pattai argued for expediency although he veiled
such appeals in more elaborate idealistic reasoning. Shareholders

were apprised of their illogic in demanding eviction of

a

Jewish

audience when Christians themselves were unwilling to attend the
theater, and Simons' avoidance of a Jewish newspaper boycott was

excused on grounds of the alleged influence of that press over the
theater public.

On another subject, while suggesting that electoral

agitation was more effective than propagandistic plays, he also
implied that the influence of Christian Social critics was com-

paratively small and their viewpoints insular.

For the same reason
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he may have discouraged Schwer's
managerial ambitions.

The editor's

abilities, Pattai intimated, were
unequal to the task of directing
a theater; moreover, Simons
seemed to possess the business
acumen

which both Schwer and MUller-Gut
tenbrunn lacked.

In depicting

alternatives to Simons' possible failure,
Pattai resorted

to

the

type of demagogy that was the stock
and trade of Christian Social

meetings.

He ended his speech by insulting
the director of the Hof-

theater, Gustav Mahler, and suggesting
that the court condoned his

misrule
It is little wonder that Pattai's
anti-Semitism elicited

angry reactions from the liberal press.

And it is unlikely that

many were surprised when an explanatory letter
from him, clarifying
and reaffirming his earlier sentiments, soon
appeared in all the

major Christian Social dailies.

Charging that his statements before

the Association had been distorted by the liberals,
Pattai waxed

nostalgic about the days at the Hofopera before Mahler's arrival,

when Mozart's

Idomeneo and Die Entfllhrung aus dem Serail had been

performed instead of works by Goldmark and Halevy.

Pattai remarked

that since his speech he had been "delighted" by "numerous anonymous

defamatory letters" which all proved that his words had "hit the
mark"; and he wished Christians would show "just as much under-

standing for the things that [profited] them, as the Jews [had] instinct
for what injured them."

If Christians possessed such understanding

our Volk comrades would recognize more clearly than now
what a nucleus of national strength lay in the cultivation of national art, but also what danger to all national
welfare existed when alien, parasitic vines rankly sink
their roots into the very substance of the spiritual and
emotional life blood of the people. 28
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Awakened to such a danger, they
would then "shake off that
sleepy lethargy which [looked]
on with an apathetic srcile"
as the
nation was deprived of its
riches.

They would then rid the m selves

of

that shameful condition which
today offers Christians
in Vienna hardly anything but
second-class amusements,
where mindless, so-called
"GemUtlichkeit" replaces
artistic delight, [and they would]
shatter the ignominy
of a chain with which today a
homeless Jewry embraces
the entire intellectual life of
the capital and subjugates it to its tutelage.
Then they would not quarrel over one
national theater
for the amusement of the enemy,
but seek to create two
t£ree such stages, and demand from
their representatives
that public support be allotted to
these undertakings.
For what use is it if your body is
helped but your soul
is destroyed thereby?
After all, art is the soul of
the nation. zy

Pattai's letter epitomized the Christian
Social movement.

His

logic reflected the age-old religious suspicion
of art as well as the

conflict between morality and aesthetics within
humanism.

Apart from

reiterating some of his earlier speech, Pattai's
letter is distinguished
by its nostalgia and by its preoccupation with the
threat of Jewish

hegemony in cultural life.

His letter betrays indignation at the in-

difference of the Viennese toward art and suggests that a radical

difference between Christian and Jewish art derives from racial differences between the two peoples.

To Pattai Jews were cultural parasites

whose artistic endeavors would only be imitative.

Such art threatened

Christians indifferent to their own intellectual treasures, since the

Viennese had become content with inferior entertainment provided by
Jews.

Christian intellect, lulled by GemUtlichkeit

,

was no longer re-

sponsive to higher, more intense aesthetic pleasures and, he might have
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added, was losing its capacity to
create.

Like MUller-Gut tenbrunn

before him, he seemed to believe that
a revival of national art would
innoculate the Volk soul against further
destructive effects from an

alien culture.

Beyond its racist implications, Pattai's
anti-Semi-

tism displayed a religious content.

Jews were depicted as spiritual-

ly impoverished people without a fatherland,
doomed to remain root-

less and wandering.

The entire letter bespoke the Christian
Social

desire to organize a cultural effort parallel to
its political movement

.

While the liberal press had reacted adversely to Pattai's
speech, other papers tended to be pessimistic in particular
about
OA

the prospects of Simons

1

outcome of the meetings.

success,

or altogether negative about the

The anti-Semitic papers were particularly

bitter, predicting a Judaized JubilHums Theater.

Both Kikeriki and

the Volksblatt continued their attacks against Baumann and Mllller-

Guttenbrunn and sometimes blamed Pattai's misguided rhetoric for the
defeat of the opposition.

Emphasizing the need to continue the Aryan

theater, Kikeriki claimed "the forum of the stage [was] as important,
and even more important than that of the press."

Because of this

significance, "the Semitic octopus tightened its sticky tentacles

around both:

'Theater and newspaper must be Jewish or not at all!'"

The vehemence of this paper doubtless reflected in part the disappoint-

ment of its editor Ilger over his defeat.

His ambitions became plain:

all members of the opposition were urged to provide him their proxy

votes for the special meeting of the Association when he hoped to

:
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be elected a member of the Committee.

Both Kikeriki and the Volksblatt

contended that the opposition had been
vanquished only because Baumann and the Committee had insisted on a
vote by show of hands without having taken proxy votes into account.

Moreover, Muller-Gutten-

brunn had failed, they claimed, not because of the
negligible anti-

Semitism of his presentations, but rather because most
plays were
too antiquated and dull and he was afraid to
offend by performing

truly anti-Jewish works.
So vehement did Kikeriki and the Volksblatt become
that

Pastor Dittrich felt obliged to temper some of their polemics.

In a

letter to the Deutsche Zeitung he referred to a psychiatric illness,

"destructive rage"
Frankly, this sickness seems to assume serious proportions
in the anti-Semitic party.
In the Greek myth Uranos has
his own children thrown into chains; and within the antiSemitic party active hands twist the cords in order to
strangle the undertakings founded for a commendable purpose
by party comrades. The newest target is the JubilMums
Theater. 33

Dittrich asserted that the theater had been founded as

liberation from the "literary and artistic

.

.

.

a gesture of

Jewish dictatorship,"

and argued that it had attracted too large and thankful a public for
it to fail now.

Although a number of "fateful mistakes" had been

made from the beginning, the worst error had been to entrust the

management of the theater "to a known Freemason."

So far as share-

holders were concerned, the "opposition" was correct, he stated, in

criticizing Baumann for permitting Mliller-Gut tenbrunn to use his bond
the preceding spring and remaining silent about his insolvency.

Yet
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none of the "opposition" speakers had
suggested what ought to have
been done had the insolvency become known
and MUller-Gut tenbrunn
been fired.

Baumann had meant well in keeping silent,
he added,

but in so doing had taken upon himself "a
responsibility

under whose load his opponents hoped to bury him." 34

Although the "opposition" had been very active,
Dittrich
claimed, it had failed to develop a workable program
of its own.
This was why he had refused to join the "opposition"
at the meeting,

having originally intended to do so, and probably why many
others
also voted with the majority.

Scoffing at the claim that the lease

had been postponed only because of the voting procedure, he added
that the "opposition" had only demanded balloting after it had been

unexpectedly defeated:
All this wrangling in the "court war council" will cause
little damage to the JubilMums Theater.
The theater undertaking will and must fail, however, if criticism in its
own party press brings a heart full of rancor to the
artistic achievements of the stage. ^5

Dittrich's letter provides some of the rare judicious comments
about the meeting and the theater crisis to issue from an anti-Semite.
To him as well as to Pattai, the theater had been founded as a first

step in ridding Vienna of Jewish cultural hegemony, but unlike the

politician Dittrich believed that the greatest tactical error had

been made in selecting Mllller-Guttenbrunn as manager.

The priest may

have been more honest about Mllller-Guttenbrunn than Pattai who, in

attempting to buttress Baumann and the Committee, could not have

been completely derogatory about the former director, since Baumann

.
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had backed Mttller-Gut tenbrunn
to the end.

Dittrich, desiring merely

the continuation of the theater
as a fountain of Aryan culture
and

owing support to no one, possessed
a degree of objectivity that
Pattai
lacked.

The priest nonetheless revealed
his clerical bias in his

greater concern with the effects of a
Freemason's management upon
the values of a Catholic audience
than with the consequences of

business incompetence for the theater's
existence.

For all their

insistence on the theater's continuation,
both Dittrich and Pattai
seemed unaware of its artistic shortcomings.

The Final Defeat of "The Opposition"

As the special meeting of the Association and
the Committee

elections approached on November 23, 1903, the Volksblatt
and Kikeriki

intensified their polemical agitation.
"the Hungarian wine giver,"

Their chief target was Baumann,

whose unctuous protestations of honor

and selflessness in discharging his presidential duties were
singled
out for special ridicule.

Baumann was no doubt reacting to these

polemics when, during a shareholder's meeting, he accused Schwer of
enmity toward the JubilUums Theater because of the failure of the

latter's play.

Furthermore, the WHhringer Bezirksnachrichten

organ controlled by Baumann

— at

least according to Kikeriki

that the chief editor of Kikeriki

,

,

an

— implied

Ilger, had a Jewish mistress and,

in addition, had been disowned by his former fellow army officers

because of dishonorable practices

Schwer countered that Baumann's
charge about his enmity was
"just as true as his renowned
selflessness" 37 and published portions
of another of Mliller-Guttenbrunn's
letters praising his writing talent

He furthermore asserted that he had
become estranged from the former

director after a special performance
before the emperor had been
cancelled because, according to MUller-Gut
tenbrunn
the cabinet chancellery.

,

of the veto of

The editor had subsequently learned the

falsity of Mliller-Guttenbrunn's assertion
and consequently severed
all connections with him.

Schwer claimed he was still ignorant of

the reasons for the cancellation.

Ilger's reaction to the Bezirks -

nach rich ten's innuendoes made Schwer's response seem
restrained by
comparison.

Calling the author of the attacks on his honor

a

"moral

degenerate," Ilger dared him to repeat such lies in his
presence and
promised to ask Baumann at the assembly whether or not he would
correct the "cowardly and miserable fabrications of

a paid

rowdy

in his paper.

At this point Karl Bleibtreu once more entered the scene.

Echoing Pattai's sentiment that anti-Semitism had been victorious
solely in politics while "press and theater, the true cultural power,"
remained in Jewish hands, the author of Karma wrote an article for

Kikeriki reproaching Lueger and the municipality for being unwilling
"to make a sacrifice for an idealistic undertaking."

There would al-

ways be a theater crisis, he concluded, "as long as this Aryan

municipal theater [remained]

a

business object for leaseholders."

39

In a subsequent article for Die Fackel Bleibtreu, responding to the
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publication of MUller-Guttenb rutin's memorandum, 40
hinted his willingness to lead the theater.

While praising Kraus for publishing the

memorandum, the Berlin author scored MUller-Gut
tenbrunn for intentional
ly omitting mention of Karma, "the single
artistic deed which he can

credit to his directorial account." 41

Shifting his criticism to the

press, Bleibtreu alleged that impartial evaluation
of dramatic works

was impossible, since Jewish critics who controlled
public opinion
had nothing but praise for literary trash written by
their racial
comrades.

And he suggested that anti-Semitic critics would have to

be more than human if they did not make some attempt to
praise their

co-religionists.

42

He ridiculed the Aryan idealists of the theater

foundation, who perpetuated the incompatible combination of idealism
and materialism which had characterized the theater undertaking all

along:
At first noble willingness to sacrifice at 4% interest,
great words and ecstacy for the future without guarantees,
but when sacrifices were demanded, deathly silence butthen howls of rage as though they had been exploited by
this sinful Adam. 43

—

Though Bleibtreu had in effect damned both factions, in the
end his sympathies remained with MUller-Gut tenbrunn

least had understood the theater

1

s

,

because he at

implications:

Now, as small as he was, he still possessed a certain greatness among the people of the pygmies a certain slender
fame moreover, and one thinks with horror that in his
director's chair, whose true meaning he indicated so appropriately in his memorandum, any theater fop or journalistic
party hooligan is to loll.
,

Bleibtreu, then residing in Berlin, concluded that since there were no
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suitable candidates at hand, the party
would have to search farther
afield

While it was clear from Bleibtreu's article
in Kikeriki
and from similar polemics in the Volksblatt
that certain "opposition"

members desired a municipally subsidized theater,
their wishes were

destined to failure.

At the special but less well attended meeting

of the Association on November 23, 45 the "opposition"
slate was over-

whelmingly defeated. 46

Ilger's attempts to make an issue of the

slanders in the Bezirksnachrichten

,

and Angerer's efforts to invali-

date the postponement of the lease payment came to nought.

Moreover,

Schwer relinquished his Committee mandate Relieving that the "opposition" would, in fact, have little further to say in the theater's
conduct.

Pattai, whose candidacy for the Association presidency had

been suggested by the Volksblatt
against Baumann.

,

had not been persuaded to run

Perhaps it was the very division within the "oppo-

sition" which had destined its defeat.

On the other hand, the failure

to attract a suitable presidential candidate or to develop a rival

program could also have discouraged many from lending their support.
Baumann, in a conciliatory mood, concluded the meeting by thanking
the assembly for his re-election and pleading with the "opposition"
to "bury the axe."

4^

In reporting the events of the meeting,

the "opposition"

papers blamed the president alone for the strife, claimed that their

resistance had been motivated by purely selfless motives, and attri-

buted the diminished attendance to disgust over the "outrageous slanders

"
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in Baumann's WHhringer Bezirksnachrichten

A8
.

On December 3, 1903

a front-page cartoon in Kikeriki depicted
a mourning Baumann and a

gloating Simons burying the axe of anti-Semitism
in the Jewish

section of a cemetery. The caption "A Bloody Mockery"
made it clear
that certain "opposition" members remained unreconciled
to the outcome of the theater crisis and implied that they would
welcome the

opportunity to reawaken controversy.

Such an opportunity never came
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9

Theater und Kunst.

Stadttheatervereines

,"

Generalversammlung des KaiserjubilHums-

Die Reichswehr

,

October 31, 1903,

"^"einer fortschreitenden Verjudung

.

7.

die Kunststadt

.

.

p.

und insbesondere erste Musikstadt betrllbend.

.

.

.

einer Clique und

der ausserordentlichen Macht der Judenpresse

.

.

.

das Theater, mehr

und mehr auf die andre Seite hinllbergehen

.

.

.

.

riesige Gefahr

fllr

.
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unser geistiges Leben."

"Generalversammlung des JubilHums-Stadt-

theatervereins," Volksblatt, October
31, 1903,
llu

p.

10.

.

erne momentane Aufregung Herr werden
zu lassen, sondern

zu tun, was hier geschaf tliche
Klugheit und Politik vorschreibt .» Ibid.
12
"o v>

...

sehr viel
•

und Literatur.

Deutsche Zeitung
13

Volksblatt

1

.

October 31, 1903,

.

...

.

...

"der Parteisache

Ibid

.

.

.

...

die geschickte

Ibid

.

ins andre Fahrwasser hinUbersegeln

.

"Dekadenz des Mittsels tands

seraitische Machwerke

.

.

.

.

deutschen Geist, sondern

schale Witze, ekelhafte, nur auf Effekt-

hascherei begrllndete Machinationen
17

"Generalversammlung,"

So konnte er nicht mehr weiter, er

als man glaubte."

,

Geschaf tssache."
16

5.

p.

ausserordentlich glUckliche Situation.

war viel verschuldeter

.

,"

October 31, 1903, p. 10.

,

Hand des Theaterdirektors

.

"Theater, Kunst

Die Generalversammlung des Stadttheater-Vereines

"so ware das Geld gut angewendet."

14,,

15

von ihm verlangt haben."

"Ein sehr grosser Teil.

.

.

Ibid

"

.

.

.

Wenn sich ein Wiener im

Theater einmal wirklich unterhalten hat, aber am nHchsten Tag im
'Extrablatt' oder 'Tagblatt' liest, dass das StUck fad war, schMmt
er sich ordentlich.

Zeitung

(Heiterkeit)

October 31, 1903,

,

18

.

"

"Generalversammlung," Deutsche

5.

p.

"den Pacht von andrer Seite zahlen lHsst.

.

.

viel leichter,

.

Zeitungsartikel zu schreiben und zu kritisieren, als ein Theater zu
fllhren.

.

.

.

diese Angriffe

.

.

.

dort Theaterdirektor

.

.

.

.

einer
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der schwierigsten Berufe.

.

.

.

"Generalversammlung," Volksblatt

e ine

,

riesige GeschHf tskenntnis

.

October 31, 1903, p. 10.

"wahrhaften Kunst genlltzt."

Ibid. The Deutsche Zeitung

reported that Pattai urged his audience to wait

year before judging

a

Simons to determine whether or not he had been
successful in attracting
an audience.
p.

'"Generalversammlung,

"

Deutsche Zeitung

.

October 31, 1903,

5.
20..

undj statt ernes deutschen Kunsttempels

Oder zehntes Judentheater geschaffen haben.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ein neuntes

im Interesse des

auserwUhlten Volks gearbeitet, sie wllrden sich die HMnde reiben
und
sagen: Die Christen sind nicht fMhig, einig zu sein, selbst wenn
es

sich um ihr Geld handelt."
31, 1903, p.

21

"Generalversammlung," Volksblatt

,

October

10.

"eine schmUhliche Demlltigung.

.

.

.

unter der Aegyde des

Hofs regiert ein Jude mit der Scheusslichkeit eines Vorgehens, das

kein Beispiel kennt."

Ibid

.

Die Reichswehr reported his words:.

"Im Hoftheater dirigiert heute ein Jude von einer Scheusslichkeit in

seinem Benehmen und in seinem Aussehen und einer Vordringlichkei
die kein Beispiel kennt."

"In the Hoftheater today a Jew commands

with an odiousness of behavior and appearance and an obtrusiveness
that knows no precedence."

"Theater und Kunst. Generalversammlung

des KaiserjubilMums-Stadttheatervereines," Die Reichswehr
1903, p.

7.

,

October 31,

The Neue Freie Presse did not report Pattai's words

verbatim, stating: "Dr. Pattai then reviles Director Mahler."
geht sich dann in Schmilhungen auf Direktor Mahler."

"er-

Neue Freie Presse

,
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October 31, 1903, p. 10.
22

"die Lammsgeduld des Wieners.

am Kontinent.

...

.

.

.

beste SHngerin

Die Verjudung der Hofoper in der Musikstadt,
wo

ein Mozart und Beethoven gewirkt hat [sic],

soil uns erkennen

lassen, dass wir einen Verzweif lungskampf
kHmpfen.

Wenn wir uns

selbst ins Fleisch schneiden und ruinieren, dann
haben wir die

Lacher auf der anderen Seite."

October 31, 1903,
23

p.

"Generalversammlung ," Volksblatt

10.

"Langanhaltender stttrmischer Beifall."

October 31, 1903, p.

,

Deutsche Zeitung

,

The Volksblatt reported no reaction at all

5.

to Pattai's speech.
24

A
At
one point Simons told how Lueger, during the negotiations

in June, had insisted that the theater must not collapse "under any

circumstances."
1903, p.

10.

"Urn

keinen Preis."

Neue Freie Presse

,

October 31,

The director claimed to have saved the theater but was

contradicted by Schwer who asserted that neither the mayor nor the

community had wanted anything to do with Simons.

According to Schwer,

Lueger had even warned Simons about the theater: "Better look at the
bed you want to lie on first and don't be surprised if the fleas bite
you."

"

f

Sehen Sie sich das Bett erst an, in das Sie sich legen wollen

und wundern Sie sich nicht, wenn Sie die FlBhe beissen.'" "General-

versammlung," Volksblatt
25

,

October 31, 1903,

p.

11.

Presse asserted that this priest "through his agitation

[raised] a large part of the building fund."

"durch seine Agitation

ein grosser Teil des Baufonds geschaffen worden sei."

Neue Freie Presse

,

38 2

October 31, 1903, p. 10.
26„

deutsche, christliche, arische Bllhne
fUr deutsche KUnstler

und deutsche Schrif tsteller.

"Generalversammlung

»

,

»

Volksblatt

.

October 31, 1903, p. 11.
27

The "opposition" claimed Baumann failed
to include the proxy

votes in his count.
28,,

.

errreut

.

.

zahlreichen anonymen Schmahbriefen

.

ins Schwarze getroffen habe.

.

.

.

ebensoviel VerstMndnis daflir haben,

was ihnen frommt, als die Juden Instinkt
.

.

.

flir

das, was ihnen schadet.

unsere Volksgenossen klarer als bis jetzt erkennen,
welcher

Kern nationaler Kraft in der Pflege nationaler Kunst
gelegen ist— aber
auch welche Gefahr jeglicher nationaler Wohlfahrt darin
liegt, wenn
fremde Schlingpf lanzen auf dem NMhrboden des Geistes- und
Gemlkslebens
des Volkes wuchern."

"Theater, Kunst und Literatur.

die arische Bllhne," Deutsche Zeitung
29

"Abschlltteln

Lacheln zusieht

.

.

.

j

,

Dr. Pattai liber

November A, 1903, p.

7.

ene schlafrige Lethargie, welche mit stump fern

dem beschMmenden Zustand, der heute

fllr

Christen

in Wien fast nur mehr Vergnligungen zweiter Klasse of fen lMsst, wo ge-

dankenlose sogenannte

'

Gemlitlichkeit

'

an Stelle kllnstlerischen Genusses

tritt, zerbrechen die Schmach einer Fessel, mit der ein vaterlandsloses

Judentum heute das ganze geistige Leben der Residenz umschlingt und
seiner Bevormundung unterwirft.
"Sie wllrden sich dann nicht um ein nationales Theater zum Gaudium

der Gegner hereimstreiten

[

sic ]

,

sondern zwei, drei solche Bllhnen zu

schaffen suchen, und auch von ihren Vertretern verlangen, dass 8ffentliche Unterstlltzung diesen Werken zuteil werde.

Denn was nlltzt es,

"

.
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wenn eurem Leibe geholfen wird, aber
eure Seele dabei zugrunde geht.
Die Kunst ist aber die Seele der
Nation."
Ibid.

30

Der Salon

for example, stated that the Simons
regime could

,

probably not hold out long because of "the
sad condition in the
theater situation," while the Reichspost
referred to Simons as a
Prussian.

This designation was probably intended as
a supreme insult

from a nationalistic Viennese and intended to
chill the German director's
hopes.

"die trostlosen Zustande in diesen TheaterverhMltnissen

"Theater," Per Salon, November 1, 1903,
Musik.

post

,

p.

10.

"Theater, Kunst und

Generalversammlung des Jubilaumstheater-Vereines
November
31

1,

,

"

Die Reichs -

1903, p. 12.

"Das Forum der Btlhne ist so wichtig, ja noch wichtiger als

jenes der Presse.

.

.

.

spannte

klebrigen Saugarme um beide:

.

.

"'

Verein,"

90

Kikeriki Beilage
Ibid

33 "

No.

,

.

der semitische Polyp seine

'Theater und Zeitung mlissen jUdisch

sein oder sie werden nicht sein.

32

.

"Die Zustande im Stadttheater-

(November 8, 1903), p.

1.

.

'ZerstBrungswut

'

.

.

.

.

Diese Krankheit scheint innerhalb

der antisemitischen Partei eine geradezu bedenkliche Ausdehnung gewinnen zu wollen.

In der griechischen Mythe lHsst Uranos seine eigenen

Kinder in Fesseln schlagen, und innerhalb der antisemitischen Partei
drehen rtlhrige Hande die Stricke, um von Parteigenossen in lBblicher

Absicht gegrlindete Unternehmungen zu erdrosseln.

Das neueste Angriffs-

object ist das JubilHums Theater." "Theater, Kunst und Literatur.

Situation im Stadttheatervereine
p

.

7

,

"

Deutsche Zeitung

,

Zur

November 10, 1903,
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34„.

.

Literarischem und kUnstlerlschem

.

verhHngnisvolle Fehler.

.

.

eine Verantwortung

graben hoffen."
35

.

Ibid

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

judischen Diktatur.

einem bekannten Freimaurer.

unter deren Last ihn seine Gegner zu be-

.

"All dieses Gezanke im 'Hofkriegsrate

theater wenig Schaden zufligen.

*

wird dem JubilHums-

Das Theaterunternehmen wird und muss

jedoch zugrunde gehen, wenn die Kritik in der eigenen
Parteipresse
den

kilns tlerischen

gegenbringt."
36„

Ibid

Leistungen der

Btlnne ein Herz voll Groll ent-

.

ungarischen Weinschenkers

.

"

"Mahnruf! An die Mitglieder

des KaiserjubilHums-Stadttheatervereines!"

November 23, 1903, p.

6.

Deutsches Volksblatt

,

The Volksblatt had accused Baumann of

making gifts of Hungarian wine purchased during his trip.

The de-

signation "Hungarian wine giver" was especially derogatory since the

Magyars ranked among the Christian Socials' principal foes.
37

"ebenso wahr, wie seine vielgerlihmte Selbstlosigkeit

.

"Mahnruf! An die Mitglieder des Kaiser jubilHums-Stadttheatervereines
Ibid

.

,

November 22, 1903,
39

p.

11.

"die wahren KulturmHchte Presse und Theater

ideales Unternehmen Opfer zu bringen

Stadttheater ein GeschMf tsobj ekt

flir

.

.

.

.

.

.

fUr ein

solange dieses arische

Pachtunternehmer

.

treu, "Das verjudete Arier-Theater von Wien," Kikeriki

"

,

Karl Bleib-

November 15,

1903, p. 9.
40

Kraus was apparently disappointed that the memorandum

aroused public interest while the press maintained complete silence:

!
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"One could recently obtain an idea
of the complete unpopularity
of the 'Fackel' with the press of
all parties: not one single

Viennese paper commented on the excitement
aroused by the publication
of Mllller-Guttenbrunn's memorandum,
not one even quoted a line from
it even though it could be considered
'right up the alley' of both

party standpoints."

"Fllr

die umfassende Unbeliebthei t der 'Fackel'

bei der Presse aller Parteien konnte man neulich
einen Maszstab gewinnen: dem Aufsehen, das die Publikation der
Denkschrift Mliller-

Guttenbrunns erregte, hat kein einziges Wiener Blatt Ausdruck
gegeben,
keines hat, wiewohl sie von beiden Parteistandpunkten als
'gefundenes
Fressen' betrachtet werden konnte, auch nur eine Zeile daraus
zitiert."
"Das Jubilaumstheater," Die Fackel , No. 147 (November
21, 1903), p.
^ ln

3.

Die einzige kllnstlerische Tat, die er seinem Direktorial-

konto gutschreiben kann."
Kraus commented:

Ibid

.

,

4.

Of Bleibtreu's self-praise

"I have nothing against the self-assurance of an

author in a time when press tyrants determine cultural values and when
all originality must wither and sour under the ban of deadly silence.
But

I

think Karl Bleibtreu has amply made up for what contemporary

criticism denied him."

"Ich habe gegen das Selbstbewusstsein eines

Dichters in einer Zeit, da Presstyrannen die Kulturwerte bestimmen und
alles Eigenwlichsige im Totschweigebann verkUmmem und verbittern muss,

nichts einzuwenden.

Aber ich glaube, dass Karl Bleibtreu reichlich

nachgeholt hat, was die zeitgenBssische Kritik an ihm versHumte."
Ibid.
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42„
Kraus stated that the Christian Socials
were already

imitating the vices of their enemies, that
"Christian Social economic

criticism was dampened in view of their bank
accounts," and that
"the receipts from theater performances were
remitted to the
f

Deutsch-8sterreichische Schrif tstellergenossenschaf t

difference then lies only in the amount of the sums.

»

the

:

Anti-Semitic

corruption is less dangerous, because it is less skilful.

Only from

an aesthetic standpoint is it more blameworthy, because
it lacks
the generosity of its competitors.

competitive envy."

What was hostility has become

"christlichsoziale Wirtschaf tskritik von der

Rlicksicht auf die Bankenpauschalien gedkmpft wird

Bsterreichische Schrif tstellergenossenschaf t

Theatervorstellungen zuweisen lasst.
in der Hbhe der Summen.

'

.

.

.

die 'Deutsch-

sich die Einnahmen von

Der Unterschied liegt dann nur

Die anti-semitische Korruption ist ungefHhr-

licher, weil sie ungeschickter ist.

Nur vom iisthetischen Standpunkt

ist sie schMrfer zu tadeln, weil ihr die Grossztlgigkeit der Konkurrenz

mangelt.
Ibid

.

,

Aus Feindschaft ist namlich Konkurrenzneid geworden."

7.

"Erst edle Opf erwilligkeit zu 4% Zinsen, grosse Worte und

Zukunf tsschwarmerei ohne RUckversicherung

Totenstille

— dann

— sowie

Opfer verlangt wurden,

aber Wutgeheul, als sei man durch diesen sllndigen

Adam ausgebeutet worden."

Ibid

.

,

8.

^"Nun, klein wie er war, besass er doch eine gewisse GrOsse
unterm Volk der Pygmaen, auch einen gewissen schmachtigen Ruf
mit Grauen denkt man daran, dass auf seinem Direktorsessel

,

,

und

dessen

38?

wahre Bedeutung er in seiner Denkschrift
ganz treffend andeutet,
irgend ein Theaterfatzke oder

rHkeln soli."
45

Ibid

.

,

j

ournalistischer ParteilUmmel sich

9.

K ikeriki estimated that about 500 attended
the November

meeting, but that including proxies nearly
4,000 votes were represented.

Kikeriki

"Ein Schlusswort zu Baumanns Wahl am 23. November,"

November 29, 1903,

,

46

p.

2.

The majority received some 2,500 votes against
the opposi-

tion's 1,500 votes.

"Theater und Kunst.

JubilMumstheatervereines," Das Vaterland
I

Generalversammlung des
,

November 24, 1903, p.

have also compared accounts in the Deutsche Zeitung and the

Volksblatt
^7

.

"die Streitaxt begraben."

"Generalversammlung des Jubi-

lHums-Stadttheatervereines," Deutsches Volksblatt
p.

7.

,

November 24, 1903,

10.

48

"schnBden Verleumdungen in Baumanns 'WHhringer Bezirks-

nachrichten.

'"

"Ein Schlusswort," Kikeriki

,

November 29, 1903,

p.

2.
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CHAPTER

X

CONCLUSION

It remains to consider how MUller-Guttenbrunn
recovered from

this disaster and then to examine its larger
implications.

MUller-

Guttenbrunn never allowed such setbacks to interrupt
his career for
long.

In the present case he responded with characteristic
energy

and resourcefulness.

On November 11, 1903, the day Dittrich's letter

appeared in the Deutsche Zeitung

bankruptcy in district court.

,

Muller-Guttenbrunn declared his

The press was characteristically un-

charitable, and newspaper reports estimating the amount of his in-

debtedness served as a barometer of animosity toward the former
director.

Thus the Neues Wiener Journal

,

which had evinced little

hostility toward him, claimed he owed some 400,000 Kronen, while the
Volksblatt

,

his most implacable foe, asserted that his indebtedness

might reach 580,000 Kronen.

MUller-Guttenbrunn' s diary entry on the day of his bankruptcy
revealed little of his feelings about his experience as leader of the

party theater.''"

In his memoirs, however, he spoke of the suffering

he endured at this time, referred to his financial collapse as the

"spiritual bankruptcy" of the Christian Social party,

2

and labeled

his punishment "too severe for the idealistic attempt to build a

German playhouse on a Christian Germanic foundation."

3

He was particu-

larly bitter about the hypocrisy of the Christian Socials, claiming
their "anti-Semitic lion's roar [was] mere sham, a chimera, calculated
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to occupy the stupid fellow of Vienna and
bind him to the party." 4

The Jews had been completely victorious in the
theater affair, he

asserted, and no one could seriously harm them.

Once again he re-

vealed his bitterness at Simons' facile success in getting
the

Christian Socials to remove the anti-Jewish restrictions where
he

himself had failed, claiming that this was "the first good deed
they had done for the theater."

But he added cynically that they

would never have done this "if anti-Semitism were more to them than
a party

political theater-property." 5
In an undated diary entry, probably written early in

December 1903, he further revealed his thoughts by stating how
acutely he lamented the after-effects of all he had missed in life:
always stood alone, always relied on my own strength
and my good star.
I had no "connections," no friendships, I bound myself to no influential men.
Thus I now
stand alone, more lonesome than ever. No one comes to
see me, no one writes me.
And where I inquire and pre^
sent myself as a contributor, I receive evasive answers.
I

Although the diary entry and his memoirs suggest that Mliller-Guttenbrunn
considered himself a guileless victim of politics, both passages in
fact betray his self-delusions: in borrowing at usurous rates to pur-

chase the original lease and in accepting the directorship under politically oppressive conditions, he had been well aware of the risk to
his fiscal and literary future; but he had proceeded undeterred.

He

seemed to have forgotten his original misgivings about assuming the

directorship.

Understandable enough was his bitterness over the

frustration of his plans, but his anger at the expediency of the
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Christian Socials made him appear at best naive,
since politics, as
he himself must have known only too well, was
a question of self-

interest.

If he had been unsuccessful in cultivating
connections,

it was not for lack of trying, since he had
assiduously courted
7
Lueger and Schwer and at least one influential liberal
journalist.

Apart from its self-pity, his diary entry also reveals his
characteristic obliviousness and fanatic ego.

For years Mdller-

Guttenbrunn had been celebrated in the anti-clerical press and
recently in some Christian Social papers as an opportunist, and

while he doubtless did consider himself an idealist, he failed to
take into account the opinion others had formed of him.

His diaries

and memoirs contain frequent pejorative remarks about press reactions,
and he was often sensitive about slights to himself.

On at least two

occasions, it will be remembered, he had demanded retractions of
remarks he considered personally insulting.

It seems doubtful,

therefore, that he could have been unaware of the prevailing opinion,
and it was perhaps an indication of his defensiveness and of a tendency
of delusion that he did blame his "idealism" for his misfortunes.

Behind his remarks about the hypocrisy of the Christian Socials in the

question of anti-Semitism lurks his delusion: his disappointment over
the failed attempt "to build a German playhouse on a Christian Germanic

foundation" left little doubt that the theater was
directed against the Jews, among others.

to

have been

Shunned for the moment by

those who might have furthered his ambitions, MUller-Gut tenbrunn never

acknowledged his own responsibility for his misfortunes.

Although most of his belongings were confiscated as a
result
of his bankruptcy,

3

MUller-Gut tenbrunn' s creditors apparently had

to

content themselves with these effects, because an investigation
into

possible financial malfeasance was discontinued the following June
for want of evidence against him.

He had resumed his literary

activity during the final theater crisis.

writing for the Pressburger Grenzboten

,

By January 1904 he was

owned by Istvan von Simonyi,

a notorious Hungarian anti-Semite.

After Mllller-Guttenbrunn had recovered from the shock of his
bankruptcy, he set to work on his JubilHums Theater memoirs.

Al-

though he actually completed them in 1904, less than a year after his

bankruptcy, this record did not appear until 1924,
death.

a

year after his

Mllller-Guttenbrunn must have found it difficult to resist

publicizing deeply felt personal injustices, but he must also have
realized that the disclosures in his memoirs could only have hurt

rather than healed the wounds, since they might have entangled him
in even more serious legal difficulties.

His reluctance to reopen the

issues also suggests a natural fatigue, if not a deeper disillusion-

ment with his old idealistic goals.
In 1925, after reading Mllller-Gut tenbrunn

Madjera sympathized with Mllller-Guttenbrunn

f

s

f

s

memoirs, Wolfgang

plight and expressed

his indignation in a letter to Max Millenkovich

,

a former

Burgtheater

director, over the "betrayal" of the Aryan playhouse and its director:
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We Germans can give our heart's blood
for art and
will not only be abandoned by our fellow
Germans, but also
attacked
under certain circumstances, because
someone or another desires to show off
superior intellect
... or to appoint himself as the guardian of morals
[to]
prevent anyone from becoming too conceited. 9
.

.

.

.

.

.

Madjera believed the theater had been the victim
of internal Christian
German strife rather than Jewish animosity, and also
that "German

narrow-mindedness"
in Austria.

10

would eventually doom Christian German culture

Millenkovich

'

s

reaction to Madjera's letter is unknown,

but he did consider Mliller-Guttenbrunn "the champion of

a

German

Viennese stage," 11 and, while he was Burgtheater director in
1917, had

himself hoped to introduce a numerus clausus which would discourage
the employment of Jewish actors and performance of Jewish plays. 12

Madjera's letter is of further interest for its repeated
references to the declining "Christian-Germanic ideal,"

which he

believed Mliller-Guttenbrunn had attempted to uphold as director of
the Aryan theater.

Although Madjera did not define this ideal, he

implied that it was inseparable from the "Germanic psyche" and deeply

rooted in implicitly "Germanic" cultural forms such as the classical,

neo-Gothic, Biedermeier, and v8lkisch plays of the JubilMums Theater
repertoire.

To Madjera thus, and probably also to Mliller-Guttenbrunn,

the theater and its plays possessed an undeniably symbolic force which

hopefully would serve as quasi-Platonic archetypes in an attempted revival of "Germanic idealism."

Even in the face of failure, Mliller-

Guttenbrunn significantly refused
"Germanic" ideal.

to accept

the existence of any but a

He invoked the Messiah of a new salvational teaching
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that would destroy the existing socio-political
structure which he

thought had spawned the "alien" ideal.

Yet, not only would he have

had to abolish the existing social order to have realized
this prophetic goal, but his Messiah would also have had to destroy
the

very spirit of the people, if not the people themselves which
had

supposedly corrupted "Germanic idealism."

Mttller-Gut tenbrunn could

not recognize that this spirit was a reflection of his time and as

much an essential part of his own outlook as it was

hostile force.

a

foreign and

And this lack of self-awareness precipitated many

of the confusions, professional ineptitudes, and hostilities which

plagued his directorship and doomed the KaiserjubilHums Stadttheater
from the very beginning.

MUller-Gut tenbrunn was too much involved

with private conflicts to have carried such

a

controversial project

to success.

The response of the public and the press to the theater is

nearly as important as the theater itself.
journalistic commentary and reviews revealed

Between 1898 and 1903
a more or less

con-

sistent ideological consensus on the part of the four factions.

The

various critics projected politicized aesthetics into art as much as
they commented directly on the productions themselves.

The Socialists,

because of their ideological bias and their acumen at controversy,
were the most adept at turning the ideological weapons of the ruling
party against itself.

They could not see that Christian Social ideology

was feasible, even though it carried a religiosity into secular politics,
and lacked a clear focus.

The clericals themselves failed to appreciate
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even the potential of the arts as a device
to manipulate public
opinion.

They exhibited not only artistic insensitivity

,

but

further obtuseness to audience reaction as a measure
of their own

political effectiveness.

Here, Mllller-Gut tenbrunn was more astute,

although at times he himself seemed incapable of realizing
the political importance of the theater except when this coincided
with his own

notions

Apart from sporadic efforts to pander to clerical prejudices,
there is little indication that Mllller-Gut tenbrunn ever demonstrated

any deep sympathy for his sponsors' ideological gestures.

Instead

his occasional sallies into naturalism, aimed at cultivating liberal
favor, alienated moralistic clericals and totally confused his poli-

tical effort.

With greater agility Mllller-Gut tenbrunn might have

guided Christian Social ideology and even assisted its development,

but the compulsion with which he pursued his own crusades precluded
any such contribution and made the eventual split between himself and
his sponsors inevitable.

Disregarding advice from his patrons, he

persisted in ignoring clerical disapproval and thus caused his own
situation and that of the theater to deteriorate.

Liberal reaction to the Aryan stage was curiously lethargic.
It was almost as though the contemporary arbiters of Viennese culture

were content

to

witness an assault on their aesthetic and political

principles with little more than perfunctory and occasionally sarcastic
repartee, and a half-hearted, if elegant defense.

Although the

cultural climate augured a few more years for them, the dangers of

excessive and skeptical self-examination showed
throu S h their
critiques; they used sardonic wit and irony to
conceal profound

uncertainty and irresolution.
The German Nationalists by contrast seemed to have
realized
that political turbulence in Austria foreshadowed a
protracted social

upheaval from which they would benefit.

Ignoring, and perhaps un-

aware of the theoretical subtleties of dialectical materialism,
they

pursued ideological goals of more immediate emotional origin.

Simi-

larly, a few clerical extremists may have been instinctively attracted
to the potential political uses of such emotionalism.

But they were

checked by more powerful party leaders, for Lueger was dependent
upon Jewish financial support in order to finance his program of

municipal construction.
Lueger
rather obscure.

f

s

own attitudes toward the municipal theater remain
It is difficult to determine whether or not he saw

it predominantly in a political light.

His reticence during MUller-

Guttenbrunn's tenure and his abrupt dismissal of the director

f

s

appeals suggest that the mayor had decided that such a theater could
not work in any case.

Conceivably Lueger may have thought of the
,

stage as a place primarily of entertainment for his followers, rather
than as a political rostrum.

It was not a political leader but a

clerical critic who first suggested that a politicized Merchant of
Venice might be more effective getting votes than an electoral meeting
Yet Lueger did concede that controlling a theater might have political
advantages, although he remained unsure about just how to exploit them
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He was a highly adaptable politician, rather than
an inventive or

original thinker.

Christian Social ideology would not mature for

another generation.
In conclusion it would be well to recapitulate the reasons

for the failure of the theater.

As with many political movements,

alternative explanations present themselves.

In the case of Mtlller-

Guttenbrunn, there are, from a psychological point of view, numerous
and compelling motivations for his inept handling of the playhouse.

Yet it may also be true that his highly idiosyncratic behavior sprang
from a unique personal history that equipped him to see more deeply,
if not more clearly than his associates into the directions and long,

range implications of the entire theater project.
As unclear and diffuse and often as misdirected as his manage-

ment of the theater was, a disturbing prescience nevertheless clings
to his

unproductive and futile efforts.

In comparison with his

colleagues, his actions seem more weighty and significant, and less
topical.

The meaning of the Kaiser jubilHums Stadttheater may best

be seen in the man and in the kind of mixing of politics and personality

which he foreshadows.

In him we get a glimpse of a new kind of poli-

tician who substituted a sensitivity to irrational forces for traditional, empirical Realpolitik.

This new style of political leader-

ship could not function successfully in an era which still fancied

itself to be operating in the world of ethical rationalism.

The

theater was conceived as a very practical device to further certain
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party goals.

Its successful management,

then, required a personality

capable of frequent and delicate compromise.

This task was beyond

Mliller-Guttenbrunn, who could not disentangle ideology,
personal

idealism, psychological projection, and the motives of
ordinary

self-advancement from the actual requirements of the position
he
undertook.

In such circumstances the theater was bound to fail.
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APPENDIX

PLAYS PRESENTED IN THE JUBILAUMS THEATER

Number of

Title of Play

limes

Type of Play

Author

Premiere

festive play

Franz Wolff

Dec 14, 1898

Die hermannschlach

drama

Heinrich von
Kleist

Dec

Der Pfarrer von Kirchfeld

Volksstllck

Ludwig Anzengruber

Dec 18

4

Turandot, Prinzessin
von Lnina

fairy tale

Friedrich
Schiller

Dec 19

12

Der barmherzige Bruder

farce

O.F. Berg

wee

14

Aschenbrodel

comedy

Roderich Benedix

Dec 25

Eine Liebesheirat

drama

Antonie Baumberg

Jan

2,

Der Sohn der Wildniss

poem

Friedrich Halm

Ton

u

Hof guns

comedy

Thilo von Trotha

T

Der verwunschene Prinz

farce

J.

von PlBtz

Jan 15

2

Der

VolksstUck

August Neidhart

Jan 23

6

farce with
music

F.

Feb

4

7

Der Wirrwarr

farce

August von
Ko tzebue

Feb 12

3

Pension SchBller

farce

Carl Laufs

Feb 13

11

Gllick auf!

play

Mara von Berks

Feb 17

6

Tiberius Gracchus

tragedy

Paul Barth

Feb 25

4

Sappho

tragedy

Franz Grillparzer

Mar

4

An der Wannnger

Urn's

Lime

S te fan splat

t&gliche Brot

Antony

a v\

Performed

3

10

4

1899

25

5

25

1

1

!
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Number of
Times
Performed

Title of Play

Type of Play

Author

Die Geier-Wally

play

W. v.

LebemMnner

play

Franz Wolff

Des Meeres und der
Liebe Wellen

tragedy

F.

Die Gypsfigur

farce with
music

Theodor Taube

Mar 17

11

Die Katakomben

comedy

Gustav Davis

Mar 24

11

Kaiser Marcus Aurelius
in Wien

festive conse- Richard Kralik
crational play

Mar 29

2

Trab, Trab

local farce

A. Baumberg

Apr 10

4

Iphigenie auf Tauris

play

Wolfgang von
Goethe

Apr 12

3

Moisasur

magical play

Ferd. Raimund

Apr 27

13

Der Zerrissene

farce with
music

Johann Nestroy

May

Die Weise aus Lowood

play

Charlotte BirchPfeif fer

May 10

Brave Leut

vom Grund

VolksstUck

L

Anzengruber

May 19

3

Der Herrgottschnitzer
von Ammergau

VolksstUck

L.

Ganghofer and
Hans Neuert

May 26

3

Verlor ne Ehre

play

Bohrmann-Riegen

Sep

2

7

Weh dem, der

comedy

F.

Sep 14

7

August, der GlUckliche

farce with
music

Aug. Neidhart

Sep 21

8

Conrad Vorlauf, Bllrger
meister von Wien

historical
play

Wolfgang Madjera

Oct

3

Der Heiratsmarkt

farce

Georg Okonkowski

Oct

9

16

Familie Bollmann

VolksstUck

A.

Oct 16

12

T

Zauberfluch

s

1

f

lttgt

.

^

Premiere

Hillern

Grillparzer

Grillparzer

Baumberg

Mar

6,

1899

Mar 11
Mar 15

5

4
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Number of
Times
Performed

Title of Play

Type of Play

Author

Premiere

Der Kaufmann von Venedig

play

Wm.

Oct 25, 1899

Der Mliller und sein Kind

Volk

Stadt und Land oder:
Der ViehhHndler aus
OberBsterreich

Maria Stuart

drama

Shakespeare

10

Ernst Raupach

Nov

1

3

farce with
music

Friedrich Kaiser

Nov

6

10

tragedy

Friedrich Schil-

Nov 10

6

ler

Die Teuf elsmUhle am

Austrian
fairy tale

Leopold Huber

Nov 20

Wienerberg
Kinder der Grosstadt

drama

Franz

Nov 28

Der Vetter

comedy

Roderich Benedix

Dec

2

2

Der neue Stiftsarzt

comedy

Maria and Leo-

Dec 14

6

Dec 22

35

Wolff

13

pold Gtinther

Schneewittchen und die
sieben Zwerge

Christmas
fairy tale

C.A. GBrner

Der Hahn im Korb

Viennese

F.

Antony

Jan

4,

1900

18

farce

Anno dazumal

German farce

Carlot Gottfried
Reuling

Josef Lanner

drama with
music & dance

F.

Radler

Jan 22

19

Der Rechtschaf f ene

Volksstttck

Theodor Taube

Jan 30

12

Die Hochzeit zu Ulfosa

play

F.

Hedberg

Feb 12

5

Der wilde Rittmeister

comedy

Thilo von Trotha
and G. von Moser

Feb 20

25

Die eigene Schlinge

Viennese

Fritz Mai

Mar

1

Friedrich Halm

Mar

5

Jan 13

farce

Der Fechter von Ravenna

tragedy

t
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Title of Play

Das Hufeisen

Type of Play

Author

Premiere

Volksstllck

Carl Costa

Mar 13, 1900

Ein toller Einfall

farce

Carl Laufs

Mar 21

Ein Judas von Anno Neun

Volksstllck

Anton Langer

Mar 28

with music

A heuriger Has

Viennese
play

C

Lumpacivagabundus oder
Das liederliche Kleeblatt

magical farce
with music

Joh

For tuna

fairy tale

E.

Don Carlos, Infant von
Spanien

dramatic poem

Fried.

farce

0 diese Manner

Ein Opfer der Consuln
In der Einild

Number of
Times
Performed

comedy
)
rural Volks-)
stlick with
)
music
)

Drechseler

.

Apr

6

8

7

11

and J. Wach
.

Nestroy

von Bauernfeld

Schiller

Apr 17

Apr 27

May

2

3

Julius Rosen

May 10

7

Carl Grllndorf

May 16

2
2

Der Waf fenschmied

comic opera

Albert Lortzing

May 23

Philippine Welser

historical
play

Oskar von Redwitz

Sep

1

14

Wo is denn's Kind?

farce with
music

Anton Langer

Sep

6

11

Wildf euer

dramatic poem

Friedrich Halm

Sep 11

6

Karma

play

Carl Bleibtreu

Sep 18

3

Auf Strafurlaub

comedy

Moser and
T. von Trotha

Sep 24

6

Der Dorflump von Dellach

Volksstllck

Hans Arnold Schwer Oct

G.

v.

3

with music
Die bessere HHlfte

farce with
music

F.

Antony

Oct 10

5

15

!

:
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Number of
Times

Title of Play

Type of Play

Author

Premier e

Eva

play

Richard Voss

Oct 17, 1900

Viennese

Rudolf Hawel

Oct 23

50

Oct 29

2

Nov

4

Mutter Sorge

Performed

3

VOXKSS tUCK.

Minna Von Barnhelm

comedy

G.E

Kabale und Liebe

tragedy

Fried. Schiller

Frau Austria

farce

C.

Elfort

Nov 12

Das Kind

VOXKSS LUCK

A.

Baumberg

Nov 21

15

Aschenbr8del oder
Der glMserne Pantoffel

laity Laic

Dec

6

44

Das Gespens t

farce

Franz Wolff

Dec 14

3

rarce vitn
music

Dovsky and Muth

Dec 25

9

tragedy

Fried,

Der Pastorssohn

play

Franz Edelhofer

Gaudeamus igitur

farce with
music

F.

Hamlet, Prinz von DHnema lk

tragedy

Wm.

voxK.SDegxucK.er

socxax comeay

reaor von t,ODei"
titz

Der Verschwender

magical fairy

Ferd

L/Xti

Ivd U D c: I

Lessing

.

borner

Schiller

Antony

Shakespeare

.

Raimund

9

-A-

Jan

1

2,

1901

7

Jan 12

10

Jan 24

6

Jan 29

6

Feb

8

3

Feb 14

12

tale

Der Familienlump

Volksstttck

Oskar Fronz

Feb 23

9

Ein Lustspiel

comedy

Roderich Benedix

Feb 28

5

Der junge Herr

drama

Andreas Ressel

Mar

8

3

Deutsche Treue

patriotic
play

Felix Dahn

Mar 18

2
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Number of
Times
Performed

Title of Play

Type of Play

Author

Premiere

Der Reservelieutenant

comedy

Gustav v. Moser
and T. von Trotha

Mar 20, 1901

ErlBsung

play

C. Drechsler and
J. Wach

Mar 28

Eigenthum

play

Wolfgang Madjera

Apr

Am Tage des Gerichts

Volk play

Peter Rosegger

Apr 13

Von Stufe zu Stufe

Volksstttck

Hugo MUller

Apr 19

•

8

with music
and dance
Tantalos

tragedy

Meinrad Sadil

Apr 26

Josepha

romantic
Volk opera

J. ZMhler and
W. Schrief er

May

Das goldene Vliess
"Der Gastfreund"
"Die Argonauten"
"Medea"

dramatic poem

F.

Ein ungeschlif f ener
Diamant

4

Grillparzer
May 14
May 14
May 18

farce

Alexander Bergen^

May 21

farce with
music

Johann Nestroy

May 21

Eine Vorlesung bei der)
Hausmeis terin
)

farce

Alexander Bergen

May 21

Graf Essex

tragedy

Heinrich Laube

May 23

1

Im Zeichen des Kreuzes

historical
play

Wilson Barrett
Bohrmanntrans
Riegen and A.
Dolcini

Aug 31

93

Die Grille

rural play

Sand and Charl. Sept
Birch-Pfeif fer

Drei Paar Schuhe

musical drama

Carl GBrlitz

)
)
)

Frllhere Verhilltnisse

)
)

)

.

G.

8

Sept 29

10

e

t

t
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Number of
Times
Performed

Title of Play

Type of Play

Author

Premiere

Der Millionenbauer

Volksstllck

Max Kretzer

Oct 22, 1901

2

Ein Mann der Offentlichkeit

musical comedy C.R. Wolff

Oct 31

2

Verarmte Leute

drama

Franz Wolff

Nov

9

3

comedy

Heinrich Stobitzer Nov 19

51

Volksstllck

Jora

Liselott'

Der Schandfleck
Der daumenlange Hansel

Nov 28

7

musical Christ-C.A. Gilmer
mas fairy tale

Dec

7

42

play

Fried. von Wrede

Dec 17

3

Die zHrtlichen Verwand-)
ten
)

comedy

Roderich Benedix

Dec 17

3

Pater Jakob

Volksstllck

Karl Morre

Dec 25

31

farce

Julius Horst

Jan

comedy

E. von Bauernfeld

Jan 13

2

comedy

E. von Bauernfeld

Jan 13

2

Die Altweibermllhle

Shrove Tuesday play

Karl Sch8nherr and Jan 18
Rudolf Greinz

3

Die Wiederers tandene

comedy

F.

Aus der Gesellschaf

play

Die verhHngnis voile
Faschingsnach

Pflicht

)
)

with music
Der Musterknabe
Das Beispiel

)

4, 1902

3

)

Die Bekenntnisse

)

Radler

Jan 29

3

E. von Bauernfeld

Feb

4

6

farce with
music

Johann Nestroy

Feb

9

3

Die gute alte Zeit

play with
music

Fritz StUber and
Otto Petting

Feb 21

15

Konradin, der letzte
Hohens tauf

historical
tragedy

Martin Greif

Mar

3

2

Die Mikesch-Mali

Viennese
social play

Karl Baron

Mar 10

5

Torresani
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Number of
Times
Performed

Title of Play

Type of Play

Author

Premiere

Andreas Gerhard

character
play

Philipp Haas

Mar 20, 1902

Die Karlsschliler

play

Heinrich Laube

Apr

1

Das letzte Aufgebot

patriotic
VolksstUck
with music

Eduard Dorn

Apr

5

Die Hetzjagd nach einem
Menschen

farce with
music

Theodor Flamm

Apr 11

Die Tochter des ttdipus

tragedy

Eugen von Jagow

Apr 21

Helden der Feder

play

Wolfgang Madjera

Apr 29

GrBssenwahn

farce

Julius Rosen

May

Der schBne Fleischhauer

comedy

Alexander Bergen

May 23

Recept gegen Schwiegermutter

comedy

adapted from
Spanish by King
Ludwig of Bavaria

May 23

Eine verfolgte Unschuld

farce with
music

Anton Langer

May 23

Die unheilbringende
Krone

tragi-comical
magical play

Ferd

Ein Kind des Gllicks

comedy

Charlotte
Birch-Pfeif fer

Sep

Heimatlose Kinder

VolksstUck

Eduard Dorn

Sep 24

7

Das Stif tungsf est

farce

Gustav von Moser

Sep 29

7

Unsere Toni

farce

G.

von Moser and
Paul R. Lehnhard

Oct

7

25

Der Sparverein

Volk play

Ludwig Wiedegg

Oct 14

2

Die grosse Sandbank

comedy

Gustav Davis

Oct 22

17

.

Raimund

8

Aug 30

27
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Number of
Times
Performed

Title of Play

Type of Play

Author

KBnig Wenzel in Wien

historical
portrait with
music

F.

Eine gute Partie

VolksstUck

Hugo Schwer

Nov 12

7

DornrBschen

fairy tale
with music
and dance

Alois Prasch

Nov 28

38

Johannes

tragedy

Hermann Sudermann

Dec

6

32

Das war eine kBstliche
Zeit

comedy

Beatrice Dovsky

Dec 26

15

Die Friedensrose

fairy tale
drama

Meinrad Sadil

Dec 30

Das Riesenkind

burlesquedrama

Richard Manz

Jan

Herz ist Adutt

farce

F.

Radler

Antony

Premiere

Nov

1,

7,

Jan 18

1902

1903

8

5

12

with music

Der WiderspMns tigen
ZUhmung

comedy

Wm.

Der G wissenswurm

rural comedy

Lud. Anzengruber

Jan 31

4

Der Regiments-Don Juan

comedy

E.

Norino and
Emmerich v. Gatti

Feb 13

12

Einen Jux will er sich
machen

farce with
music

Johann Nestroy

Feb 20

Der Traura ein Leben

dramatic
fairy tale

Franz Grillparzer

Feb 27

Markgraf Rtldeger von
Bechelaren

tragedy

Felix Dahn

Mar

Prinzess Vjera

play

Ferdinand Runkel
and Hans von
Wentzel

Mar 10

Comtesse K^the

farce

Heinr. Stobitzer

Mar 18

f

Shakespeare

Jan 23

6

8
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Number of
Times
Performed

Title of Play

Type of Play

Author

Premiere

Der tausendste Patient

play

Josef Allram

Mar 20, 1903

1

comedy

C.A. G8rner

Mar 27

6

farce with

Carl Costa

Apr

Apr 12

Ein geadelter Kaufmann
Ihr Korporal

6

12

music
Severinus, der Abt von
Favianis

historical
play

J

Ein Kind der Secession

comedy

Gustav v. Moser
and T. v. Throtha

Apr 22

Ein BlitzmHdl

farce with
music

Carl Costa

Apr 28

Czarin Maria

character
portrait

Freiherr von
Drechsler

May

4

Ostern

VolksstUck

Adolf Schwayer

May

4

Der Mann mit dem
weissen Cylinder
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Berges and Zeska

May

4

Die sieben TodsUnden
der Wiener

drama with
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Karl Grlindorf

May 12

Andreas Hof er
Sandwirt

play

Karl Domanig

May 20

romantic
tragedy

Robert Talwyce

May 30

Athara

,

der

.

Dirnbtfck-

Schulz

8

17

t
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